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PREFACE

The rigidity of science has allowed Islam to take part in bridging the 
gap to link the plain world and God’s divinity. The essentiality of both 
mechanisms has uplifted Muslims into a great civilization, catering 
towards the emergence of modern Islamic culture, beautified by the 
art of spiritual science. The concept of Ijtihad has brought the whole 
new perspective to view science under the light of Islam to find the 
connecting aspect of science heritage and spiritual obligation.

On the verge of finding the remedy in between the tangible 
and the spiritual aspects has sparked ingenuity towards establishing 
notable findings through encompassing use cases. International Science 
Conference: Islamic Thought & Understanding (ISSCITU 2018) will 
be the centre stage for individuals to pinpoint the consolidating theories 
and concepts of science through Islamic viewpoint, moulding ideas to 
refine the well-established life etiquette and practices towards achieving 
the ultimate truth.

ISSCITU 2018 will be a benchmark for the scholars from 
Islamic studies to explore more perspectives related to the science of 
humanity. The studies presented in this conference should be a proof 
that values brought through Islam are a necessity to cater issues related 
to the humanity. Apart from that, the hybrid between scientific and 
Islamic studies should be glorified as a milestone in Islamic scholarship. 
Qur’an and As-Sunnah are definitely the absolute reference for Muslim 
but with the injection of science into the exploration, the findings would 
be more compelling to notice by the society. 

Mahmood Zuhdi Hj. Abdul Majid





INTRODUCTION

This book is a compilation of articles on some of the Islamic 
Contemporary Issues in Social Sciences in Malaysia in particular and 
the rest of the world to benefit the general public, the academia and 
perhaps the relevant policy makers analyzed from the perspectives of 
the academics who have been keen on understanding and explaining 
these issues from a number of aspects among them are the legal and 
economy aspects in addition to various other generic issues. 

Compiling such views from the academia is significant to mark 
the contribution of the academia in discussing issues in the manner akin to 
their profession objectively and without succumbing to the subjectivity, 
emotion and bias that usually taint the public discourse on the matter. The 
voice of the academics seldom gets the center stage attention because 
of the assumed public attitude that hungers for sensation. Instead of 
finding a more objective input to explain the issues, the media, in its 
hype to put another log in the fire, helps no more except in stirring 
uncertainty and confusion. Unfortunately, the issues, if not treated and 
given their due explanation will only bring the society to a new level of 
distrust among its members. In the context of Malaysian society, with 
its multi-racial and multi-religions set up, as one senior politician once 
remarked, we have managed to achieve racial and religious tolerance 
but have yet to enjoy racial and religious harmony. Any issue that cuts 
across the various ethnicities that are deemed sensitive would be easily 
prejudiced as not having the merit to be solved in the manner that would 
be appreciated by all. The unfortunate gambling on these issues by 
some short of popularity politicians would only aggravate the situation. 
Such is the situation of these issues which have become conundrums in 
the multi-racial and multi-religious society. 
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Issues concerning co-existence with others will continue to 
crop up as Muslims in this era have been a growing group of minorities 
in many societies in West. But in the Muslim majority societies such 
as Malaysia, the concern of other minority non-Muslim societies never 
cease to pose new challenges to policy makers, leaders and academics. In 
addition to this physical sphere of co-existence, there is the abstract co-
existence between Islam as a system of belief and the modern concepts 
and philosophies. Both types of co-existence need to be carefully 
discussed to make the responses of the Muslim society relevant to the 
modern context. The failure to address this gap will result in isolationist 
views that would alienate Islam from being relevant. 

The issue of Muslim converts begs the attention of the academics 
as it touches on many aspects of the legal system in Malaysia. The legal 
tussle between the rights of the converts and their children or spouses 
have been cropping up from time to time in Malaysia. The absence of the 
legal provision to allow converting out from Islam is another challenge 
for those who are not willing anymore to remain as Muslims. Some of 
the issues confronting the converts are social as they must deal with 
the acceptance and rejection of their old and newly acquainted circles. 
On the other hand, some legal issues also need further deliberation 
and analysis. The differences in some of the Islamic legal codes and 
implementation between the states in Malaysia is interesting as noted in 
one of the articles. Another valuable topic is on how to possibly keep up 
as a wife whose husband is in prison. 

The economic issues presented in the book show the dynamic 
and diversity of this issues in Malaysia and the Islamic world. New 
insights on the innovative methods to benefit from zakat and other 
sources of income in the traditional Islamic economy. The papers on 
these issues are very innovative, drawing from the existing practice as 
their focus or conceptually examining some propositions in adapting 
the Islamic tenets in enhancing some of the existing products and 
resources. There is also a frank and direct critique of the role of Islamic 
banks in one of the article as the writer questions the purpose of some 
Islamic banks which are more profit-oriented as seen in their promotions 
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for loans which in many instances only increase the indebtedness of 
Muslims in their societies. In another article, a significantly remark 
was made to increase in role of zakat as not only to be distributed but 
also to continuously monitor the recipients to improve their overall 
situation and to eventually delisted from the zakat recipients list. The 
Halal logistic situation in Malaysia is highly beneficial exposure of the 
strengths and challenges of this aspect of the industry that would be an 
asset for the market observers. On a lesser scale, another contributor 
presented the aspect of customer satisfaction on the services rendered 
by halal-certified restaurants. 

Apart from these economy-related issues, some other general 
Islamic contemporary issues were also treated in the chapters of 
the book. Issues concerning the role of women in leadership, the 
increasingly popular online gambling and its effect on Muslim society, 
a new approach in understanding the Qur'an as remedy for moral decay 
and the proposed alternative concept of Islamic globalization; all are 
the result of the on-going issues that are emerging in the societies of 
which Muslims are inevitably a part of it.

These contemporary issues in social sciences need to be further 
elaborated and examined in the continuous efforts to find common 
grounds between the leaders, policy makers, legal practitioners and 
the academic. Here is the contribution from some of these academics 
that is hoped to expand the horizon of understanding, compromise and 
rationality for our society to stride on to the future. 

Akmal Khuzairy Abd. Rahman
Abdul Salam Muhammad Shukri
Raudlotul Firdaus Fatah Yasin
Azhar Abdul Rahman
Azlan Abd Aziz





PART I : ISSUES ON 
MUSLIM CONVERTS





CHAPTER 1

Economic Empowerment of the Chinese 
Muslim Community in Malaysia: 

Challenges, Opportunities and Prospects
Salina Kassim, Raudlotul Firdaus Fatah Yasin, 

Johari Yap &Taufiq Yap Yun Hin

Introduction
According to the official figures, the number of people with 
Chinese descendants who are registered as Muslims in Malaysia 
(or  the Chinese Muslims) stood at 42,048 persons in the year 
2010 compared to 57,277 persons in the year 2000 (Department 
of Statistics, Malaysia, 2015; Abdullah and Shukri, 2008). 
Despite being small in numbers, the Chinese Muslims in Malaysia 
have continued to make increasing contribution socially and 
economically. 

In terms of economic profiling, majority of the Chinese 
Muslim community in Malaysia falls in the middle-income 
group (PERKIM, 2017). According to Ann Wan Seng (2011), the 
Chinese Muslim community in Malaysia has its own economic 
position. The Chinese Muslims make their presence mainly in 
the halal food industry with their well-known restaurant chains 
all over the country, also in the education field, entertainment 
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industry, trading businesses, and da’wah efforts (Kassim et al., 
2017). A good number of them are occupying important places in 
the public and private sectors, with many are successful business 
entrepreneurs and professionals. There are also quite a number 
of well-known personalities who are actively doing da’wah and 
becoming popular public figures. Many run their own businesses, 
which are inherited even before becoming Muslims and continue 
to maintain the businesses after their conversions to Islam (Seng 
2011). In line with the requirements of the religion of Islam, they 
have changed the orientation of their businesses from that of non-
halal in nature to one that is halal. Indeed, the halal Chinese food 
restaurant business is rapidly growing especially in the Klang 
Valley area particularly in Kuala Lumpur, Gombak, Ampang, 
Bukit Antarabangsa, Hulu Klang, Bukit Beruntung, Klang, 
and Shah Alam. The responses from the society, especially the 
Malays, have allowed these restaurants to develop rapidly. For 
example, Haji Sharin Low’s halal Chinese cuisine restaurant has 
several branches in Klang Valley within a short period of two 
years (Utusan Malaysia, 2011). Similarly, Mohd Chan Abdullah 
restaurant has eight branches and Haji Yusuf Ong restaurant 
has two branches in Shah Alam named Chinese Muslim al-
Munawwarah Restaurant. 

The success of the Chinese Muslim entrepreneurs can be 
attributed to several factors. First, the fact that they have inherited 
the skills of doing business traditionally from their families, they 
only have to continue the business which was already started 
earlier. Second, their status as new converts in the Muslim 
community is also a contributing factor to their successful business 
venture as they gained support from the surrounding Muslim who 
would like to contribute to their well-being in their own ways. 
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Third, the non-Muslims are also keen to savour the food offered, 
thus halal food business constantly attracts customers and is 
well-received by all. Forthly, a motivating factor for the Chinese 
Muslims is that upon embracing Islam, they find that Islam always 
encourages economic improvement, motivated by the hadith of 
the Prophet (peace be upon him – PBUH), that promotes Muslims 
to undertake business activities, where the Prophet PBUH said 
that nine out of ten sustenance come from doing business. This 
motivates the Chinese Muslims entrepreneurs to refine their 
entrepreneurial talent to the extent that many of them become 
better than the original Muslims themselves, especially due to 
the adherence to the Islamic business ethics as commanded by 
the Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet PBUH. Furthermore, the 
concept of brotherhood upheld in Islam also contributed to the 
success of the Chinese Muslims business communities where 
those who are more established aimed to help the newly convert 
as much as possible, financially and emotionally.

According to a source from the Islamic Welfare 
Organisation of Malaysia or Pertubuhan Kebajikan Islam Malaysia 
(henceforth, PERKIM), around 50-60% of the Chinese Muslims 
who converted to Islam at PERKIM are those from the middle-
class income category, of whom less than 15% are categorised in 
the high income group (Farhan Tee, 2017). An estimated 40% of 
the Chinese Muslims are categorized in the lower income group; 
this is especially true among the newly converts who are facing 
severe financial difficulties as they entered into their new phase 
of life as Muslims. 

Issues arise when there are a few among the Chinese 
Muslims especially those in the lower income group who have the 
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“welfare mentality”. They prefer to receive and live on welfare 
payment given by the state religious authority and relevant 
government agencies, rather than making an effort to earn an 
honest living by working hard at a job. In several cases, the newly 
converts prefer to collect donation and banking on the sympathy 
from the public as they are being chased-out by their families 
and sometimes being boycott by friends due to their conversion 
to Islam. Some would even reject job offers from fellow Chinese 
Muslims entrepreneurs and prefer to live on allowance given 
by the relevant religious authority amid the various incentives 
available for them due to their conversion to Islam (Round-table 
Discussion with Chinese Muslim Community at International 
Islamic University Malaysia on 13th March 2016). 

It is, however, important to highlight that the welfare 
mentality is predominantly evident among the local Chinese 
embracing Islam who normally come from poor family background 
(Farhan Tee, 2017). On the other hand, Chinese Muslims 
migrated from China are mainly businessmen or professionals 
who are highly motivated to make a better living in an Islamic 
environment such as in Malaysia. In fact, as documented by Beng 
(1991), the Chinese Muslims forefathers who originally travelled 
far from Quanzhou in Southern Xinjiang of the Mainland 
China during the Sung Dynasty (960-1279 A. D.) to the Malay 
Peninsula specifically in Terengganu are motivated in spreading 
Islam  through da’wah and simultaneously involving in trading 
activities in efforts to find a better life. Specifically, these are the 
Hui clan who are all observing Muslims and they brought with 
them the skills of trading, crafting and mining which they have 
inherited for generations.
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On the back of these issues, the present study aims to explore 
various possible measures to address the economic and financial 
challenges faced by the Chinese Muslim community in Malaysia. 
In achieving this objective, the study conducts a critical review 
of the literature, focusing specifically on the challenges, issues 
and opportunities that exist in the Chinese Muslim community’s 
economic involvement. To further provide enriching discussions, 
interviews are conducted with selected Chinese Muslims figures 
so as to share their views on the issues and opportunites facing 
the Chinese Muslim community’s economic involvements. The 
role of NGOs, with specific references to the Malaysian Chinese 
Muslim Association (MACMA) and Persekutan Seruan Islam 
Selangor dan Wilayah Persekutuan (Jamiyah), in contributing 
towards the effort of empowering the economic status of the 
Chinese Muslims in Malaysia will also be discussed. The study 
hopes to provide inputs to the relevant authorities and NGOs on 
further improving the socio-economic well-being of the Chinese 
Muslim community in Malaysia. 

Efforts to Improve Economic Standing of 
Chinese Muslim Community in Malaysia

Zakat collections

A potentially good source of funding to assist the Chinese 
Muslims financially is through zakat collections. There are eight 
groups of people on whom zakat should be spent, as mentioned 
in the Qur’an:
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“The alms are only for the Fuqara’ (the poor), and Al-
Masakin (the needy) and those employed to collect (the 
funds); and to attract the hearts of those who have been 
inclined (towards Islam); and to free the captives; and for 
those in debt; and for Allah’s Cause, and for the wayfarer 
(a traveler who is cut off from everything); a duty imposed 
by Allah. And Allah is All-Knower, All-Wise.” 

[Qur’an 9:60]

Since the new converts fall under one of the eight 
categories of the deserving zakat recipients as stated in the 
Qur’an, namely in the category of “the hearts of those who have 
been inclined (towards Islam)”, then tapping this huge potential 
and more importantly, systematically managing the funds could 
greatly assist the community economic improvements. In 2011, 
for example, in the case of the Selangor State Islamic Religious 
Council (SIRC), the amount distributed to the newly converts 
(muallaf) reached RM15 million, one of the highest categories 
of the zakat fund distribution in the state (Selangor State Islamic 
Religious Council, 2012). Financial assistance through zakat 
could help assist the newly converts to start on a new life, increase 
their sense of belonging to the Muslims society and subsequntly 
strengthen their belief (iman) in the new faith of Islam. Over the 
years, zakat has indeed been shown to be an important mechanism 
of income redistribution measure in the Muslim society and has 
also played an important role in Islamic social welfare system 
to alleviate poverty in Muslim nations (Fuadah Johari, 2004; 
Patmawati, 2006). Thus, this is a huge potential to be tapped for 
the Chinese Muslim community in Malaysia.
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The administration of zakat falls under the purview of the 
SIRCs of each state; thus, it is important for the relevant parties 
or NGOs such as MACMA to collaborate and seek a mechanism 
to be able to tap this huge funding source. In this regard, realizing 
the importance of sustainable financial sources for the Chinese 
Muslim community, MACMA Kelantan has initiated a series of 
efforts with the Kelantan Religious Authority (or Majlis Agama 
Islam dan Adat Istiadat Melayu Kelantan - MAIK) to tap the 
available funding for the Chinese Muslim community in the state 
of Kelantan. The effort has resulted in a success when MACMA 
Kelantan has been officially appointed by MAIK as an official 
‘amil’ (or zakat collector) in Kelantan starting 1st March 2017 
(Johari Yap, 2017). Since amil is another category of the eight 
zakat recipients mentioned in the Qur’an, the zakat collected can 
be used to finance the expenses for welfare activities undertaken 
by MACMA Kelantan. In particular, amil is allowed to take 1/8th 
of the zakat collection for their own usage of admistrating and 
managing the activities for the benefits of the Chinese Muslim 
community in the state..

Financial assistance and welfare

As mentioned earlier, there are several financial assistance 
being provided by the relevant state and government agencies in 
providing for the welfare of the newly converts in Malaysia. In 
efforts to assist the newly converts as they start their new life 
as a Muslims and pre-empting the possible difficulties that they 
might face such as rejections from family members and society, 
there are also direct monthly cash assistance given by the relevant 
authority.
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At the national level, the National PERKIM is collaborating 
with several mosques in identifying the new reverts nearby their 
areas, who are in need of financial assistance and welfare (Farhan 
Tee 2017). This is in line with the objectives of the establishment 
of PERKIM, which among others to undertake welfare activities 
including providing various forms of financial assistance to the 
newly converts especially during their difficult times. Similarly, 
MACMA are being pro-active in undertaking various financial 
assistance activities to ensure the welfare of the Chinese Muslim 
community are taken care of. This effort is also undertaken by 
MACMA chapters in other states in the country.

Meanwhile, at the state level, as in the case of Selangor 
SIRC, a monthly cash allowance of RM500 for five years upon 
their conversion to Islam is given to the newly converts.

Special programs by collaborating with mosques/
local authorities

Another potential mechanism towards economic empowerment 
of the Chinese Muslims is to collaborate with the mosques 
or other local authorities to organize fair, festival or bazaar to 
provide a platform for the Muslim Chinese community to market 
their products, especially halal Chinese cuisines or delicacies. 
This effort would promote the entrepreneurial spirit among the 
Chinese Muslim community, especially the new converts who are 
striving to be economically independent from the welfare. This 
event can be done on a frequent basis such as weekly or monthly 
so that the local community would have anticipation, thus gaining 
support for the event.
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Chinese Muslim cuisines with the establishments of a 
few chains of restaurants such as Restoran Haji Sharin Low and 
Restoran Mohd Chan are flourishing and well-accepted by the 
general Muslim communities. However, these establishments 
provide delicious Chinese Muslim cuisines at a quite premium 
price which may be out of reach of certain low-income group 
including the newly converts. Therefore, Chinese Muslim 
hawker-style centres would be a good idea for the newly converts 
to start their business and promoting halal Chinese cuisines at the 
same time. 

Apart from promoting Chinese Muslim food business, a 
few celebrations should be held to make sure the Chinese Muslim 
feel like they are welcome into the community. There are several 
programmes conducted to gather and to celebrate these Chinese 
converts by NGOs and local authorities as an effort to make sure 
that these converts feel like they belong to Muslim community. 
Commonly, Chinese New Year is among celebrations that will be 
used as an initiative of the organisations which would like to help 
these low-income Chinese converts to make sure they will not 
feel like the burden of throwing a celebration with their financial 
limitation. For example, the Persekutuan Seruan Dakwah Selangor 
and Wilayah Persekutuan (Jamiyah) has recently managed a 
gathering event at the building of the secretariat office on 24 
February 2018 in conjunction with Chinese New Year celebration 
(Interview with Ann Wang Seng, 2018). The targeted participants 
were among the low-income Chinese-Muslim converts from 
Kuala Lumpur and Selangor areas, especially those who have 
been a Muslim for more than five years and are no longer receiving 
monthly allowance from the religious authority and welfare 
department despite of their economic problems. Accordingly, it 
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is an effort to strengthen their relationship with Muslims brothers 
and sisters and also to ensure that they feel the presence of those 
who always concern about them (Seng, 2018).  

Cash Endowment through Sadaqah/Infaq/Waqf

Cash endowment can be established through formal and informal 
sources. In addition of the existing official instruments including 
Lembaga Zakat etc., the informal way of providing the aid may 
also be contributed through charity or sadaqah by corporates 
or wealthy individuals, especially from the Chinese Muslim 
communities themselves. This is a highly viable method of 
funding source as the community embraces the brotherhood spirit 
and helping each other which is highly encouraged in Islam. More 
importantly, Islam highly promote the act of giving anything 
in way of Allah SWT and this is considered the highest form 
of charity. In this context, charity for the cause of helping the 
newly convert can be considered as a form of jihad and da’wah in 
spreading of Islam. In the Qur’an, Allah SWT says:

“The example of those who spend their wealth in the 
way of Allah is like a seed [of grain] which grows seven 
spikes; in each spike is a hundred grains. And Allah 
multiplies [His reward] for whom He wills. And Allah is 
all-Encompassing and Knowing.” 

(Qur’an 2:261)

In the context of the Chinese Muslim community, cash 
payments in the form of sadaqah and waqf can be collected 
from the wealthier segment of the community such as from the 
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businessmen and professionals and be allocated for the lower 
income group among the community. Cash waqf fund is also 
expanding in the Muslim society in Malaysia and can be a potential 
source of fund for the Chinese Muslim economic advancements. 
In this regard, the experience of MACMA Kelantan is worth 
highlighting. The MAIK has been very supportive of the da’wah 
activities by MACMA Kelantan by not only appointing MACMA 
Kelantan as the amil for zakat collection, but also giving MACMA 
Kelantan the trust and responsibility to manage a 9 ½ acres of 
waqf land in Mukim Banggu, Kota Bharu, Kelantan.

In realizing the importance of sadaqah as a voluntary gift 
of charity out of the goodness of one’s heart, as mentioned in one 
of the hadith of the Prophet PBUH, narrated by Abu Musa (R.A) 
that the Prophet Muhammad PBUH said:

“Every Muslim has to give in sadaqah (charity).” The 
people asked, “O Allah’s Messenger PBUH! If someone 
has nothing to give, what will he do?” He PBUH said, “He 
should work with his hands and benefit himself and also 
give in charity (from what he earns).” The people further 
asked, “If he cannot do even that?” He PBUH replied, 
“Then he should help the needy who appeal for help.” 
Then the people asked, “If he cannot do that?” He PBUH 
replied, “Then he should perform all that is good and keep 
away from all that is evil, and this will be regarded as 
charitable deeds.” 

(Bukhari)
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 Many Muslims NGOs including MACMA, PERKIM, 
Jamiyah, have been seriously working on establishing at least 
a welfare bureau within their societies, specifically to prepare a 
platform for charity collection from the generous to the needy 
Chinese converts. It has been the practice of these organisations 
for decades that they will always lend their hands to assist the 
needy and the poor to at least lessen some of the burdens if not all.

Through the formal channel, there are also funds coming 
from zakat returns by corporates, the amount that the zakat paying 
corporates can get in excess of the compulsory zakat payment 
which are returned to them that they are able to distribute as well 
will further enhance the economy of the converts. Taking the 
example of the International Islamic University Malaysia who 
has been appointed as amil by the Lembaga Zakat Selangor to 
collect zakat among the IIUM community; the zakat payment 
done by the IIUM community through monthly salary deductions 
(known as the Barakah scheme) are being “returned back” to 
the IIUM Endowment Fund and being distributed to the asnaf 
among students and needy staff in the IIUM. In particular, 50% 
of the zakat paid being returned by Lembaga Zakat Selangor to 
IIUM for distribution back to the IIUM community. This “zakat 
return” model practised by the IIUM can be applicable in the 
context of the Chinese Muslim community, especially when the 
Chinese Muslim NGOs such as MACMA Kelantan which has 
been appointed as amil by MAIK.

Setting-up of Cooperative

A cooperative is an institution that is established based on the 
principle of voluntarism, democracy and shared interests. 
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Economically, the primary objective of every cooperative is 
advance the interests of its members through giving various 
benefits such as providing goods and services to its members, 
thus enable them to attain increased income and savings, 
investments, productivity and purchasing power and promote 
among them equitable distribution of net surplus through 
maximum utilization of available resources. It is a flexible form 
of financial intermediation, allowing equal financial access which 
is otherwise not accessible, to every member of the society.

The concept of cooperative can very well be applicable 
in the context of the Chinese Muslim community in Malaysia. 
In this regard, MACMA Kelantan has taken a pro-active effort 
in establishing a MACMA Cooperative. The MACMA Kelantan 
has officially set up a cooperative in April 2017, namely Koperasi 
MACMA Kelantan Berhad (D-5-0832) in order to help the newly 
converts in their economic “jihad”.  Various activities can be 
organised by the cooperative in improving the economic well-
being of its members such as help promoting and selling their 
halal Chinese cuisines or products to market. As in the case of 
many other cooperatives, once the MACMA Cooperative has 
gained strong financial standing, it should be able to advance 
financial assistance in various forms to its members. Additionally, 
the cooperative can also be a platform for its members to have 
access to other financial products and services such as micro-
saving and micro-takaful; these are all moving towards higher 
financial security for members of the cooperative.
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Role of NGOs to Improve Economic Well-
being of Chinese Converts in Malaysia  

The Case of MACMA

NGOs such as MACMA play an important role in the economic 
development of Chinese converts in Malaysia. MACMA can 
assist the government and State Islamic Religious Councils in 
identifying and helping to improve the economic well-being for 
the Chinese converts. 

One of the ways is by providing micro-credit or micro-
finance to the newly reverts to start their new life. Certain 
low income converts, due to their financial difficulties and 
desperations, sought help from the unregistered money lenders or 
also known as “Along”. This would make the matter worse as the 
interest is very high. Furthermore, “riba” is forbidden and they 
should go somewhere else asking for assistance. MACMA can 
help them by providing micro-finance and collect the repayments 
from as low as RM50 a month for a RM1000 loan. They can also 
provide mentor-mentee services to a new business establishment.

Now it is the time to set up the Chinese Muslim Chamber 
of Commerce (CMCC) which can be headed by MACMA. The 
CMCC can be the catalyst for the newly reverts businesses 
to expand thus improving their economic well-being. The 
government or State Islamic Religious Councils can set up certain 
funding or grants to be distributed to the businesses. It can be in 
soft loan depending on the type of businesses.
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The Case of Persekutan Seruan Islam Selangor 
dan Wilayah Persekutuan (Jamiyah)

Besides giving donations through various financial support which 
has been a common practice among Muslims NGOs, Jamiyah, 
one of active Muslim NGOs, has introduced “Biro Saudara 
Baru” (New Converts Bureau) which will conduct a series of 
economic development plan and welfare programmes which 
includes improvement of education, fardhu ayn classes, family 
development, parenting, and Mandarin language classes. The 
bureau caters the vision and mission of the NGO that would 
like to help the converts to increase their knowledge and also to 
uplift their economic status, so they will get to be at the same 
level with other Muslims in terms of social development. This 
will enhance their various skills that can be useful for their 
improvement and for preaching (da’wah) especially. In addition, 
a language course which purposely teaches Mandarin language to 
the Chinese-Muslim converts has been introduced recently so that 
the Cantonese-speaking Chinese Muslims may gain the ability 
to communicate in Mandarin language. The language skills will 
help them to do business and also will help them in economic 
growth among Chinese Muslim community (Seng, 2018). 

The Jamiyah is moving forward to provide various skills 
for the Chinese Muslims to enable them to become the agent for 
the development of their community. Among its road map is to 
establish a proper and official center for new converts to serve the 
purpose of individual development such as polishing existing and 
potential skills of the converts so that they can contribute back to 
the society. Seng (2018) also highlighted their long-term planning 
is to establish a formal educational center for the new converts 
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which consists of the lowest to highest level education. Although 
there is an existing educational center which has been established 
and known as Institut Da’wah Islamiah in Kelantan, according to 
Seng (2018), there should be more rooms for improvement that 
can be made to enhance the role of the center.

It is worth noting that there are three stages of road map 
for financial sustainability of Chinese Muslims through Jamiyah 
which are as follows: - 

a. Short Term:  Held occasionally such as classes, 
seminar, discussion (wacana), visits to the needy, 
Chinese New Year celebration, Aidil fitri and Aidil 
Adha. The purpose is to unite the new converts as 
a mean of gathering and polishing their potentials 
through event organizing. 

b. Long Term: The challenges lied on financial constraint 
and human resources. Therefore, new converts have 
been recruited to involve in all programmes organized. 
This is towards materializing the plan of having an 
official center for the development of new converts.

c. On the Spot: When the need arises and when there is 
an urgency and emergency.

As a matter of fact, the current situation shows that those 
who have a good business background are not fully utilizing their 
skills to contribute to the development of Muslims economy 
as a whole. Despite the fact that some new converts have an 
outstanding educational background such as in accounting, 
education, medical, engineering etc., it is unfortunately that 
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their contribution in Muslim society are nowhere to be seen or 
yet to be ultimately recognized by the public. By having these 
programmes, it is believed that Chinese converts can have the 
platform to know each other, share and contribute their expertise. 
In achieving this, all programmes organized by the bureau will 
ensure that there is profiling work done to compile the data of the 
Chinese-Muslim converts. This is very crucial to ensure that the 
bureau can have a complete profiling to identify their strength and 
possible contribution to the community (Seng, 2018).

Chinese Muslims Economy Empowerment, 
a Comparative study of Approaches 
between MACMA, PERKIM and Jamiyah
Empowerment of economy is seen as an overall modifier to 
change the economy of Chinese-Muslim converts. There are 
several organisations that seem to be interested in helping and 
guiding these converts to change their economic status. MACMA, 
PERKIM and Jamiyah are those who are responsible to handle the 
converts and to provide them the aid for new Muslims. Between 
these three, they have their own approaches on how to empower 
the economy among Chinese-Muslim converts.

As a body that is responsible to provide functional skills 
to the new Muslims, Jamiyah focuses more on shaping and 
developing the skills that the Chinese-Muslim converts should or 
could possess. Construction skill, leadership skill, inventing skill, 
cooking skill are among skills that Jamiyah helps to provide to the 
converts. Apart from that, the organisation also manage various 
area of skills such as political, art, and science.
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Besides Jamiyah, PERKIM helps the Chinese-Muslim 
converts to improve their knowledge on Islam. Islamic education 
is a must as a Muslim because it is compulsory for a Muslim 
to know the religion and also to have the knowledge about it. 
PERKIM provides classes and meetings to assist these new 
Chinese-Muslim converts in answering their questions regarding 
Islam and also by providing them the knowledge that they need.

Dr. Ann Wan Seng stated that MACMA has been providing 
Chinese-Muslim societies by helping to them to construct their 
own society which will immerse in Muslim community. Being 
appointed as the secretary from the year of 2005 until 2015, he 
pointed that MACMA has been focusing on collective effort in 
constructing Chinese mosques and introducing Chinese cultures 
as a means of preaching Islam. 

In addition, to avoid overlapping, Dr Ann Wan Seng 
planned a different approach in Jamiyah. Therefore, he focuses 
on strengthening the personal development of the individual 
of the converts, so that with the strong personality, the strong 
unity will be developed. As enshrined in the Divine Revelation, 
everything starts with the individual development, building a 
strong relationship between the person with their Creator. Hence, 
the economy empowerment can be achieved, although the result 
may not be expected in one or two years efforts.

In addition, participation of women in the organisations is 
considered as an important feature for development of the society. 
According to the number of people who are actively involved with 
Jamiyah, Chinese Muslims female participants seem to be the 
most active members that keep contributing to the body. Jamiyah 
has been vigorously making effort to help the converts. With this 
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power, it is possible that the needs for Chinese-Muslim converts 
will be satisfied and the economy promotion will keep happening 
with the assistance from the woman’s society. 

Conclusions
With the aim of exploring possible measures to address the 
issues of economic and financial challenges faced by the Chinese 
Muslim community in Malaysia, this study came up with several 
mechanisms to enhance and increase the economic standing 
of the Chinese Muslim community in Malaysia. Economic 
empowerment can be possible through establishing sustainable 
sources of funds such as tapping the potentials of zakat funds, 
financial assistance and welfare, conducting special programs 
by collaborating with mosques/local authorities, increasing 
collection of cash endowment through sadaqah/infaq/waqf, and 
setting up of Cooperative.

In general, it is observed that fostering close collaboration 
and better understanding with the SIRCs would go a long way 
in enabling various activities to be undertaken to empower the 
socio-economy of the Chinese Muslim community in all states 
in Malaysia. Reflecting continuous efforts to improve the socio-
ecoomic standing of the Chinese Muslim community, a “Workshop 
on the Roadmap of Administration and Development of the New 
Converts Asnaf in Selangor” has been held on 5-7 March 2018. 
The workshop which was organised by the Selangor SIRC, among 
others, contained various recommendations of further improving 
the socio-economic standing of the newly converts in the state. 
This initiative is a reflection of the efforts to empower the socio-
economic standing of the newly converts.
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To ensure financial sustainability of the Chinese Muslims, 
there are several efforts that have been made by several parties such 
as PERKIM, Jamiyah, and MACMA. These three organisations 
provide various support in terms of finance, education, and 
motivation to help Chinese Muslims who embraced Islam to 
stay better in terms of their economy status. This improvement 
of economy status among Chinese Muslims should not involve 
only these three organisations but they will need help from the 
Muslim community. Muslim community should welcome new 
converts with open hands so that they will not feel the burden of 
getting themselves stable to start a new life. Apart from that, an 
enhancement of economy status should be seen a paradigm shift 
to develop Chinese-Muslim community to a better and bigger 
community so Islam will expand wider through the globe.
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CHAPTER 2

Managing New Muslims: 
Understanding Issues and Challenges in 

Malaysia, A Literature Review.
Sharifah Hayaati Syed Ismail al-Qudsy

Introduction
This chapter focuses on reviewing studies themed on new 
Muslims management (NMM) issues and challenges in Malaysia 
published in journals from 2003 to 2017. There are fifteen 
selected studies identified as source of references for new 
muslims management by religious authorities and RNGOs. The 
related authorities in Malaysia include Malaysian Department 
of Islamic Affairs Development (hereafter, Jakim) and State 
Department and Muslim Religious Council. While the religious 
non-governmental organizations (RNGOs) such as Muslim 
Welfare Organization Malaysia (PERKIM), Malaysian Chinese 
Muslim Association (MACMA) and the Malaysian Indian Muslim 
Congress; Kongres India Muslim Malaysia (KIMMA). These 
are some of these bodies which play great roles on NMM issues 
in Malaysia. Understanding related and current studies on NM 
can foster and enhance better administration for their maslaha 
in future. (Sharifah Hayaati et.al 2016) With better information 
based on research as source of public services input can assist 
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in safeguarding the authority management reputation.(Moshe 
2013: Moshe 2016) The Authority of Muslim affairs is under the 
state legislation with State Department and Muslim Religious 
Council as a central player. The policy on new Muslims (NM) in 
Malaysia is in line with Article 3(1) of the Constitution that states 
Islam shall be the religion of the Federation, but other religions 
may be practiced in peace and harmony within the Federation. 
It is also in line with a freedom of religion in Islam. The Federal 
Constitution under Article 11 also provides that every person has 
the right to profess and to practice his or her religion and (subject 
to applicable laws restricting the propagation of other religions to 
Muslims) to propagate it. 

Malaysia is a multi-ethnic and multireligious country 
consisting of three major ethnics namely Malay, Chinese, and 
Indian with a total population of 29,566,417 people (Department 
of Statistics, Malaysia, 2012, Figure 1). The official religion of 
the country is Islam while other religions are Buddhists, Hindus 
and Christians are openly embraced in the country. (Laderlah, 
Rahman, Awang, & Man, 2011). The division between the 
population according to the religion is as follows; 63 percent 
Muslims, 20 percent Buddhists, 9 percent Christians, 7 percent 
Hindus, and the remaining 1 percent adherents of other Taoism, 
Confucianism, Tribal and Traditional Chinese Religion.
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Figure 1: Ethnic Demography in Malaysia. Source: Department of Statistics, Malaysia 
(2012)

While Muslim’s population percentage is as Figure 2 below;

;

Figure 2. Malaysia’s Muslim population (percentage) Source: Geo Currents (2013) 
(http://www.geocurrents.info/cultural-geography/controversies-ethnicity-

affirmative-action-economic-development-malaysia)

Census 2010 states, “Islam was the most widely professed 
religion in Malaysia with the proportion of 61.3 per cent. As a 
multi-racial nation, other religions embraced were Buddhism 
(19.8%), Christianity (9.2%) and Hinduism (6.3%) (Malaysia, 
Department of Statistics, 2012)”. Over 90% of Muslim populations 
are located at Northern part whereas less than 50% in Penang and 
Selangor as in Figure 2 below. (Geo Currents (2013) However, 
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number of new muslims or muallaf are not recorded. Muslims in 
the country are governed under the Islamic or Syariah law. The 
matter relating to conversion to and renouncement of Islam is not 
specifically stated in the State List under the Federal Constitution. 
This is followed by national policy on Islamic values inculcation, 
dialogues, tolerance and respect for not to violate other religious 
boundary through collective responsibility. Cited from the Speech 
of Sultan of Perak, He said, 

Muslims and the institutions responsible for Islamic affairs 
need to be aware of the sensitivities of the followers of 
other religions and at the same time non-Muslims must 
understand and respect Muslims’ religious sensitivities. 
(http://www.themalaysianinsider.com/malaysia/article/
perak-sultan-calls-for-interfaith-respect-bernama#sthash.
laPUUSiC.dpuf. ) (Retrieved Jan 10, 2018)

Managing New Muslim in Malaysia.
Uniquely, managing new muslims  (MNM) is a crucial 
responsibility and effort to manage the maslahah or benefit of 
muallaf. As Allah SWT command;

The alms are only for the Fuqara’ (the poor), and Al-
Masakin (the needy) and those   employed to collect (the 
funds); and to attract the hearts of those who have been 
inclined (towards Islam); and to free the captives; and for 
those in debt; and for Allah’s Cause, and for the wayfarer 
(a traveller who is cut off from everything); a duty imposed 
by Allah. And Allah is [the] All-Knower, [the] All-Wise. 
(Qur’an 9:60)
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Those who have been inclined (towards Islam) in the 
above verse is named in Arabic as Muallafat al-Qulub which mean 
reconciliation of hearts because they may have recently converted 
to Islam or to bring them closer to Islam and known as muallaf.  
Muallaf is a term to represent people who just reverted to Islam 
from other religions. Muallaf, based on Administration of Islamic 
Law Enactment in Malaysia is defined as the recent convert. In 
this chapter the term new Muslims (NM) will be used instead. 
In Malaysia, after a person has become a muallaf, they have the 
rights to get zakah, circumcision (for male), worship equipment, 
and funeral. These rights have been assigned by Majlis or Jabatan 
Agama Islam. Moreover, muallaf can also get help to counter 
racism issue, a place for living, medicine, marriage, and Islamic 
education. 

Jakim has established several efforts for new muslim 
management including convert unit under Daawa Division, 
manual or guidelines for management of converts in 2010, 
allocations for converts and teaching classes. This efforts are in 
line with Jakim mission to establish an Efficient and Effective 
Islamic Affairs Management.(Sharifah Hayaati et.al, 2016)

Lemiere (2014) has made an attempt to elaborate how 
Malaysia manages NM. According to her writing, conversion to 
Islam is encouraged, yet conversion out of Islam is preposterous 
and punishable by the law. Lemiere (2014) is of the view that 
"proselytism and conversion are at the source of recurrent 
tensions between religious groups, and jeopardize the balance of 
this plural society" in Malaysia. 
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Objective 
This chapter aims at looking into the issues and challenges on 
NM based on current studies and writings published in journals 
from year 2003 to 2017. It is hoped that from this study, the 
Islamic department authority and RNGOs can enrich their source 
of references for new Muslims management through latest 
data collections. Besides, this study is hoped to foster effective 
management for new Muslims (MNM) affairs in Malaysia. 

Methodology
 In getting inputs on current new Muslims issues and challenges in 
Malaysia, fifteen related studies were selected. Using systematic 
literature review (SLR) method, the selections are made for several 
reasons including these are the studies that were found from free 
online access reading to public. Open access journals will benefit 
more readers from public and not only from academia. Public 
access will give more impact on positive or negative perceptions, 
understandings and reactions on the issue. Besides, some studies 
are selected because of their study on what media covers on NM 
issue. Media plays important role in the management of public 
perception as well as reporting on this issue. Acknowledging what 
are reported, therefore, are important for NMM in Malaysia. The 
SLR is thematised by subject matter and chronologically with the 
most recent publications first.
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Systematic Literature Review on New 
Muslims in Malaysia. 
The SLR on the NM studies starts with Khadijah et.al 2017. 
This article examine the role played by the Zakat institution in 
Selangor in distributing funds and supporting Muallaf. Finding 
of this research shows that the department has supported NM, 
particularly in terms of education, finance and monitoring through 
various programmes from the early days of their converts. This 
research also clarifies the issues raised by the NM community 
concerning the unfair treatment in distributing the Zakat fund and 
supporting them.

Second study by Ansfiksia Eka Poetra Yudha et.al 2016 
explores the role of Muslim centre in Malaysia in providing 
psychological and economical guidance which found important 
for NM survival. The study found that there are 6.3% or 
1.864.800 person from total citizen in Malaysia becomes muallaf. 
This article suggests that with the psychological and economical 
guidance by the muallaf centre, the muallaf will be capable of 
adapting to the social environment around them and rebuild their 
economic life. According to this article, there are two points 
that can be a reference to design a muallaf centre. First, muallaf 
needs a Continuous Education, Support, Patience, Counsel, 
and Motivation and second, the need of facilities to build the 
Psychology and Economic Life.

Third, study by Razaleigh Muhamat et.al 2016 titled, 
"Consciousness of Muslim Converts towards Halal Food in 
Malaysia”. This study aims to identify the consciousness level 
of Muslim converts towards halal food in Malaysia. This is a 
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quantitative study involving 100 of Malaysian NM who attend 
classes at Malaysian Islamic Welfare Organisation (PERKIM) 
Centre, Malaysian Chinese Association (MACMA), Department 
of Federal Territory Islamic Affairs (JAWI) and Darul Falah 
Hostel located in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The students were 
randomly selected for the study. The main objective of the study 
is to identify the most frequent attended food stores, to analyse 
the aspects affecting the NM prior to food purchase as well as 
to identify the common action been taken regarding the status of 
a food product for self-satisfaction. The findings show that the 
frequency of those NM attending the food stores is at the low 
level (mean 2.52). However, the significant level for the aspects 
affecting them prior to food purchase is at the moderate level (mean 
2.84), while the level of common action been taken regarding the 
status of a food product for self-satisfaction as a whole is also 
at the moderate level (mean 3.37). The results obtained led to 
the discovery of degree of consciousness among NM towards 
food product at a moderate level and it indicates that this group 
have knowledge on the concept of halal in Islam. However, it is 
suggested to prepare them with ongoing education about fardhu 
ayn in order for them to practice Islam in their daily life.

Fourth, Norlina Ismail et.al study in 2016 titled “The 
Conversion Procedures of Muallaf in Negeri Sembilan: Issues 
and Challenges”. According to this study conversion to Islam in 
Malaysia have a positive growth. In Malaysia, the number of 
muallaf convert to Islam is increased rapidly every year. In fact, 
the statistic released by the Syarie Lawyer Association of Malaysia 
indicates that an increase rate of the Muslim conversion up to 76, 
663 people between 2002 until the year 2010 that should be given 
proper attention particularly on muallaf welfare, social support 
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and Islamic education. The objective of this article is to identify 
the procedure of conversion to Islam practiced in Negeri Sembilan 
and to explore the current issues and challenges encountered by 
muallaf in the state. This article stressed on conversion procedure 
as one of the important aspect that should be clearly understood 
by the NM before embracing Islam. To embrace Islam, one must 
complete the requirement and conditions for NM. The conversion 
procedure in the state is governed by the Enactment 2003 the 
Administration of the Religion of Islam (Negeri Sembilan), Part 
IX-Conversion to the Religion of Islam. Some of the procedures 
provide that for those who are converted other than at the Islamic 
Religious Office, the person in charge should bring them directly 
to the Islamic Religious Office for registration. While for those 
who converted to Islam in abroad, they should register in Malaysia 
immediately.  The article also encountered issue of syahadah 
pronunciation and witnesses of muallaf. Several respondents 
from the study indicated that some of the conversion process 
was quite complicated. According to them,there are too many 
conditions imposed before the pronouncement of the syahadah. 
Some of the respondents had to come to the relevant religious 
office in numerous times because they did not comply with the 
conditions imposed. Conditions discussed include the witnessing 
and the pronunciation of the Syahadah.The implication of the 
article will provide sufficient information for further development 
of conversion procedures’ guideline. This study suggested for 
more investigations to enhance the effectiveness of conversion 
procedure.

Fuadah Johari et.al on “Determinant factors affecting 
poverty among new converts in Selangor, Malaysia” 2015 found 
that the amount of zakah distribution to the NM is consistently 
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increasing from MYR 11.67 million (2008) to MYR 19.95 
million in the year 2010.It is also reflected the total number of 
registered NM in Selangor every year. This study found that zakah 
distribution has the highest significant effect towards eliminating 
poverty and therefore has a positive effect towards improving the 
income distribution for the NM. 

Fuadah Johari et.al in her 2013 study mentioned that NM 
faced various issues after they converted. For example, some 
were thrown out from their family, loss their job and loss their 
financial sources. 

Another important study is on the “Malaysian News 
Report on Muslim Converts” by Nizam Sahad, Siti Aishah Chu 
Abdullah, Suhaila Abdullah, 2013   proved that issues involving the 
NM are numerous and complex. Among them are the challenges 
of understanding Islam as a religion, welfare and psychological 
pressure from their family, foster family and society as well as 
psychological pressure to adapt to the new religion. The study 
focused on issues concerning the NM published in a Malaysian 
on-line newspaper published in Malaysiakini from 2007 to 2011. 
The study reported the findings of content analysis in quantitative 
and qualitative aspects where news report and the way of news 
reporting on NM’s issues were explored in a selected Malaysian 
newspaper. Newspaper articles on the issues regarding NM which 
were analyzed to evaluate the news category of NMs’ issues that 
have been identified. Results showed a high statistical fact on 
positively-toned headlines of articles on NM in Malaysiakini within 
the five-year period. The study concluded that Malaysiakini did 
perform the mentor role of transmitting appropriate information 
to its readers. This study however proposed a more effective form 
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of preaching mechanism in dealing with NM issues in Malaysia. 
Thus, it is vital for the Malaysian government and Islamic 
religious bodies and authorities to be alert with news coverage 
online so that they can play effective roles by having the macro 
and micro perspectives on NM. It will enable the Authority to 
answer to any policy curiosity, misunderstanding, perception and 
statement. 

Another Study by Yang Lai Fong & Md. Sidin Ahmad 
Ishak, “Framing Religious Disputes”  examines that the outcome 
of an analysis of how the Malaysian mainstream and alternative 
newspapers reported one of the most controversial religious 
problems encountered in Malaysia’s recent history—the Lina 
Joy’s religious conversion. Lina Joy’s decision to pursue changes 
to her National Registration Identity Card after renouncing 
Islam to become a Christian in 1990 sparked off complex legal 
procedures that attracted great attention from the media. This 
study found that legal conflict was the most salient, important and 
enduring frame in all of the newspapers, regardless of mainstream 
or alternative.  

In another earlier study report shows that the Lina Joy 
controversy was given the most coverage by Malaysiakini (71 
articles), followed by Sin Chew Daily (35 articles), The Star 
(16 articles) and Utusan Malaysia (7 articles).  On average, Sin 
Chew Daily published the most number of words on the Lina Joy 
controversy (665 words). This research showed that when the 
issue is not favour to non-Muslims than the `non-Muslim’ media 
will give more coverage. For the benefit of AMR, awareness on 
how to handle religious or race-related controversial materials is 
vital to promote non-bias reporting. 
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Halimahton Shaari, Ngu Teck Hua and V. Raman in 
“Covering race andreligion: the Moorthy and Nyonya Tahir 
Cases in four Malaysian Newspapers” have analyzed two racial/
religious issues pertaining to M. Moorthy and Nyonya Tahir 
cases.  A total of 112 stories on Moorthy and 29 on Nyonya Tahir 
were analyzed in the four newspapers. The former case caused 
a stir when there was a tussle between Moorthy’s Indian/Hindu 
family and the Federal Territory Islamic Affairs Council which 
argued that Moorthy had converted to Islam when he was alive 
without the family’s knowledge. The latter was a case of a Malay/
Muslim woman who, while alive, had denounced Islam and lived 
as a Chinese practicing Buddhism. This study analyses how the 
two race and religion-related controversial issues were treated in 
the various language newspapers in Malaysia. Its finding showed 
that, true to the communal nature of the Malaysian press, there 
was an apparent slant in how the ethnic press covered these 
two issues. For instance, in terms of prominence given to the 
stories, Sin Chew Daily (SCD), while downplaying the Moorthy 
story, dedicated more space to the Nyonya Tahir case. Similarly, 
Malaysia Nanban (MN) highlighted the Moorthy story and 
downplayed the Nyonya Tahir case. The different newspapers 
were also seen to ‘’favour’’ the subject they covered according 
to the ethnicity. Among others, this research shown that letters 
to the editor in NST were analyzed as being more critical of the 
authorities rather than the individuals (for example, Moorthy or 
his family). For instance, several letters (and even the features) 
asked why the Religious Affairs Department did not give Moorthy 
proper guidance after he had converted. They queried why the 
department was concerned with his religious status only after his 
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death when it was obvious that when he was alive, he lived as a 
Hindu even though he had converted to Islam. 

Nurjaanah Abdullah @ Chew Li Hua, ( 2007) also 
discussed that despite the fact that the Federal Constitution is 
the supreme law of the land, the dual legal system in Malaysia 
basically means Muslims in the country are governed under the 
Islamic or Syariah law.  The matter relating to conversion to and 
renouncement of Islam is not specifically stated in the State List 
under the Federal Constitution. According to this article, there 
has been considerable controversy on this matter. Challenges and 
difficulties faced by individuals in the predicament of conversion 
and/or renouncement seemed insurmountable with the civil 
courts refusing to hear such matters on the ground that they lack 
jurisdiction. This article assessed the viability and feasibility of 
legislating on faith in multi-racial and multi-religious Malaysia 
by analyzing the applicable constitutional provisions and the 
relevant cases, including the controversial Lina Joy case. 

Dian Abdul Hamed Shah & Mohd Azizuddin Mohd Sani, 
(2011) emphasize on the great pride of Malaysia in being a melting 
pot of different cultures, races and religions, co-existing under the 
purportedly moderate Islamic nation model.  Despite the fragility 
that normally exists in multi ethnic societies, Malaysia is found 
as capable in maintaining harmonious co-existence between its 
citizens. Nevertheless, the authors agreed that vibrant development 
of human rights awareness and advocacy throughout the past 
decade introduced an additional element into the dynamics of 
pluralism in the country. Human rights have become standard 
talking points even amongst those in the vanguard of cultural, 
political, and religious conservatism. This study highlighted 
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that in Malaysia, race and religion are important, interconnected 
issues, but they are also traditionally jealously guarded. There is 
reluctance—at least in the public domain—to openly debate these 
matters through the pretext of protecting multi ethnic sensitivities. 
This study explored the conundrum between the fundamental 
right to religious freedom enshrined in the international human 
rights corpus and the exercise of that right in Malaysia. In doing 
so, it examined controversial cases which tackle the essential 
question of whether the Malaysian conception and practice of 
religious freedom is consistent with international human rights 
standards and entrenched constitutional rights. They include, but 
are not limited to, apostasy, religious conversions, and acceptance 
of non-mainstream religious doctrines. The Lina Joy case 2004 
is once again referred to in this writing. This study demonstrated 
that the parameters of freedom of religion in Malaysia are 
shaped by various political and legal forces, as well as the desire 
to maintain stability among the multiracial and multi religious 
population. This can be an input on putting serious concern on the 
aspect of human rights and how current political and legal force 
play effective role from the perspective of pluralism society in 
Malaysia. This study question on the contradiction policy holds 
under the Islamic law that prohibit apostasy and on the other hand 
the freedom of religion under the FC. Thus, Muslim Authority 
needs to view this issue in full interest on how to reconcile 
between the two, based on true understanding of Islamic law, fair 
management review and legal provision in Malaysia as well as in 
international framework including The 1981 UN Declaration on 
the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination 
Based on Religion or Beliefs.  
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Christopher Rodney Yeoh (2005) in his Pluralism Report 
has examined the state of religious pluralism in Malaysia 
particularly during the reign of two previous Prime Minister: Tun 
Mahathir and Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi.  He has reported 
several cases to demonstrate the close relation between religion 
and ethnicity that has resembled the true striking reality of 
Malaysian pluralism, which sometimes caused problem. Besides 
that, he also brings forth the issue that need to be monitored in 
order to maintain peace and stability in the country that respect of 
religion in Malaysia subsequently demand for respect of ethnicity 
in addition to the socio-economic and socio-political factors.  
This should not be overlooked and need serious attention by the 
authorities. In his attempt to present the country’s background 
of religious pluralism, he also put forward the conflict of 
understanding the meaning of religious pluralism among the 
scholars. 

Findings and Discussion. 
Thus, from the fifteen SLR pertaining to NMM in Malaysia, it is 
found that several issues and challenges are repeatedly discussed 
in these online published journals. They are including inter-
religious tension, legal conflict, NMM procedures, online media 
influence and NM affairs including poverty, family relationship 
and religious practice. For easy reading, the fifteen articles are 
summarised and thematised based on management theme as in 
Table 1 below;
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These eight articles draw attention on NM affairs and how 
they suppose to be treated, countinuous teaching and learning 
fardhu ain including on halal food, the significant of online mass 
media in covering issues on NM, the importance of understanding 
religion’s background to address inter ethnic and inter religion 
conflict and the important of effective zakah distribution in 
assisting NM economy.  

1. Dian 
Abdul 
Hamed 
Shah & 
Mohd 
Azizuddin 
Mohd 
Sani, 2011

Malaysia as a 
moderate Islamic 
nation model. 

Development 
of human rights 
awareness and 
advocacy have 
added additional 
element into 
Malaysian 
pluralism

Highlighted that 
race and religion 
are interconnected, 
but they are also 
traditionally jealously 
guarded.

Examined 
controversial cases 
as to whether the 
Malaysian practice 
on religious freedom 
is consistent with 
international human 
rights standard.

MT-Ethnic-religion 
Background & 
tension.

S-NMM - 
Demonstrate 
parameters of 
religious freedom in 
Malaysia. 

2. Yong Lai 
Fong & 
Md. Sidin 
Ahmad 
Ishak 2011

Reported the 
outcome of an 
analysis of how 
the Malaysian 
mainstream 
and alternative 
newspapers 
reported the most 
controversial 
case of Lina Joy. 

Complex legal 
procedures that caught 
media attention.

Conflict was the 
most salient and 
enduring frame in all 
newspapers regardless 
of mainstream or 
alternative.

MT-Ethnic-
Religious 
Management 
Procedures 

S-NMM -Identify 
Procedures 
to manage 
controversial inter-
faith issues/ conflict

3. Yong Lai 
Fong & 
Md Sidin 
Ahmad 
Ishak, 
2010

Lina Joy – 
apostasy case.

The case received 
the most coverage 
by Malaysiakini, 
Sin Chew Daily 
newspaper, The Star 
and Utusan Malaysia. 

MT-Ethnic-religion 
Background & 
tension.

S-NMM -Identify 
Procedures 
to manage 
controversial inter-
faith issues/ conflict. 
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These three findings showed several valuable inputs for 
NMM including the importance of providing clear parameters 
on religious freedom in the context of Malaysia, reviewing 
procedures for converts and providing procedure for managing 
religious conflict.

1. Nurjaanah 
Abdullah@
Chew Li 
Hua, 2007

Examine 
Challenges and 
difficulties faced 
by individuals in 
the predicament 
of conversion / 
renouncement.

The Court refusal to 
hear such matters on 
the ground that they 
lack jurisdiction.

MT-Ethnic-
religion 
Background & 
tension.

S-NMM - Assess 
the viability and 
feasibility of 
legislating on 
faith in Malaysia 
by analyzing 
applicable 
constitutional 
provisions and 
relevant cases.

2. Halimahton 
Shaari, 
Ngu Teck 
Hua and 
V. Raman, 
2006

Study on race 
and religion-
related cases 
in four notable 
Malaysian 
newspapers 

There was an 
apparent slant in how 
the ethnic-based press 
reported the cases. 

The different 
newspapers were 
also seen to favour 
the subject they 
covered according to 
ethnicity.

NST was analyzed as 
being more critical to 
the authorities than 
the individuals. 

MT-Balance 
Media Advocacy 
Coverage

S-NMM - 
Promoting   the 
role of media on 
inter-faith issue
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3. Y Yeoh, C. 
R, 2006

Examined the 
state of religious 
pluralism 
in Malaysia 
within Mahathir 
and Badawi’s 
leadership.

Religion and 
ethnicity close 
relation need to be 
examined thoroughly 
by the authorities.

The interconnection 
between religion and 
ethnicity – respect 
for religions demands 
respect for ethnicity.

Some religious 
issues that plunged 
into sensitivity of 
religious population 
and created 
commotion were 
presented. 

Conflict of 
understanding the 
notion of religious 
pluralism has also 
brought implications. 
The difference 
between conservative 
and moderate stance 
among scholars was 
noticeable.

MT-Value-
based inter-faith 
management

S-NMM 
-Managing 
inter-faith with 
respect. 

4. M.Shamsul 
Haque, 
2003

Examine the 
origin and 
rationale of ethnic 
preferences, 
major domains 
of ethnic 
contestation and 
state intervention 
in Malaysia.

The state attempts 
to play a crucial 
role in managing 
ethnic tensions and 
reconciling diverse 
ethnic interests by 
undertaking relevant 
policies and Malaysia 
has used wide-
ranging preferential 
policies to manage 
ethnic problems.

MT-Ethnic-
religion 
Background & 
tension.

S-NMM 
-Preferential 
policies need 
to be explained 
from time to time 
for public better 
understanding.
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The last four articles give inputs in regard to legal complexity in 
managing NM in Malaysia. It is suggested that issues on NM to 
be handled with respect for both new Muslims and non-Muslims 
believers. The Authority management must also alert and take 
appropriate action on inter-faith issues raise by press due to its 
great influence on public perception. Besides, the understanding 
on Sharia law is important before one become a new Muslim and 
for better Muslim practice.

Conclusion
NMM is one of the most important focus for the religious 
authority as well as RNGOs in Malaysia. Understanding what are 
the current studies and issues faced by NM can assist them in 
reviewing as well as planning for better NMM in the future. It 
is also hoped to assist the authority to manage NM affairs based 
on priority.For this purpose, this chapter has highlighted fifteen 
studies published in journals from 2003-2017. These articles can 
be accessed online. SLR on these articles found that issues on 
NM are consistently disscussed from more than ten years ago. 
SLR also shows that the issues are repeatedly occured. They are 
thematised in several management themes that simultanously 
potray the issues and challenges faced by NM involving inter-
religious tension, legal conflict, NMM procedures, online media 
influence and NM affairs including poverty, family relationship 
and religious practice.Therefore, this chapter is also recorded 
several suggestions for NMM as in Table. The suggestions 
include authority continuous engagement and monitoring the 
NM affairs through various ways including teaching and learning 
process on fardhu ain, moral and material support, effective zakah 
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distribution, review effective procedures for converts, continuous 
dialogue on interfaith issue, managing interfaith with respect and 
update information on NM from online studies and media. With 
this findings it is hoped that the Islamic department authority and 
RNGOs can enrich their source of references to foster effective 
management for new Muslims’ affairs.



CHAPTER 3

Religious Tolerance and Freedom Among 
Chinese Muslims Converts in Malaysia

Noor Azlan Mohd Noor

Introduction
In preparing this chapter, I had an opportunity to read an article 
written by Richmond (2017:4-6) on “Freedom of religion and 
freedom from religion”. After going through the details of the 
article, what intrigued me was the seven (7) principles laid down 
by the author. First, something which qualifies as a religion is likely 
to qualify for protection automatically, whereas a non-religious 
belief system may have to reach such a level of seriousness and 
coherence as to merit the law’s protection. Second, freedom is 
given to all religions, no matter what their source or respectability. 
No special protection is given to any of the major world religions. 
Third, the role of the state is to be a ‘neutral and impartial 
organizer of the exercise of various religions, faiths and beliefs’. 
Its ‘duty of neutrality and impartiality is incompatible with any 
power on the State’s part to assess the legitimacy or religious 
beliefs or the way beliefs are expressed’. Fourth, religious 
freedom is a qualified right. There is an absolute right to believe 
whatever one chooses to believe. But the freedom to manifest 
those beliefs, or to express them, or to assemble and associate 
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with others in order to do so, or to bring up one’s children to 
follow them, may be subject to limitations. These always have to 
be ‘prescribed by law’ and ‘necessary in a democratic society’ for 
a variety of legitimate purposes. Fifth, one is not allowed to claim 
the freedom to do harm to other people because of one’s religious 
beliefs. Sixth, no one is allowed to use religion as an excuse for 
breaking the general laws which are there to protect the common 
good, unless the law itself makes an exception. Seventh, religious 
discrimination will rarely be direct. Statement ‘no Muslims here’ 
as such is indirectly construed as religious discrimination. Based 
on the principles above, it is imperative to emphasize that the law 
allows people to hold and practice their religious beliefs, as long 
as they do not do harm to others. Providers of employment, goods 
and services are expected to adapt their rules and practices so as 
to accommodate religious practices, so long as it is reasonable to 
expect them to do so. 

The Federal Court’s landmark decision on Indira Gandhi’s 
case, i.e., nullifying the unilateral conversion of her three children 
to Islam by her ex-husband, Muhammad Riduan Abdullah, could 
open the door for further inter-faith dialogues or debates on 
issues relating to religious tolerance and freedom in Malaysia. 
The Federal Court had set aside the unilateral conversion of 
kindergarten teacher M.Indira Gandhi’s three children to Islam, 
ruling that both parents must give consent beforehand. The court 
described that when dealing with the conversion of a child, it 
was undoubtedly in the best interests of the child that consent 
from both parents must be sought. In other words, allowing the 
child to be converted based on only one parent’s consent would 
give rise to practical conundrums. This landmark decision would 
set a precedent for similar case in future (The STAR 30 January, 
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2018:1-4). In another instance, the Moorthy and Nyonya Tahir 
cases offered another sensitive and controversial issues relating 
to religious freedom in Malaysia. 

Both cases involved socio-religious conflicts with 
the Islamic Religious Affairs Department. The case began in 
December 2005, when the body of Moorthy, a Hindu who had 
converted to Islam without the family’s knowledge, became a 
tussle between his family and the Islamic Affairs Council over 
burial rights. Since he died as a Muslim, the Shari’ah High Court 
ruled that he should be buried according to Islamic rites. The tussle 
began when Moorthy’s family filed an application at the High 
Court to declare him a Hindu. After eight days of impasse over 
his religious status, the High Court ruled that he was a Muslim. In 
contrast with the Nyonya Tahir case. She was born a Muslim but 
had renounced Islam and lived the lifestyle of a Chinese practicing 
Buddhism. In her case, the Shari’ah Court was convinced that 
Nyonya Tahir was not a Muslim at the time of her death. She 
had left a will stating that she wanted to be buried according to 
Buddhist rites (Halimahton et al. 2006:186-189). Several other 
leading reported cases in the past such as Teoh Eng Huat v Kadhi 
of Pasir Mas Kelantan & Majlis Ugama Islam Kelantan dan Adat 
Istiadat Melayu, Kelantan (1986); Minister of Home Affairs & 
Anor v Jamaluddin bin Othman (1989); PP v Krishnan s/o Muthu 
(1989); Hjh Halimatussaadiah v Public Service Commission, 
Malaysia & Anor (1994); Meor Atiqulrahman bin Ishak & Anor 
v fatimah Bt Sihi & Anor (2000); and Lina Joy v Majlis Agama 
Islam Wilayah Persekutuan & Anor (2004) had evidently proven 
that the provision of religious freedom enshrined in Article 
11(1) is not absolute. Furthermore, restrictions of conversion 
out of Islam or law of apostasy imposed against Muslims which 
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include imprisonment, fine, whipping, or mandatory detention 
were considered as infringements of the religious freedom right 
stipulated under fundamental liberty, which was guaranteed 
under the Federal Constitution. These restrictions were evidently 
indicated through the provision on apostasy observed by several 
states such as Pahang, Perak, Malacca, Sabah, and Terengganu 
(Mohamed Adil, 2005:180-193). 

Religious Tolerance and Freedom in a 
multi-ethnic society of Malaysia
In Malaysia, religion is closely intertwined with one’s ethnicity. 
The Malays are usually Muslims, the Chinese are normally 
Buddhists or believers of Taoism or folk religion, the Indians 
are Hindus, while others subscribed to other religions that can 
be practiced in peace and harmony in any part of the country. 
Because of this religious diversity, Muslims and non-Muslims 
need to be sensitive towards religious issues or words used in 
their daily activities to prevent any religious conflict that could 
create disharmony in the society. In other words, mutual respect 
and understanding between the believers must be well-grounded 
in ensuring religious tolerance among the believers to take 
place as far as inter-religious relationships are concerned. The 
incident of using the word ‘Allah’ by non-Muslims for instance, 
has created unfortunate disputes and incidents in the country. 
It causes confusion among Muslims in relation to prohibition 
against propagation of other religions to Muslims. The Muslims 
believed that the rights given to use the word ‘Allah’ in the guise 
of religious freedom could be further capitalized by non-Muslims 
as a tool for proselytism among the Muslim majority of which 
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is against article 11(4) of the Federal Constitution. Article 11(4) 
states that “State law and in respect of the Federal Territories of 
Kuala Lumpur, Labuan and Putrajaya, federal law may control or 
restrict the propagation of any religious doctrine or belief among 
persons professing the religion of Islam” (Federal Constitution, 
2008: 28). Thus, unity through religious tolerance in a multi-
ethnic and multi-religious society is an essential foundation 
for strong and great nation (Mohd Roslan, 2011: 23-26; Mohd 
Azizuddin & Dian Diana, 2011: 7-9). 

Ibrahim Abubakar (2013) described Islam as a religion that 
employs three persuasive and non-violent methods in promoting 
the religion to non-Muslims. He quoted from the Quran ( 16: 16 
& 125) that says three persuasive methods employed in inviting 
people to Islam or the way of Allah, namely the wisdom, the 
advice and the debate or dialogue methods. If these three methods 
of calling or inviting any non-Muslim to Islam do not work, the 
Muslims have to adhere to another command or principle found 
in (109:5) which says “for you is your religion and for me is 
my religion.” Thus, it is evident that Islam promotes religious 
tolerance, freedom and harmony between Muslims and non-
Muslims. In the Malaysian context, the religious tolerance and 
freedom are strongly observed, supported and further nurtured 
among Malaysians through the Federal Constitution of Malaysia, 
Malaysian legal systems and government orientations or directions 
toward it. 

This could be further observed evidently in several articles 
of the Federal Constitution. Article 3(1) of the Constitution, 
clearly states, “Islam is the religion of the Federation; but other 
religions may be practiced in peace and harmony in any part of the 
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Federation”. Article 8(2) states, “Except as expressly authorized 
by this Constitution, there shall be no discrimination against 
citizens on the ground only of religion, race, descent, place of 
birth or gender in any law or in the appointment to any office 
or employment under a public authority…” Article 11(1) states, 
“Every person has the right to profess and practice his religion and, 
subject to Clause (4), to propagate it.” In relation to this, Article 
11(4) states, “State law and in respect of the Federal Territories of 
Kuala Lumpur, Labuan and Putrajaya, federal law may control or 
restrict the propagation of any religious doctrine or belief among 
persons professing the religion of Islam (Federal Constitution, 
2008: 20-28). Thus, it is evident that Article 11(1) and (4) of the 
Constitution had made clear differentiation between practicing 
and propagating a religion to other individuals. Although the 
Federal Constitution provides religious freedom and practice, 
nevertheless there is a provision in the Constitution that allows 
the States and the federal government to wield their powers to 
control and restrict any forms of propagation of other religious 
doctrines or beliefs among individuals professing Islam as their 
religion.

As for Malaysian legal systems, the issue in question lies 
in the Article 121(1A) that states, “The courts referred to in Clause 
(1) shall have no jurisdiction in respect of any matter within the 
jurisdiction of the Shari’ah courts. The courts in Clause (1) are 
the two High Courts, one for Malaya and another one for Sabah 
and Sarawak (Federal Constitution, 2008: 143-144). This Article 
121(1A) empowers the Shari’ah court to decide on the Islamic 
religious matters. Whilst the High Courts in Malaysia would not 
intervene in the Islamic conversion cases brought before them 
for instance. The legal predicament in relation to inter-religious 
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conversions such as from Muslims to become non-Muslims or 
vice versa remains controversial in Malaysia. In addition, the 
Malaysian government initiatives in promoting and preserving 
religious tolerance and freedom could also be observed 
particularly through the religious official public holidays, the 
religious festival celebrations, the religious financial assistance, 
the rejection of religious extremism, the national pillars (Rukun 
Negara), the establishment of Islam Hadhari’s Institute, and 
1Malaysia concept (Ibrahim, 2013: 93-95).

They are two main models of tolerance highlighted 
in discussing religious tolerance in a multi-ethnic and multi-
religious society of Malaysia. Firstly, passive tolerance which 
means accepting differences as factual. Secondly, there is active 
tolerance which means being involved with others in the midst of 
differences and variations. The outcome of tolerance is living side 
by side peacefully and accepting variations exist. They strongly 
believed that Western paradigm of religious tolerance emphasizes 
pluralism, tolerance without borders that gives absolute freedom to 
human rights of which is against or challenging the credibility and 
sublimity of Perlembagaan Persekutuan (Federal Constitution) 
as well as based on the objection by a majority of the Muslims 
in Malaysia. To many Malaysians, tolerance is a much-needed 
universal value in building unity in diversity (Nur Farhana et.al. 
2013). 

In discussing the above models further, Syarul Azman et 
al. (2016) in their study among Chinese muallaf in Selangor, had 
identified several emerging issues in discussing the relationship 
between Islam as a religion and Malay culture. The study has shown 
that Chinese muallaf faced several issues after their conversion 
to Islam. These include firstly, swapping identities and nature 
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involving one’s name, food, games, and types of celebrations to 
celebrate. Secondly, marriage of which Muslim groups may only 
marry other Muslims and this is the legal provisions permissible 
and lawful in the Islamic family law. Otherwise, the marriage is 
considered null and void. Thirdly, feeling betrayed against their 
origin, ancestry, heritage and culture of their own. Finally, it is 
a duty-bound for the Malay-Muslim groups to enlighten and to 
assist the Chinese community muallaf in particular and Chinese 
community in general, to differentiate their understanding towards 
Islam as religion and Malay culture as a culture. 

In addition, the study has also shown that demographic 
profile of individuals had significant effect on their understanding 
of Islam and Malay culture. The findings showed that single, 
younger generations below 20 years of age, individuals with high 
academic qualifications, and those working in the government 
sectors, had higher understanding on Islam and Malay culture. In 
the government sectors in which predominantly dominated by the 
Malay ethnic groups for instance, the Chinese muallaf involved 
had great opportunities mixing around through continuous 
interaction and observation with their fellow Malay colleagues. 
This eventually enables them to distinguish any misconceptions 
between the Malay culture and Islam. As for younger generations 
especially those below 20 years, they seemed to be more vulnerable 
to the culture of Malay community in comparison to other age-
level categories. This is pertinent particularly in designing modules 
for missionary works. In fact, according to the authors, media and 
MAIS (Islamic Institution of Selangor) could customize modules 
of understanding Islam for the converted Chinese in various 
languages and educational background. Otherwise, the concept of 
Islam will be misconstrued with the Malay culture. In Malaysia, 
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the misconception lies in the fact that Islam is frequently used to be 
synonymous with the Malay community. Thus, understanding on 
Malay community culture is a pre-requisite in achieving national 
integration in Malaysia (Syarul Azman et al. 2016: 325-332). 
This is further substantiated by Articles 160 (2) defining Malay 
of which “Malay” means a person who professes the religion of 
Islam, habitually speaks the Malay language, conforms to Malay 
custom…(Federal Constitutions, 2008:198). 

Razaleigh et al. (2012) described the low level of social 
assimilation between the Chinese muallaf and the dominant 
Malay community in Malaysia. The study shows that 51.8% 
(311) of the 600 respondents of Chinese muallaf under study are 
not assimilating socially with the Malays in Malaysia. The term 
muallaf attached to Chinese Muslims converts may alienate and 
could have caused segregation between them and the mainstream 
of the Muslim ummah. The converts may feel that they are not one 
of the born Muslims. Inadvertently, this could have divided the 
Muslims into born Muslims and muallaf. Eventually, according to 
the authors, will not be good for assimilation process. Similarly, 
the Malay Muslims categorized all the converts into one category, 
i.e., muallaf which referred to those who are not Malay. In so 
doing, the term muallaf indicates there are gaps between the 
Muslims in general, and between races or ethnics in particular. 
It engenders a potential racism or ethnicism issue that could lead 
to disharmony or dissatisfaction among the Chinese Muslims 
converts as far as religious tolerance and freedom in Malaysia are 
concerned. Thus, the problems faced by muallaf were not only 
confined between the Muslims, but between the non-Muslims of 
different ethnics community as a whole in Malaysia (Razaleigh et 
al. 2012: 527-529). 
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Azarudin & Khadijah (2014) in their studies among 
Chinese converts in Terengganu had emphasized that it is 
imperative to hold religious dialogue to resolve various 
religious issues emerged in society. In a multi-ethnic society 
like Malaysia, religious issues related to everyday life can be a 
threat to the nation. Thus, understanding and inter-faith dialogue 
among or between religions are prerequisites for building a fair 
relationship between culture and civilization. Furthermore, it 
allows individuals to understand the differences and similarities 
between them. Azarudin and Khadijah (2014) had divided four 
different forms of religious dialogues, namely dialogue of life, 
dialogue of action, dialogue religious experience, and theological 
dialogue. Of these, dialogue of life was considered significant for 
it takes place on a fundamental level involving narratives method 
employed among ordinary people in communicating and sharing 
their religious experiences to others. At the same time, it creates 
awareness among researchers in particular, and to highlight an 
approach that could enhance relations between the different 
religious communities and cultures at the grass root level through 
their daily activities. On this account, this study has shown that 
Chinese Muslim converts in Terengganu faced several problems 
in dealing with their new religion i.e, Islam and culture of their 
origin. The problems faced include relationship with family, 
Islamic religious practice, cultural conflict, relationship between 
Chinese Muslims and the Malay Muslims communities, and the 
experience of celebrating Chinese New Year with family. The 
findings of the study have also evidently shown that dialogue of 
life approach eventually assisted Chinese Muslim converts to deal 
with the problems amicably. The dialogue of life approach helped 
the Chinese Muslim converts to reducing prejudice, avoiding 
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conflicts, understanding their own strengths and weaknesses, 
boosting self-confidence, and to be religious tolerance throughout 
their daily activities. In all daily activities observed, the Chinese 
Muslim converts should be able to distinguish between religious 
tenets or requirements and culture. If the daily activities are in 
accordance with Islamic teachings, then there are permissible. 
Chinese New Year celebration for instance, is a cultural festivity 
and has nothing to do with religion. It is a day of respite from 
work, pursuits and a year of reunion among the family members. 
Similarly, relationships with family especially parents, are 
deemed pertinent and part of Islamic religious obligations to 
keep the relationships in harmony irrespective of one’s religious 
faith. Ultimately, such approach adopted eventually helps in 
rectifying any misconceptions held by the non-Muslim Chinese 
communities, towards Islam (Azarudin & Khadijah, 2014:118-
127). 

Aside from religious tolerance, the understanding of 
religious freedom among the Chinese Muslims converts in 
particular, is another important dimension that requires further 
deliberation and attention. Noor ‘Ashikin et al. (2014) discuss 
several issues surrounding apostasy in Malaysia from the legal 
perspective. The discussion involves examining the concept of 
freedom of religion in Islam, Malaysian Federal Constitution as 
well as under International law perspectives. The central issue 
in question is about the right to change one’s religion to another. 
Although the Quran declares that ‘there is no compulsion in 
religion” (2:256), nevertheless in Islam once an individual has 
accepted Islam as his religion, he is prohibited from returning 
to his former religion. Therefore, freedom of religion in Islam 
means that non-Muslim cannot be forced to become a Muslim, 
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but at the same time Islam forces every Muslim to be a Muslim 
forever. Islam has determined that the main purpose of Shari’ah 
is to preserve the religion. If Muslims can embrace as well as 
leave the religion freely, then the rights to preserve the religion 
has been violated.

In the Malaysian Federal Constitution, the right to freedom 
of religion is guaranteed under Article 11(1) that provides “every 
person has the right to profess and practice his religion and, 
subject to Clause (4), to propagate it”. In other words, under the 
constitution the right to religious freedom includes the right to 
profess, to practice, and to propagate his religion. In the context 
of Malaysia, a person’s right to propagate religion among people 
professing Islam is pursuant to Article 11(4) can be restricted 
by Federal law (Federal Territory) or state law. However, the 
contradicting facts lie on the restrictive mechanism imposed by 
law as far as propagating one’s religion to Muslims is concerned, 
but the Muslims are not forbidden from renouncing Islam. In 
Islam, the person who is denounced from Islam is called murtad. 
The renouncing Islam, however, cannot be done unilaterally. 
A person must first obtain a Shari’ah Court certificate of 
renunciation. By virtue of Article 121(1A), the civil courts have 
no jurisdiction to interfere with those matters. The Lina Joy’s 
case for instance, had distinguished between freedom of religion 
and freedom of choice. Legal evidence had shown that apostasy 
or right to apostate was not clearly provided for in the Federal 
Constitution (Noor ‘Ashikin et al., 2014). The facts of Lina Joy’s 
case had proven that the right of freedom of religion in Malaysia 
was not absolute particularly in relation to Islam. It was further 
substantiated after taking into consideration article 11(5) which 
provides religious freedom cannot be granted in the event or any 
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act contrary to any general law relating to public order, public 
health or morality (Federal Constitution, 2008: 28).

It was reported by Datuk Seri Jamil Khir, Minister at the 
Prime Minister Department that 863 applications for apostasies 
to Shari’ah courts were recorded from the year 2000 till 2010 
throughout the country. Of these, 168 applications for apostasies 
were approved. In addition, the Malaysiakini also described Sabah 
recorded the highest number of applications for apostasies i.e., 
238 followed by Negeri Sembilan 172, Selangor 99 and Perak 47 
(Malaysiakini, 2011). The application for apostasy in Malaysian 
context however, is an offence and should not be presumed as 
individual’s right (Nor Ashikin & Siti Zubaidah, 2016: 142). This 
is regulated particularly through states’ enactments adopted by 
several states in Malaysia such as Negeri Sembilan, Malacca, 
Pahang, Perak, Kelantan, Terengganu and Sabah in relation to the 
matter. In another study, Ahmad Masum & Nehaluddin Ahmad 
(2013: 436-440) employed a comparative approach in examining 
the freedom of religion and apostasy under international law 
and Article 11 of the Malaysian Federal Constitution. Under 
international law, no one shall be subject to coercion which would 
impair his freedom to have or adopt a religion or belief of his 
choice. The freedom of religion may include the right to change 
one’s religion or belief. Thus, the question of apostasy is accorded 
a full guarantee under international law. International law would 
support a broad view of religion including non-theistic creeds 
such as agnosticism, free thought, atheism and rationalism. This 
approach is however, incompatible with Islamic teachings. For 
many Muslims, religious freedom means the freedom to embrace 
what is true. It does not mean the freedom to turn away from 
the truth. In contrast with the Malaysian Federal Constitution of 
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which the freedom of religion provision reveals that every person 
has the right to profess, to practice, and subject to Article 11(4), 
to propagate his religion. The right to convert from one’s faith 
to another is not mentioned explicitly in the Malaysian Federal 
Constitution. Ahmad Masum & Nehaluddin Ahmad (2013: 
450-451) further explain that there are several constitutional 
limits on religious liberty or freedom under the Constitution. 
The restrictions could be in the form of permissible restraints, 
propagation of religion to Muslims, religion of minors, or non-
mandatory practices. In the context of Malaysia, renunciation 
of Islam by a Malay would automatically mean abandoning the 
Malay community for Islam is one of the defining features of a 
‘Malay’ in Article 160 (2) of the Constitution. Similarly, religion 
of minors in which Article 11 (1) must be read together with 
Article 12 (4) when the ‘person’ we are dealing with happens to 
be below 18. In Malaysia, the court has decided that as far as 
religion minors as concerned, a child below the age of 18 must 
conform to the wishes of his/her parents. 

Conclusion
The foregoing discussion highlighted several issues surrounding 
religious tolerance and freedom in Malaysia particularly among the 
Chinese Muslims converts. First, it involves the legal conflicting 
procedures between the civil and Shari’ah courts jurisdictions. The 
predicament lies particularly in resolving inter-faith conversion 
issues. At one point, it appears that individuals are absolutely 
not enjoying the rights of religious tolerance and freedom as far 
as religious conversion issues are concerned. At the other point, 
the Federal Constitution ensures the rights of the Muslims to be 
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upheld and at the same time, ensuring Islam as the religion of 
the federation. Such assurance is imperative in the context of 
Malaysia, considering the significance of peace and harmony in 
a multi-ethnic and multi-religious society. Furthermore, based 
on 2010 census, Islam was most widely professed religion in 
Malaysia with the proportion of 61.3% dominated by Muslims, 
followed by Buddhism 19.8%, Christianity 9.2% and Hinduism 
6.3% (Ibrahim, 2013:90). This evidence clearly shows that the 
religious tolerance and freedom in the context of Malaysia is 
constitutionally observed. In other words, all matters and issues 
deliberated either politically, economically or socially, shall have 
to consider the importance of upholding Islam is the religion of 
the federation. Second, the issue of cultural tolerance and to what 
extent religious and cultural beliefs issues could be harmonized? 
The emerging issues discussed involve the concept of permissible 
(halal) and prohibitions (haram) of the cultural beliefs and practices 
that are still observed and in practice among the Chinese Muslims 
converts. At this juncture, more research on one’s cultural beliefs 
and practices prior to conversion particularly between culture 
and religion shall have to be resolved amicably. Thus, frequent 
meetings and discussions between Islamic scholars and social 
scientists in the respective fields are required in understanding 
those issues.  Third, the issue of identity after the conversion 
and how it affects one’s identity especially for the children in 
terms of their legal rights. In the context of Malaysia, the identity 
issue in question involves their legal rights whether the Chinese 
Muslims converts can enjoy the ‘Malay’ or ‘bumiputera’ (son 
of soil) privileges after the conversion? It all goes back to the 
Federal Constitution definition of Malay under Article 160(2). 
What really matters in discussing religious tolerance and freedom 
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among the Chinese Muslims converts in Malaysia are the issue 
of contextualization. It is pertinent for the issues surrounding 
legal conflicts, cultural tolerance and identity to be understood 
within the context of Malaysia. Malaysia is a multi-ethnic, multi-
cultural and multi-religious society of which peace, tolerance, 
freedom and harmony in relation to religion has to be addressed 
with mutual respect and understanding between different parties 
involved.  
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CHAPTER 4

The Role of Chinese Muslims in 
Islamisation of Malaysia: Expectations and 

Challenges
Mek Wok Mahmud, Sayed Sikandar Shah Haneef 

& Raudlotul Firdaus Fatah Yasin

Introduction
Reversion to Islam while opening golden opportunities for a revert 
in terms of divine guidance and spiritual salvation is coming with 
somewhat insurmountable challenges in terms of Islamisation of 
the self, family and contributions to the overall development of 
Malaysia as a multi-religious country. This is especially so when 
Islam as an official religion has made the issue of Islamisation of 
the Malaysian society and its systems amongst the pivotal national 
agendas in the country.  As to what is the role of Chinese Muslims 
(reverts) in the process, studies, among others, have purported 
to present the statistics about their share in socio-economic 
development. Similarly, empirical studies point to the odds faced 
by this community at personal, family and community levels 
in their path for transition to the full Islamic way of life. To the 
presenters of this paper, however, the macro dimension of what 
it means to become a Muslim which is essential for adjustment 
to the Islamic requirements has not been sufficiently highlighted 
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in discourses in the area. Accordingly, this paper presents the 
position statements on Islamic expectations from Chinese reverts 
with the purpose of motivating them to achieve greater things in 
the area of Islamisation of their community and the nation to the 
effect.

Islamisation of Malaysia
The term Islamisation is used to connote variety of meaning. The 
term ‘Islamisation’ is defined differently by different scholars and is 
used in different context, for example, Islamisation of Knowledge, 
Islamisation of Education. In this paper, we append the term to its 
generic sense in terms of its connection to nation building which 
perforce subsumes the concept of Islamizing people and society. 
Accordingly, among the protagonist of Islamisation, Professor 
Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas defined Islamisation as a 
struggle of Muslim community toward a realization of the moral 
and ethical quality of social perfection based on Islamic teaching 
brought by Prophet Muhammad S.AW.  (Ali, 2010, p. 14).  Hence, 
in this sense, it is not only about liberating Knowledge from the 
process of secular worldview but of the community and people 
(Al-Attas, 1978, p.44).  Likewise, Ismail Raji Al-Faruqi stated 
that, Islamisation does not concern or benefit Muslims only but 
includes living a life based on truth, justice, peace and security. 
He further mentioned that, the application of Islamisation would 
bring Muslims to seek the pleasure of Allah by practicing what is 
true and just, through transformation and improvement to achieve 
happiness, peace, security in this life and hereafter (Ali, 2010, 
p.14). Similarly, Rosnani holds that Islamisation is a process to 
bring the faith, belief and worldview of human beings based on 
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true Islamic teaching. This process can also be considered as 
calling mankind to Islamic teaching (Rosnani Hashim & Imron 
Rossidy, p.27).  Liow (2003) also referred to Islamisation as a 
process of incorporating Islamic teaching on social, cultural, 
economic and political aspects of life. The incorporation is 
aimed to spur the Islamic ‘constituency’ that might lead to formal 
and informal influence on Malaysian society(cited in Abbott & 
Gregorios-Pippas, 2010, p, 136).Thus, Islamisation in Malaysian 
context implies the idea of  incorporating the  teachings of Islam 
in every aspects of people`s lives, social, political, economic, 
cultural and individual life by Malaysian government and society.  

The agenda of Islamisation of people, society and 
institutions, beyond its political rhetoric and vilification by 
sceptics, is a constitutionally settled issue. This is by virtue of 
the fact that Malaysia though a multi-religious and multiracial 
country has strong Islamic features as enunciated by the Federal 
constitution as the supreme law of the land.  Its article 3 provides 
that Islam is the religion of the Federation but other religious 
are free to be expressed in their own ways. (Mahmud, Salleh, 
Long & Badaruddin, 2009, p.33).  Hence, as an official religion 
in Malaysia, Islam serves as the springboard to bring changes in 
line with Islamic teachings to Muslims in society. The function of 
Islam in Malaysia is not restricted to the ritual aspects but includes 
as a mechanism for every aspect of life (Abdul Majid & Abdul 
Rahim2006 as cited in Mahmud, Salleh, Long and Badaruddin, 
2009, p. 34).  

Moreover, historians believe that Islam developed since 
the 1970s and thus the process of Islamisation in Malaysia has 
started much earlier than that. Nevertheless, with the coming 
of British to Malaysia, and the colonialization, the process of 
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Islamisation was somewhat derailed the Islamisation process in 
Malaysia (Mahmud, Salleh, Long and Badaruddin, 2009, p. 36). 
The effect of constitutional declaration of Islam as the official 
religion of the federation after independence from British in 1957, 
was to rekindle the spirit for Islamisation and give it new dynamic 
for the society and nation to bring it to fruition.  In this process, 
Islamisation of the country and society ever since has become 
a national agenda not only in the government policy decision 
making but has been picked up as the main mission statements by 
da`wah groups inside and outside the establishment. Parties such 
as PAS and movements, such as ABIM claim to champion the 
cause of Islamisation of people and society in the country since 
1970s (Mahmud, Salleh, Long & Badaruddin, 2009, p. 35; Abbott 
& Gregorios-Pippas, 2010, pp. 139-140). 

At the government level aside from educational measures 
to achieve Islamisation, most tangible achievements have been in 
the form of institutional reform and Shari’ah law proclamation, 
products and services developments. The establishment of 
International Islamic University and the first Islamic bank in 1983 
propelled the emergence of subsequent establishment of Islamic 
institutions in the country (Haris, 2008 as cited in p Abbott & 
Gregorios-Pippas, 2010.). The adoption of ‘Penerapan Nilai-
Nilai Islam’ in 1985 was another attempt to incorporate Islamic 
values within the government. The core idea behind this agenda 
was to produce proactive human capital which is very important 
for Malaysian development as it helps to produce Muslim society 
who practices teaching and values of Islam in their daily lives 
(Mahmud, Salleh, Long & Badaruddin, 2009, p.33). Welcoming 
this idea some maintains that the policy of ‘Dasar Penerapan 
Nilai-Nilai Islam’ has a powerful impact in incorporating Islamic 
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values in many dimensions of administration of government 
(Mohammad Kamil Abdul Majid & Rahimin Affandi Abdul 
Rahim 2006 as cited in Mahmud, Salleh, Long & Badaruddin, 
2009, p.34).   Another wave of Islamisation was in the legal sector. 
In 1988, by virtue of a constitutional amendment it was held that 
Civil High Court will not have any jurisdictions on any matters 
related to Shari’ah Issues (Mahmud, Salleh, Long & Badaruddin, 
2009, p.45). 

All in all, though the government sponsored Islamisation 
policies and programmes have brought fame to the Malaysia in 
the international stage especially in the area of Islamic banking 
and finance, at the local scene, however it has irked suspicion 
on the part of its non-Muslim community on aspects which 
touches personal issues, or the focus of Islamizing forces dwell 
on trivialities.  For instance, some like Professor Emeritus Tan Sri 
Dr. Khoo Kay Kim, stated that most of Islamic teachings provide 
surface and general picture on how Islam is. Islamic teachings 
only focused on prevention of alcohol and cannot touch dogs in 
Malaysia. This condition ignores the part of how mercy and tolerant 
Islam is, how beautiful is Islam served as a way of life (Mahmud, 
Salleh, Long and Badaruddin, 2009, p.47).  Even some Muslims 
raise eyebrows on segmented application of Islamisation. Zainah 
(2000) maintains that sometimes the true concept of Islamisation 
is not fully described as it is. For instance, the definition of 
Islamisation according to political perspective, does not fully refer 
to the universal message of Islam by emphasizing the concept of 
justice, tolerance, equality and freedom but rather by fighting the 
issue of growing intolerance, repressive teachings and practices, 
and the shrinking of democratic (Abbott & Gregorios-Pippas, 
2010).
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Beyond scrutinizing the veracity of such claims what is 
important for our purpose is that if such criticism is not addressed 
unemotionally, can pose serious hurdles in the path of nation 
building undertaken by Chinese Muslims in the country.  However, 
Non-Muslims should understand that the issue of drinking wine 
or touching dog though trivial to non-Muslims are grave to their 
Muslim counterparts.  

Contextualization for Muslim Converts
If the essential hallmark of Islamisation is to bring all one’s 
behaviours in line with the teachings of Islam, then what it holds 
for Muslim converts as to prepare them to play their roles in the 
Islamisation of Malaysia. The answer to us is to look back at 
the first generation of Muslim converts with whose dedications 
and sacrifices, not only self-reformation was possible, but they 
transformed the communities around them, setting the stage for 
the Islamisation of the world. As to what were secrets for such 
rapid transformation in the case of this generation, internal drive 
to change and the passion to become better humans were the 
most obvious motivating factors to which following beliefs and 
conviction were the most paramount: 

I. The Honor of God`s hidayah 

The reverts to Islam at eschatological level should feel honoured 
that they have been bestowed with Allah`s guidance which 
is the biggest blessing of Allah SWT on His slaves.  The 
guidance (hidayah) beyond its utilitarian benefits in terms of 
creating emotionally balanced, morally upright and materially 
satisfied individual and socially cohesive, is ultimately of great 
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significance as the sole criteria for being saved from the hellfire 
and be worthy of admittance into the gardens of Paradise. Those 
who disbelieve and reject the guidance when it comes to them, 
have been described as the companions of the Hell-Fire. This 
is evident from the following verses, “Indeed, the religion in 
the sight of Allah is Islam.” (The Quran 3:19), “So those who 
believe in Allah and hold fast to Him - He will admit them to 
mercy from Himself and bounty and guide them to Himself on 
a straight path.” (The Quran, 4:175), “Those - their reward is 
forgiveness from their Lord and gardens beneath which rivers 
flow [in Paradise], wherein they will abide eternally; and excellent 
is the reward of the [righteous] workers.” (The Quran, 3:136), 
“But those who disbelieve and deny Our signs - those are the 
companions of Hellfire.” (The Quran, 5:10). Thus, the one who 
has been bestowed with guidance should realize the value of this 
great blessing, work towards preserving this blessing and share it 
with the rest of humanity.

This is on this account that in the theological sense, Allah`s 
guidance as embodied in the revealed texts detailing God-enacted 
rules, moral exhortations, fundamentals of belief and spiritual 
programmes are designed to serve human welfare(maslahah) 
ultimately as Allah Almighty Himself is Samad (Free of Want). 
In the Islamic theology, Allah the omnipotent Who has the ability 
to create, nurture and sustain all that exists, should Himself be 
free of any need from his creation. The Qur`an make this explicit 
in numerous passages of the Qur`an, such as: “It is Allah who 
created the heavens and the earth and whatever is between them.” 
(The Quran, 32:4), “Indeed, We created man from a sperm-drop 
mixture that We may try him; and We made him hearing and 
seeing.” (The Quran, 76:2). Reiterating that Islamic guidance 
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is a bounty of Allah to those who believe and practice it, is for 
their own good otherwise defying in no way diminishes Allah`s 
magnificence, the Prophet also declared:   

”O My servants, you can neither do Me any harm nor can 
you do Me any good. O My servants, even if the first amongst 
you and the last amongst you and even the whole of human race 
of yours, and that of jinns even, become (equal in) God-conscious 
like the heart of a single person amongst you, nothing would add 
to My Power. O My servants, even if the first amongst you and the 
last amongst you and the whole human race of yours and that of 
the Jinns too in unison become the most wicked (all beating) like 
the heart of a single person, it would cause no loss to My Power. 
O My servants, even if the first amongst you and the last amongst 
you and the whole human race of yours and that of Jinns also 
all stand in one plain ground and you ask Me and I confer upon 
every person what he asks for, it would not. in any way, cause any 
loss to Me (even less) than that which is caused to the ocean by 
dipping the needle in it.” (Sahih Muslim, 45:70). 

II. Effacing of the Past Sins.

An eternal spiritual privilege of transcendental value which 
comes with reversion to the original state of human innate nature 
of recognition and submission to Allah is the effacing of one`s 
sins and even if they involve major violations.   It is reported that 
a group of Non-Muslims with past records of homicide, sexual 
promiscuity came to the Prophet and said to him, “What you say 
and what you are calling for is good. If only you could tell us that 
there is any expiation for what we have done before.” Then Allah 
the All-Mighty revealed: ‘Say: “O ‘Ibadi (My slaves) who have 
transgressed against themselves (by committing evil deeds and 
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sins)! Despair not of the Mercy of Allah, verily, Allah forgives 
all sins. Truly, He is OftForgiving, Most Merciful” (The Qur`an, 
39: 53; al-Tabari, Vol. 21; p.307.). Nevertheless, such spiritual 
salvation is contingent upon resolute determination not to commit 
them again as expounded by Allah: “Except for those who repent, 
believe and do righteous work. For them Allah will replace their 
evil deeds with good. And ever is Allah Forgiving and Merciful.” 
(The Quran, 25:70).

III. Membership of cohesive community.

The privilege of joining the Universal Islamic Brotherhood. 
Coming to Islam at ideally confers upon one the citizenship of 
Islam in which no other worldly considerations, such as race, 
ethnicity, colour of the skin, nationality or language     except 
spiritual worth matters. The Prophet of Islam, Muhammad as 
the seal of the prophets in his last sermon, made this universal 
declaration to outlaw all forms of discrimination on account of 
such social constructs that plague the world to this day: “... an 
Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab nor a non-Arab has any 
superiority over an Arab; also a white has no superiority over black 
nor does a black have any superiority over a white except by piety 
and good action.” (Musnad, 22978). In another occasion, he also 
said, “Verily Allah does not look to your faces and your wealth, 
but He looks to your heart and to your deeds.” (Sahih Muslim, 
45:42) He also said, “No one of you becomes a true believer until 
he likes for his brother what he likes for himself”. (Muslim, 1:77) 
As such the universal concept of Islamic brotherhood if carried 
to its terms and realized requires its members to by sensitive of 
other needs and be willing to feel the pain, of others suffering and 
empathize and work towards uplifting their fellow believers from 
hardship and misery.
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Role Model to Emulate in Meeting the 
Challenges 
The pre-Islamic way of life, in terms of belief, outlook on life, 
life style, manners, cultures and habits though converge in 
some common shared values with Islamic way of life inherently 
diverges on some other aspects which a new comer to Islam 
must take cognizance and be prepared to make the necessary 
adjustment. This requires preparedness to use all one`s talents and 
resources to comply with the dictates of Islam which demands 
constant self –exertion which the Qur`an terms it as a kind of 
enterprise entered between God and His servant, the profits of 
which are accrued b the latter. “O you who have believed, shall 
I guide you to a transaction that will save you from a painful 
punishment? [It is that] you believe in Allah and His Messenger 
and strive in the cause of Allah with your wealth and your lives. 
That is best for you, if you should know” (The Quran, 61:10-11). 
Such dedications expected of a Muslim applied across the board 
the intensity of which may vary in the case of new reverts and 
born Muslims is universal law. 

The most successful illuminating Muslim generations of 
Muslim reverts during the early of Islam, namely the Sahabah are 
paradigmatic for all who join the fraternity of Islam for all times 
to come. The amount of sacrifices, adjustment and transformation 
from jahiliyyah life style to Islamic way achieved by Sahabah 
earned them the honour of having secured God`s pleasure and 
being entitled to admittance to paradise by the Qur`an: “And of 
those who led the way - the first of the Emigrants (Muhajirun) 
and the Helpers (Ansar), and those who followed them in the 
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best possible manner - Allah is well-pleased with them and they 
are well-pleased with Allah. He has prepared for them Gardens 
beneath which rivers flow; therein they will abide forever. 
That is the supreme triumph.” (The Quran, 9:100; Ibn Kathir, 
Vol.4, p.229). That is the why the Prophet classified them as the 
exemplary role models in terms of believing and practicing Islam 
for all the succeeding generations of Muslim to come until the end 
of the world.“Verily, my Companions are like the stars (nujum) 
in the sky; whichever of them you follow, you shall be guided 
rightly”(al-Baihaqi: p.319).

To be specific, the biographical studies of the companions, 
outlines exceptional examples of luminaries from among the 
companions who stand out in so many ways in terms of self-
transformation and contributing to the cause of Islam (Islamisation 
of the first State Madinah). First, in terms of adjustment to the 
new faith and commitments, they developed true faith in the 
teachings of the Qur`an. This involved being convinced of the 
truthfulness of the Prophet and his message being a revelation 
from Allah.  Abu Bakr, for instance was role model in terms 
of true faith and conviction to such a mission. A cogent proof 
which is his unequivocal affirmation of belief in what Prophet 
was relating about his night of heavenly journey (Mi`raj) to his 
companions. It is recorded that when the Prophet returned from 
the miraculous night journey and ascension (Isra’ wa al-mi’raj), 
the Quraysh jeered at him and disbelieved in his ascent to the 
heavens. However, when the news of the Isra’ wa al-mi’raj 
reached Abu Bakr, he readily affirmed to it and believed in it and 
that is why he was nicknamed as Siddiqh (Al-Mubarakfuri, 1996, 
p151).
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 Another embodiment of true faith about what Prophet was 
conveying is Khuzaimah Ibn Thabit who affirmed the conclusion 
of a sale transaction between the Prophet and a Jew even he had 
not personally witnessed it. When he was asked as to why he bears 
testimony for a transaction which had not taken place before him, 
he replied, that he believed in the Messenger of Allah. And on 
this account, the Prophet nicknamed him as dhu al-shahadatain, a 
credible witness whose testimony is equivalent to that of two eye 
witnesses (Al-Nasai, 1986, 44:199). 

Another shining example of unmatched dedication and 
fidelity to the Islamic faith was Bilal al-Habshi (a black Ethiopian 
slave) who was tortured in the most brutal manner for accepting 
Islam. Yet he was steadfast, and his faith never wavered. The 
persecution was finally lifted after a long struggle. Despite the 
fact that slaves (especially black slaves) were hardly given any 
rights in pagan Arab society, the Prophet honoured Bilal and made 
him the first person ever to give the call to Prayer (Adhan). Bilal 
participated in all the battles during the life of the Prophet and 
proved to be a beacon of hope, perseverance and steadfastness 
(Al-Athir, 1994, 1/415/493). 

No to mention the non-Arab luminary military expert, 
Salman Al-Farisi, who prior to coming to Islam was a fire 
worshipper from Persia. He left his religion and set out in search 
of Truth and travelled for many years in search of the truth. In his 
quest for truth, he met and lived with many monks who advised 
him to keep looking for the truth in the direction of Arabia. He was 
then enslaved and brought to Madina. When the Prophet arrived in 
Madina, Salman recognized that Muhammad was indeed the true 
Prophet and thereafter he accepted Islam and became a Muslim. 
Among other tangible contribution to the cause of Islam, his 
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deep insight into Persian war tactics helped the Muslims defend 
themselves during the Battle of Khandaq(Al-Mubarakfuri, 1996, 
p312).

The resolve not to be shaken by the most gruesome 
brutalities to stay true to the Islamic faith was displayed by 
Ammar Ibn Yasir and his family, his father Yasir and Mother, 
Summayah. When they accepted Islam, Abu Jahl felt enraged 
and led his group of gangsters to their house, burnt their house 
and took the trio, chained them and brought them to the desert.   
He asked them to deny the existing of God and deny the truth 
of the Prophet’s claim. But they refused. Then they began 
whipping them until they started bleeding. They placed rocks 
on their chest so to suffocate them when leaving them under the 
scorching heat of the sun. When all did not work to shake their 
firm belief, Abu Jahl, returned and cut opened Summaya`s belly 
with his spear until she bled to her death and then kicked Yasi`s 
belly until he also succumbed to his injuries. They committed all 
these atrocities before the eyes of Ammar who was responsible 
for getting his family to the new faith. Then Abu Jahl turned to 
his, telling him that “If you do not praise our God then is your 
turn”.  To save his life, then Ammar uttered, “Hubal (an idol) is 
great!”. Then he was unchained but felt great remorse and when 
meeting the Prophet related the episode to him. The Prophet 
asked him,” when praising Hubal, did you mean it?” He answered 
in the negative. Thereafter, Allah approved such use of legal 
stratagem when he ordained: “Not, he who is compelled while his 
heart is at rest because of his faith” (al-Nahl: 106; Ammar Bin 
Yasir, athttps://www.al-islam.org, accessed 27 December 2017 ). 
Another remarkable example of commitment to Islam is that of 
the Ansar at the first pledge and second pledge of Aqbah, wherein 
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they accepted Islam and pledged to protect and spread Islam, they 
were ready to face all the tribes of Arabia for the sake of Allah. 
Their commitment to this pledge was one of the main reasons that 
Islam and the early Muslims were able to survive the horrors of 
religious persecution in Makkah by migrating to Madinah (Al-
Mubarakfuri, 1996, p154-157).

Next expectation of becoming a Muslim is to establish a 
constant state of submission, service and worship to Allah, namely 
`Ibadah in the broader and true sense which is the raison d’être 
for the very creation of humans and jinns (The Quran, 51:56). The 
word `ibadah literally denotes bondage (`abdiyyah), obedience 
(ta`ah), submission (khudu`), establishing a state of slavery by 
the slave to his master (`ubudiyyah) and performing the religious 
rites (ada` al-sha`a’ir (al-Qaradawi,1995:pp.27-28). In the 
Islamic terminology it does not only cover the ritual acts such 
as prayer, fasting, hajj and zakat but it encompasses submission 
to all rules handed down by Allah as an expression of constant 
slavery to Him. Capturing this, Muhammad al-Ghazali maintains: 
“‘Ibadah means acknowledging Allah as one’s God and following 
the path that He has ordained (His shari’ah).....`ibadah in this 
sense, therefore, embraces two types of actions: First, actions 
whose forms, essence and structures are laid down by Allah and 
which are known only through His message alone, such as salah 
and fasting. Second, actions that are done with the intention of 
obeying Allah. And ‘ibadah henceforth, in the second sense 
covers a vast domain of human activities so much so that even 
a purely mundane activity will be regarded as ‘ibadah if the 
underlying intention behind it is to prepare oneself to live as a 
dignified servant of Allah. For instance, the Qur’an declares the 
reward for a trader, who with the purpose of sustaining his family 
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engages in business instead of participating in jihad, to be the 
same as the reward for the one who actually undertakes jihad 
(al-Muzammil 8: 20). Meanwhile, the Prophet described farming 
activities as charity ‘ibadah from which others, aside from the 
farmer himself will benefit. Therefore, the scope of `ibadah in 
Islam is as vast as the domain of Islam as a way of life. Hence, 
any activity that is carried out with the intention of obeying God 
and surrendering to His Will, shall be counted as ‘ibadah, as the 
Qur`an aptly provides; “Nay whoever submits his whole self to 
Allah and is a doer of good, he will get his reward from his Lord; 
on such shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve” (al-Baqarah: 112; 
Ghazali, 1975:pp.82-87 ). This is on this score that the Qur`an 
when defining ̀ ibad al-Rahman (the slaves of the Compassionate) 
does not only characterizes Muslims not only ritual worshippers 
but embracers of whole Islamic way of life: “And the servants of 
God most Gracious are those who walk on the earth in humility, 
and when the ignorant addresses them, they say, “peace”; those 
who spend the night in adoration, of their Lord prostrate and 
standing; those who say, “our Lord! avert from us the wrath of 
Hell, for its wrath is indeed an affliction grievous, evil indeed 
is it as an abode, and as a place to rest in; those who when they 
spend, are not extravagant and not niggardly, but hold a just 
(balance) between those (extremes); those who invoke not, with 
God, any other god, nor slay such life as God has made sacred, 
except for a just cause, nor commit fornication; and any that does 
this (not only) meets punishment but the penalty in the day of 
judgement will be doubled to him, and he will dwell therein in 
ignominy,- unless he repents, believes and works righteous deeds, 
for God will change the evil of such persons into good, and God 
is often forgiving, most Merciful, and whoever repents and does 
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good has timely turned to God with an acceptable conversion; 
those who witness no falsehood, and if they pass by futility, they 
pass by it with honourable avoidance; those who, when they are 
admonished with the signs of their Lord, droop not down at them 
as if they were deaf or blind; and those who pray, our Lord! grant 
unto us wives and offspring who will be the comfort of our eyes, 
and give us the grace to lead the righteous. Those are the ones 
who will be rewarded with the highest place in heaven, because of 
their patient constancy: therein shall they be met with salutations 
and peace” (Al-Furqan:63-75).

Accordingly, again the living examples of such `ibad 
(true slaves of Allah) were the first Muslim reverts, the sahabah.  
Khadijah, the first wife of the Prophet, gave everything she had 
for the cause of Islam. She looked and cared after the Prophet 
diligently ensuring that he was comforted in every possible 
manner. Her material and moral support to the Prophet was so 
monumental that the year she passed away was known as the Year 
of Grief (Al-Mubarakfuri, 1996, p125). Khadija was a role model 
of a strong, modest and upright woman who did all that was in her 
capacity for the spread of truth. (Bukhari, 65:4953). Companions 
were competing with each other to perform non-ritual ibadah 
by financing the Islamic cause. For instance, Abu Bakr who was 
known for spending his wealth without hesitation for an Islamic 
cause. Once the Prophet commanded people to give charity and 
contribute for the cause of Islam. At that time Umar (another 
famous companion) had some wealth and he said: “Today I shall 
surpass Abu Bakr if I surpass him any day. I, therefore, brought half 
my property”. The Prophet asked: “What did you leave for your 
family?” Umar replied: “The same amount”. Abu Bakr brought 
all that he had with him. The Prophet asked him: “What did you 
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leave for your family?” He replied: “I left Allah and His Apostle 
for them.” (Al-Shanawi, 2004, p154). Uthman Ibn `Affan was 
another big-hearted companion to dedicate his asset for Islamic 
causes. He was a wealthy merchant of cloth prior to Islam. When 
he entered Islam, he devoted his whole wealth to finance socio-
economic projects and other philanthropic causes. Immediately 
after migration to Madinah, he procured a well to overcome water 
scarcity faced by the new community. On every Friday he was 
paying for emancipation of slaves. In the Battle with Byzantine 
when Prophet called for raising military fund, Uthman among 
other contributed 900 equipped camels (sponsored a third of the 
Muslim army of 30,000 men).  In spite of his wealth, he lived 
an austere life and would often sleep, wrapped in a blanket, 
on the sand of the mosque (Stacy, 2013).

To contribute to further to the cause of Islam one need 
to engage in outreach programmes to bring forth the beauty of 
Islam and Islamic hidayah to other fellow humans by using all 
his resources and capabilities. That is why the Prophet ordains 
Muslims to be proactive in spreading the message of Islam and 
Knowledge about its magnificent teaching even if they have 
the knowledge of one verse (Al-Bukhari 13:1380). A pioneer 
role model to emulate was Caliph Abu Bakr, at whose hands 
many famous, rich and powerful companions accepted Islam 
(Ashraf, 2004). He spent more than 40,000 gold coins for Islam 
humanitarian cause of freeing slaves who had accepted Islam 
(Al-Tabari, 3/426). Similarly, Mus’ab ibn Umayr was sent as an 
envoy to Madina by the Prophet SA, and he was tapping on his 
social and diplomatic skills was able get entire people Madina to 
accepted Islam (Al-Mubarakfuri, 1996, p155). Zaid Ibn Thabit 
another prominent companion utilizing his language learning 
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ability learnt Hebrew with the purpose of preaching Islam to the 
Jews (Khaalid, 2002, p310-316). Malik bin Dinar a prominent 
scholar from among the Tabi`in travelled over 3,500km to invite 
people of the Indian Malabar coast to Islam. He also established 
the first mosque in India (al-Mamun) (Pietkiewicz-Pareek, B. 
2015). Poetic skills being the most powerful tool in enkindling 
interest and mobilizing masses during the pre-modern Arab 
culture was also skilfully employed by Hassan ibn Thabit to 
defend Islam and the Prophet. His poetic compositions survive till 
this day in the form of Diwan Hasan Ibn Thabit (Arberry, 1965). 
Likewise using oratory skills to keep the Muslim steadfast on the 
faith particularly after the demise of the Prophet was the resource 
which Suhail Ibn `Amr applied (Al-Athir, 1994, Vol.2 2, p.585)

It is also required of a Muslim to participate in the process 
of establishing Islamic institutions, systems and state apparatus 
based on the principles of the Qur`an and the Sunnah. It is 
rational and natural that after embracing Islamic ideology, one 
needs to work on building Islamic personality and family and 
become a role model for others to join and support Islam and 
the move to develop socio-economic and political infrastructures 
for Islam and the Islamic way of life to thrive and flourish, and 
ultimately contribute to civilizational development based on the 
worldview of Tawhid alongside with people of other orientation. 
The foundation for such social agenda rests on education which 
is compulsory for both male and female based on the Prophetic 
statement: “Seeking knowledge is an obligation upon every 
Muslim” (Ibn Majah, p. 224). The first batch of Muslim reverts, 
not only had exceptionally talented male teachers but also leading 
female scholars and educators the most erudite among whom was 
Aisha RA. She narrated more than 2,100 prophetic narrations. 
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One of her students, Hisham Ibn Urwah, said regarding her: 
“I never saw anyone more knowledgeable in poetry, or the 
knowledge of religious obligations, or Islamic jurisprudence than 
Aisha” (Shayba, 1999, 391). In establishing the rule of law and 
implementing justice Caliph Umar shines spectacularly. Umar 
was a responsible leader who lead an extremely simple life. He 
is reported to have said, “if a dog dies hungry on the banks of 
the River Euphrates, Umar will be responsible for dereliction of 
duty” (Mohtsham, 2007).

Just administration and living by the rule of law as an 
asset which greatly contributes not only to the process of nation 
building was also another characteristic feature of early Muslim 
administration which attracted people of other ideological 
orientation to accept Islam. For example, Umar bin Abdul Aziz 
ruled the vast Muslim empire for just three years but during this 
short period of time, he filled the Muslim lands with peace and 
justice. Poverty had almost vanished and people were given their 
dues. He was not only a just ruler but also an accomplished scholar 
of the religion. He used his wealth and power to help Islam and 
the Muslims. He sent out several emissaries to faraway lands like 
China and Tibet to call people towards Islam. Due to his honesty 
and justice, millions of Non-Muslims living under his rule 
accepted Islam and became Muslims. He never hoarded wealth 
rather he spends every penny he had in seeking the pleasure of 
Allah. (Al-Sallabi,)

To top it all, at time of self-defence and resisting the 
fire power of hostile forces against Islam, Muslims and their 
existence, the pioneering and heroic place of Muslims of the first 
Islamic generation in term of resilience, sacrifice and struggle are 
paradigmatic. Musa Ibn Nusayr due to his exceptional display of 
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bravery and political strength was made the Governor of Iraq, later 
on the Governor of Africa. During his governorship in Africa, he 
invited the African tribes to Islam, and many of them accepted 
the truth and became Muslims. From these new Muslims was a 
man named Tariq bin Ziyad. Musa bin Nusayr appointed Tariq 
as the head of the expedition to free the people of Spain from 
their tyrant and oppressive visigothic rulers. Thus, both of them 
were responsible for the entry and spread of Islam in the Iberian 
Peninsula (Arnold, 1931).  The transformation and change of heart 
by Khalid Ibn Waleed, a brilliant fighter and tactician of unrivalled 
stature and the staunchest enemy of Islam before coming to Islam 
has no example in Islamic history. He was opposing Islam for 
many years and was responsible for defeating the Muslims in 
the battle of Uhud. But he became totally a different man after 
accepting Islam. He served as the commander-in -chief of the 
Muslim army. The Muslims never lost a single battle fought under 
the leadership of Khalid Ibn Waleed. He was responsible for the 
conquest of much of Syria and Egypt. This resulted in the spread 
of Islam in these new lands due to his efforts and military genius 
(Al-Athir, 1994, 2/140/1399). 

Challenges Towards Identity of Chinese 
Muslim in Malaysia
Weng (2014) wrote in his book several challenges that Chinese 
Muslims in Malaysia have been facing since the olden days. One of 
the challenges is to preserve their own identity from disappearing 
in their family and also within their own self. Chinese Muslim 
in Malaysia has the tendency to have issues like identity crisis 
after they reverted to Islam. In Malaysia, majority of Muslim are 
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from Malay race which means being Muslim and Malay comes 
with togetherness and one must be Malay or live like a Malay to 
make sure that they will be accepted into the Muslim community 
in Malaysia. Weng (2014) highlighted through the history of 
Yunnan people which Yunnan people were the Chinese who came 
to Terengganu to live as a Muslim, but they avoided to identify 
themselves as Chinese and neither they were a Malay. Hence, by 
introducing themselves as Yunnan, Malay Muslim will welcome 
them into the community and so does the Chinese who will not 
recognize them as a Chinese, rather they were from another group 
of people.

Apart from that, mixed marriage between Chinese Muslim 
and Malay Muslim could be one of the challenges to preserve 
the identity of Chinese Muslim in Malaysia. One will lose their 
heritage and culture value once they are mixed with Malay Muslim. 
Weng (2014) mentioned this in his book which the assimilation 
of Chinese people into Malay culture will make him/her to forget 
their own culture and thus, they will feel more comfortable 
living as a Malay rather than sticking to his/her identity which is 
Chinese. The culture domain should not be interfered whenever a 
mixed marriage is happening. Because of this phenomenon, most 
of Chinese cultural influence will disappear and it will only lead 
to the ideology that Muslim is only privileged to Malay and those 
who reverted to Islam, must embrace the Malay cultures as well.

Conclusion 
Considering the above points, it is safe to submit that coming 
to Islam is a mercy of Allah for the one whose heart is guided 
by divine guidance to revert to his original state of belief and 
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submission to Him. Thereafter, one must move on to make 
changes in his lifestyle, habits and behaviour in line with God and 
His Messenger have ordained. Nevertheless, such a migration and 
break from one’s past culture and way of life requires firm self-
determination, perseverance and endurance as the odds are huge and 
at times insurmountable. No doubt that attaining the Islamisation 
of the self which lays the foundation for achieving Islamisation 
of family, society and social systems can be facilitated by social 
support systems and communal actions, but the most pivotal factor 
in self-transformation is one`s own decisiveness/self-exertion. 
Indisputably, we have contemporary individual examples of 
luminaries in terms of becoming the sources of inspiration for 
others to emulate. In this study, however, we presented a bird-eye 
view of unimpeachable examples of the first generation of Muslim 
converts, namely the Sahabah whose resilience and conviction to 
attain holistic Islamisation, overcome all odds from both within 
and without, are unparalleled. The Chinese Muslims in Malaysia 
should take the examples mentioned in this study as a way to 
overcome the challenges that they have in order to be a Muslim. 
Apart from that, a Chinese Muslim should know that they are 
not responsible to adopt to the Malay culture whenever after they 
have embraced Islam because Islam celebrates diversity as long 
as it does not go against the Shari’ah.

Recommendations
This present study can be improved further by quoting prominent 
figures of Chinese Muslims in Malaysia. Their stories and 
challenges should be emphasized as this study is meant to cater 
the problems faced by the Chinese Muslim such the confusion of 
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their identity especially when there is a mixed marriage involved. 
Besides that, more solutions should be provided in order to assist 
the new converts in Malaysia in facing their problems. Interviews 
should be conducted so this research could bring more insights 
from the primary data rather than making a statement through 
readings and journals. 
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Introduction
Jember District is located in East Java, Indonesia. It comprises 
of many plantations, several universities, resurfacing absorption 
rate is high, and also there are many Pondok Pesantren (Islamic 
Boarding School). The head of Pondok Pesantren is called Kyai 
who became not only as a formal leader in school but also as an 
informal leader in the community that has a patron society role, 
basically a great potential in creating the progress of society. The 
number of Islamic boarding school/Pondok Pesantren reflected 
how strong Islamic culture in Jember community. It also due to the 
influence of Madurese culture in Jember that religious education 
is the most important aspect of their life. This is the reason why 
Madurese mostly become a student of Islamic Boarding School/
Pondok Pesantren in Jember. Their relationship with Kyai is also 
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reflecting implementation of ethnic cultural values that put Kyai 
in Master position as a form of obedience. 

The issue of women’s leadership both in religious and 
non-religious contexts has generated a great concern for the 
women’s movement in Pesantren. The question of whether or 
not a woman could hold a position and lead religious worship in 
a mixed-gender congregation has been debated among activists 
in the movement. In terms of non-religious leadership, most 
Muslim women activists have agreed that there is no restriction 
on a woman holding a high position in the economic, social and 
political realms. The fact is that women constitute more than 
half the world population, and many are clever and able to run 
public positions. However, in the context of religious leadership, 
activists of the women’s movement in Pesantren have different 
opinions. In the Pesantren context, women’s leadership has been 
long accepted but there still some constraints and stereotypes that 
still exist which preclude women from having power especially 
replaced men or Kyai’s figure. However, due to the dynamic of 
globalization, Pesantren communities no longer judge leaders 
on the basis of their gender, but on their achievements and 
contributions. 

Therefore, this research paper tries to discover the 
role of women leadership which is known as Nyai (the wife 
to the Kyai) that plays important role in managing the Pondok 
Pesantren, involves in the process of giving the motivational 
talk, become manager especially in preparation clerical, dealing 
with psychological matter for female students, inspiring the local 
people by carrying the symbol figure towards single mother that 
have a very low background of education.
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Women Leadership and Empowerment
Theories of leadership are typically neutral or absent in their 
attention to gender as if a leader is a leader‖ while studies on 
leadership typically ignore gender differences or mostly study 
white men. Popular wisdom and women’s self-reports often 
identify distinct leadership styles and characteristics associated 
with gender while empirical studies on gender and leadership 
(e.g., Eagly & Johnson, 1990) often show that men and women 
leaders behave more alike than different when occupying the same 
positions. Why is it then that the strength of these perceptions 
persists? (Chin, 2011)

In a meta-analysis of gender and leadership style 
(Eagly & Johnson, 1990), gender differences did not emerge in 
organizational studies between interpersonal vs. task-oriented 
style. However, stereotypic gender differences did emerge in 
laboratory experiments and assessment studies, i.e., studies 
when participants were not selected for holding a leadership 
position. Social perceptions and expectations apparently 
influence the leadership styles of women leaning toward being 
more relationship based when in situations of self-assessment or 
when appointed to leadership roles in laboratory studies. Men 
conformed more toward the social stereotypes of being more task-
oriented, self-assertive and motivated to master their environment 
while women conformed more toward social stereotypes of 
being more interpersonal, selfless and concerned with others. 
This is often distinguished as a personal orientation over task-
orientation with women viewed as having an advantage (Bass 
& Avolio, 1994; McGregor, 1985). There is strong evidence to 
support the tendency for women to adopt a more collaborative, 
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cooperative, or democratic leadership style and for men to adopt 
a more directive, competitive, or autocratic style; this emerged in 
all types of studies. Even though selection criteria for leadership 
positions may even out the gender differences, women seem 
to be intentionally different and more collaborative based on 
differences in personality and social interpersonal skills. The 
use of a collaborative process is increasingly central to views of 
effective leadership. (Chin, 2011).

People often associate qualities with leaders that are 
inherent in the personality of the leader. They may view leaders 
as inspiring followers to behave according to the purposes of the 
leader including 1) a role model (i.e., setting an example), 2) talent 
in having a specific skill for the organization, 3) initiative and 
entrepreneurial drive, 4) charisma (i.e., attractiveness to others 
and the ability to leverage this esteem to motivate others), 5) 
inspirational (i.e., instil passion or cultivating an environment that 
brings out the best of individuals), 6) commitment or visionary 
(i.e., clear sense of purpose or mission-driven). However, it is 
unclear how dimensions of gender, race, and ethnicity confound 
these assessments of leadership and the conferring of leadership 
status (Chin, 2011).

In Pondok Pesantren, mostly women’s leadership is 
held by Pondok leader’s wife, which is Nyai. Not only does the 
leadership represent the charisma of the husband but is often 
due to the strong inspirational aspect, talent, initiative and 
entrepreneurial drive, as well as commitment or visionary. 
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Methodology
In order to investigate the element of women leadership and 
women empowerment in Pondok Institution, therefore, Pondok 
Pesantren Yayasan Al-Qodiri, and Yayasan Darussholah, Jember 
Indonesia.  The qualitative method of data collection has been 
used. The semi-structured interview with local leaders was used 
for this study. The interview method is an effective method in 
order to get more information and it is necessary to find out the 
respondents’ attitude and opinion. The respondents comprised 
of kyai, the students (santri), educators, local people and 
academicians who were alumni of Pondok institution. The unit 
analysis will be the element of community empowerment and the 
level analysis will be Yayasan Al-Qodiri. The data collection is 
by using snowball effects and purposive sampling. The interview 
questions and analyses were focused on the evaluation of element 
of women leadership and women empowerment at Yayasan Al-
Qodiri and Yayasan Darussholah, Jember Indonesia. The content 
analysis was used for the data analysis where the data obtained 
during the interview was processed and categorized referring to 
their similarities, differences, and features related categories. 

Findings and Discussion
This section reviews the evidence and analyses from the interview 
with the kyai, the students (santri), educators, local people 
and academicians who were alumni of Pondok institution. The 
analyses are based on the community empowerment elements 
that practiced in Yayasan Al-Qodiri and Yayasan Darussholah, 
Jember, Indonesia.
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The Background of Jember’s Community 

According to the experts, local leaders and academic, most 
of them explained the background of the Jember as a district 
which many are resurfacing in the agricultural sector/ plantation 
that managed by the Perusahaan Terbatas Perkebunan Negara 
(PTPN/Agriculture Government Link Company) a state-owned 
enterprise or managed by private to the form of commodities 
such as tobacco, gum, soybean, sugarcane nor other crops. Total 
plantation area in Jember breadth of thousands of hectares. For 
coffee plantations in Jember for example, covers 16 882 hectares, 
each filled with people’s coffee cultivation area of 4,911 hectares 
spread over 27 districts with the largest area in the District Silo. 
A total of 14 gardens with a total area of 6,009 hectares managed 
by PT. Perkebunan Nusantara XII (PTPN XII) and 7 garden areas 
of 2,267 hectares managed by the Regional Plantation Companies 
(PDP), and 10 gardens with a total area of 3,695 hectares managed 
by private parties. This shows that the major of core activities of 
the people are in the sector of the plantation. Ironically, this sector 
is precisely not able to feed the people who live on it. The high 
level of poverty in Jember is also the result of the structure of 
the community based on plantation culture. However, this brings 
to the significance of how the evolution of community started 
whereby the largest community in Jember is belonged to ethnic 
Madura and nurtured Islam culture in their daily life. 

Jember community where comprises of majority ethnicity 
of Madura, especially with the northern area. Madura culture 
and the culture of students are very dominant in their daily 
lives. According to Raharjo, in the northern area, people still 
survive on the cultural orientation of Madura. The Madurese 
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language is the everyday language of the people in the District 
Arjasa, Jelbug, Sukowono, Kalisat, Sumberjambe, Ledokombo, 
Mayang, and partly Pakusari. Besides ludruk ala Madura (local 
art performance), the people there like to see performing arts 
boarding Hadrah as the educational orientation of Madurese. A 
recitation is also a favourite event because, in addition to getting 
discourses about Islam, they can also meet with the Lorah (call for 
clerics) or Gus (kids clerics) that are thought to bring blessings to 
the lives of citizens (Raharjo, 2006). This overview background 
very important to highlight as it describes the agent and structure 
of local people and the relationship of the core daily routine of 
the people corresponds with the necessity of Pondok Institution 
as part of their daily life.

Women Leadership and Women Empowerment   

In Pondok Pesantren Yayasan Al-Qodiri, Kiyai Muzakki was 
assisted by his wife, children, and son in laws who had knowledge 
in the study of the Qur’an and had memorized the entire Qur’an. 
The role of Nyai Hajah Siti Halimah in the Pesantren is to 
educate the students to be capable of reciting the Qur’an well 
even memorizing it.  Nyai Hajah Siti Halimah also becomes the 
figure of a mother for the students. She in her everyday life in the 
Pesantren acts like a mother for her children. For example, she 
becomes a place for sharing and telling their problems. Every time 
the Santris want to come out from the Pesantren, they bid farewell 
first to her. Another role performed by her is being a manager in 
the Pesantren. In addition, she manages the finance, including 
managing the budget of the Pesantren for the payment of daily 
needs and electricity. As a Nyai in the community, she does not 
only have roles in the Pesantren but also social responsibilities in 
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the community. She has a strategic role within the organization 
of Yayasan Al-Qodiri, i.e. as an advisor. She also manages the 
routine study for communities namely Ngaji Selapanan, held 
because seeing the condition in the vicinity where the mothers, 
especially the Khafidhoh, have not yet had a container as a means 
to learn about the Qur’an and its tafsir (exclamation of passages 
of the Qur’an by supplying additional information).

Pondok Al-Qodiri almost reached about 2000 female 
students which expand every year. Another is, the figure of Nyai 
according to Nyai Hajah Siti Halimah said that; “The figure of 
Bu Nyai consists of two sides; the first side is functional; another 
side is the role. These two can be reflected through the survival of 
Yayasan Al-Qodiri as such the first built which is lack of resources, 
facilities, it is very difficult to manage. The struggle is to set up 
and the Nyai must carry that role to become the support system 
to his husband, Kyai. After that, Nyai became the main role to 
support all the religious program and speeches. Nyai previously 
not educated came from poor family became empowered shared 
her successfulness in the perspective of Islam and giving a 
motivational talk”. Nyai also leads the Pesantren support for skill 
acquirement in the form of vocational education such as animal 
farming, sewing, cooking and planting. By managing all those 
in turns, students will be able to obtain the ability to manage an 
organization or small business for economic interest. This will 
indirectly train them and provide experience with hands-on 
skills by instilling a sense of responsibility in them to conduct 
business. In addition, she also is inspiring the local people by 
carrying the symbol figure towards single mother that has a very 
low background in education. As such through years, Yayasan 
Al-Qodiri has grown and progressed in the rural environment. 
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Its establishment in these rural areas has significantly affected 
the growth of the local community. Not only in term of religious 
understanding but also in term of the community’s life and skills.  
With activities that revolve around education, the Pesantren has 
enlightened the mindset of society, which was later termed as the 
renewal of mindset. This ultimately caused an increase in human 
resource. As a basis for culture in rural areas, the Pesantren has 
become the driving force for quality in human resource. This will, 
of course, become an agent of change in the community. Despite 
that, I also had the opportunity to participate and observe some 
majelis taklim for women conducted by Nyai. Once, a majelis 
taklim was held in a Nyai’s residence. The local women gathered 
together in her house to listen to the Islamic sermon delivered by 
an invited religious teacher. The majelis taklim had approximately 
20-30 participants who were local women. During the majelis 
taklim gathering, the Nyai was also there, and her presence 
among the participants had indeed signed for the others. From 
the observation, for some reason, a Nyai is also able to deliver 
the sermon or to be an instructor herself for majelis taklim but 
at the same time she still felt responsible for arranging them for 
her community, and ensuring that the local people, particularly 
women, had access to this kind of socio-religious activity. 
Therefore, from this kind of activity, a Pesantren maintains a 
close relationship with the local people, and at the same time 
the Pesantren and their leaders, both kyai, and Nyai, are able to 
extend their religious authority over both the Pesantren and the 
local society. 

However, it is quite a difference in Yayasan Darussholah 
where led by Nyai Roshidah as his husband already passed away. 
This totally against the patriarchal Pesantren leadership that 
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has been maintained over the time where the successor must 
be his son, even if the first child is a daughter who may have 
more intellectual capacities than subsequent sons. If the kyai has 
the only daughter, then the leadership will be passed on to his 
brother or his son-in-law. However, interestingly in this case of 
Nyai Roshidah has cultivated their path to Pesantren leadership 
by carrying the ibuism concept. She became the mother figure 
but the Pondok had been assisted in by others as well. She took 
the responsibility from his husband to ensure the survivalists of 
the Pesantren. Nyai Hajah Roshadah showed his charismatic 
leadership especially delegating the task. She fully entrusted 
all the managers that been elected by his late husband. She said 
she just continued accomplished her late husband wishes but the 
most important aspect here is showing the honesty to manage 
the Pesantren dutiful without any interest. That is why all of the 
community put on respect her as she manages to administer and 
able to attain sponsorship from all people regardless nationally and 
internationally. She made sure the connectivity and engagement 
never end by arranging the meeting with all alumni to build 
continuity network. This can be seen some of her female students 
came from Malaysia and Brunei. Another interesting element is 
the application of social media that is ‘Facebook’ as part of the 
medium of communication among themselves. It showed that 
Nyai Hajah Roshidah welcome the integration of education and 
technology thus allow to promote all their programmes to be 
promoted through social media. This showed the open-minded 
that Nyai had specially to align with this current of globalization. 

From above findings, both Nyais is the figure that has a 
central role in the Pesantren. Even though the central role that 
Nyai carries out focus on domestic affairs but Nyai as the leader 
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in the Pesantren demonstrates that gender roles are no longer 
became the central issue, but the importance is the contribution 
towards the process of the construction of the community. Gender 
roles are elastic and can be negotiated. Although the roles are 
normative, individuals have the flexibility to perform their roles 
to face the reality and problems that occur in the community as 
such empowered the overall community.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Community empowerment is part of the social development 
which a significant process of development emphasis on human 
development and social system. It related to policies, programs, 
and activities geared to filling value and cultural development that 
can improve the quality of life and well-being of society. It must 
be integrated with the efforts and programs to create national unity 
and integration. This also can be achievable through Pesantren 
and at this present time, Pesantren is an Islamic institution also 
allows women leadership in the Pesantren. Nyai, a woman who 
takes care of Pondok Pesantren for Yayasan Al-Qodiri is a figure 
of Nyai that is capable of negotiating with Pesantren patriarchal 
condition. Her leadership in the Pesantren is evidence that gender 
roles in Pesantren are negotiable. Nyai can be an inspiration for 
students and the community in the surroundings to be the women 
who are able to actualize themselves and contribute to the social 
environment in the community. In addition, there is also some 
highlighting evidence to remark from the case study of Yayasan 
Darussholah can be seen through charismatic role of leadership of 
Nyai and Pesantren actually supported the whole system of Pondok 
Institution. Despite, the cultural barriers and social dynamics did 
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not that hamper Nyai to contribute community empowerment. 
This leads to the further discussion on the successful case study 
to maintain the survivalists of the Pondok Pesantren Yayasan 
Darussholah by Nyai Roshadah able to accommodate and 
facilitate eventhough his husband already passed away. The 
recommendations will be rediscovering women empowerment 
and the challenges in becoming a support system for the 
successfulness of Pondok institution. This is where the researchers 
felt interested to extend research in doing an ethnographic study 
of life history to know the phenomenon of Pesantren founded by 
Nyai, an uncommon challenges phenomenon that faced by them.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to explore Shari’ah principles adhered 
by Prophet Muhammad PBUH, his companions and early Muslims 
in the resolution of disputes and to see how those principles are 
put into practice in our modern time, particularly in resolving 
family disputes in the Malaysian Syariah courts. Family disputes 
can be resolved in a number of ways. They may be resolved either 
by conventional litigation as is normally done in the court of law 
or by resorting to alternative mechanisms. The litigation is always 
associated with the concept of adversarial, whereas, the alternative 
dispute resolution is usually characterized as harmonious and 
amicable. As currently practised, when the term ‘family dispute 
resolution’ is used, it generally refers to the alternative ones, 
which are reconciliation, mediation and arbitration. These three 
concepts are discussed throughout this paper, followed by a 
general discussion on less adversarial system of litigation which 
is also practised in the Syariah courts.

CHAPTER 6
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An Overview of Dispute Resolution During 
the Classical Islamic Period
The foundation of Islam is based on revelation. There are four 
principal sources of Islamic laws or Shari’ah, namely Al-Qur´an, 
Al-Sunnah, ijmÉ’ (consensus of opinion) and qiyÉs (analogical 
deduction). The first two are undisputed, whereas the last two are 
disputed, but are agreed by the majority of scholars. According 
to scholars, Qur’an is extremely concise, easily understandable 
and small in volume, thus it is not intended to provide detailed 
legislation for every contingency of life. Therefore, the Law-Giver 
meant for His servants to exercise their faculty of reasoning to 
provide for the necessary, additional legislation through ijtihÉd or 
personal reasoning. The authority is given certain power to enact 
laws and regulations. This power must be exercised in accordance 
with the will of the Law-Giver to ensure that the objectives of 
Islamic law are achieved, namely the realization of maÎlaÍah 
or benefit. There are five essential benefits, namely, faith, life, 
intellect, lineage and property. Therefore, Shari’ah law is revealed 
to preserve and protect those five essential elements of life.

The legal text in Qur’an stipulates most of the matters 
relating to marriage and family life, including the criteria of 
selection of spouse, betrothal, the conditions of bride and 
bridegroom, the dowry, the rights and obligations of husband and 
wife, divorce, maintenance after divorce and so on. It is viewed 
that the existence of detailed Shari’ah texts in family matters 
is due to the reason that one of the objectives of Shari’ah is to 
protect the lineage, or nasab.

However, with regard to the administration, there are 
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no specific rulings as to the techniques, organization or the way 
these laws should be administered. There are several important 
principles under the Shari’ah relating to the administration 
of justice. However, the detailed rulings about it are left to the 
authorities to prescribe regulations based on maqÉsid al-Shari’ah 
(objectives of Shari’ah) and maÎlaÍah (public interest).

The Shari’ah provides that a dispute can be resolved through 
several mechanisms including adjudication, reconciliation, 
mediation and arbitration. Justice is the underlying objective of 
dispute resolution. In relation to adjudication, there are several 
verses that remind the people to judge between men in truth. In 
one of the verses, Allah s.w.t. commands to do justice and warns 
the believers not to let the desire or lust influences their judgment. 
It is mentioned in The Qur'an, which means:

O you who believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as 
witnesses to Allah, even though it be against yourselves, 
or your parents, or your kin, be he rich or poor, Allah is 
a better Protector to both. So follow not the lusts, lest 
you may avoid justice; and if you distort or decline to do 
justice, verily Allah is Well-Acquainted with what you do.

There are certain offences that Allah s.w.t. gives right to 
the victims to be recompensed. However, at the same time, He 
also mentions about forgiveness and reconciliation. For instance:

The recompense for an offence is an offence the like 
thereof; but whoever forgives and makes reconciliation, 
his reward is with Allah.

During the time of The Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be 
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Upon Him), He was the leader and also the judge who determined 
cases between disputing parties. In one occasion, Ummu Salamah, 
the wife of The Prophet PBUH narrated that:

One day, two men came to the house of The Prophet 
PBUH claiming right to an estate, but they did not bring 
any proof for their claim. The Prophet PBUH then told 
them: “You have come to me complaining of this dispute, 
while I am merely but a man, it may be that one of you 
is more convincing in presenting his case than the other, 
and I only decide on the matter in dispute based on the 
arguments that you have given. To the person that I have 
believed his evidence as a result of his cleverness in 
presenting it and I have given him something that is his 
brother’s right, therefore I have given to him a piece of 
hellfire. He will place on his neck what has been decided 
for him as fuel for the fire in hell.” Upon hearing of The 
Prophet PBUH’s admonishment, both of them cried and 
said, “What is mine I now give to my brother”. After 
listening to this, The Prophet PBUH said, “Get up and 
go, divide the property equally among you then let there 
be kinship between you in the property and each of you 
should be willing (to share) with each other as friends”.

This Hadith shows that The Prophet PBUH did not only 
hear the case, but the parties were reminded to be faithful to God. 
The advice and warning given had then led the litigants to resolve 
the dispute by way of compromise. Conciliation is strongly 
encouraged in Islam except if it is to make something lawful 
become unlawful and vice versa. The Hadith also indicates that 
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during the time of The Prophet PBUH, people may go directly 
to him to ask him to judge between them. At the same time, The 
Prophet PBUH sent his companions to other places to act as his 
representative to convey the teachings of Islam and also to act as 
a judge if disputes occurred, for instance, MuÑÉdh was sent by 
The Prophet PBUH to act as a judge in Yemen. 

During the time of Islamic Caliphate, all the Caliphs 
followed the principles as laid down in Qur’an and the teachings 
of The Prophet PBUH. This can be seen in a letter which was sent 
by Caliph ÑUmar Ñto AbË MËsa Al-AshÑarÊ in which he wrote, 
among others:

The task of the judiciary is undisputed obligation and a 
sunnah to be followed. Seek to comprehend when people 
have recourse to you… your face, your justice and your 
sitting should be the same between people, so that the 
noble does not hope for your partiality nor the weak despair 
of your justice … agreement based on compromise is 
permitted between Muslims, except an agreement which 
permits what is forbidden or forbids what is permitted. 
There is nothing to prevent you from returning to the truth 
if you made a judgment yesterday, but which you then 
amend after reflection leads you to change your opinion; 
the truth is eternal and reassessment of one’s judgment is 
better than remaining in falsehood…

The companions held firmly to the core principle of justice 
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in adjudication. At the same time, Caliph ‘Umar and the people at 
that time introduced certain changes in the structure to improve 
the administration of justice. For instance, Caliph ‘Umar made 
a separation between the judiciary and the executive. He also 
introduced specialization in judiciary, whereby specific judge or 
qÉÌi was appointed to deal with specific cases. There were two 
groups of judges; one was to deal with small matters and the other 
group to deal with other cases. It shows that the judiciary system 
that has a hierarchy of court structure has been established during 
the time of Caliphate. Based on the practice of Caliph ‘Umar, 
majority of Muslim scholars agreed that it is permissible to divide 
the jurisdiction of courts based on the types of cases, for instance 
criminal courts, family courts and commercial courts. The majority 
of scholars also agreed that if a judge makes a judgment for a case 
which does not come under his jurisdiction, the decision is void.

Later on, during the time of Caliph ÑUthmÉn, he established 
a specific building for the judiciary, while previously, the process 
of adjudication was usually held at the mosque. During the 
Abbassid time, a new office was created known as QÉÌÊ Al-QuÌÉh, 
or Chief Judge, who was conferred a wide jurisdiction in matters 
relating to the administration of justice. He had the authority to 
appoint several other judges to assist him in the administration of 
justice. The power and jurisdiction of these judges were divided, 
either according to the territorial boundaries or according to the 
types of cases.  The Chief Judge dealt with appeals, made reviews 
of the courts’ decision and gave direct advice to the Caliph in 
matters relating to judiciary and its administration. The noble 
position that QÉÌÊ Al-QuÌÉh held was also an indication to the 
well-establishment of Islamic law and judiciary at that time. 

The above discussion indicates that throughout the history 
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of Islam, there had been certain changes made with regard to 
the administration of justice, without compromising the core 
principles of Islamic law.  During the time of The Prophet PBUH, 
people used to go directly to The Prophet PBUH concerning their 
disputes, including matrimonial and family disputes. Later on, 
judicial institutions were established to accommodate the needs 
of Muslims society. This includes appointment of judges to hear 
specific type of cases, including family cases.

Family Dispute Resolution Mechanism for Muslims 
in Malaysia

Historically, Islamic law has been applied in this country as early 
as 1303, based on the discovery of an inscription (Batu Bersurat) 
with a number of Shariah laws written on it. Later on, Islamic 
law developed as a body of principles codified in a specific code 
of law. For instance, in Malacca, it can be found in the Laws 
of Malacca and Maritime Laws of Malacca. The contents of 
those codes include criminal law, law of business transactions, 
evidence as well as personal laws. Whereas in Johor, besides the 
Johor Digest 1789 which was modelled on the Laws of Malacca, 
the Majallat Al-Ahkam of Turkey was translated as the Majallah 
Ahkam Johore and the Hanafi Code of Qadri Pasha of Egypt was 
translated as the Ahkam SharÑiyyah Johore.  

The above evidences signify the fact that Islamic laws 
have been implemented in Malaysia some time ago and it has 
brought significant changes in the life of its people, particularly 
Malays. Before the coming of Islam, the laws were mainly 
customary laws or adat. When the above-mentioned codes of 
laws were introduced, there exist two systems of law. The first 
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one is based on Islam while the other based on adat or customs. 

In the resolution of family disputes, Malay community 
has their own system of dispute settlement, one of which called 
bersuarang, which is more or less similar to conciliation or 
settlement. This system, which is based on adat, has significant 
functions and plays an important role in their life. In its pursuit 
of justice, the customary law, or adat, works in harmony with 
religious law. The former Islamic scholars and rulers had taken 
a lot of efforts to make certain modifications to adjust Malay 
customary laws to be in line with Islamic principles. Unfortunately, 
it was discontinued when British came to conquer the land and 
introduced foreign laws into this country. This is supported by 
the comment of RJ Wilkinson who said that, “There can be no 
doubt that Moslem Law would have ended by becoming the law 
of Malaya had not British Law stepped in to check it”. 

After independence in 1957, the Islamic laws which had 
been restricted during the British colonial rule continue to apply 
in all the states in Malaysia. Islamic family law has undergone 
certain changes and improvement particularly in relation to 
legislation and administration. The following sections discuss the 
concept and practice of reconciliation, mediation, arbitration and 
less adversarial litigation in the resolution of family disputes at 
the Syariah courts.

Counselling and Reconciliation

In principle, the practice of reconciliation is based on directions 
from Qur’an and sunnah of The Prophet Muhammad PBUH. It is 
mentioned in the Holy Qur’an which means, “The believers are 
nothing else than brothers. So make reconciliation between your 
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brothers, and fear Allah that you may receive mercy.” In another 
verse, Allah s.w.t says:

In most of their secret talks there is no good: but if one 
exhorts to a deed of charity or justice or reconciliation 
between men, (secrecy is permissible): to him who does 
this, seeking the good pleasure of Allah, we shall soon 
give a reward of the highest (value).

Therefore, it is a charity for a person who makes an effort 
to make peace or reconcile between two persons in dispute, and it 
is very much encouraged by Islam to the extent that secret talk is 
permissible for that purpose. In addition, reconciliation does not 
only involve the parties who are in dispute, but the third person 
may also help the parties to reach a settlement.  In fact, this 
has been traditionally practised by Malays, as part of their adat 
because they do not like to bring petty matters to court. It is more 
desirable for them to settle the problem between themselves, 
without the interference of the outsider.

Divorce is always the final step after every effort to 
reconcile the parties failed. If divorce cannot be avoided, it should 
be done with kindness and in a proper manner as outlined by 
the Shari’ah. Even though divorce is permissible in Islam, it is 
detestable to Allah. This is based on Hadith sahih narrated by Abu 
DawËd which means, “There is none among the lawful things 
which is most detestable to Allah than divorce”. 

According to section 47(5) of the Islamic Family Law 
(Federal Territories) Act 1984, where the other party does not 
consent to the divorce or it appears to the Court that there is 
reasonable possibility of a reconciliation between the parties, the 
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Court shall as soon as possible appoint a conciliatory committee 
consisting of a Religious Officer as Chairman and two other 
persons, one to act for the husband and the other for the wife, 
and refer the case to the committee. In practice, the body that 
is responsible to run and manage the conciliatory committee is 
the Family Consultation and Development Unit of the Islamic 
Religious Department of the respective states. In Kuala Lumpur, 
the office is situated under the Islamic Religious Department of 
the Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur.

Counselling sessions are conducted by consultants known 
as Pegawai Rundingcara who deal with counselling on daily 
basis. The official term used for this process is rundingcara 
(consultation) instead of counselling, to avoid being subject to 
the Counsellors Act 1998. However, the function of this unit is 
so much similar to counselling. Therefore, the officer in charge 
of this process is commonly called as ‘counsellor’ rather than 
‘consultant’. The minimum requirement of the officer is a degree 
that qualifies him/her to be an Islamic Religious Officer (Pegawai 
Hal Ehwal Islam), preferably with a minor in counselling or 
psychology. Upon being admitted to hold this office, the officers 
are required to attend a series of trainings or courses organized by 
the Institute of Islamic Training Malaysia (ILIM).

This unit is responsible to carry out the policy and plan 
made by the Department of Islamic Development Malaysia or 
Jabatan Kemajuan Islam Malaysia (JAKIM), specifically, the 
policies that deal with family developments. Family conflicts 
dealt with by this unit are classified into a few categories. 
These are neglecting of marital responsibilities, neglecting of 
maintenance, communication problem, sexual problem, health 
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problems, psychological problem, physical and mental violence, 
social problem and other miscellaneous problems. The first three 
categories are the most common problems among the clients. 
Once the problem is identified, a reconciliation session will be 
held, which takes about 40 minutes per session. However, at the 
same time, this unit also carries out counselling for cases which 
are not referred by the Syariah court, such as cases relating to 
social problems as listed above. 

The availability of this unit is quite well known to the 
public, in the sense that those who are facing family conflicts, 
know that they can go to the Religious Department to get some 
advice. However, the counsellors at the Consultation Unit have 
to handle many cases that are not only related to family cases 
but also social problems such as gambling and gender crisis. The 
Department has some counsellors who are very experienced and 
able to handle various types of cases very well, but there are few 
who are still young and lack of experience.

During a workshop held at the Kuala Lumpur Syariah 
Court, there were few suggestions and observations made 
with regard to the Consultation Unit of state Islamic Religious 
Departments. Since this unit is established at the state Islamic 
Religious Department, they are not bound to follow the rules and 
regulation like the court officers. They have more options and 
alternatives to deal with family crises, instead of totally following 
the wish of the couples. On the other hand, the Courts have no power 
to refuse application for divorce. Therefore, it has been suggested 
that there must be some improvements or empowerments made 
to this unit to keep pace with various family crises in the current 
society.  Therefore, with regard to the background of officers in 
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charge of family counselling, it is recommended that there should 
be officers from various backgrounds, including those who are 
able to give advice in matters related to finance, credit, property 
and other contemporary social, economic and religious affairs.

When a case is closed at the Islamic Religious Department, 
it does not necessarily mean that parties are reconciled. Some 
parties bring the certificate obtained from the Department to the 
Syariah courts to proceed with divorce. Based on information 
obtained from an officer at the Kuala Lumpur Islamic Religious 
Department, chances to reconcile divorcing couples become 
lesser as divorce is getting easier. This is because if the parties 
consented to divorce, both of them may straight away go to the 
Syariah courts. Each year, there are hundreds of family conflicts 
registered at the Islamic Religious Department in the Federal 
Territory of Kuala Lumpur alone. Yet, the rate of reconciliation is 
very small. This situation cannot be taken lightly. Thus, there is 
a need to review the functions of the Consultation Unit to really 
reflect the objective of reconciliation.

Mediation

The practice of mediation is based on injunctions from Al-Qur´an, 
sunnah of The Prophet Muhammad PBUH and practice of the 
companions. The word mediation in Arabic is known as al-ØulÍ, 
which literally means peace. In the Holy Qur´an, there is a verse 
which was revealed concerning reconciliation in family disputes, 
which means:

If a wife fears cruelty on desertion on her husband’s part, 
there is no blame on them if they arrange an amicable 
settlement between themselves, as such settlement is 
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best; even though men’s souls are swayed by greed. But 
if you do good and practice self-restraint, Allah is well-
acquainted with all that you do.

From sunnah of the Prophet PBUH, Umm Kulthum bint 
ÑUqbah narrated that she heard Allah’s Messenger PBUH saying, 
‘He who makes peace (ÎulÍ) between the people by inventing 
good information or saying good things, is not a liar.” According 
to Al-ÙabarÊ, based on this Hadith, a group of scholars viewed that 
lying is permissible for the purpose of ÎulÍ (reconciliation). In 
another Hadith narrated by AsmÉ´ bint Yazid, The Messenger of 
Allah PBUH said which means, “Lying is permissible as regards 
three affairs: a husband talking to his wife to please her, a warrior 
in regard to matter concerning war, and a man (mediator) trying 
to reconcile between people.” 

In one occasion, Saidina ‘Umar r.a., the second Caliph 
of Islam said, which means, “Dispel the disputants until they 
settle amicably with each other, for truly adjudication leads to 
hatred.” In general, the above Hadith and statement made by 
Saidina ‘Umar encourage reconciliation between people, given 
its advantageous over adjudication. Moreover, in doing so, it is 
not considered lying if the muÎliÍ (conciliator) invents positive 
information or statements.

There are vast literatures containing full detailed rules 
relating to ÎulÍ written by Muslim jurists as early as 1200 years 
ago. Among the earliest one is the Ottoman Code of The Mejelle 
which provides about 40 articles relating to ÎulÍ under Chapter 
12. Article 1531 defines ÎulÍ as ‘a contract removing a dispute 
by consent and it becomes a concluded contract by offer and 
acceptance’. The Code also makes provisions relating to the person 
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involved in the process of ÎulÍ, the consideration and subject 
matter of ÎulÍ and other fundamental conditions governing ÎulÍ.

The practice of mediation has been translated into 
Malaysian Syariah courts by virtue of state enactments. For 
example, in Federal Territories, the provision can be found 
under section 99 of the Syariah Court Civil Procedure (Federal 
Territories) Act 1998, which allows the parties to hold sulh at 
any stage of the proceedings, in accordance with the prescribed 
rules, or hukum syarak. There is a specific rule that governs the 
process of sulh. For the Federal Territories, it is the Syariah Court 
Civil Procedure (Sulh) (Federal Territories) Rules 2004. Some 
other states have also followed the same step by formulating 
specific rules on sulh. In order to facilitate the Sulh officers, the 
states have issued several practice directions and circulations to 
guide sulh officers to conduct mediation process. One of the main 
guidelines is Mediation Work Manual, or as known as Manual 
Kerja Sulh, issued by Department of Shariah Judiciary Malaysia, 
for the purpose of standardizing the process of sulh. 

The procedure of sulh is regulated under the Syariah Court 
Civil Procedure (Sulh) (Federal Territories) Rules 2004. Once 
a case is registered at the Syariah court, the registrar in charge 
shall determine whether or not the case is suitable for sulh. If 
the case is suitable for sulh, the registrar shall not fix any date 
for trial within the period of three months from the date the case 
is registered, and shall immediately fix a date for the parties to 
hold sulh. Then the notice of the fixed date shall be served on the 
parties. The attendance of parties who have been served with the 
notice, is compulsory, otherwise it shall be treated as a contempt 
of court. Sulh session shall be conducted by a Chairman appointed 
by the Chief Syarie Judge, no Sharie lawyer may appear and no 
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party shall be represented by any person without the leave of the 
Chairman. The Chairman shall help and facilitate the parties to 
resolve their dispute, and shall give each of them an opportunity 
of being heard, take the evidence from such parties and accept 
any documents submitted. If sulh succeeds, the Chairman shall 
prepare a draft agreement signed by the parties and transmit the 
draft agreement to the court to be recorded as a judgment by 
confession or consent, as the case may be. In the situation where 
the process of sulh is unable to resolve the parties, the Chairman 
shall prepare a report to the court and may append to this report any 
note or any relevant recommendations regarding the action; and 
upon receiving such report, the Court shall fix a date for hearing. 
Now, most of the Syariah courts have provided specific rooms for 
sulh, equipped with a round table to facilitate the parties and sulh 
officer to discuss their issues in a conducive environment, away 
from ordinary court formalities and complexities.

Sulh at the Syariah court is an integral part of the court 
process. It is conducted in almost all types of family disputes that 
include breach of contract to marry, muta’ah, maintenance of 
wife and children, custody and so on, as listed under the Practice 
Direction No. 1/ 2010. For these cases, sulh is mandatory. The 
parties are not given any options whether to go for sulh or not. 
However, sulh is not applicable in cases of divorce and dispute 
over nasab (determination of lineage). Besides the advantage of 
helping the parties to reach amicable settlement, sulh also helps 
the parties to settle their case in a very short time, without having 
to go through all the procedures of full trial. A case can be settled 
as fast as five minutes, if the parties came with an agreement pre-
concluded between them. However, the maximum time given for 
a sulh officer to settle the case is three months.
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Even though sulh is mandatory, it does not mean that the 
parties are forced to conclude a certain agreement. The terms 
of agreement are left to the parties themselves. The task of sulh 
officer is to facilitate the process of discussion and negotiation, so 
that the parties may become clear of the issues and the possible 
solutions for their case. The sulh officer will help the parties to 
understand the advantages of sulh and what are the consequences 
if they reluctant to settle their cases through sulh and insist to go 
for full hearing. There are some cases where either party or both 
of them are not aware of their own rights and obligations; hence, 
in these circumstances the sulh officer is responsible to explain 
these matters to them.

Regarding the qualification of a sulh officer, Generally, 
any individual who has passed the interview as pegawai Syariah 
(Syariah Officer) may become a sulh officer. Usually, it is based 
on vacancies. Therefore, a number of trainings and courses 
have been organized by the Department of Syariah Judiciary 
Malaysia to develop the knowledge and skills of the sulh officer. 
For the new officers, they will be introduced of the Mediation 
Work Manual, the relevant rules and regulations on sulh, the 
procedures as well as all the guidelines for beginners. Then, 
there will be other advanced courses throughout the year to give 
additional knowledge and skills to sulh officers. The sulh officers 
also obtained professional training and accreditation from the 
Australian Accord Group. 

At the Kuala Lumpur Syariah courts, clients came from 
various backgrounds of problems. It is easy if the parties want to 
cooperate, but sometimes there are situations where the parties 
are very emotional. For sulh officers, these circumstances are 
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unavoidable because it is part of their work. Some spouses come 
with hatred, they quarrel and blame each other, and some may not 
want to see his/her spouse or former spouse. These circumstances 
are usually expected as their clients are those whose relationship 
has broken. Some of them have obtained divorce, while some are 
in the process of divorce. Therefore, a sulh officer must not only 
know the laws, but also have certain skills to handle conflicts and 
to control the situations. 

Sulh officers also face some challenges. Together with the 
development of the country, globalization and expansion of Islam, 
this religion is not only professed by Malays. There are occasions 
where the parties cannot understand the Malay language well. 
Hence, a sulh officer who is well-spoken in English language 
or other third language such as Mandarin or Tamil is required, 
especially where the Syariah courts are located at major cities 
such as Kuala Lumpur, Johor Bahru, Penang or Shah Alam. 

Arbitration

Arbitration is a practice that is taken from Al-Qur´an and sunnah 
of The Prophet PBUH. The definition of taÍkÊm, based on the 
terminology of fiqh is the appointment by two disputing parties, 
of an arbitrator, to judge between them, or to appoint someone as 
a judge. The Íakam or arbitrator is like a judge (qÉÌÊ) between 
the disputing parties. Arbitration is one of the support systems 
under the Islamic administration of justice. It is one of the valid 
mechanisms of dispute resolution outside court, yet, its effect is as 
if the case is decided by the court, provided that all the conditions 
are observed. 
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The institution of Íakam is based on the Quranic injunction from 
Surah Al-NisÉ´(4): 35 which means:

If you fear a breach between them twain, appoint (two) 
arbiters, one from his family and the other from hers; if 
they wish for peace, Allah will cause their reconciliation: 
for Allah has full knowledge, and is acquainted with all 
things. 

Under the Islamic family law in Malaysia, a specific 
provision has been inserted to legalize tahkim as one of the family 
dispute resolutions, as provided under s.48 of the Islamic Family 
Law (Federal Territories) Act 1984. This provision enables the 
Syariah court to appoint two arbitrators or hakam, to act for the 
husband and wife respectively, if the Court is satisfied that there 
are constant quarrels (shiqÉq) between the parties. In appointing 
the hakam, the Court shall give preference to close relatives of 
the parties. The Court may give directions to the hakam as to the 
conduct of the arbitration. Thus, the hakam shall conduct it in line 
with such directions and Hukum Syarak. Where the hakam are 
unable to agree, or if the Court is not satisfied with the arbitration 
conducted by them, the Court may remove them and appoint 
another hakam.

The hakam must take effort to obtain from their respective 
principals full authority and may pronounce one talaq if it is 
authorized by the principals and permitted by the Court. Then, 
that pronouncement of one talaq shall be recorded and registered. 
In the event where the hakam are of the opinion that the parties 
should be divorced, but they are unable to order a divorce due to 
a certain reason, the Court shall appoint other hakam and confer 
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on them authority to order a divorce. No person or Syarie Counsel 
is allowed to be present or represent any of the parties in the 
presence of the hakam, unless he is a close member of the family 
of the parties.

Hakam is said to be the remedy for fasakh, which is 
the type of divorce that takes longer duration, is costly, and 
contentious. By resorting to hakam, parties do not have to go 
through the cumbersome procedure of the court. It also helps the 
wife whose husband refuses to pronounce talaq even though it 
has been proven that conciliation cannot be achieved. 

It is observed that hakam is not commonly practised by the 
Syariah courts despite the existence of clear provisions concerning 
hakam. This is most probably due to the role of conciliatory body 
at the state Islamic Religious Department that performs the duty 
to reconcile the parties. Perhaps the function of hakam is seen 
as another attempt to reconciliation, while in fact, the power of 
hakam is wider than the conciliatory body. It has been suggested 
the institution of hakam should be resorted to as soon as conflict 
is detected, not as a last resort when relationship could not be 
saved anymore. 

There are some similarities and differences between 
tahkim and sulh. Basically, the objective is similar, namely, to 
resolve dispute between parties who voluntarily agree to solve 
their dispute peacefully without going to court. Both of them have 
a similarity with regard to the subject matter, in the sense that cases 
which can be solved by tahkim can also be solved by sulh, and 
cases which cannot be solved by tahkim, such as hudud and qisas, 
cannot be solved by sulh. However, sulh can be achieved with or 
without the involvement of a third person between them, whereas 
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for tahkim, the appointment of a third party is indispensable. The 
agreement of sulh, in certain cases, is not binding unless it has 
taken place before the court, but tahkim is binding without court 
intervention. Finally, sulh is only applicable if the dispute has 
already occurred, whereas, tahkim can address both existing and 
future disputes.

Less Adversarial Trial at the Syariah Courts

Generally, the civil courts and Syariah courts in Malaysia are both 
practicing adversarial system of adjudication. One of the main 
implications of this system is that the proceeding ends with one 
party wins and the other party losses. Therefore, an initiative 
has been made to encourage the Syariah court judges to use 
inquisitorial or less adversarial system. Inquisitorial approach 
does not conflict with any provision concerning the power and 
jurisdiction of the Syariah courts. It is much less complex because 
it does not involve the normal prolonged proceedings that are 
usually aimed to find who should win the case. Judges who are 
dealing with custody cases at the Syariah courts may resort to 
the Less Adversarial Trial (LAT) as this method may reduce the 
pressure faced by parties. At the same time, judges are also able to 
participate actively to find what is best in the interest of the child. 

Among the Syariah courts that supports less adversarial 
trial is the Syariah Courts in the state of Terengganu. In 2011, the 
former Chief Syariah Judge has formally issued a direction to all 
the Syariah courts in the state of Terengganu to use inquisitorial 
system in the court proceedings. A guideline is given to all the 
Syariah courts in Terengganu, as to the implementation of the 
new system. The state found that this system has numerous 
advantages. It may expedite the case because there is no complex 
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procedures of trial such as filing of affidavit, additional affidavit 
and so on; it is cost effective with regard to the filing, lawyers fee 
and expenses for witnesses; it expedites the process because there 
is no need for the parties to return to the court frequently, and the 
risk of postponement can be avoided because the judge has power 
to determine the case as soon as possible; and no complexities that 
require most of the procedural matters to be made in writing. The 
investigation process and effort to collect the evidence are carried 
out by the court. Therefore, judges will become more prudent in 
the application of law and be free to exercise their discretion and 
wisdom. 

Regarding the practice of the Syariah courts of Terengganu, 
it is observed that there is a combination between adversarial 
and inquisitorial system. Even though the Court is subject to the 
Syariah courts’ civil procedure enactment, the Court does not 
strictly follow the black and white of the procedural requirements, 
instead, it has the power to make an inquiry when it appears to the 
judge that it is necessary to do so, to the extent that the judge can 
conduct immediate sulh (mediation) in the court if necessary, and 
proceed with full hearing after he is satisfied that the attempt to 
resolve amicably failed.

The practice introduced by the Syariah courts in Terengganu 
has a strong support from the classical Islamic period. The use 
of inquisitorial approach can be seen in the occasion where The 
Prophet PBUH himself made an inquiry over MÉÑiz, who was 
accused of adultery, before imposing the sanction against him. 
Likewise, it is also narrated that Caliph ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattab had 
been practising this system during his time, and it was continued 
until the time of ‘Abbasid, and subsequently Ottoman, as can be 
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found in the well-known Ottoman Code, Majallah Al-AÍkÉm Al-
ÑAdliyyah.  

It is found that the Syariah courts are not subject to follow 
the rules of proceeding as practised by the civil court. The Syariah 
courts may have their own rules of proceeding, either adversarial 
or inquisitorial, as long as it conforms with hukum syarak. It comes 
under the subject matter of ijtihÉd, where judges and authorities 
may provide specific rules or guideline based on public interest. 
In fact, both adversarial and inquisitorial systems are applicable 
when necessary. 

Conclusion
The Islamic family law in Malaysia is striving towards realizing 
the Islamic concepts and principles into practice, by enacting 
legislations, rules and regulations. In fact, history indicates 
that it has been practised in Malaysia since before the time of 
colonization. However, due to some constitutional limitations, 
the Islamic principles as precisely outlined in the Qur’an and 
practised during the time of The Prophet PBUH, cannot be put 
into practice as a whole. Nevertheless, the Shari’ah also provides 
that any other man-made laws which are not conflicting with the 
principle of Islamic law may be adopted and applied. Therefore, 
the Islamic legal system in this country can move together with 
the civil system as long as there is no conflict with the Shari’ah. 
It is observed that the Syariah courts nowadays have provided 
better services as compared to a few decades ago. New buildings 
are established which are equipped with facilities and modern 
technologies to help the smooth-running of adjudication process. 
The organization structure and management system have also 
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been improved. Mediation has become an integral part of the 
Syariah court system and proven successful in expediting the 
matters. Nevertheless, in relation to counselling and reconciliation 
services, a lot of improvements are needed to make it more 
effective. This include improving the skill of the counsellors and 
considering the need to have a court counsellor. The provision 
on tahkim is available in the statute, but it is still not commonly 
practised by the courts. Nevertheless, the Syariah courts are more 
flexible is applying the less adversarial system of litigation as it 
does not conflict with hukum syarak. All in all, it can be concluded 
that all the alternative mechanisms of family dispute resolutions 
that are discussed above are legislated and administered based on 
the principles in Al-Qur'an and sunnah of The Prophet PBUH. 
Nevertheless, there are still rooms for improvement to be made, 
particularly with regard to empowerment of officers, delivery 
system and the quality of services.   
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Islamic Family Law Reform in Indonesia 
Perspective Maqasid Shariah Jasser Auda: 

Study of Counter Legal Draft Analysis - 
Compilation Of Islamic Law

Muhammad Ali Murtadlo

Introduction
The emergence of an offer of transformative Islamic law made to 
replace the Compilation of Islamic Law (KHI) or Fikih Indonesia 
in the form of the Counter Legal Draft of Compilation of Islamic 
Law (CLD-KHI), attracted the attention of academics, scholars 
and Islamic jurists in Indonesia. The reform is a challenge to 
present Islamic Shari’ah  building with respects to Indonesia with 
all its national character, culture and progress in democratizing 
and upholding human rights, including women’s rights. There 
are six basic legal visions, namely pluralism, nationality, human 
rights enforcement, democratic, maslahat and gender equality. 
These six principles constitute the framework that animates the 
entire provisions of Islamic law CLD-KHI version. This article is 
a library research oriented using the maqasid shariah perspective 
of Jasser ‘Auda as an analysis. This article attempts to answer 
the following questions: (a) how is the legal istinbat method 
used in formulating the Counter Legal Draft of Compilation of 
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Islamic Law (CLD-KHI)? (b) how is the Counter Legal Draft of 
Compilation of Islamic Law (CLD-KHI) seen from the perspective 
of maqasid shariah of Jasser ‘Auda? The results of the research 
indicate that the reformation of Islamic family law offered in 
CLD-KHI in istinbat method is not contradictory to the concept 
of maqasid shariah of Jasser Auda. However,the application of 
CLD-KHI as a substitute for Indonesia’s legal law (KHI) is still 
stalled due to some political factors.

Islamic family law reform in Indonesia is the amendment 
of the Islamic family law in Indonesia (KHI) by Counter Legal 
Draft Compilation of Islamic Law (CLD-KHI). The transformative 
Islamic law which is supposed to replace the Compilation of 
Islamic Law (KHI) or Fikih Indonesia, is termed as the Counter 
Legal Draft of Compilation of Islamic Law (CLD-KHI). It has 
attracted the attention of a number ofacademics, scholars and 
Islamic jurists. Many of them are objecting and do not agree with 
the proposal.

The update, according to the CLD-KHI team, is a challenge 
to present the Islamic Shari’ah  concept that respect the national 
character of Indonesia, its culture and progress in democratizing 
and upholding human rights, including women’s rights. In the 
explanation of the CLD-KHI team, which is the Working Group 
of Gender Mainstreaming (Pokja PUG) of the Department of 
Religious Affairs of Indonesia in 2004, argued that the formation 
of this law is based on the Islamic law that it aspired. The CLD-
KHI team stated that there are six basic legal visions, namely 
pluralism (ta’adudiyah), nationality (muwathanah), human 
rights enforcement (iqamat al-huquq al-Insaniyah), democratic 
(dimuqrathiyah), benefit (maslahat) and gender equality (al-
musawah al-jinsiyah). 
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These six principles constitute the framework that animates 
the entire provisions of the Islamic law CLD-KHI version. 
Therefore, in accordance with the perspective, the principles and 
vision that it aspired, CLD-KHI not only offer principles that 
are different from the Islamic legal provisions of the KHI, but 
it also changes the view of the concept of marriage, male and 
female relations, divorce, and reconciliation (rujuk) to become 
a so-called just, democratic and pluralist relationship between 
husband and wife, parents andchildren, as well as between family 
and community.

This concept will stir a controversy in the society. 
Opponents of this concept generally come from the Shari’ah h 
formalis advocates, while their supporters come mostly from 
groups persistently championing gender equality and gender 
justice, democracy, pluralism and human rights. Most academics 
still appreciate the CLD-KHI concept, although they only approve 
some of these proposals. The rejection of this draft is more due to 
the use of less common perspectives applied in Islamic law, such 
as democracy, gender, and human rights which are regarded as the 
Western intervention against Islamic law, so that it is no longer 
original from the Qur’an and Hadith.

KHI which has been regarded as a static and rigid fiqh 
product needs to be updated in reading through the contextual fiqh 
perspective by reforming Islamic law in Indonesia. Furthermore, 
the emergence of CLD-KHI itself is an indication of the dynamics 
of law that is always evolving in a society involving issues such as 
unregistered marriage, polygamy, and marriage different religions 
that are still causing debate in the Indonesian society.
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On the other hand, there is a contemporary Muslim thinker 
who is concerned about the reform of Islamic legal philosophy 
(Usūl al-Fiqh) namely Jasser ‘Auda, who uses the maqasid 
shariah as the basis for his philosophy. It is regarded as a novel 
approach that has for use in discussions about Islamic law and 
Ushūl al-Fiqh. 

Why must KHI be changed?
According to the CLD-KHI Team, there are some reasons why 
it is necessary to conduct a critical review of KHI and ultimately 
to consider the CLD formula. First, in 2001 the Government 
of Indonesia through the Ministry of Women’s Empowerment 
announced a national policy to eliminate violence against women 
known as the Zero Tolerance Policy in the form of National 
Action Plan for the Elimination of Violence Against Women 
(RAN PKTP). For example, the incompatibility between Shariah 
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights  (DUHAM) in 
relation to the status of women and non-Muslims. One of the 
important points in the RAN-PKTP is the elimination of violence 
against women in the socio-cultural or socio-cultural aspects 
through the revision of the Compilation of Islamic Law (KHI).

Second, because the formulation of Islamic law contained 
in the KHI has been changed for various reasons, as follows; 
(1) KHI has a major weakness in the formulation of vision and 
mission. Some articles of KHI are in principle contrary to the basic 
principles of Islam, such as equality (al-musawah), brotherhood 
(al-ukhuwwah), and justice (al-’adalah). (2) a number of articles 
of KHI are no longer in accordance with prevailing laws and 
regulations and international conventions that have been ratified. 
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(3) from the point of view of methodology, KHI still impressed 
the replica of the legal jurisprudence of the early scholars. The 
legal construction of KHI has not yet been fully understood 
in the viewpoint of the Indonesian Islamic community, as it is 
regarded as a reflection of the ongoing adjustment process that the 
Jurisprudence of the Middle East and the rest of the Arab world 
is going through.

Third, the Directorate of Religious Courts in 2003 (before 
becoming part of the Supreme Court) proposed an Applied Draft 
Law on Marriage for Religious Court (RUU HTPA) to replace the 
marital law position in the KHI. In addition to proposing changes 
to the legal status of the presidential instruction (Inpres) into law 
(UU), it also proposes the addition of new articles on sanctions 
for each violation, for example, a violation in the case of marriage 
registering. For those who do not register their marriage in the 
authorized institution will be subject to punishments in the form 
of jail and fine. This is due to the data recorded in Department 
of Religious (DEPAG), that shows about 48% of marriages that 
take place were not registered. This is of great concern because 
the absence of records is clearly detrimental to the rights of wives 
and children.

Fourth, The existence of KHI has been recognized by 
the state and it is often used as a reference by Religious Court 
(PA) judges and Religious Affairs Office (KUA) officers. Some 
communities and religious leaders want to change the KHI. 
They reasoned that the KHI should be replaced by proposing the 
following arguments; (1) KHI is in Indonesian language, so it is 
easy to be understood and it would also provide legal certainty 
because it does not offer more than one legal choice as in the fiqh 
tradition referred to in Indonesia as the Kitab Kuning. (2) The 
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result of Directorate of Religious Affairs research, in 2001 about 
the “Application of KHI to Religious Courts / Religious High 
Court” mentioned that 1008 Religious Court decisions in Jakarta, 
Bandung, Semarang, Yogyakarta, Surabaya and Bandar Lampung 
area showed that almost 100 % all judges’ decisions using KHI as 
a reference implicitly, and 71% of the judge’s decision mentioned 
KHI explicitly. This shows that although in the context of KHI 
law is already institutionalized. Consequently, the CLD-KHI 
team continues to face the challenge to finding Islamic Shari’ah 
perspectives that are compatible with the national character of 
Indonesia and in reconciliation with human rights, including 
women’s rights.

Fifth, there are strong demands to formalize the Shari’ah  
in some areas, such as West Sumatra, South Sulawesi, Cianjur, and 
Madura. Unfortunately, in the formalization of Islamic Shari’ah 
, these areas do not have a clear concept of Islamic Shari’ah  that 
will be used. To answer that need, one of the alternatives that can 
be proposed is to offer the use of KHI that is tailored to the needs 
and local wisdom in their respective regions.

Sixth is the need to compare KHI with the family law 
existing in different Muslim countries, such as Tunisia, Jordan, 
Syria, Iraq, and Egypt. These Muslim countries have repeatedly 
renewed their family law. Syria has amended the Qanun al-Ahwal 
al-Syakhsiyah in 1953 to become Law No.3 of 1975 with the aim 
of guaranteeing women’s rights in the view of Islamic law. In the 
same vein, Egypt also has reformed Islamic family law related to 
polygamy, mandatory will, inheritance and child rearing. Family 
law reforms undertaken in Jordan are related to marital age, 
marriage appointment, religious marriage, marriage recording, 
divorce, and mandatory will (wasiat wajibah).
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There are two things to note from the comparative study 
of family law: first, the spirit of Islamic law reformation in the 
field of family law is always meant to protect and improve the 
status and position of women and to protect children. Second, the 
reformed family law is in many ways contrary to the provisions 
of the classical fiqh books. For example, the family law in Tunisia 
was renewed in 1959 to emphasize the necessity of announcing 
the divorce in the Court and the absolute prohibition of polygamy.

Seventh, survey results in five areas: Aceh, West Sumatra, 
West Java, South Sulawesi and West Nusa Tenggara, has found 
that the majority of respondents consisting of judges in the 
Religious Courts, who are heads of KUA, religious leaders 
wanted to change the KHI due to these reasons: (1) KHI has been 
around for 13 years (1991-2004) and was being applied ever since 
without being evaluated critically (2) KHI needs to have a certain 
legal force and binding and can be used as legal codification (3) 
legal materials contained in the KHI equipped and refined to suit 
the increasingly complex needs of Indonesian society. 

These reasons are the basis and argument by the CLD-KHI 
team on the importance of developing and formulating new KHIs 
with new approaches that are responsive to social developments, 
new regulations, and reflecting equity and gender equality. The 
renewal of Islamic law compilation needs to be done.

The Concept and The Legal Istinbat of the 
CLD-KHI
The CLD-KHI is an effort to renew the Compilation of Islamic 
Law (KHI) which is deemed to be no longer relevant to the 
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current context. CLD-KHI was initiated by the Working Group 
for Gender Mainstreaming of the Ministry of Religious Affairs 
(Pokja PUG Depag), called CLD KHI team, on 4 October 2004.

The team is divided into two groups, namely the drafting 
team or CLD KHI (core team) and the Contributor Team. The 
drafting team consists of Dr. Hj. Siti Musdah Mulia, MA; Drs. H. 
Marzuki Wahid, MA; Drs. Abd. Abd Moqsith Ghazali, MA; Dra. 
Anik Farida, MA; Drs. Saleh Partaonan, MA; Drs. Ahmad Suaedy; 
Drs. H. Marzani Anwar; H. Abdurrahman Abdullah, MA; Dr. KH. 
Ahmad Mubarok, MA; Drs. Amirsyah Tambunan, MA; Drs. Asep 
T Akbar, MA. The Active Contributors Team is KH. Drs. Husein 
Muhammad; KH. Afifuddin Muhajir; Drs. Lies Marcoes-Natsir, 
MA; Dr. H. Zainul Kamal, MA; Dr. Ahmad Luthfi; Drs. Syafiq 
Hasyim, MA; Drs. Faqihuddin Abdul Qadir, MA; Drs. Imam 
Nakhai, MHI; Dr. Hamim Ilyas, MA; Dra. Badriyah Fayumi, 
Lc; Dra. Umi Khusnul Khatimah MA; Dra. Mesraini, MA; Dra. 
Hindun Anisah; MA, Dra. Fatma Amelia.

Based on KHI manuscripts, the CLD-KHI team changed 
the thinking framework to  establish Islamic law “from theocentric 
to anthropocentric, from elitist to populist, from deductive to 
inductive”. Changes were made after considering the reality of 
the culture of Indonesian society which is different from the Arab 
and the Middle East populace. In addition, it also pays attention 
to the condition of many Indonesian women who are currently 
able to finance themselves and their families from productive 
employment and the increasing number of women who contribute 
in the public arena, including the leadership positions. Having 
in mind this framework of thinking, the CLD-KHI team proceed 
to interpret the verses of the Qur’an and Hadith with a welfare 
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approach, local wisdom, maqasid al-Shari’ah h, and public 
wisdom. This is reflected in the usul jurisprudence rules used in 
formulating the provisions of Islamic law.

Nevertheless, CLD-KHI team keeps on digging Islamic 
law from the classical Islamic intellectualism from various 
jurisprudence schools. Thus, all the provisions of Islamic law 
in CLD-KHI are extracted and formulated from authoritative 
Islamic sources, the Qur’an and al-Sunnah, as well as the classical 
Islamic intellectual treasures through an examination of the 
needs, experiences and traditions who live in Indonesian society, 
and experience civilization of Muslim and Western societies in 
other countries.

The principal difference between CLD-KHI’s reasoning 
and that of KHI lies in the perspective and the approach used 
as well as the legal landscape of the legal basis. The CLD-KHI 
team explicitly mentions that the perspectives used in formulating 
Islamic family law are based on the concepts of gender justice, 
pluralism, human rights, and democracy. This approach will, in 
addition, bring Shari’ah h Islam into contact with public law that 
can be accepted by all circles, and will also be compatible with 
modern democratic life.

The results of the reasoning are then “grounded” into the 
landscape of Indonesian-ness, especially the context of applicable 
legislation. It relates to the principle of legislation that the 
coming law provisions should not be contradictory to previous 
legal provisions. Before CLD-KHI was made, the MPR had 
amended the Constitution 1945 four times. The most important 
substance of the amendment is to place democracy, equality and 
human rights in a very strategic position. A number of important 
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laws have also been established, such as Law No. 7 of 1984 on 
CEDAW Endorsement, Law No. 39 of 1999 on Human Rights, 
Law No. 23/1999 About 2002 on Child Protection, Law No. 23 
of 2004 on the Elimination of Domestic Violence, Law Number 
12 Year 2005 on Ratification of the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCR), Law Number 11 Year 
2005 on Endorsement of ICESCR (International Covenant on 
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, International Covenants 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights). Within the framework 
of the legislation, CLD-KHI’s version of Islamic law is redacted 
in the form of articles and verses. 

The formation of this law works based on the vision of 
Islamic law as expected by the CLD-KHI. The CLD-KHI team 
stated there were six visions of Islamic law to adhere to, namely 
“pluralism (ta’addudiyyah), nationality (muwâthanah), the 
enforcement of human rights (iqâmat al-huqûq alinsāniyyah), 
democratic (dîmûqrathiyyah), benefit (mashlahat), and gender 
equality (almusâwah al-jinsiyyah).” These six basic principles 
form the framework that animates all the provisions of Islamic 
law in the CLD-KHI version.

Musdah Mulia said that family law reform in the form of 
the CLD-KHI seeks to offer a just and democratic marital law 
based on Islamic teachings that upholds humanitarian values. 
The purpose is to establish a marriage full with love and affection 
(mawaddah wa rahmah) and encourage the upright behavior of 
the husband and wife (mu’asharah bil ma`ruf), and mutual respect 
and understanding. They may also complete with each other to 
obtain happiness in family life.
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The CLD-KHI has to be seen as an ijtihad to promote 
the Islamic teachings which emphasize love and respect for all 
human being and strives to eliminate all forms of domination, 
discrimination, exploitation, and violence, particularly in 
domestic life (marriage life). It is actually an effort to seek the 
solution for a number of contemporary social problems faced by 
Indonesian’s society.

Maqasid Shariah of Jasser Auda: An 
Analysis
Jasser ‘Auda classifies the trends in Islamic thought, namely 
(a) traditionalism; (b) modernism, and; (c) postmodernism.  (a) 
Traditionalism includes the streams of scholastic traditionalism, 
scholastic neo-traditionalism, neo-literalism, and ideology-
oriented theories. (b) Then, Islamic modernism includes the 
‘streams’ of apologetic reinterpretation, reformist reinterpretation, 
dialogue-oriented reinterpretation, interest-oriented theories, and 
usul revision. Key contributors to Islamic modernism integrated 
their Islamic and western education into new proposals for 
Islamic reform and ‘re-interpretation.’ (c) Islamic postmodernism 
included streams of post-structuralism, historicism, critical legal 
studies, post-colonialism, neo-rationalism, anti-rationalism, 
and secularism. The common method in all these postmodern 
approaches is ‘deconstruction,’ in a Derridean style. The post-
structuralist stream aims to ‘free people from the authority of the 
script,’ and applies semiotic theory to the text of the Qur’an in 
order to ‘separate the implication form the implied.’ The historicist 
postmodern stream views the Qur’an and hadith as ‘cultural 
products,’ and suggests modern declarations of rights as sources 
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for ethics and legislation. Neo-rationalists take a historicist 
approach to the Islamic law, and they refer to the conventional 
Mu’tazilaah/Rational school for a traditional reference for their 
views.

The CLD KHI team want to offer an Islamic law reform 
with the re-interpretation to classic interpretation of fiqh. 
The CLD-KHI team use pluralism (ta’adudiyah), nationality 
(muwathanah), human rights enforcement (iqamat al-huquq al-
Insaniyah), democratic (dimuqrathiyah), benefit (maslahat) and 
gender equality (al-musawah al-jinsiyah) as their basic legal 
vision. 

Jasser ‘Auda assumes that usul al-fiqh (fundamental of 
Islamic law) is a system. As a system, it will be analyzed based on 
6 features of the system approach. The six system features offered 
by Jasser ‘Auda are cognition, wholeness, openness, hierarchical 
interrelation, multidimensionality, and goal-oriented. These six 
features will be used to analyze the CLD-KHI formation. It will 
be given in the following explanation:

1. Cognitive nature of the systems of Islamic law

From an Islamic theological perspective, Islamic law or fiqh 
is the result of human reason and reflection (ijtihad) towards 
nash/text in order to reveal its hidden meaning or its practical 
implications. The fuqaha and the Muslim theologians agree that 
God can not be called a faqih because nothing is hidden from 
God. Therefore, fiqh is solely part of human cognition (idrak) and 
human understanding (fahm), rather than the literal manifestation 
of God’s command. By referring to al-’Aini, Jasser Auda says 
that fiqh is an understanding that requires good perception. To 
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reinforce al-Aini’s opinion, Jasser Auda also quotes al-Baidhawi 
suggesting that fiqh is a possible perception (Ìan). Therefore fiqh 
is not something that can be said in God’s opinion. The cognition 
feature occupies an important position to validate the pluralistic 
view for all fiqh schools.

Thus, fiqh is a subjective perception and interpretation of a 
person. Subjective here means not only limited to individuals but 
more so are groups, classes, schools, religious social organizations, 
not to mention al-firaq al-Islamiyyah (various groups living in the 
internal environment of Muslim life). Unfortunately, the method 
of ijtihad fiqh and the result is often perceived by Muslims as 
God’s inviolable rule. The building of traditional Muslim 
epistemology is very difficult to understand and distinguish that 
the verses of the Qur’an are the revelation, but the interpretation 
of the clergy or faqih against those verses is not a revelation. 
These erroneous perceptions are often deliberately preserved and 
confirmed, in order to preserve the interests of a small number of 
people, leaders or powerful organizations.

The compilation of Islamic law, the fiqh of Indonesia, 
is the result of the ijtihad of Indonesian scholars, not the 
unchangeable Shari’ah of God. Therefore, when the jurisprudence 
was considered no longer relevant to the demands of the times it 
is necessary to do updates by way of ijtihad. Ijtihad conducted 
by the CLD-KHI team is a step, which, if associated with the 
cognition system, is an attempt to fiqh, which is the perception 
and interpretation of the scholars, may change with the changing 
times, places and circumstances.
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2. Wholeness of the System of Islamic Law

According to Jasser ‘Auda, who is a researcher in the field of natural 
sciences, the social sciences have shifted extensively towards the 
explanation of all phenomena in terms of the holistic system. 
Therefore, his view of developing a holistic and systematic way 
of thinking in the context of usul al-fiqh development is greatly 
helpful. Based on theological and rational arguments, the holistic 
evidence (al-dalil al-kulli) can be taken into consideration stronger 
in usul al-fiqh than the partial evidence. Moreover, to develop 
usul-fiqh, a holistic approach is also useful as for the development 
of religious philosophy (‘ilm al-kalam). Jasser ‘Auda implicitly 
stressed the importance of mastering both the natural sciences 
and the social sciences.

Thus, the wholeness of the system of Islamic law has 
the following characteristics; (a) intact in understanding the 
arguments, not fragmentary, not partial. There is a relationship 
between “part” and “whole”; (b) There are basic principles, 
fundamental values, apart from the description of those values in 
the realm of praxis; (c) fundamental values such as beautiful, fair, 
love, compassion can not defeat social conflicts based on race, 
skin, religion (socio-historical problems).

In the concept of CLD-KHI formulation, the above-
mentioned features have been met. In addition to taking the 
propositions of the Qur’an and hadith, CLD KHI’s team also 
reviewed a number of Islamic classical literature as it was done 
in pesantren (Indonesian traditional religious school). There are 
41 Islamic classical books read, analyzed and cross referred to a 
number of Muslim family law reforms as proposed by the CLD 
KHI team. The Islamic classical book subjects (yellow book) 
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studied are the fiqh, the tafsir, the hadith, qawaid al-fiqh, and usul 
fiqih, both written in the classical and contemporary century.

In addition, they also conducted field studies in four 
regions, namely South Sulawesi, West Sumatra, West Java, and 
West Nusa Tenggara. These four locations represent the struggle 
of Islam with Indonesian culture because the communities in 
these four areas are still following local traditions strongly in their 
practice of Islamic teachings.

3. Openness of the System of Islamic Law

System theory differentiates between open and closed systems. 
The living system is an open system. Living systems are 
implemented by turning an organism as systematically as possible 
to survive. According to Bertalanffy’s theory, that open systems 
have the ability to derive the same objectivity from different initial 
conditions through valid balanced ways out. So open systems are 
very interactive with the environment outside the system, unlike 
closed systems that are isolated from the outside world.

Islamic legal system is included in the open system. 
However, there are still some jurists who are still calling for the 
‘closing of the doors of ijtihad’, which automatically imparts 
Islamic law to death by metamorphosis. All the institutions of 
Islamic jurisprudence, however, and most of the faqihs of all time 
believe that ijtihad is indispensable for Islamic law because the 
text (the Qur’an) is very limited and events are infinite.

Thus the Islamic legal methodology has developed 
a mechanism to adapt to the development of times, in the 
terminology of the system theory it is called interaction with 
the environment (interactive) and not isolated. Examples of 
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such mechanisms are analogical reasoning (qiyas), maslahah, 
and accommodate customs (ittibÉÑ al-‘urf). However, it can 
be seen that such mechanisms require further development to 
make Islamic law more flexible in keeping with the times. Thus 
the nature of Islamic law is no longer Ghetto-minded, but world 
citizenship. In its ijtihad, CLD KHI team has implemented this 
feature. They realize that Islamic law (fiqh) must be seen in an 
open way. So that there is the need for renewal and adjustment, 
depending on the context, time, and social circumstances.

4. Interrelated hierarchy of the systems of Islamic 
law

This feature provides improvements to the two dimensions 
of the maqasid. First, the improvement of maqasid range. If 
previously, the study of maqasid is particular or specific, then 
this feature classifies maqasid hierarchically which includes; 
general maqasid (study of all parts of Islamic law), special 
maqasid (study of observation of the entire contents of certain 
‘chapters’ of Islamic law, and particular maqasid (derivation of 
a nash or a particular law) Secondly, Improvement of the range 
of people covered by maqasid. maqasid only reachs individual 
objects, then this feature makes the reach of maqasid extends to 
social and public dimension. Since they advocate for the spirit 
of pluralism (ta’adudiyah), nationality (muwathanah), human 
rights enforcement (iqamat al-huquq al-Insaniyah), democratic 
(dimuqrathiyah), benefit (gender) and gender equality (al-
musawah al-jinsiyah), the formulation of CLD KHI in this sense 
is the application of maqasid in the social and public sphere.
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5. Multi-dimensionality of the systems of Islamic 
law

A system is not something single as it consists of several 
interrelated parts between one another. Inside the system, there is 
a structure that coherent. Because a system consists of parts that 
are quite complex, then it has a dimension spectrum that does not 
single. Islamic law can be analogous to such a system.

Islamic law is a system that has many dimensions. This 
principle is used by Jasser ‘Auda to criticize the roots of binary 
opposition thinking in Islamic law. Binary Paradigm opposition 
must be eliminated to avoid reducing methodological, as well 
as reconcile some contentious arguments by putting forward the 
maqasid aspect (purpose main law). For example, differences of 
the proposition in sunnah about worship that appears should be 
seen from the maqasid li taysir, differences in hadith related to 
‘urf must be seen from the maqasid perspective of the universality 
of law, and the existence of the naskh should be seen as a legal 
determination is gradual. The CLD KHI team is trying to get out 
of that legal dichotomy. They want to bring the law in accordance 
with the needs and demands of the times by looking at the 
multidimensionality of the Islamic law.

6. Purposefulness of the systems of Islamic law

Purposefulness is a feature that includes the previous five features, 
so purposefulness is a core methodology of systematic analysis. 
The realization of maqasid is an important and fundamental 
basis for the Islamic legal system. Excavating maqasid should be 
returned to the main text (al-Qur’an and hadith), not an opinion 
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from the mind of faqih. Therefore, the realization of purpose 
(maqasid) becomes the benchmark of the validity of each ijtihad, 
without relating it to any particular tendency or madhhab. The 
purpose of the establishment of Islamic law should be returned to 
the welfare of the people in the vicinity. 

We can understand together that the fresh idea of Jasser 
‘Auda which offers the philosophy of the system as an approach 
in the development of this study of maqasid, indirectly encourages 
Muslims to be literate with the building of episteme studies 
of the previous maqashid that is ‘out of date’, it needs a fresh 
ijtihad contextual so that the Islamic legal system can be applied 
according to the demands of the times and able to accommodate 
and bring the right solution to the target of all human problems 
that increasingly complex humanity. In this idea, Jasser ‘Auda 
asserts that maqashid of Islamic law (maqashid Shari’ah ) is 
the core objective of all linguistic and rational methodology of 
ijtihad. The process of ijtihad is a process of endeavor to realize 
maqasid in Islamic law, as well as the CLD KHI team that present 
a transformative legal offer to address the increasingly complex 
legal issues.

Conclusion
In conclusion, what has been done by the CLD team of KHI can be 
seen as to be in accordance with the theory of maqasid shariah Jasser 
Auda. Jasser Auda uses systems theory, approach and analysis to 
reformulate and build the epistemology of Islamic law in a more 
pro-ethical global era. The CLD KHI team also uses a similar 
approach to maqasid shariah theory. Because without involving 
and using relevant ideas and thoughts from other disciplines, 
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such as sociology, anthropology, psychology, communication and 
science in general, research relating to the fundamental theory of 
Islamic law will remain ‘trapped’ the boundaries of traditional 
literature and its manuscripts, and Islamic law will continue to be 
“outdated” in establishing its theoretical basis and practice of law 
enforcement in the field, in daily life in a multicultural society 
such as in the current global era. Therefore, the relevance and 
the need to use a multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and even 
transdisciplinary approach to responding to fundamental issues in 
Islamic law in the contemporary era is essential.
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CHAPTER 8

Legal Issues Surrounding Chinese 
Converts in Malaysia; An Appraisal

Najibah Mohd Zin, Nora Abdul Hak & Mek Wok 
Mahmud

Introduction
In a plural society, conversion to other faith is common including 
conversion of Chinese and other races to Islam. While some 
sincerely convert for worthy consideration but many people 
convert for worldly consideration, and in both situations the law 
is the same. The states in Malaysia provide legal mechanism to 
manage conversion to Islam by making registration as compulsory 
to prove conversion. This is to facilitate the position of a new 
comer to Islam who supposed to be treated the same under the 
religious law. However, the current law and procedures proved to 
have caused more problems among Chinese converts especially 
on the issue of their own identity. In another context, the law 
that is governed under the states’ Administration of Islamic law 
provides procedures on conversion into Islam but lacking in 
detail on conversion out to their previous belief. The presumption 
is that conversion out of Islam is prohibited and a sinful act. 
This has caused difficulty for some converts in cases where 
they subsequently opt for reversion to their original faith. Thus, 
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the aim of this study is to examine related laws and procedures 
closely associated with Chinese convert and propose mechanisms 
to resolve the problems. The study is mainly qualitative supported 
by documentary data and field research comprising of interviews 
with selected respondents among Chinese converts and case study. 
It is noted that the established legal framework is inadequate to 
resolve conflicts among Chinese converts and reinterpretation 
of related laws is necessary for better application of the law to 
govern the interest of Chinese converts.

Procedures On Conversion To Islam
Procedures regarding conversion to Islam are governed under the 
Administration of Islamic law of each state. In order to become a 
Muslim, the law provides that;

(1) The following requirements shall be complied 
with for a valid conversion of a person to Islam - 
 
(a) the person must utter in reasonably intelligible 
Arabic the two clauses of the Affirmation of Faith;  
 
(b) at the time of uttering the two clauses of the Affirmation 
of Faith the person must be aware that they mean “I bear 
witness that there is no god but Allah and I bear witness that the 
Prophet Muhammad PBUH is the Messenger of Allah”; and  
 
(c) the utterance must be made of the person’s own free will. 

(2) A person who is incapable of speech may, for the purpose 
of fulfilling the requirement of paragraph (1)(a), utter the two 
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clauses of the Affirmation of Faith by means of signs that convey 
the meaning specified in paragraph (b) of that subsection. 

The law also provides for the registration of a person who 
becoming a Muslim and is known as Muallaf. The requirement 
includes the registration of name and other particulars.  In normal 
practice, the Arabic name will be used to assume the Muslim 
identity even though the law is silent on this requirement. In case 
of doubt, inquiries may be conducted, or proof of conversion is 
necessary. Thus, a person who has been registered as a Muallaf 
will be treated as Muslim under the law.

A person who is not a Muslim may convert into Islam if 
he is of sound mind and -

a. has attained the age of eighteen years; or 

b. if he has not attained the age of eighteen years, his 
parent or guardian consents to his conversion. 

This applicability of the law is well expounded in Re 
Susie Teoh or Teoh Eng Huat v Khadi Pasir Mas &Anor a girl 
who was seventeen and eight months old ran away from home 
and converted to Islam. The father sought a declaration that the 
conversion is invalid without his consent.  In the High Court, 
Abdul Malek J. (as he then was) decided in favour of the girl as 
she is able to decide for herself on her own free will in exercise 
of her constitutional right to profess and practice her religion. 
Furthermore, in Islamic law, the age of puberty is determined by 
her having menstruation rather than a specified age. However, on 
appeal to the Supreme Court, the court chooses to adopt literal 
implication of the provision though the child has reached the age 
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of 18 at the time of the appeal. The above provision is in line 
with the provision in the Federal Constitution, the right to choose 
religion however is restricted by the constitution itself in case of a 
minor where his religion shall be decided by his parent.  

Issues on Identity upon conversion
One of the major concern among Chinese Muslim is on the 
losing of Chinese identity once they convert to Islam as they are 
traditionally required to assume Muslim names and this practice 
is closely associated with the converting Chinese to Malay or 
‘masuk Melayu’. They even reluctant to use Arabic names or 
Abdullah and claimed that such practice is discriminatory and 
forces them to abandon their culture and traditions. It has been 
reported that Chinese Association such MACMA is urging the 
religious authority to do away with this practice so that those 
choosing to embrace Islam can still keep their cultural identity to 
maintain their personal name and their surname. 

In another context it may cause a problem in case of dispute.  
In the case of Kung Lim Siew Wan (p) v Choong Chee Kuan there 
was a divorce proceeding and ancillary matters including custody 
of children and maintenance against the defendant husband who 
claimed to have converted to Islam before their marriage. The 
marriage has been solemnized under the Law Reform Marriage 
and Divorce Act 1976. Defendant claimed that the civil court has 
no jurisdiction to hear plaintiff’s claims because he is a Muslim 
even before their marriage took place.  The plaintiff argued that the 
defendant never used his identity as Muslims and never practiced 
Islam throughout their marriage. Thus, the court decided that since 
he never disclosed his identity to the plaintif until this proceeding 
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is made against him, therefore, the marriage and divorce law for 
the non-Muslim is applicable on him.

The concern even goes to celebrating Chinese festivals, 
and many of those do not even associate with the issue of faith but 
purely customary in practice. However, the misconception about 
the legality of cultural practices can be a dividing factor between 
ethnic groups. In a study, the conflict extends to other social, 
legal and economic issues such as the difficulty to get place of 
residence after conversion, cultural shock and transformation 
of identity, identity crisis, the impact of being referred to as 
Muallaf the weakness of aqidah among the Muslim converts, 
acceptance by Malay society, financial problems, lack of proper 
Islamic knowledge, misunderstanding and misconception of 
Islam, boycott of non-Muslim family, confidential or secret 
conversion, fear of losing Chinese identity, acceptance and usage 
of Islamic name, confusion of converting to Islam or becoming 
Melayu, ill treatment from Muslim community or racial issues of 
Islamic conversion, loss of jobs because of Islamic conversion, 
lack of support from Muslim community, feelings of inferiority 
complex when with the Muslim community, unwanted attitudes 
of religious authorities, the challenges during the conversion and 
with the registration procedures, attending in obligated official 
Islamic classes or Islamic compulsory courses over an extended 
period of time. Above all, Chinese Muslims are not Bumiputera in 
order to gain constitutional rights under the Federal Constitution.

In another perspective, the law governing conversion 
is directly influenced by the position of Islam as the religion 
of the Federation. The idea to have Islam, as the religion for 
the Federation was mooted and insisted by the Alliance party 
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(consisting of both Muslim and non-Muslims members) when the 
Reid commission was drafting the constitution for the Federation.  
This is to be implemented with an understanding that the new 
provisions will not undermine the civil right of the non-Muslims 
to practise and profess their religion. Such concern was raised on 
the premise that the new provisions must be ‘both practicable in 
the existing circumstances and fair to all sections of the society’. 
This is not surprising as Islam has long been established in the 
country before the conquest of Malacca by Portuguese in 1511 
and continues to be so under the British. The Rulers of the states 
initially opposed to the idea on the understanding that it will be in 
conflict with their power as the Head of religion in the states by 
having a Head of official religion for the Federation. They finally 
agreed after being convinced that the purpose of having Islam as 
the religion of the Federation is mainly to serve official functions 
and it is not in any way interfere with the position of Rulers as 
head of Islam in their own states within the wider framework of 
federal system.  

The importance of Islam to the Malay community worth 
a special mention in the Constitution to the extent that a Malay 
despite speaking Malay language he or she must be a Muslim. 
Therefore, conversion to Islam has been closely associated with 
conversion to Malay because being a Malay he or she must be a 
Muslim.  Being a Malay, he or she cannot convert out or becoming 
murtad, as decided in Lina Joy v Majlis Agama Islam Wilayah 
Persekutuan & Ors.  

The above problems contributed by many factors including 
the Chinese control of the country’s economy and subsequent 
threat felt by Malays as well as rejection from own family and 
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Chinese community. It has been argued that Islam as a religion can 
be a powerful binding force and unifying power among all races in 
Malaysia including the converts beyond their social and political 
divide. Moreover, efforts must be made to increase awareness 
on shared cultures and values of ethnic groups especially among 
Malay and Chinese. It will expedite the process of assimilation 
between them while maintaining their own identities. Article 
3 of the Constitution mentions that Islam is the religion of the 
Federation can be a package that connects religion to privilege, 
language and citizenship and it can go beyond ethnicity as long 
as they are Muslims. 

Conversion Out of Islam
As the law provides the procedures for converting in, however 
most of states do not have provision on converting out. As 
earlier stated, the Parliament has the power to authorize the state 
legislature to enact the law subject to such conditions or restrictions 
that the Parliament may impose. With regard to religious matters 
regulating conversion, the State may make statutory provisions 
for conversion to Islam but there is no statutory provision that 
govern conversion to any other religion. Nevertheless, it may 
suggest that Islamic law does not allow the transfer of religion 
by Muslims as it is contrary to the general concern of Islamic 
law. A person is converted to Islam and becomes a Muslim as 
soon as he finishes uttering the two clauses of the Affirmation of 
Faith (syahadah) and that person shall then be known as Muallaf. 
The law also provides for the registration of Muallaf. Besides, 
the Registrar may just rely on the person statement to determine 
his conversion. Therefore, the accepted definition of a Muslim in 
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Shariáh law include a Muslim by birth as well as by conversion 
to Islam. Thus, in case of attempted apostasy, the law does not 
make any distinction between the two when applying procedural 
requirement to determine religious status. Since the procedure to 
convert out of Islam is not regulated in majority of states, the 
task is given solely to the Shariáh court to decide on the religious 
status.

This is equally applicable to a non-Muslim who embraces 
Islam and later decides to leave the Islamic faith, he or she is 
still required to report and see the relevant state Islamic authority. 
Several decisions of the court in Majlis Agama Islam Negeri 
sembilan v. Hun Mun Meng , Lim Chan Seng V Pengarah Jabatan 
Agama Islam pulau Pinang & satu tindakan yang lain and Md 
Hakim Lee v Majlis Agama Islam Wilayah Persekutuan affirm 
the Shariáh court power in deciding the case and determine the 
religious status of the converts. Another interesting formula that 
has been made by the Courts is in relation to the interpretation of 
Article 11 that must be read harmoniously with a few other articles 
i.e. article 3(1), 12(2), 74, 121(1A) and article 160 to reflect the 
intention of the Parliament. The judge pointed out that article 
11(1) must be qualified by provisions on Islamic law on apostasy 
enacted in pursuant to article 74 list II. In respect to the plaintiff’s 
intention to renounce of the religion of Islam, such determination 
can only be done by the Shariáh court in pursuant to article 
121(1A) of the Constitution. The High Court judge concluded 
that ‘when construed harmoniously, the inevitable conclusion is 
that the freedom to convert out of Islam in respect of a Muslim 
is subject to qualifications, namely the Shariáh law on those 
matters. To grant the Muslim to convert out of Islam without final 
determination by the Shariáh court would lead to uncertainty and 
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confusion. Therefore, it would require serious consideration and 
proper interpretation of the law  such as to include antecedent 
history of the legislation, its purposes and mischief it seeks to 
redress.

The Court elaborated that the restriction is to provide the 
state with the power to pass a law to protect the religion of Islam 
from being exposed to the influences of the tenets, precepts and 
practices of other religion or even a certain school of thoughts and 
opinion within the Islamic religion. Such restriction is within the 
ambit of permissible legislative interference with that fundamental 
right. The provisions strike the correct balance between individual 
fundamental rights and the interest of the public order, which is 
the essence of article 11 of the Constitution itself.

The study shows that apostasy among converts is an issue 
in Malaysia although statistics show apostasy cases in Malaysia is 
very minimal. Subsequent impact of apostasy reflects negatively 
on the image of Islam and its believers. Many conversions in and 
out among Chinese Muslims are also associated with marriage. In 
the case of Majlis Agama Islam Negeri Pulau Pinang v. Fatimah 
Tan binti Abdullah it was appeal from the Majlis against the 
decision of Syariah High Court of Pulau Pinang that declared the 
status of one Fatimah Tan Abdullah as no longer a Muslim. The 
Respondent in this case originally a Chinese married to an Iranian 
in 1999. The husband went missing and, in her claim, she argued 
that she never practiced Islam and the reason for her conversion 
was for the sake of her marriage with her missing husband. She 
continuously practices Buddhism and would like to remove the 
Muslim name and reinstate her original name and religion. The 
Court reaffirmed the Syariah High Court decision and dismissed 
the appeal. 
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An Overview of Shariáh law on apostasy
Apostasy is not a new phenomenon in Islamic history as there 
were incidences during Islamic periods where Muslims had 
renounced Islam after they became believers. The Qur’an 
describes apostasy as a form of humiliation of religion, however 
it is silent in prescribing mandatory death penalty for apostasy 
despite a detailed coverage of other forms of rights. All of those 
rights have been extensively incorporated in the Cairo Declaration 
of Human Rights Islam, which was adopted by the Organization 
of The Islamic Conference on 5 August 1990 in comparison to the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted and proclaimed 
by the General Assembly of the United Nations in December 
1948.

One of the most significant ones is related to the freedom 
of religion where specific reference is expressly mentioned in the 
Qur’an which reads;

Let there be no compulsion in religion.  Truth stands out 
clear from error, whoever rejects evil and believes in God 
hath grasped the most trustworthy hand-hold, that never 
breaks.  And Allah heareth and knoweth all things. Allah 
is the protector of those who have Faith: from the depths 
of darkness he will lead them forth into light. Of those 
who reject Faith the patrons are the evil ones: from light 
they will lead them forth into the depths of darkness. They 
will be companions of the fire, to dwell therein (forever)]

And so, [O Prophet,] exhort them; your task is only to 
exhort. You cannot compel them [to believe].
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The Cairo declaration, in explaining the meaning of the 
Qu’ran concludes that Islam is the religion of unspoiled nature. 
It is prohibited to exercise any form of compulsion on man or 
exploit his poverty or ignorance in order to convert him to another 
religion or atheism.  Commenting on the above verse, Syed Qutb 
in his famous tafsÊr of Fī Zilāl al Qurān explains that such tactic 
is commonly used by the Christian missionary. Qurtubi in his 
tafsir Jāmi’ al- Ahkām explains that there was an incident where 
an Ansar woman took a vow that if her son was born, she would 
make him a Jew. The son joined the Jewish tribe of Banu Nadhir. 
The tribe was banished, and the Muslims tried to detain him and 
convert him into Islam. However, the Prophet disapproved of the 
effort and related the verse to them.

However, with regard to change of faith, the Cairo 
declaration does not take any clear stand as compared to UNDHR 
1948. It could reasonably be inferred that all rights and freedoms 
as envisaged in the Declaration are subject to the Islamic Shariáh 
in which the change of faith is an exception to human rights law.

This is in line with the Qur’anic injunction that condemns 
the change of faith and this has been mentioned in a number of 
verses. However, the Qur’an is silent regarding the penalty that 
should be imposed on those who apostate. Muslim scholars 
generally viewed that apostasy is in the category of hadd offences 
and deserved death sentence generating their views on the 
understanding of the Qur’an and the hadith, as primary sources of 
Islamic law. For example, the Qur’an states:

And whoever from you turns back from his religion and 
die as a disbeliever, then his deed will be lost in this life 
and in the Hereafter, and they will be the dwellers of the 
Fire. 
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Then if they repent of their disbelief and observe prayer 
and pay the Zakat, they are your brethren in faith. We 
explain our injunctions for a people who have knowledge. 
But if they break their oaths, after their covenant (i.e their 
covenant to accept Islam), and make your din the target of 
their taunts, then fight these leaders of disbelief, for their 
oath cannot be depended upon- it maybe they shall thus 
desist.

However, there were many interpretations as to whether 
the above verse addresses the change of faith or political 
covenants. Therefore, the best view with regard to the punishment 
of apostasy is in the hadith where the Prophet is reported to have 
said:

Whoever changes his religion, then kill him

That is why the Muslim jurists are unanimous that 
apostates must be punished; yet they differ in determining the 
kind of punishment to be inflicted upon them. The majority of 
them, including the four main schools of jurisprudence (Hanafi, 
Maliki, Shafi`i, and Hanbali) as well as the other four schools 
of jurisprudence (the four Shiite schools of Al-Zaidiyyah, Al-
Ithna-`ashriyyah, Al-Ja`fariyyah, and Al-Zāhiriyyah) agree that 
apostates must be executed.

The view is further strengthened by the death sentence 
imposed by Abu Bakar (the first Caliph) against those who refused 
to pay Zakat (which is the State tax) and defied the state officials 
which is a rebel against the community and war against the 
leader of the State.  On other occasion, Umar (the second caliph) 
is described to take more moderate approach towards apostates 
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though he also agreed with the stand of Abu Bakar.  As reported 
also in Nail al Authar that Umar in number of occasions, would 
give more room for repentance. This attitude of `Umar was also 
held by Ibrahim Al-Nakh`i, and Al-Thawri, who said, “This is the 
viewpoint that we follow.” Al-Thawri also said, “The punishment 
of the apostate is to be deferred so long as there is a hope that he 
may return to Islam.”

In this respect, Ibn Taymiyah differentiated between two 
kinds of apostasy, an apostasy which does not cause harm to the 
Muslim society (riddah mujarradah) and an apostasy in which 
apostate’s wage war against Allah and His Messenger and spread 
mischief in the land (riddah mughallazah). The repentance of the 
apostates in the first kind is accepted; while in the second kind, it 
is not if it occurs after the apostates have fallen into the power of 
the Muslim authority.

Contemporary Muslim scholars including Yusuf al 
Qaradāwi, agreed with the stand of Ibn Taimiyyah. They conclude 
that since the scholars have differentiated between major and 
minor innovations in religion and between mere innovators and 
those who spread and call for their innovations in religion, we can 
also differentiate between major and minor apostasy, and between 
apostates who do not wage war against Islam and Muslims and 
those who proclaim their apostasy and call for it. Major apostasy, 
which the apostate proclaims and openly calls for in speech or 
writing, is to be, with all the more reason, severely punished by 
the death penalty, according to the majority of scholars and the 
apparent meaning of the Prophet’s hadiths. Otherwise, Al-Nakh`i 
and Al-Thawri’s view which was built on `Umar’s attitude may 
be followed. Al-Qaradāwi and others also suggest that a great 
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deal of caution must be exercised when dealing with any alleged 
apostasy case as there are many legal consequences of apostasy 
pertaining to family law in Islam. The benefit of doubt must be 
given and only those in legitimate authority and knowledge may 
deal with such situation as no one is allowed to take the law in 
their own hands. 

Contemporary scholars conclude that the injunction 
against use of force in the matter of religion was limited to the 
initial period of weaknesses of the Muslims. Example can be seen 
in the incident of Abu Bakar who had launched war against those 
who refused to pay zakat. If he did not fight them, more people 
would apostatize though the action taken by Abu Bakar was not 
agreeable to some Companions. Prof Hamidullah in his book, the 
Muslim Conduct of State viewed that in the case where an insane 
person, those who had declared faith under coercion and a person 
whose faith in Islam had not been known or established, were to 
become apostate, they would not suffer the supreme penalty but a 
form of  ta’zīr punishment. 

As discussed above, the Islamic law takes a clear stand 
that a Muslim shall not be allowed to renounce Islam after they 
become believers on the basis that faith is a fundamental issue. 
Muslim scholars unanimously agree that apostasy should be 
addressed as a crime though they differ in terms of appropriate 
punishment to be imposed depending on the degree of apostasy 
and its consequences to the Muslim community. Historical 
developments on the treatment of apostasy during the Islamic 
periods serve as valuable considerations to decide measures that 
need to be taken by the legislature and judiciary on the issue. 

The above findings suggest that a Muslim is still allowed 
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to convert out of Islam provided that they have to comply with 
certain procedural requirement as imposed by the state law. The 
purpose, as legitimately expressed and reflected in the above-
mentioned cases, is to impose some restrictions as preventive 
measures against abuse of Islamic faith. Furthermore, apostasy is 
highly disapproved by the society and the Muslims regard apostasy 
as a grave sin that requires sanction to the extent of the death 
penalty. Commenting generally on the above issues, especially 
on seven murtad cases, Dato’ Abdul Hamid Mohammad in his 
article reiterated that the power given by the Federal Constitution 
List II Schedule 9 and article 74(2) is valid and without those 
provisions, they might be successful in their contentions. The 
benefits of those provisions will also depend on the understanding 
of the judges and the priority that need to be given on the issues 
in question.

Procedural Requirement
As far as jurisdiction of the court is concerned, it is considered 
as a settle law that the Shariáh Court will decide on the religious 
status of the party. However, possible conflict may happen in the 
absence of specific legislation governing apostasy. At present, 
only several states have legislation on apostasy and the most 
comprehensive one is Negeri Sembilan where detail procedures 
concerning convert in and out of Islam have been regulated. 
In Administration of the Religion of Islam (Negeri Sembilan) 
Enactment 2003, relevant portion of section 119 states;

 (1) A Muslim shall not renounce the Religion of Islam or be 
deemed to have renounced the Religion of Islam until and 
unless he has obtained a declaration to that effect from the 
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Shariáh High Court.

(2) An application for a declaration under subsection (1) shall 
be made ex-parte to the Shariáh High Court Judge in open court 
by the person intending to renounce the Religion of Islam. 

(3) An application under subsection (2) shall specify the grounds 
on which the applicant intends to renounce the Religion of 
Islam and shall be supported by an affidavit specifying all facts 
supporting the grounds for the application.

(4) After receiving an application under subsection (2), the 
Shariáh High Court Judge hearing the application shall –

a.  advise the person to repent, and if the Judge is 
satisfied that the person has repented in accordance 
with Hukum Syarak, shall record the repentance of the 
person; or

b. (b) if the person refuses to repent, before making any 
order against the person, adjourn the hearing of the 
application for a period of 90 days and at the same 
time require the applicant to undergo a counseling 
session for the purpose of advising him to reconsider 
the Religion of Islam as his religion.

(12) If the application is made under subsection 2 (b), the Court 
shall allow any interested party to give evidence in supporting 
the claim.

(13) If the Judge is satisfied that the deceased at the time of 
his/her death was either a Muslim or not, a declaration of the 
deceased’s status shall be made accordingly.
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(14) After such declaration, the Court shall make an order 
relating to the following matters:

a. the dissolution of marriage;

b. the division of harta sepencarian;

c. right of perwalian

d. right of property; and

e. hadhanah.

The above provision would be sufficient to justify the 
Shariáh Court to take necessary precaution for the preservation 
of Islamic faith through rehabilitation or effective counselling 
sessions pending further order if the person is still alive. Though 
there are room for improvements in terms of the duration of the 
detention and the mode of application, such provision is useful 
as guidelines and the final conclusion will depend on the factual 
situation of the person. In other situation, relevant supervision 
and assistance in religious teaching and other assistance that deem 
necessary are very useful to prevent apostacy among converts. 
Though the approach taken reflects the important of non-legal 
remedies as another solution to curb apostasy, it could be the most 
effective remedy if taken seriously by relevant government and 
non-government agencies. However, in the absence of specific 
legislation governing apostasy, there is no such guarantee that 
other judges of the Shariáh courts may take the same approach.

However, in determining the status of the dead person, it 
depends on cogency of evidence available.  In Re Permohonan 
Pengishtiharan Status Agama Si Mati Nyonya binti Tahir, 
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the Shariáh High Court in Negeri Sembilan received an ex 
parte application from Majlis Agama Islam Negeri Sembilan 
to determine the religious status of a deceased by the name of 
Nyonya binti Tahir. The deceased was born as a Malay Muslim in 
1918, grown up in a Chinese family tradition, married to a Chinese 
man, and practised Buddhism. The deceased has thirteen children 
out of the marriage. In 1991, the deceased made a declaration 
(Surat Akuan) before the Commissioner of Oath that she wanted 
to renounce Islam and remained a Chinese. She also expressed 
her intention to be buried according to the Chinese rites upon her 
death. The Court allowed the testimony by her children as well 
as other evidence in the form of photos including her wedding 
photos, which are relevant in case of a Chinese. After careful 
consideration of all evidence available, the Court concluded that 
the deceased is not a Muslim.

Conclusion And Suggestions
The above discussion illustrates the need to have a comprehensive 
legislation governing conversion out of Islam which can be 
modelled according to the Negeri Sembilan Enactment 2003 to 
avoid similar conflicts. Undeniably, the Shariáh Court is given a 
heavier responsibility by the civil court to decide on the religious 
status. However, it would be difficult for the Shariáh court to 
decide if the judge is not familiar with procedural matters and the 
party might want to question the validity of the court order in the 
absence of specific law. It can be seen in that such arguments were 
raised in number of cases that have been discussed earlier despite 
consistency of civil courts’ decisions in interpreting relevant 
provisions in the Federal Constitution and the right of the state to 
impose restriction on religious freedom.
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1. Legality of the State Law and Jurisdiction of the 
court

There is no doubt that the Malaysian Constitution is the highest 
law in Malaysia as far as the law is concern. On matters that relate 
to Islamic law, the study proves that there is a clear intention of 
the legislature to retain the power of the state to govern matters 
relating to Islam and adat (customary tradition). This power has 
already in place even before the British colonization and this 
power is never intended to be taken away. What is reflected in 
the Constitution is mainly the preservation of previous practices 
that is the recognition of the state as sovereign body to deal with 
Islamic matters. It can be seen that the struggle to have Islam as 
the religion of the Federation reflects the sensitivity of the Malay 
Muslim community in preserving Islam as a religion when in 
all other aspects of law have been modeled in accordance with 
the colonial needs. This sentiment has rightly been expressed in 
number of cases decided by civil courts.  Therefore, the power 
given to the state to legislate certain law to the extent of imposing 
restriction on religious freedom, though have been criticized 
as against western understanding of human rights, is in fact a 
legitimate one.

 Both legal provisions as well as judicial 
interpretation either impliedly or expressly give the power to 
the Shariáh Court to decide on the religious status of a person 
attempted to apostatize. Therefore, the conclusions made by 
the civil courts that the appropriate forum to decide will be the 
Shariáh court have a strong basis as it falls within the state matters. 
It can be seen that, a number of states that legislate provisions 
addressing attempted to become murtad as a crime, have express 
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provisions empowering state judicial authority to decide on the 
matter. However, it may cause confusion in understanding the 
legal requirement if there is no consistency in the legislation 
when delegating such power. 

2. The Nature of Murtad in the Malaysian Scenario 
and Appropriate Sanction

Apostasy or murtad cases in Malaysia can be divided into three 
different categories namely;

1. Malay born Muslims who involved in a deviant or 
false teaching. They do not convert to other religion, 
but their practices may amount to murtad through their 
actions, belief or openly declare to become murtad. 
For example, in Daud b Mamat and Kamariah Ali’s 
case. The facts show that the declaration to become 
murtad mainly to avoid punishment imposed by the 
Shariáh court.

2. Born Muslims, either Malay or non-Malay who 
associate or mingle in a non-Muslim environment 
and they become confused of their Muslim identity. 
Example can be seen in Nyonya Tahir’ case and few 
others who were brought up by the non- Muslim 
family.

3. Non-Muslims who converted into Islam for marrying 
a Muslim man or woman, influence from Muslim 
friends or for other reasons. Their Muslim identity 
could not be established, as the sole intention is to 
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legalise the marriage or to achieve other worldly gain. 

The above differentiation is significant to address 
appropriate measures to be taken against the person by emulating 
the actual treatment in Islamic period against those who become 
murtad.

As has been observed that the state mainly regulate law 
pertaining to conversion to Islam and not on the conversion from 
Islam to other faith. In fact, in Negeri Sembilan, the provision 
is addressed to Muallaf who is allowed to convert out after 
the person undergoes counseling sessions. Majority of states 
mainly provide for the person to be detained for the purpose of 
rehabilitation until him repent. This could suggest the state law do 
not recognize conversion out of Islam and an attempt to convert 
out is an offence. It is not certain whether the provision is to 
serve both the Malay Muslim who is by the definition of Article 
160 of the Constitution is not allowed to convert or inclusive of 
the Muallaf. It could be assumed that the law applicable to both 
Muslims by birth and those who convert into Islam, since the law 
does make any distinction between the two.

Another controversial issue resulted from apostasy is 
relating to the requirement for appropriate sanction to be imposed 
on the apostate. Many agree that apostasy should be addressed 
as an offence and proposed for sentence to be imposed where 
imprisonment is seen as the most appropriate sanction with the 
intention to rehabilitate. This is especially in case that involves 
Malay Muslim who involve in false teaching where an extensive 
treatment could be given. Looking into the nature of the apostasy 
that happens in the Malaysian scenario, death penalty as applicable 
in classical Islamic law may not the best solution for the lack of 
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intention to apostate and exceed jurisdictional limit of the Shariáh 
court in criminal matters that is 3,5,6.  Furthermore, the study on 
decided cases shows that they are not voluntarily and willingly 
to apostate but being influenced by some misconceptions about 
religion. What more in case of Muallaf where appropriate 
measures to ensure that they are consistently receiving a proper 
guidance in terms of religious input has not been made compulsory 
as previously practiced during Prophet’s time. This can be seen in 
number of cases where conversion into Islam by non-Muslims 
simply happens because of friend’s influence or to materialize 
the marriage with a Muslim and other worldly considerations. 
If such measure is adopted, this approach will remove doubts 
among Chinese converts to officially register their conversion 
with relevant authority.

In addressing what would be the appropriate sanction 
against the person who attempted murtad, the study on the 
factual situation is necessary for the purpose of evaluation before 
determining the appropriate legal measure. It is reasonable to 
suggest that if they belong to the first category, they should not be 
allowed to murtad and the authority must take measures for the 
person to be rehabilitated for lack of intention to convert out, and 
they are not normally in a proper state of mind. The obiter of the 
then High Court judge Dato’ Faiza in Lina Joy’s case is relevant to 
reflect the intention of the legislature on the position of Malay and 
Islam that he or she will remain a Muslim until his or her dying 
day. However, for the second and third category, they should be 
allowed to convert out after an intensive counseling session with 
professional counselors on religious matters so as to give them 
the opportunity to learn the religion and to repent. If they refused 
to remain in Muslim faith after such extensive efforts, they should 
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CHAPTER 9

Legal Rights of Chinese Muslims in the 
Case of Conversion to Islam in Malaysia: 

With Reference to Family Law Issues
Nora Abdul Hak, Najibah Mohd Zin & Mek Wok 

Mahmud

Introduction 
The paper examines the legal development on the status of 
marriage and ancillary matters upon conversion of the spouse 
to Islam. The legal system in Malaysia recognizes conversion to 
Islam as a ground to dissolve the marriage both under section 
51 of the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976 which 
applies only to non-Muslim and section 46(2) of Islamic Family 
Law Act\Enactments in respective States except Penang, 
applicable only to Muslims. However, both laws give the power 
to the court to dissolve the marriage if all procedural requirements 
are satisfied. Those requirements include that only the non-
Muslim spouse can petition for dissolution of marriage under the 
LRA after three months from the date of conversion.  In case of 
Muslims, the dissolution of marriage can be awarded only after 
the court successfully notifies the non-convert spouse about the 
conversion and the application to dissolve the marriage. The 
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common duration that will be imposed by the court is 90 days. 
However, this duration may be extended depending on the facts 
and circumstances of the case.

Living in a plural society, conversion to another faith may 
happen for many reasons including those who convert for the sake 
marriage with a Muslim partner. Since the purpose of conversion 
is not questioned before the conversion take place, undoubtedly, 
spousal relationship based on two different faiths will not survive 
in a union where religion decides the legality of a marriage. In the 
case of Koh Yian Geok v. Zulkifli Tan Abdullah, the petitioner and 
the respondent were married on 21 July 1980 and have a daughter 
who is 19 years of age. The petitioner filed a petition seeking 
a dissolution of the marriage on the ground of the respondent’s 
conversion to Islam on 27 December 1993 and also prayed for 
ancillary reliefs. The wife also sought various ancillary orders 
pertaining to assets acquired during the marriage. This application 
was made under section 51 and 76 of the LRA. It was held that 
the ground upon which the petition has been brought is based 
upon section 51(1) of the LRA and it is one of the grounds upon 
which a person may base his petition upon, and such a petition 
may be presented after the end of three months from the date of 
conversion. The judge, therefore, declared that the marriage was 
dissolved by virtue of the section itself and ordered a division of 
assets.

The above case did not involve any jurisdictional 
conflict since the non-converted spouse who was the one who 
made the petition for divorce under section 51 of the LRA. On 
this premise, the law allows the marriage to be dissolved on 
the ground of conversion to Islam by judicial decree. However, 
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the legal mechanism to resolve the matters has led to another 
conflict and proves to be inadequate when both parties are subject 
to jurisdiction by different courts applying different laws. The 
Malaysian law provides different laws for followers of different 
faiths; the Muslims in the Shariáh court and the non-Muslims in 
the civil court. The Shariáh Court, though empowered to deal 
with the convert to Islam, lacks the power to enforce its order 
to the non-convert due to its jurisdictional status as a creature 
of state law. On the other hand, the civil court under the Law 
Reform (Marriage and Divorce) At 1976 (hereinafter referred to 
as ‘the LRA’), which is a federal law, does provide remedies for 
both parties if only the non-convert spouse petitions for divorce. 
Otherwise, the marriage legally subsists though in most cases 
both parties are no longer living under the same roof. Efforts have 
been made to amend the law by giving the right to either party in 
a marriage to petition for divorce in the civil court and to decide 
other matters ancillary to the divorce.

Effect Of Conversion To Islam On Marital 
Status
In a global society, conversion from one faith to another does 
happen. It has an impact on the marital status in cases where 
religion determines the validity of marriage. This is particularly 
true under the Malaysian legislation where the law on family 
matters is categorically legislated for Muslims and non-Muslims 
respectively. The Islamic Family law spells out very clearly that 
a Muslim man shall not marry a non-Muslim woman except to 
a kitabiyyah while some states do not consider kitabiyyah as an 
exception to the general rule. Kitabiyyah has been given a very 
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restrictive meaning as to include a woman whose ancestor were 
from Bani Yaakub or a Christian woman whose ancestors were 
Christians before the Prophethood of Prophet Muhammad or a 
Jewess whose ancestors were Jews before the Prophethood of 
Prophet Isa.  In the case of Abdul Razak v Lisia binte Mandagie 
alias Maria Menado where the Court has declared that the 
marriage between the plaintiff and defendant is void because the 
defendant is a Christian that does not conform to the required 
definition of kitabiyyah at the time of the marriage. 

Under the Islamic law, there are differences of opinion 
among Muslim jurists regarding the status of marriage when one 
party to a non-Muslim marriage converts to Islam. Some view 
that the marriage as automatically dissolved while others view 
that the marriage is still subsisting until the court dissolves it. 
This has been clearly enacted under the Islamic Family Law Act/ 
Enactments that adopt the second view. The provision reads: 

“The conversion of Islam by either party to a non-Muslim 
marriage shall not by itself operate to dissolve the marriage 
unless and until so confirmed by the Court.” 

The significance this provision is to give an opportunity 
to the other party who has not so converted to follow suit so that 
the marriage does not need to be dissolved. It can be seen here 
that the court is duty bound to notify the non-convert spouse of 
the consequence if he/she fails to embrace Islam. Otherwise, 
the marriage will not come to an end after the expiry of three 
months period for lack of knowledge. The failure to comply with 
this procedure will not automatically dissolve the marriage as the 
requirement to notify the non-convert spouse is obligatory before 
the judge could proceed to dissolve the marriage. The provision 
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clearly provides a mechanism to deal with the effect of conversion 
of one spouse to Islam on the status of the marriage. 

In the case of Siti Aisyah Jhantip Aisam, Re an application 
for Declaration of Dissolution of Marriage due to Conversion 
to Islam the applicant was married to Enui s/o Aisom, whose 
marriage was solemnised according to Buddhist rites in Kelantan 
on 31 May 1990 and registered the marriage in pursuant to the 
Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976. On 20 February 
2005, the applicant had, on her own accord without being coerced 
by others, converted to Islam and had chosen a Muslim name, Siti 
Aisyah Janthip Aisam. The conversion to Islam was duly registered 
at the Religious Office, District of Kuala Terengganu. From the 
date onwards, the applicant’s husband remains a Buddhist and the 
parties had being staying separately. An application was made to 
this court for a declaration of the dissolution of the marriage.

In another case of Re an application for Declaration of 
dissolution of Marriage due to conversion to Islam Nur Adryana 
Qestina binti Abdullah the applicant Nur Adryana Qestina binti 
Abdullah @ Audrey Christina Samuel has made an application 
to the Syariah court to dissolve her marriage with her husband S. 
Gopal a/l Subramaniam on the ground that she has converted to 
Islam and the husband remained a non-Muslim. Among the issue 
in this case was whether the Syariah High Court of Seremban, 
Negeri Sembilan has a jurisdiction to determine the marriage. The 
court referred to section 46(2) of Islamic Family Law (Negeri 
Sembilan) Enactment 2003 and also to Article 121 (1A) of the 
Federal Constitution and subsequently satisfied that it has the 
jurisdiction to hear the case and dissolved marriage. The court also 
considered the fact that the petitioner had, since the very moment 
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she embraced Islam, lost her right to refer her matrimonial conflict 
to the High Court because she is no more recognized under the 
LRA as competent to bring a petition for divorce under the Act. 
Thus, the Syariah court would be an appropriate forum for her.

The above case reflects the current standing of court’s 
jurisdiction in case of dissolution of marriage by conversion 
to Islam. However, such decision may be contested in the civil 
High Court for lack of jurisdiction to dissolve the non-Muslim 
marriage suggesting that the Civil Court does not recognize the 
order of dissolution of marriage issued by the Syariah Court. 
It was so decided in Pedley v Majlis Ugama Islam Pulau 
Pinang & Anor where the wife converted to Islam without her 
husband’s knowledge after 20 years of marriage and assumed a 
Muslim name, Mahani Newman bte Abdullah. The Chief Kadi 
of Pulau Pinang confirmed the conversion and made necessary 
arrangement to inform the husband about the proceeding that if 
he fails to convert within 90 days, the marriage will be dissolved. 
The plaintiff husband filed the case in the High Court of Pulau 
Pinang seeking for a declaration that the letter issued by the Chief 
Kadi does not apply to him and has no effect to their marriage. 
The High Court decided in his favour by referring to the section 
51 of the LRA that provides only for the non-convert spouse to 
petition for divorce. The High Court ruled that under the civil law, 
a non-Muslim marriage is not dissolved upon one of the parties 
converting to Islam. It only provides a ground for the other party, 
who has not so converted to petition for divorce. The assertion of 
Chief Kadi did not and will not affect the plaintiff’s legal position 
in the eyes of his personal laws and the civil laws of the country.
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The above decision creates hardship to the converted 
spouse who is a Muslim and according to her personal law 
which is Islam, her marriage is subject to be terminated since her 
husband does not join her to be Muslim after a sufficient notice 
is given. The only option that she has is to apply for dissolution 
of marriage in the Shariáh court. She could not apply for divorce 
under section 51 of the LRA. Unless and until the husband makes 
a petition for divorce, she remains the wife of her non-Muslim’s 
husband under the LRA. Her option is to desert the husband and 
then apply for divorce under sec. 54(1)(c) and base her argument 
on desertion. But this would mean that she has to wait for another 
two years. If she just marries a Muslim man, she runs the risk of 
being prosecuted for bigamy under section 494 of the Penal Code.

The same argument was raised in Ng Siew Pian v Abdul 
Wahid b Abu Hassan, Kadi Daerah Bukit Mertajam & satu yang 
lain where wife who was the non-convert spouse applied to the 
High Court of Pulau Pinang to declare that the letter issued by the 
Kadi did not dissolve the marriage. As a result, the Islamic Family 
Law Enactment of Pulau Pinang has repealed the said provision 
that allows the Syariah judge to dissolve the marriage after 90 
days and leaves the jurisdiction to the civil court to decide on the 
status of marriage and ancillary matters.

Legal Conflicts 
Obviously, the main reason for the conflict is due to a provision 
under the LRA that provides for conversion as a ground to dissolve 
the marriage for non-Muslim. The LRA provides that;

Where one party to a marriage has converted to Islam, 
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the other party who has not so converted may petition for 
divorce, provided that no petition under this section shall 
be presented after the expiration of the period of three 
months from the date of the conversion.

The LRA, seems to supersede the state law by allowing 
only the non-convert spouse to petition for divorce. As pointed by 
the late Prof Ahmad Ibrahim that this principle is an ‘outmoded 
fault principle’ suggesting that conversion is also a fault that 
gives the right to the non-convert to petition for divorce. Thus, 
the person who becomes a Muslim is therefore ‘being punished’ 
for not being allowed to make such petition. Such concern was 
raised during the Parliamentary debate before the LRA was 
passed. However, the fear that the conversion will be a ground 
to deny liability for maintaining family members dominated the 
discussion. This issue was raised in the case of Tang Soon Mooi 
v Too Miew Kim The petitioner and respondent were married in 
1967 under Chinese customary rights and cohabited until 1982 
when they decided to live apart. In 1988, the petitioner left the 
matrimonial home and in 1989, filed a divorce petition under 53 
of the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976. In 1991, 
the High Court granted a decree nisi to be made absolute after 
three months. Pending that, the petitioner filed an application 
against the respondent under ss. 76 and 77 of the Act for an order 
of division of matrimonial assets and for maintenance. Pending 
the proceedings for ancillary relief, the respondent had converted 
to Islam and argued that the High Court has no jurisdiction to hear 
the claim. The wife on the other hand contended that she could not 
petition for ancillary reliefs in the Shariáh Court, as she remained 
a non-Muslim. The dispute was referred to the Supreme Court 
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for judicial opinion. The final conclusion for this case was that 
the High Court has jurisdiction by implication to hear ancillary 
claims on the basis that if the matter is not dealt with in the High 
Court it will cause grave injustice to the non-Muslim spouse and 
children whose only remedy would be in the civil courts.

Though both laws agree on the procedural requirement 
by giving the power to the court to dissolve the marriage, having 
such discrepancy is detrimental to the convert spouse, and it 
could be even worse when convert spouse is the wife. The reason 
is that under the LRA, until the court dissolves the marriage, it 
will subsist and that will depend on the non-converting party to 
petition under the said section. The parties are still considered as 
husband and wife and consequently, any of them cannot contract 
a valid marriage under any law, religion, custom or usage. This 
remain a valid assumption even though one of the spouse has died 
without getting the marriage dissolved. In Eeswari Visuvalingam 
v Government of Malaysia the facts were that the appellant 
married Visuvalingam according to Hindu rites and the marriage 
was registered on 15 November 1950. Visuvalingam embraced 
Islam on 16 July 1978. He was a pensioner under the Pensions 
Act 1980 and died on 7 January 1985. The appellant’s claim to 
a derivative pension of the husband and the claim was allowed 
in the Supreme Court on the basis that the marriage has not been 
dissolved in the civil court despite the fact that the husband has 
converted to Islam. The decision was made regardless of the fact 
that the husband had since his conversion married another woman 
and had been living apart from his first wife for six years prior to 
his death. It shows that the marriage shall continue to exist if the 
other spouse who has not so converted did not apply for divorce.
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Conflicts are expected to arise since the converting 
party regards the marriage has come to an end. Furthermore, the 
converting party cannot make a petition for divorce under section 
51 or under other provisions such as section 52 of the LRA (divorce 
by mutual consent) and section 53-54 of the LRA (irretrievable 
breakdown of the marriage), even though conversion itself could 
amount to irretrievable breakdown of the marriage.

In Malaysia, the religion of Islam is recognized as the 
official religion of the Federation. Every person has freedom 
to profess and to practise his own religion. Conversion into 
Islam is allowed, and Shariáh Court in Malaysia may confirm 
the dissolution of marriage of the converted spouse. However, 
the LRA seems to make the conversion to Islam a matrimonial 
offence, which would only entitle the non-converting spouse to 
apply for divorce. The subsequent cases will explain further on 
the above issue.

This conflict has led judges to consider other solutions to 
solve the problem. An attempt has been made in Tey Siew Choo 
v Teo Eng Hua where the petition was made by the convert 
spouse who was the wife to dissolve the marriage under section 
53 of the LRA on the ground that the marriage had irretrievably 
broken down. The petitioner and the respondent had undergone 
a Buddhist customary marriage in 1982 and had registered the 
marriage under the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 
1976 (‘the Act’). In July 1995, the petitioner embraced Islam and 
parted company with the respondent. Three years later, in August 
1998, the petitioner petitioned for divorced under the Act. Before 
the learned judge, the petitioner argued that dissolution ought 
to be granted as her marriage had irretrievably broken down by 
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virtue of her conversion to Islam and also by the facts as dictated 
in s. 54(1)(d) of the Act. The respondent had not in any way 
contested the petitioner’s averments aforesaid, and the question 
that has been raised inter alia was whether the petitioner, having 
so converted to Islam, had the locus to file for redress under the 
Act and whether the court ought to dissolve the marriage.

Suriyadi Halim Omar J. held that under Shariáh Law, the 
petitioner’s marriage immediately ended upon her conversion to 
Islam. Her situation now falls under Muslim personal and religious 
laws. But under the civil law, the conversion of either party to 
Islam will not automatically dissolve a marriage of a non-Muslim. 
Irrespective of the conversion, the petitioner’s marriage was still 
subsisting. Therefore, it requires a judicial pronouncement to 
end the marriage. Further, section 3(3) and section 51(1) of the 
Act make it clear that the unconverted possess the right to make 
petition for the divorce. However, section 53 of the Act elucidates 
that the parliament never intended that the convert should not 
possess this right. The petitioner’s conversion does not per se 
deny her rights that may be otherwise made available under the 
Act of 1976.

The judge continued to say that the prohibition of 
invocation of the Act is merely against a Muslim or to any 
person who is married under Muslim law. The petitioner when 
contracting the marriage with the respondent had yet to become 
a Muslim and had never married under the Muslim law. There 
is no legal effect to suggest that the Act is not applicable to the 
petitioner. The petitioner must be entitled to make the petition.

Since the respondent in this case had not contested the 
facts alleged as causing to the marriage breakdown therefore it 
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was just and reasonable for the court to dissolve the civil marriage 
due to the reason stipulated under section 54(2)(d) of the LRA

However, the decision in this case has been criticized. 
Among those criticisms were whether it is correct to interpret the 
word ‘Muslim’ in section 3 as a person who has been a Muslim for 
all his life and not who has just converted to Islam; whether the word 
‘either party’ in section 53 refers to parties who are non-Muslims 
or to parties who have been married under the non-Muslim laws; 
petition made under section 53 can only be made after two years 
from the date of marriage thus whether the converted party has to 
wait for two years to petition for divorce and lastly Section 53 and 
54 require a higher burden of proof to satisfy that the marriage 
has irretrievably broken down. It is submitted that the decision 
made by the court is only correct if all parties involved are non-
Muslim. The parties in the above case were living separately for 
three years following the wife’s conversion to Islam before the 
petition was made. The Court decided in her favour on the ground 
that the marriage had irretrievably broken down. While granting 
the divorce the Court pointed out that section 3 of the LRA is 
applicable to the convert spouse in this case on the basis that the 
parties were married under the LRA. His decision was perhaps 
influenced by the fact it would be unreasonable to deny the right 
of the convert spouse to petition for divorce where the marriage 
is irreconcilable. On the other hand, the convert spouse may be 
prosecuted for bigamy for contacting a subsequent marriage prior 
to the previous dissolution of the marriage.

However, looking into the wording of sections 3 and 
51 of the LRA 1976 that make specific reference to divorce by 
conversion of one party to Islam, invoking section 53 and 54 that 
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the marriage is irretrievably broken down, as a ground to dissolve 
the marriage may not be the correct approach. This is due to the 
fact that the LRA itself specifically provide section 51 of the said 
Act as a ground for divorce due to conversion. Therefore, it would 
be wrong for the court to invoke other provisions that contrary 
to the intention of the legislator. Thus, the suggestion that was 
earlier advocated by Prof. Ahmad Ibrahim to amend section 51 
and 3(3) of the LRA, that is to give right to either party to petition 
for divorce remains a viable solution to solve the problem when 
one party converts to Islam.

Though the amendment will solve the problem associated 
with jurisdictional conflict, there are other matters consequential 
to the divorce that requires different remedies especially in case 
of spouse’s Muslim wife. They include division of matrimonial 
assets; maintenance of former spouse, maintenance of children, 
custody and guardianship of children and the forum to hear the 
case is in the civil court.

In the case of Yong Fuat Meng V. Chin Yoon Kew 
there was a petition for divorce filed by the petitioner, who had 
embraced Islam nearly 20 years ago after the solemnisation of 
his marriage under civil law and whose wife, the respondent, was 
still a non-Muslim. The real issue before deciding the petition and 
granting the relief was to decide whether the civil court, in light 
of s. 51 of the Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976 had 
jurisdiction to hear the matter.

The Syariah Court is the right forum to hear disputes 
relating to born Muslims regarding the personal law of 
Muslims, under art. 121(1A) of the Federal Constitution (‘FC’). 
However, with regard to issues relating to converts and 3rd 
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parties in consequence of the conversion, the civil court may 
have jurisdiction as such matters are not specifically prohibited 
by art. 121(1A) of the FC. In this instance, since the petitioner 
was not a born Muslim, under Islamic personal law, there was 
no prohibition for the petitioner to appear before the civil court 
to settle his obligations and/or liabilities as required by the law 
which he himself had previously subscribed to by contracting 
a civil marriage under the Act. Islamic jurisprudence has never 
been an obstacle for Muslims to fulfil legal, equitable or ethical 
requirements of the laws of the country, or for that matter, the 
contractual commitment of the convert for the purpose of the civil 
law of marriage. Therefore, the court had jurisdiction to hear this 
matter provided: (i) the petitioner amends the petition to include a 
prayer seeking a declaration that the marriage has been dissolved 
as a result of conversion, as a procedural device to invoke the 
court’s jurisdiction. This was necessary despite the fact that it was 
not necessary under his personal law, and such a procedural step 
would be seen to be independent of the Act and would not be seen 
as an infringement of any of the provisions of the Act; and (ii) to 
display by way of affidavit, by at least obtaining a letter from the 
relevant authorities or religious department, proof of conversion, 
to confirm conversion on the facts of this case. 

Resolving The Conflicts
As has been previously mentioned, harmonization of law is 
identified as the most appropriate tool in dealing with the dispute 
involving two separate jurisdictions. Caution has to be observed 
in resolving the conflicts so as to ensure that the applicable law 
is commensurate to remedies prayed for. Since the civil court has 
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been addressed as the proposed forum to adjudicate and decide 
on marital status and other claims, it would be worth examined 
whether the proposed amendment is acceptable to both convert 
and non-convert.

1. Division of Matrimonial Property   

Concerning division of matrimonial assets between the parties, 
section 76 LRA gives the civil court the power to order division 
of matrimonial assets that provides;

• the civil court have power to order the division between 
the parties of any assets acquired by the parties during the 
marriage by their joint efforts having regard to the extent of 
the contributions made by each party towards the acquiring 
of the assets;

• the civil court have power to order the division between 
the parties of any assets acquired during the marriage by 
the sole effort of one party to the marriage having regard 
to the extent of the contributions made by the other party, 
including indirect contributions;

• matrimonial assets include assets owned before the 
marriage by one party which have been substantially 
improved during the marriage by the other party or by their 
joint efforts.    

Similar provisions apply to the Islamic Family law with 
regard to division of matrimonial assets. The Syariah Court is 
given the power by the Islamic Family Law Act/Enactments 
to order division of harta sepencarian i.e. matrimonial assets, 
between divorced parties. The concept of harta sepencarian under 
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the Islamic Family Law is similar to that of matrimonial assets 
under the LRA though they differ in some practical details. Thus, 
in dividing matrimonial assets between parties whose divorce is 
due to conversion, the court can apply broad principles of both the 
LRA and the Islamic Family Law in determining the division of 
the assets. Furthermore, it has been successfully applied in Koh 
Yian Geok v Zulkifli Tan Abdullah where the non-convert spouse 
had petitioned for divorce under section 51 of the LRA. The Court 
dissolved the marriage and divided the property subsequent to the 
divorce. 

2. Right of Custody

In another development, custody dispute involving one spouse 
converting to Islam or converting out raises more serious problems 
if the couple are unable to agree on ‘out of court’ settlement. This 
frequently led to child abduction by one spouse when religion is 
the only consideration on the assumption that it serves the interest 
of the child, which is of paramount importance. This is particularly 
true in a Muslim marriage where religion is a fundamental issue 
and decides legal implications. 

Concerning determination of custody of the children, 
both Islamic law and civil law are in agreement that the interest 
or welfare of the child is paramount in determining custodial 
rights after divorce. Though criteria for consideration in both 
jurisdictions are identical in most cases, the Islamic Family Law 
outlines more detailed consideration including religion of the 
custodian as an important concern. Other common factors are age 
and sex of the child, wishes of the child (if the child is of an age 
able to express independent opinion), ability to bring up the child, 
and moral or conduct of the parties. 
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The religion of the custodian is one of the important 
criteria in Malaysian legislation for obvious reason that the 
Shafi’ī’s view is predominant and it remains a fundamental issue. 
Religion is also associated with good character of a person, i.e. 
an important criterion for a custodian to protect interest of a 
child. In Islamic law, the jurists differ as to whether the one who 
is given actual custody (hadanah) must profess the religion of 
Islam or consideration can also be given to a custodian who is 
not a Muslim. The Shafi’ī’s and Hanbalis’ are of the view that 
the custodian must profess the religion of Islam or otherwise 
he or she does not qualify to have the actual custody of a child. 
The Malikis’ and the Hanafis’, on the other hand, allow a non-
Muslim to have actual custody of a child with certain conditions. 
The Hanafis’, however, limit the right to female relatives only. 
They base their opinion on the hadith (tradition) of the Prophet 
Muhammad that reads:

Abd al-Hamid bin Jaafar narrated from his father on the 
authority of his grandfather Rafi’ bin Sinan that he (Rafi’) 
embraced Islam and his wife refused to embrace Islam. 
She came to the Prophet PBUH and said: My daughter, and 
she is weaned or about to wean. Rafi’ said: My daughter. 
The Prophet said to him: Be seated on a side. And he said 
to her: Be seated on a side. He then seated the girl between 
them and said to them: Call her. The girl inclined to her 
mother. The Prophet PBUH said: O Allah, guide her. The 
daughter inclined to her father and he took her.

The above hadith explains the procedure that has been 
adopted by the Prophet when dealing with parents of different 
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religion. The Prophet may issue a decree to the Muslim father 
for custodial right if religion should be the only consideration 
but rather chose to leave the option to the child to choose. In 
illustrating the hadith, Abu Dawud referred to the book of Aun al-
Ma’bud quoted two views of the famous jurists Al-Shafi’i and the 
Hanafis. The former viewed that the child belongs to the Muslim 
while the latter viewed the child belong to the non-Muslim mother 
as long as she does not marry. The Hanafis’ make no distinction 
between Muslim and non-Muslim.  The above practice indicates 
that the interest of the child remains supreme and religion should 
not be the only consideration in determining custodial right. 

In practice, the Malaysian Shariáh Courts as well as the 
civil court highly emphasise religion and religious values as a 
main consideration to decide on the welfare of the child. In Tunku 
Mahmood Shah v Noor Faridah Sutherland and Faridah v 
Mohd Firdaus Abdullah @Jettle Francis custodial rights were 
given to Muslim by birth parents after the court was satisfied that 
other parents (convert parents) behaviour was unreasonable and 
would influence the children with their bad character. In fact, in 
the earlier case, when both parents were of bad character, the 
court appointed another person to care for the child. 

In the case of Nur Aishah Suk Bte Abdullah [Commat] 
Sukwinder Kaur A/P Sajhan Singh v. Harjeet Singh the High 
Court of Kuala Lumpur granted an order for a change of custody 
of a girl who was previously under the care of her father based on a 
consent order to the convert mother. The parties obtained a consent 
order on 17 October 1996 granting the custody of the daughter 
of the marriage to the respondent with visitation rights granted 
to the applicant. The applicant then applied under the provisions 
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of Islamic family law to the Syariah Court for a dissolution of 
the marriage and for guardianship and/or visitation rights. The 
applicant thereafter sought to vary the order of the High Court 
dated 17 October 1996. The respondent objected on the grounds 
that the court had no jurisdiction to hear the application as the 
applicant had converted to Islam and Islamic law provisions 
would apply. In the alternative, the respondent alleged that the 
application was an abuse of the court process as the applicant was 
constantly leaping from one jurisdiction to another.

The Court of Appeal has jurisdiction to hear such matters. 
Even if there was a same application, i.e., child custody in two 
courts, i.e., the Syariah Court and the civil court, however as 
decided by the Supreme Court in the case of Tan Sung Mooi v 
Too Miew Kim [1994] 3 MLJ 117, a serious unjustice will fall 
upon the couple (the respondent in this case) of the child not 
of Islam religion, as their only remedy is the civil court, if the 
High Court has no more jurisdiction as the Syariah Court has no 
jurisdictionon on people who are not of Islam religion where the 
court make reference and distinguish with Mohd Habibullah bin 
Mahmood v Faridah bte Dato Talib [1993] 1 SCR 229.  After 
taking into account the report of the welfare officer concerning 
the background of both parties and the child’s welfare, it is 
appropriate that the order dated 17 October 1996, be changed and 
the custody now be given to the applicant. It is for the benefit of 
the child that the mother takes care of her as she is a girl reaching 
adulthood and will need the advise and guidance of a mother 
rather than a father. Also according to the report of the welfare 
officer the child was in the custody of the respondent’s nephew, 
who was 17 years old (at the time the report was made) while the 
respondent is at work. This situation was not suitable and safe for 
the child.
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Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the religion 
of the parties should not be the only factor in determining the 
custody of the child. In deciding the interest of the child in case 
where one of the parents convert to Islam, all factors will be taken 
into consideration and the court will decide which parent will be 
given the custody so that the welfare of the child will be better 
protected. The award of joint custody would be appropriate to 
encourage both parties to work together for the betterment of 
child. In dividing the task, one party will get the care and control 
of the child, while the other will get access, but both will be 
equally responsible for the upbringing of the child. In the case 
where the child has attained the age where he or she is able to 
express independent opinion, the wishes of the child will be taken 
into consideration.

It is submitted that since Malaysia is a multi-racial country, 
the emphasis should be placed on the interest of the child, as the 
sole consideration is more acceptable in maintaining harmonious 
relationship between parents. It is very important at this particular 
stage that the judge should remind both parents not to impose 
unnecessary restrictions with regard to access. Liberal access 
should be given to the parent who is not given the care and control 
of the child. 

3. Effect on maintenance of a divorced wife

The general rule under the Islamic law is that the wife is not 
entitled to maintenance during iddah if the marriage is dissolved 
by judicial decree including dissolution of marriage due to 
conversion except if the wife is pregnant. However, the divorced 
wife is still entitled to accommodation during iddah. The Hanafis 
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however, allow the support throughout the iddah period in any 
mode of divorce.

The same principle applies in case of conversion where 
dissolution of marriage will only takes place after the judge 
grants the decree. Therefore, the non-convert wife is entitled to 
maintenance during the three months duration or termination of 
pregnancy if she is pregnant. Though the Muslim jurists are in 
disagreement on this issue, it does not really involve a breach 
of any fundamental principle. Furthermore, as argued by Hanafi 
scholars, giving out property in the form of financial support 
will ensure that the welfare of a divorced wife is protected. The 
above argument indicates that principles governing maintenance 
during iddah was developed by the Muslim jurists through the 
process of ijtihad and guided by the Qur’an and traditions of the 
Prophet. The application differs on the basis of whether to follow 
the general rule on the husband and wife relationship. 

The position on maintenance as it stands today for the 
non-Muslim is that the converted husband has to pay maintenance 
to his former wife until she dies, remarries or lives in adultery 
as provided in the LRA. Though the law allows for an order 
of maintenance to be of a shorter period, generally, the right to 
maintenance after divorce will cease on the death of the husband 
or wife or remarriage of the husband or wife. The above law 
clearly contradicts the law as applied for Muslims. Therefore, it 
gives rise to a question of whether such financial support can be 
extended to the convert spouse following the LRA, i.e., beyond 
the iddah period.

There was an attempt made in India involving Muslim 
parties where the court ruled that the payment of maintenance 
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can be beyond the iddah period on the ground that wife is unable 
to maintain herself. In Shah Bano’s case, the court has ordered the 
husband to maintain the divorced wife beyond the iddah period. 
The judgment had been criticized for being inconsistent with the 
Islamic principle that allows iddah to be paid during the iddah 
period.   

In response to the criticism, the court in India imposed on 
a Muslim man to pay his former wife, firstly maintenance during 
the iddah (three months) and continue to pay her a sum of money, 
“additional sum” for a reasonable period of time depending on 
the needs and circumstances of the party. This view is reflected in 
another Indian decision of Ali v Sufaira taking into account the 
difficultly faced by the divorced wife after the separation. Though 
the above judgments do not involve a convert spouse, the same 
principle could equally be borrowed in protecting the interests of 
the divorced wife.

It is submitted that the imposition of maintenance to the 
divorced wife beyond the iddah period would be burdensome to 
the husband who may want to have another family afterwards. 
However, to impose an additional sum may not be contrary to the 
Islamic law principle particularly when there are genuine cases 
in a society which divorced woman are exposed to hardship after 
divorce and are unable to maintain themselves. It applies also to 
a situation where the support system by family members after 
divorce is not in place as in case of Islamic law.

For a female convert, the majority view is preferable, 
namely the non-converting husband would have to pay her 
maintenance only during the iddah period. Afterwards, the 
responsibility will go to the state to provide her with financial 
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support. This is because under the Islamic principle, the duty to 
care for a divorced woman will go back to her own relatives. In 
case of converts it is not expected that her relatives will look after 
her particularly when there is no legislation to impose such a duty 
on them. In the absence of such rule, the state will be responsible 
following the tradition of the Prophet Muhammad that states ‘the 
sultan (state/rule) is the guardian for those who have no guardian’.  

4. Effect on Maintenance of the Children  

It is an accepted principle in Islamic law that the father’s duty to 
maintain the children continues until they are 18 years. The father 
would also be required to provide maintenance for them after they 
attain the age 18 for boys if the child is still pursuing education or 
training and for a girl until she marries. The general rule is well 
established in the Qur’an that reads;

Spend from your own wealth out of love for him, for your 
kin, for orphans, for the needy…. 

The above quoted verse is general in approach and 
applicable to all children related by blood relationship regardless 
of religion unlike in the case of inheritance. Therefore, in the 
case of Tang Soon Moi v Too Miew Kim the wife proceeded 
with her claim in the High Court of Kuala Lumpur for division of 
matrimonial assets and maintenance of children. The judge had 
made it clear that conversion to Islam does not deprive the duty 
of a convert father to maintain the children. 
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Religion Of The Child
Another concern associated with conversion of one spouse to Islam 
is on the dispute pertaining to determination of religious status of 
the child from the marriage. In normal circumstances, religious 
upbringing of a child below the age of 18 years is associated with 
parental rights and duties. The United Nation Convention on the 
Right of the Child (‘the CRC’) guarantees the right of the child 
to freedom of thought, conscience and religion and the role of 
the parents to provide direction to the child in the exercise of his 
and her right in a manner consistent with evolving capacity of 
the child. In line with the Convention, the present law governing 
child’s religion has been addressed in Federal Constitution (‘the 
Constitution’) by imposing responsibility on parent or guardian 
as religious protector. This provision works well in the absence of 
conflict where literal interpretation of the law would be sufficient. 
Nevertheless, in situation where parents of the child are of 
different religion, such law must be given its legislative intent 
and more importantly to serve justice to the litigating parties and 
the welfare of the child in dispute.  Since religious upbringing 
is one of the important considerations in deciding child custody 
for Muslim, it further escalates the conflict, as the Constitution 
does not expressly provide for equality of right between parents 
and it would be subject to judicial scrutiny. Therefore, possible 
solutions are to resort to the best interests of the child as primary 
consideration in which the custodian will decide on child’s 
religion or to retain the status quo of the child upon reaching 
adulthood, the argument, which is favourable by the non-Muslim 
parent. Therefore it is important to examine legal provisions and 
the cause of conflicts pertaining to children’s’ right to religion and 
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possible solutions under both Malaysian law and Shariáh law as 
comparison.

1. Religious Status of a Child from Islamic 
Perspective 

The primary sources of Islamic law do not provide an explicit 
ruling on the religious status of children. However, it is reasonable 
to illustrate that the acceptable principle in Shariáh law that the 
religion of the child will go along with his/her parents in the 
absence of conflict of religious status of the parents. However, in 
case when one parent is of different religion, the guidance could 
be found in the hadith as a general guideline. It states:

Hadith Abdul Hamid b Jaafar reported from his father on 
the authority of his grandfather Rafi’ b Sinan that he (Rafi’ 
b Sinan) embraced Islam and his wife refused to embrace 
Islam. She came to the Prophet and said: My daughter 
is weaned or about to wean. Rafi’ said, My daughter. 
The Prophet said to him: Be seated on a side. And he 
said to her: Be seated on her side. He then seated the girl 
between them and said to them: call her. The girl inclined 
to her mother. The Prophet said, O Allah, guide her. The 
daughter then inclined to her father, and he took her. In 
illustrating the hadith, Abu Dawud referred to the book 
of Aun al Ma’bud quoted two views of the famous jurists 
Shafi’is and the Hanafis. The former viewed that the child 
belongs to the Muslim while the latter viewed the child 
belong to the non-Muslim mother as long as she does not 
marry. The Hanafis make no distinction between Muslim 
and non-Muslim.  
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In furtherance to the above quoted hadith and supported 
by other general principles, the Muslim jurists differ in case when 
one parent adopts other religion than Islam. The majority including 
Shafi’is, Hanafis, Hanbalis and Ibn Hazm view that the child shall 
adopt the religion of the Muslim’s parent regardless of whether 
the parent is the father or mother. Nevertheless, they agree that the 
child may choose the religion that he/she feels comfortable with 
upon attainment of puberty on the premise that it is impossible 
for the child to choose religion other than Islam as the religion 
of fitrah(natural/inborn). This view is also supported by Sufyan 
al Thawri (779 CE/161H) based on the practice of the Prophet 
Muhammad who gave an option to the child to choose in case the 
father converted to Islam and the mother refused to convert. The 
Malikis on the other hand view that the child would follow the 
father regardless of religious status on the premise of a natural 
guardian and paternalistic status. The above discussion shows 
that religious status of the parents is not the only consideration 
when deciding the religious status of a child in case of one parent 
is of different religion.

2. Legislative Background

The study on several aspects of child related laws is significant 
in addressing the conflicts especially in the context of Malaysia 
as dualist state. The Constitution provides for a basic right to 
freedom of religion with a special clause for minor children. 

Article 12 of the Constitution states:

(3) No person shall be required to receive instruction in or take 
part in any ceremony or act of worship of a religion other than 
his own.
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(4)For the purpose of cl (3) the religion of a person under the 
age of eighteen years shall be decided by his parent or guardian.

The above provision indicates that it is a settled law in 
Malaysia that the religion of the child below the age of 18 years will 
be decided by his parent or guardian. The word parent in singular 
form has caused considerable uncertainty as to refer to a parent or 
both parents. The provision fits well if it were to be expounded on 
the basis of Shariáh law as previously mentioned that the one who 
is responsible on the child’s faith and religious upbringing will 
be the father as natural guardian and it forms part of his primary 
duty. However, in case of unilateral conversion, the majority of 
the Muslim jurists view that the child will automatically follow 
(tab’iyyah) the religion of the Muslim parent. There is only one 
person takes charge that is the Muslim parent or in the absence 
of parent, the state will assume the responsibility of a guardian. 
Therefore, the issue of conversion does not arise, as the children 
have no legal capacity to make decision except for those who 
have attained puberty age of 15 years but below the age of 18 
years. Under the Administration of Islamic law, the person who 
is not a Muslim may convert to Islam if he is of sound mind and 
has attained the age of 18 years. Otherwise, his parent or guardian 
must consent to his conversion. This provision is consistent with 
Article 12(4) of the Constitution.

The Constitution emphasizes on the parent to take the role 
of a guardian, which is statutorily provided under the Guardianship 
of Infants Act, 1961 (‘the GIA’). This Act applies only to non-
Muslim. Prior to the amendment in 1999, the father was the 
natural guardian for the child.  However, after the amendment, 
the GIA accords equal rights to both parents in response to the 
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difficulties in dealings with administrative matters pertaining to 
children. It states:

In relation to the custody or upbringing of an infant or 
the administration of any property belonging to or held 
in trust for an infant or the application of the income of 
any such property, a mother shall have the same rights 
and authority as the law allows to a father, and the rights 
and authority of the mother and father shall be equal. 
(Emphasis added)

The above provision generally imposes on the custodial 
parent to be responsible on the child upbringing, which will also 
include his religious upbringing. This is further supported in the 
Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976 (‘the LRA’) where 
the law states:

An order for custody may be made on such conditions 
as the court may think fit to impose, and subject to such 
conditions, if any, as may from time to time apply, shall 
entitle the person given custody to decide all questions 
relating to the upbringing and education of the child. 
(Emphasis added)

The importance of religious upbringing in case of non-
Muslim is explained in Chua Thye Peng v Kuan Huah Oong in 
which the religion of the deceased parents practiced played a vital 
role in the award of custody. The above provision is taken verbatim 
in Islamic Family Law with slight modification to the extent that 
the religious value of a custodian is primary to decide on custodial 
right though it may not necessarily be the only consideration for 
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such decision. It is interesting to observe that the civil courts also 
have given considerable attention to religious upbringing in case 
of unilateral conversion as one of the checklists in deciding what 
would be for the best interests of the child. For example, in the 
case of Yip Fook Tai v Manjit Singh @Mohd Iskandar Manjit 
Abdullah there was an agreement between parents that the eldest 
child will stay with the father while the youngest lived with the 
mother after the divorce took place under section 51 of the LRA 
due to the husband’s conversion to Islam. Eventually, the mother 
applied for custody of the elder daughter and the Court has to 
examine on the suitability of the non-Muslim mother to care for 
the Muslim child. Considering the fact that the child is a Muslim 
following the father’s religion, the Court concluded that it would 
be unsuitable for the mother to raise a Muslim child. Furthermore, 
the child herself expressed her desire to remain with the father.  

3. Child’s Right Versus Parental Right

In the case of Re Chee Peng Quek the court reaffirms the rule that 
the father of an infant is ordinarily the guardian of his person and 
property and is therefore, entitled to control his religion, education 
and upbringing. The case was about a minor girl, aged 16 years 
and 6 months, left her father’s home and went to stay with a 
Malay man and his parents. Two days later, she was brought to the 
All-Malaya Muslim Missionary Society and there converted to 
Islam and given the name of ‘Zahara binte Abdullah’. As a result 
of her conversion the name of her identity card was changed to 
her Muslim name. Her father tried to persuade his daughter to go 
back to him, but she refused and the father therefore requested 
her detention in a place of safety. The Director of Social Welfare 
made an order for her detention, at first at the request of her father 
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under section 145 (1) (a) of the Women’s Charter, 1961, and 
subsequently after inquiry, under section 145(3) of the said Charter. 
The girl was detained at the Muslim Women’s Welfare Home. At 
the time of her detention she was about four months pregnant. 
The father applied to the Court seeking several orders including 
that he be declared the lawful father and guardian for the child 
with the right to control her religion, education and upbringing 
and thus the child’s conversion without the consent of the father is 
null and void. The judge relied on the provision in Guardianship 
of Infant Ordinance, which is of general application and applies 
to Muslims and therefore the father of an infant would ordinarily 
be entitled to the guardianship of his person and property. This 
right of guardianship includes also the right to determine the 
religious upbringing and religious education of the infant. Thus, 
the judge rule that he had no alternative but to hold that the father 
was entitled to the order he asked for. Support for this view is also 
to be found in Article 12(4) of the Federal Constitution, which 
provides in effect that the religion of a person under eighteen 
years shall be determined, by his parent or guardian. This case 
seems to suggest that the word ‘parent’ as enshrined in Article 
12(4) of Federal Constitution should refer to the father as a lawful 
and natural guardian.

The same argument was raised in the Malaysian case of 
Teoh Eng Huat v Kadhi, Pasir Mas & Anor  where the appellant 
father discovered that his daughter, who had been missing, had 
been converted as a Muslim by the first respondent. His daughter 
was almost 18 years old, and a minor under the civil law. The 
appellant brought an action in the Kota Bharu High Court seeking 
a declaration that he, as the lawful father and guardian, has the 
right to decide the religion, education and upbringing of his 
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infant daughter based on section 3 of the GIA that declares the 
father as the guardian of the child as well as Article 12(4) of the 
Constitution. The High Court dismissed the application of the 
appellant. The appellant appealed to the Supreme Court where 
the decision of the High Court was reversed on the basis that no 
infant shall have the automatic right to receive instruction relating 
to any religion other than his own without the permission of his 
parent or guardian. As the law applicable to the infant at the time 
of the conversion was the civil law, the right of religious practice 
of the infant should therefore be exercised by the guardian on her 
behalf until she attains the age of majority. A person under the age 
of 18 does not have that right and in that case of non-Muslims, the 
parent or guardian normally has the choice of minor’s religion. 

In the meantime, the girl had reached the age of majority 
in which the judgment of the Supreme Court is purely of academic 
interest as the child is no longer an infant. However, the judgement 
remains fundamental in seeking a balance approach between a 
child’s right and parental authority and to provide basis for further 
argument should the same problem arise. The above-cited cases 
are examples of conflicts between parents and the children who 
have attained puberty under the Shariáh law but still considered 
as minors under national law. The court has no option but to 
interpret the law as it stands on the wider interest of the nation 
rather than the child best interests. This is particularly true when 
the applicable law is the highest law of the country such as the 
Federal Constitution.   

4. Non-Muslim versus Muslim parent

Determination of child’s religion becomes more complicated 
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in case of unilateral conversion to Islam, as the parent who is 
awarded custody order will have a better chance to decide on 
religious upbringing of the child. As shown in several cases that 
were decided in the civil courts, the issue of religion is equally 
important to decide on the welfare of the child beside the capability 
of the custodian to raise the child in a more suitable and conducive 
environment.  The Shariáh court will give preference to the 
religious status of the custodian, as one of the important criteria 
as expressly provided for under the Islamic Family law, though 
the issue of religion for the custodian in Islamic jurisprudence 
is subjective. This is quite understandable as the issue of faith is 
fundamental for Muslims. 

The battle between parents can be referred to the case 
of Chang Ah Mee v Jabatan Hal Ehwal Agama Islam, Majlis 
Ugama Islam Sabah & Ors. The case concerned the legality of an 
infant girl’s conversion to Islam and the High Court’s jurisdiction 
to interpret state law concerning the administration of Islamic 
Law. The infant’s father converted to Islam on 23 January 1998 
without the knowledge of his wife (the plaintiff) who is the infant 
mother. On 17 July 1998, the infant was also converted to Islam 
without the plaintiff’s consent. On 28 July, the father obtained an 
order from the Syariah lower court declaring his marriage null 
and void and granting him custody of the infant. The Syariah High 
Court subsequently reversed this order on 4 November 1998. On 
13 November 1998, the High Court at Kota Kinabalu granted the 
plaintiff custody of the infant. The plaintiff subsequently applied 
to declare null and void the infant’s conversion to Islam on 17 
July 1998 by the first defendant. In her application, the plaintiff 
questioned the legality of the infant’s conversion whereas the 
defendants questioned the High Court’s jurisdiction to hear and 
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determine the application. In determining the case, the High 
Court had to, inter alia, interpret the word ‘parent’ in section 
68 of the Sabah Administration of Islamic Law Enactment 1992 
(‘the Enactment’) which provision required the consent of parent 
to the conversion to Islam of a person below 18 years of age. 
The defendants argue that the word ‘parents’ in s 68 had to be 
interpreted as the singular ‘parent’. According to the defendants, 
if s. 68 were to be read to require the consent of both parents, it 
would be inconsistent with art 12(4) of the Federal Constitution, 
which claimed the defendants, required only the consent of a 
parent for matters pertaining to the choice of an infant’s religion. 

In dealing with the above arguments by both parties, 
the Court takes note of few important legal issues, which are 
interrelated. The first issue is regarding the interpretation of 
Article 12(4) of the Federal Constitution as to the word ‘parent’ 
whether to mean one or both parents. The Court resorted to the 
Guardianship of Infants Act 1961 that provides for both father 
and mother an equal right to be the guardian. Such right must be 
exercised jointly unless one parent has died.  This is in line with 
the requirement under s. 68 of the Enactment that provides:

For the purpose of this Part, a person who is not a Muslim 
may convert to Islam if he attains the age of baligh 
according to Islamic law and provided that if a person is 
below (18) years of age consent shall be obtained from the 
parents or his guardian.

The above provision though may not be directly matched 
to the case in dispute as the initiative to convert was made by the 
parent rather than the child himself, nevertheless, the Court finds 
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that the provision supports Article 12(4) of Federal Constitution 
as to refer to both parents rather than just one parent’s consent. 
Furthermore, the court viewed that by virtue of section 69 of 
the Enactment, the two-year-old infant had to be able to utter in 
reasonably intelligible Arabic the two clauses of the Affirmation 
of Faith and to know their meanings as well. It is recognized by 
the Enactment that in order to recite and to know the meaning of 
the clauses, a person must be of the age of baligh – meaning of 
full age or adulthood. In the instant case, the infant was clearly 
not of the age of baligh and thus her conversion was against the 
Enactment. 

Another issue that was pointed out by the judge is 
pertaining to legal rulings on child custody itself in which the 
custodian will be responsible to decide all matters relating to 
the upbringing and education of the child, which would include 
religious education. Since the mother has been given the right to 
custody, the judge viewed that it is the mother’s right to decide on 
religious education. Apart from that the judge went on to declare 
that the conversion to Islam of the infant is null and void for lack 
of legal capacity and the consent of both parents as required under 
section 68 of the Enactment. The above judgement concludes that 
the child’s religion will be decided by parent who is awarded the 
custody of the child. By doing so, the Court seems to contradict 
itself by giving the right only to one parent rather than both 
parents.

Recommendation And Conclusion
Recent amendment to section 51(1) of the LRA 1976 allows both 
the convert and the non-convert to petition for divorce on the 
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grounds of conversion to Islam. Regarding the issue which court 
that shall have the jurisdiction to hear such a case, it is suggested 
that the Civil, but not Syariah Court should have the power to 
dissolve a marriage in the case of conversion because, since the 
marriage was contracted under the LRA 1976, only the Civil Court 
can hear and decide upon the case. At present, as ruled upon by 
the Federal Court in the case of Subashini, the State’s Syariah 
Courts do not have jurisdiction over non-Muslims. Likewise, in 
matters, which fall within the State’s Syariah Court jurisdiction, 
the Civil High Courts have no jurisdiction over Muslims. 
Moreover, Section 3(3) of the LRA 1976 clearly excludes its 
application to Muslims. Under the current structure of the legal 
system in Malaysia, and also because of Article 121(1A) of the 
Federal Constitution, perhaps setting up a special tribunal to 
resolve matters that arise from conversion to Islam might provide 
the best solution for issues regarding the court’s jurisdiction.

It is proposed that a special tribunal set up for the purpose 
of cases involving conversion to Islam must comprise both Muslim 
and non-Muslim experts and experienced judges. Such a tribunal 
is considered to provide the best solution to avoid overlapping 
of jurisdictions between Syariah and Civil Courts. In this regard, 
new laws, rules and regulations must be introduced for the purpose 
of setting up the proposed tribunal. This is important because 
when one spouse in a non-Muslim marriage converts to Islam, all 
issues such as maintenance, custody, matrimonial property and 
inheritance must be settled or decided upon immediately. Any 
duties and liabilities of the convert husband that are still due for 
the wife should be settled before or at the time when the marriage 
is dissolved.
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It is submitted that regarding a wife’s right to custody of 
their children, the existing provisions are adequate, as the issue 
is based on the principle of child welfare that is recognized 
under both Muslim and non-Muslim law. When deciding which 
parent should be awarded custody, the court should consider all 
factors and base its decision on which parent will be better able 
to provide care and protection for the child. It is suggested that 
joint custody, as arranged in other jurisdictions such as Australia 
and New Zealand should be practised by the Malaysian courts 
to encourage both parties to work together for the child’s best 
upbringing.

It has been suggested that Section 3(3) of the LRA 1976 
specifies that, consistent with Section 51 of the LRA 1976, the 
courts may make any ruling relating to pertinent matters, including 
the division of matrimonial property, maintenance for the wife, 
custody and maintenance for the children and all ancillary claims 
after divorce. This is important to safeguard the rights of a non-
convert spouse, usually the wife, after the husband has converted 
to Islam.

It is also suggested that the court be able to order the 
convert husband to pay maintenance to his non-Muslim wife not 
only during the period of iddah but also even after expiration of that 
period. It is not contrary to the principles of the Sharīʿah if, after 
divorce, the wife is exposed to hardship and unable to maintain 
herself especially if she does not receive any support from her 
own family. One can adopt the opinion of Ḥanafī scholars who 
favour transferring property in the form of financial support to the 
divorced wife to safeguard her welfare. Furthermore, unlike the 
case of a Muslim wife, there might not be such a family support 
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system responsible for the financial support of a non-Muslim wife 
after divorce. Payment can be in the form of a one-off, instead of 
monthly, payment or in the form of a consolatory gift/payment.

The above discussion shows that the conflict of laws 
regulating conversion to Islam has caused considerable problems 
and uncertainties with regards to marital rights and responsibilities 
between spouses of two different religions. Having two different 
laws governing the same subject matter and the process of 
adjudication in two different courts seem impractical for effective 
implementation of the law. Therefore, the recent amendment to 
the existing provision of section 51 of the Law Reform 1976 offers 
solution to resolve the conflicts where the jurisdiction is given to 
the civil court and it is accessible to all parties in dispute. Change 
of religion should not be a barrier for a continuous and harmonious 
relationship between the husband and wife and to show their 
respect towards each other though the marriage must end. This 
is particularly so as they are still sharing their responsibilities as 
parents towards their children. It can also be seen that principles 
of Islamic law substantially are accommodative on matters 
pertaining to the welfare of spouse and children guided by the 
principle of justice and equity as tools. In the absence of a clear 
provision governing their respective rights, the challenge is on the 
judiciary to evaluate the facts and decide according the correct 
principles of law. Therefore, it is proposed that the parties should 
be encouraged to settle the disputes in a proper forum other than 
litigation like mediation process where negotiation and settlement 
can be done in an amicable manner until they are able to come to 
an agreement. 



CHAPTER 10

Married to a Prisoner: The Islamic Legal 
Remedy on Husband’s Imprisonment 

Tengku Fatimah Muliana Tengku Muda, Azizah 
Mohd & Noraini Md. Hashim

Introduction
Islam views emotional expression between a husband and wife 
as a form of worship and companionship, institutionalizing them 
not solely for procreation but as a way for a couple to connect, 
strengthen their relationship, and help relieve everyday stresses. 
In fact, marriage in Islam is often referred to in a poetic manner 
describing the love and mutual rights that exist between the 
husband and the wife. 

Allah says to the effect:

O mankind, fear your Lord, who created you from one 
soul and created from it its mate and dispersed from both 
of them many men and women. And fear Allah, through 
whom you ask one another, and the wombs. Indeed Allah 
is ever, over you, an observer.
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Al-Zuhayli when discussing the reciprocal rights and 
obligations of both spouses against each other invokes the verse 
of the Qur’an that reads:

And they (women) have rights (over their husbands as 
living expenses, etc.) similar (to those of their husbands) 
over them (as regards obedience and respect, etc.) to what 
is reasonable, but men have a degree (of responsibility) 
over them. 

The deprivation of an individual’s liberty through 
imprisonment may be harmful to the wife; preventing him from 
performing marital obligations and duties arising from the 
marriage contract. The principle of harm has also formed one of 
the essential legal maxim of fiqh which reads ‘al-ḍarar yuzal’ 
(harm must be eliminated). Al-Nadawi explains that the word 
ḍarar or harm quoted refers to any act that can give harmful effect 
to the religion, self, offspring, mind, wealth, and honour and are 
meant to be avoided. The maxim is derived from a Hadith of The 
Prophet PBUH: (ال رضر وال رضار(   which means “there should be no 
harm nor return of harm”. It indicates the importance of eliminating 
every kind of harm. The implication of the maxim can be divided 
into two parts. The first part is, ‘la ḍarar’ or harm shall not be 
inflicted whether it involves individual, society, environment or 
any other things shall be avoided. All necessary measures should 
be taken in order to prevent any kind of harm from happening. 
Whereas the second part is ‘la dirar’ indicates that any harm that 
is inflicted should not be responded or revenged by inflicting 
another harm as this will add to the harm already inflicted and 
accordingly incur further harm. The maxim under discussion has 
also provided for the foundation of the Islamic legal remedy on 
wives where the husband has been imprisoned. 
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According to the scholar in the field of family 
communication, the concept of togetherness figures prominently 
in most people’s ideas of marriage and family, with the hope 
of spending time with their spouses. Where the spouses were 
separated by way of any reasons, it seriously alters the family 
system by necessitating dramatic shifts in roles and creating 
unfulfilled desires for intimacy and companionship. In a study 
done by Schneller on the effects of imprisonment on the family 
of the prisoner, 15 family-changes scale was used to measure the 
changes in the family following imprisonment. The scale was 
administered to the wives of the prisoners during interviews. 
The findings of the research showed that imprisonment of a 
married man resulted in hardships on the families of those men. 
He also concluded that the imprisonment of married men caused 
emotional and sexual hardships on the wives.  It could be inferred 
then, in cases of imprisonment, the emotional, financial and the 
child rearing burden shifted on the wife which may in turn give 
negative impacts on the life of the person involved. 

Imprisonment of the Husband Under the Islamic 
Law

The Islamic jurists defined imprisonment (al-ḥabsu) in several 
definitions. According to Al-Kāsāni, imprisonment may connote 
preventing a person from going out to work or to his religious 
and social duty. Ibn Qayyim defined imprisonment as an act of 
restraining or preventing a person from the freedom of conducts 
whether in his home, or even in the mosque. According to Al-
Qalʿaji, to keep a person in imprisonment means to detain him in 
a certain place and to prevent him from a release. The definition 
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given by the jurists seemed to be identical in which imprisonment 
involves the act of restraining the personal liberty of a person in 
a particular place.  

Obligation of An Imprisoned Husband to Provide 
for Wife’s Maintenance

It is interesting that in discussing the effect of a husband’s 
imprisonment towards his obligation to maintain the wife, 
the jurists divided the argument into two categories, namely 
imprisonment which is not caused by the wife and imprisonment 
which is caused by the wife. The Mālikis, Hanafis, Shāfiʿīs and 
Hanbalis were unanimous that if the husband is imprisoned 
for reasons which are not related to the wife, it is obligatory 
for him to provide for the wife’s maintenance. If the husband’s 
imprisonment is caused by the wife, such as by his failure to pay 
mahr or arrears of debt to the wife due to his poverty, the jurists 
divided in their opinion whether the husband is still obligated to 
provide for the wife’s maintenance. The Hanbalis opined that in 
such case the wife will not be entitled to receive maintenance from 
the husband. Meanwhile the Hanafis, the Mālikis and the Shāfiʿīs 
viewed that the wife will still be entitled to obtain maintenance 
from the husband regardless of his imprisonment. 

Rights and Obligation of An Imprisoned Husband 
Towards Sexual Consummation with Wife

Among other issue concerning a prisoner discussed by the jurists 
is whether the prisoner has a right to a sexual intercourse with 
his wife. The jurists divided into three opinions on the matter. A 
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prisoner is not restricted from having a sexual intercourse with 
his wife if a suitable place is available, this is since a prisoner is 
not prevented from his sexual needs (shahwah al-bāṭin) and an 
imprisonment is not a reason to lose his right and obligation of 
an intercourse. This is the opinion of the Hanafīs and the Shāfiʿīs. 
Meanwhile the Mālikis, the Hanbalis and few jurists among the 
Hanafīs and the Shāfiʿīs opined that a prisoner is prevented from 
having an intercourse from his wife. According to them, a sexual 
intercourse is not indispensable and it may also provide a prisoner 
with pleasure, tranquility and comfort which is not the objective 
of an imprisonment. The Shāfiʿīs opined that a sexual intercourse 
is the right of both husband and wife as it serves to protect the 
spouses from sexual deviation (inhirāf jinsiy). Consequently, if 
a judge viewed that a sexual intercourse between the spouses 
reaches the level of necessity (ḍarūrah), then it is permitted 
for the prisoner to fulfill the needs. According to the Shāfiʿīs, 
imprisonment is a punishment for offenses at the discretion of 
the judge thus the judge will decide based on the public interest 
(maṣlahah ʿāmmah).

It seems that a question on the right of the prisoner and 
his wife towards fulfilling their sexual needs may relate to the 
permissibility of dissolution of marriage in cases where the wife 
is unable to remain patient during the absence of his imprisoned 
husband as will be discussed accordingly.

Right of Wife to Demand Fasakh Due to Husband’s 
Imprisonment

Since marriage is built on companionship between the husband 
and wife, a wife whose husband is imprisoned or detained may 
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lose her patience or may encounter difficulties in surviving her 
life alone. Among the jurists who opined that a wife whose 
husband is imprisoned is entitled to apply for dissolution of 
marriage are the Mālikis, the Shāfiʿīs from qawl qadīm and the 
Hanbalis.  According to the Mālikis, the wife should wait until a 
lapse of one year after the imprisonment, while the Shāfiʿīs from 
qawl qadīm opined that the wife should wait until after four years 
of the imprisonment. The jurists’ arguments were based on the 
revelation of the Qurʾān, the tradition of the Prophet PBUH., the 
methodology of fiqh (qawāʿid al-fiqhiyyah) as well as analogical 
deduction (qiyās). Allah says to the effect:

“Thus when they fulfil their term appointed, either take 
them back on equitable terms or part with them on equitable 
terms; and take for witness two persons from among you, endued 
with justice, and establish the evidence (as) before Allah”

Al-Ṭabari in explaining the verse viewed that the Qur’an 
prescribes kind treatment towards the wife either if he wishes 
to reconcile with the wife or to separate with her, such decision 
should be made on equitable terms and without incurring harm to 
the wife. An act of leaving the wife in abeyance (muʿallaqah) is 
certainly not an act of kind treatment; rather it shall inflict harm 
on the wife. The jurists also argue that if fasakh is permitted in 
the case of ʿunnah (impotence) then it should be more allowable 
in the case of imprisonment and disappearance of the husband.

Meanwhile the Hanafis and the Shāfiʿīs from qawl jadīd 
viewed that a wife is not entitled to apply for dissolution of marriage 
even if his imprisonment harms her. The jurists relied on a hadith 
from Al-Mughīrah bin Shuʿbah, where the Prophet PBUH. said, 
“The wife of a missing person (al-mafqūd) remains as his wife 
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until it she receives a proof or a declaration”. The jurists who 
viewed that a dissolution of marriage is not permissible argued 
that the hadith is weak thus inadmissible to be a foundation of 
an argument. They further argued that an analogical deduction 
(qiyās) between al-mafqūd and a prisoner is inadmissible since 
the life or death of al-mafqūd is uncertain, while a prisoner is 
confirmed alive.      

If a destitute husband is imprisoned and he does not have 
any relative who can provide for the wife’s maintenance during 
his imprisonment, the Mālikis, the Shāfiʿīs and the Hanbalis 
opined that the wife in such condition shall be entitled to apply 
for dissolution of marriage. According to the jurists, if the wife 
could not possibly remain patient and she is aggrieved by non-
providence of maintenance, then dissolution of marriage should 
be allowed. They further relied that keeping a wife in marriage tie 
without maintenance causes grave harm to the wife. The Hanafis 
on the other hand viewed that she is not entitled to dissolution of 
marriage, in fact the judge shall order her to owe a debt to support 
her living or to surrender part of her property and to return to the 
husband. 

The permissibility to apply for dissolution of marriage 
in the case of husband’s imprisonment serves to provide better 
protection against harm to the wife where the wife could no 
longer tolerate the absence of her husband. This is also parallel to 
the protection of the fundamental values which are necessary to 
human life which also include the protection of life (al-nafs) and 
protection of dignity (al-irḍ).   
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Legal Remedy under Islamic Family Law in Malaysia

‘Imprisonment’ as in this discussion of the law means 
imprisonment in accordance with the relevant written law for the 
time being in force for the regulation of prisons and imprisonment. 
Imprisonment of the husband is one of the grounds entitling a 
spouse to apply for fasakh in Malaysia. Under the law, fasakh 
divorce is allowed where the husband or wife has been sentenced 
to imprisonment for a period of three years or more. No order 
shall be made on the ground specified in paragraph (1)(c) until 
the sentence has become final and the husband or wife has already 
served one year of the sentence. It is notable that the provision 
is silent in the case where the husband has been detained in a 
rehabiliation centre. In the light of the above interpretation, it 
could be submitted that a husband detained in a rehabilitation 
centre would as well fall within the ambit of the proviso. 

In the case of Sapinah binti Rashid v Mohd Shukri bin 
Ismayuddin the court in delivering the judgment viewed that 
the fact the husband had been sentenced to imprisonment for 
three times was sufficient qarīnah (circumstancial evidence) 
that he was not a good husband, had acted against the Islamic 
injunctions and living with the husband would cause ḍarar to 
the wife. In this case, the wife applied for fasakh divorce on the 
grounds of imprisonment of the husband, habitual assaults and 
non-maintenance. The husband was a drug addict and the wife 
claimed that he constantly behaving out of his sanity. Due to 
the drug addiction, he had also been imprisoned for three times, 
jobless and failed to provide for maintenance. The wife alleged 
that the situation was torturing her physically and mentally. The 
court then allowed the application and granted fasakh divorce on 
the ground of non-maintenance and inflicting ḍarar.
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In the case of Siti Mariam binti Zainal Abidin v. Mohamad 
Ali bin Mohamad, the husband was a drug addict and had been 
under the police supervision since 2009. He had also failed to 
provide for her maintenance for more than 3 months and constantly 
calling the wife with vulgar words such as pelacur (whore) and 
celaka (damn). The learned judge allowed the application and 
although evidence by the wife that the husband constantly calling 
her with vulgar words are accepted, the application was then 
allowed on the ground of non-maintenance. A slightly different 
approach can be seen in the case of Saharah bt Mat Ayub v. 
Afzanizam bin Ismail, where the learned judge in his written 
judgment viewed that the fact the husband was a drug addict and 
was imprisoned for two years were sufficient to establish failure 
to give maintenance for more than 3 months and habitual assaults 
for the harm inflicted on the wife due to his addiction.

Provision on Imprisonment in Other Islamic 
Countries
In general, a same provision can be seen adopted in Morocco, 
Egypt and Jordan. Under the Mudawwanah of the Morroccan law, 
if the husband has been sentenced to imprisonment or detention 
for more than three years, the wife may petition for divorce after a 
year of his detention.A comparable provision can be found under 
the Egyptian law but with a notable emphasis on the harm inflicted. 
In the light of Art. 14, Law No.25/1929, a wife can demand for 
a judicial divorce where the husband has been sentenced to not 
less than 3 years’ imprisonment and after he has served a year 
of the imprisonment for the harm caused.  The Egyptian jurists 
and judge, Muhammad Shakir suggested that dissolution should 
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be granted to young women whose husband was imprisoned 
on the ground of fear for their chastity. Interestingly, Law of 
1929 provided a specific provision on judicial divorce if a wife 
alleges that her husband harmed her in a way that it becomes 
impossible for her social standing (bayna amthāliha) to remain 
in the marriage. There is no instances or explanation on harm 
provided in the provision, and since the application of harm is not 
exhaustive, Art. 6 of Law 1929 may encapsulate imprisonment 
of the husband should it proves to be harmful to the wife which 
entitles her for judicial divorce.

Qanūn al-Ahwāal al-Shakhṣiyyah of the Jordanian 
law provides that the wife can only apply for a divorce if he is 
sentenced for at least three years time, and that he has already 
served in the prison for one year, even if he has property where 
she can take maintenance from. As pointed out by Al-Ashqar, a 
judicial divorce is allowed not because the husband is unable to 
maintain the wife, but rather, due to the harm faced by the wife for 
non-association with the husband.   

Conclusion

The principle of prevention of harm describes the universal 
principle upheld by the Shariáh to ensure the protection of 
interest prevails for all in the society. It can be concluded that 
Islam provides protection for the wife in the case of husband’s  
imprisonment under the spirit of elimination of harm. Although 
the jurists were divided whether a dissolution of marriage shall be 
permissible, it has offered the court the foundation in selecting the 
best suited rule to be adopted in the current situation in Malaysia, 
especially in matters of missing clear legal nas. On the basis of 
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the above discussion, it is also undeniable that the remarkable 
power of the Shariáh is the ability to adjust to different situations 
in order to serve its overall purpose of promoting the good and 
preventing harm on the wife.  
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CHAPTER 11

Misconduct Offenses Provision in the 
Shari’ah Criminal Enactment: Kelantan and 

Penang States Analysis
Mohd Farok Mat Nor, Nor’Adha Abdul Hamid & 

Azizah Mat Rashid

Introduction
In the context of moral-related offenses, the legal approach used is 
to prevent several offenses from being committed. However, the 
prohibitions or injunctions, principle-wise, have been explained 
via naqli taken from the Qur’an and hadiths. Nonetheless, as long 
as it is in the naqli form, it will only be viewed as a religious 
advice and its discussion revolves around sins and deeds. If the 
naqlis are able to be coded and become a law, enforcement as well 
as sentencing can be done. In whatever approaches used by the 
authorities in this country, it is inevitable for them to be viewed in 
the Islamic point of view since the enforcement of moral offenses 
involved the religious authorities.  In the Islamic point of view, 
the matters of morality are not a private matter that is left to be 
handled alone based on different measurements and needs. In 
order to combat the amoral acts happening in the society, religion 
stresses on the joint responsibility within the scope of amr ma’ruf 
nahi munkar that will be discussed below. 
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Laws can also play a role and become functional, in the 
public morality aspect of it in order to control the community 
from engaging in the moral acts that can corrupt and influence 
those who are impressionable such as teenagers and children9. 

In facing the moral crisis amongst the Muslim members 
of the community through Shari’ah criminal law enforcement, it 
focuses on the provision of moral related offenses that are listed 
under the states Syariah Criminal Offense Enactment and the 
way they are enforced by the religious enforcement agencies 
in the country. In other words, enforcement here focuses on the 
behaviours provided under the law specifically and not generally. 
It must be explained for the community to understand and do 
not blame the religious authorities when misconduct occurs in 
a community for not carrying out their duties. Besides, they 
must understand that the responsibility to prevent misconducts 
is a collective responsibility shared by the whole community. 
Today, society faces misconduct and moral crisis not only among 
teenagers but adults too. These misconducts are presented with 
the images of teenagers in school uniforms kissing in parks, 
middle-aged men walking into gambling dens, massage parlours 
and brothels as well as scantily-dressed women working in 
entertainment centres and alcohol consumption.

The latest problem faced in the country is the increasing 
numbers of children borne out of wedlock. Local newspapers 
have reported that there are 152, 182 illegitimate children in the 
country and the number is still growing27. Other worrying issues 
that have been a matter of national concern are premarital sex, 
LGBT activities (lesbians, gays, bisexuals and the transgender)29, 
baby dumping, prostitution and many others that are frequently 
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highlighted by the mass media. In the end, the government has 
to resort to the baby-hatch campaign as the solution to babies 
dumped in rubbish bins and dirty places. At the same time, laws 
related to infanticide cannot be implemented since the actor 
cannot be detected and hospitals continue to accept underage 
pregnant girls. In certain situations, schools are forced to expel 
problematic students and universities’ reputations are tainted with 
the capture of students in close proximity. 

There are no actions taken upon those who initiate the 
Free Sexuality movement, combating the growth of massage 
parlours, active entertainment centres offering the services of 
foreign GROs, the selling of alcohol openly and many more. All 
of these problems will continue to occur without control if there 
is no law to prohibit such behaviours directly. The Penal Code, as 
the main criminal law in the country, has no provision for moral 
offenses except for several provisions for unnatural sexual acts 
under the 377D section. Voluntary sexual acts, prostitution and 
many related behaviours are not seen as a criminal offense that 
involves individuals since the act is victimless. The anti-vice 
prevention has become part of the police affairs in the context of 
establishment controls of unlicensed centres. 

Penang Syariah Criminal Offense 
Enactment 1996
The Penang Syariáh Criminal Offense Enactment 1996 is a 
written law made by the Penang State Assemblies whereby it has 
provisioned that offenses related to principles as well as the extent 
of power authorised to it by the Federal Constitution. It has 57 
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sections that include many categories of offenses and gazetted 
on 10th April 1997 and begin to be enforced on 12th March 1997.  
Generally, the enactment is divided to eight sections with five 
subsections each that provided offenses related to faith, the 
purity of Islam and its institutions, morality, various offenses 
and collusion. It has a specific section for moral offenses that is 
placed under Section IV that includes 10 sections which detail 
the various categories of offenses and sentencing such as incest19, 
prostitution19, premarital sex19, and close proximity19. In addition, 
Section V has 4 sections related to moral offenses. 

Kelantan Syariah Criminal Code Enactment 
(1985)
The Kelantan Syariáh Criminal Code Enactment (1985) [20] is a 
written law drawn up by the Kelantan State Assemblies whereby 
it provided for various offenses that do not comply with Islamic 
principles or to the extent allowed by the Federal Constitution. It 
has 34 sections that the offenses are provided in them are ta’zir. 
This statute is enforced on 1st May 1986 and gazetted on 24th 
April 1985. In short, it is divided to two sections in which Section 
I is provided on simple titles, application and interpretation while 
Section II provided all types of offenses from section s 25 up to 
32. 

The difference between this enactment and the Penang 
enactment19 is it does not classify the offenses to specific sections. 
The Kelantan Syariáh Criminal Code Enactment (1985) places 
the offenses together without categorising them into Specific 
sections16,12 such as offenses related to the purity of Islam, ethics 
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and relevant to faith. It is amended for the first time in 1986 by 
adding a new section, section 35 that is related to the power of the 
Sultan in creating methods to enforce it. 

Kelantan and Penang States Analysis
The moral offenses in the (Penang) Syariah Criminal Offense 
Enactment 1996, as mentioned before, involves many offenses 
including close proximity, unlawful sex, sodomy and many more. 
Initial analysis showed that the Penang enactment is said to have 
a list of moral offenses that are similar to other states such as 
Selangor17 and the Federal Territories12. Below are the lists of 
offenses contained in the (Penang) Syariah Criminal Offenses 
Enactment 1996:

I. Section 20. Incestuous behaviour. 

II. Section 21. Prostitution

III. Section 22. Pimping. 

IV. Section 23. Premarital sex. 

V. Section 24. Foreplay before engaging in premarital sex. 

VI. Section 25. Sodomy. 

VII. Section 26. Sexual acts between women (Lesbianism). 

VIII. Section 27. Close proximity. 

IX. Section 28. Men behaving like women. 

X. Section 29. Indecent behaviour in public 

XI. Section 35. Encouraging vices. 

XII. Section 36. Eloping with a married woman. 
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XIII. Section 39. Eloping with an unmarried woman. 

XIV. Section 40. Selling or giving up off springs to non-Muslims.

Besides, an observation made showed that in the Penang 
enactment, fornication is not defined clearly. In Kelantan, however, 
the term fornication is used20. Through the provision, it stated that 
anyone who commits fornication cannot be sentenced to a hadd 
but can be prisoned for not more than 3 years or pay a fine of 
not more than five thousand ringgit or both and subjected to 6 
strokes. The section that closely related to the act of fornication is 
section 23 that describes it as premarital sex that includes a heavy 
sentence which are imprisonment not more than 3 years, payment 
of fines not more than five thousand ringgit or both or be subjected 
to caning not more than 6 strokes. Interestingly, the terminology 
aspect must be given attention to. All terminology used signifies 
the objective of the lawmaker. This is in line with the opinion of 
Tuan Khairul Azman Bin Azizan as an Islam Enforcement Officer 
in Penang24;

We in Penang are more ta’zir while in Kelantan they are 
more inclined towards hudud…it is its spirit…

Based on his opinion, it depends on the objective of the 
lawmaker himself. The Kelantan state has approved the Syariah II 
Penal Code (Kelantan) 1993 (2015) that provided for the offenses 
related to hudud and qisas which, however, cannot be executed 
since it is against the authority of the Federal Constitution as well 
as Act 35513. It is different to the enactment applied in Penang that 
used the ta’zir concept in its Enactment in order not to face any 
problems in enforcing any provisions under it. However, Penang 
has taken a proactive measure if the elements or requirements 
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of section 23 cannot be fulfilled whereby the prosecution will 
switch their prosecution section to section 24 which is foreplay 
in preparation of engaging in premarital sex and the evidencing 
elements in it can be easily enforced besides giving a lighter 
sentence. 

Social damage and uncontrolled interaction have worsened 
that caused for the number of misconduct cases reported to 
increase. Indeed, it is a matter of concern towards the religious 
enforcers and prosecution that are burdened with investigation 
files involving misconduct cases. When scrutinised, every state 
Syariah criminal enactment has a provision for offenses in the 
form of prevention such as close proximity, indecent behaviour, 
men behaving like women and so on. However, in Penang, there 
is no provision for offenses such as indecent exposure in public. 
This provision is only available in Perak and Terengganu only16,18. 
For states that apply the practice order from the Malaysia Sharie 
Judicial Department, revealing clothes can be categorised as 
indecent behaviour in public which adheres to the definition given 
in the practice order no. 8 2005 that includes revealing clothing1. 

It is indeed very interesting to discuss the aspects of 
sentencing for offenses committed. the power limitations given 
to the Syariah Courts via Act 355 is to sentence for imprisonment 
not more than 3 years, a fine that does not exceed five thousand 
ringgit and caning not more than six strokes. By analysing the 
existing provisions, in Penang, there are six provisions that 
provided maximum sentencing for incest, prostitution, pimping, 
premarital sex, sodomy and sexual relations between women 
(lesbianism). These offenses are serious and should be subjected 
to maximum sentencing. Nonetheless, such approach is different 
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in Kelantan since only fornication and sodomy are subjected to 
maximum sentencing. 

Other serious offenses such as lesbianism and prostitution 
are not subjected to maximum sentencing. However, the main 
issue that must be highlighted is whether the Courts will apply 
these maximum sentencing provisions if the accused is proved to 
be guilty or not. According to the Honourable Tuan Abu Bakar 
Bin Abdullah Kutty as a Senior Judge at the High Syariah Court 
of Kota Bharu [25], he believes that the word ‘AND’ in section 
11 of the enactment is not mandatory and binding for the court 
to subject the accused to caning. To him, the accused must be 
sentenced to a fine or imprisonment first. In the event of a second 
misconduct, then caning should be sentenced to said accused. He 
also stated that the word ‘AND’ cannot stand by itself and requires 
for imprisonment and fines to be sentenced first. However, his 
opinions are different that the ones given by the Honourable 
Datuk Muhammad Bin Ibrahim26 Chief Sharie Justice of the 
Syariah Courts in the Federal Territory. He said that the courts 
in Kuala Lumpur have always sentenced caning to the accused if 
proven guilty and the caning will be carried out in prison. 

In addition, there is interest to analyse the topic in the 
rigidity as well as the evidencing aspects in every provision 
related to ethics. For example in Penang, there is a provision for 
offenses involving men behaving like women19. This provision 
stated that any man who behave like a woman and wear feminine 
clothing with immoral intent has committed an offense and must 
be prosecuted. A similar provision is available in Kelantan that 
is subjected to effeminate men20 but in the provision, it does not 
indicate the purpose of such behaviour. It can refer to a man who 
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dresses up as a woman for entertainment, acting, modelling and 
so on. 

The enactment in Kelantan is generalised and given 
bigger authority to the Religious Enforcement Officers in the state 
to arrest any man dressing as a woman and acts like one for any 
purpose or intent. This is different than the enactment applied in 
Penang which only allows arrest for immoral intent. Among the 
controversial cases that have occurred is the so-called ‘Kajol Case’ 
whereby a ‘dikir barat’ performer wears women clothing while 
performing that is sentenced for a month-long imprisonment and 
paying a fine of one thousand ringgit by the Kota Bharu Syariah 
Lower Court. An appeal is made and the Judge of the Kota 
Bharu Syariah High Court has nullified the prison sentencing 
while maintaining with the fine sentencing28. Upon scrutinizing 
the offense of Mohd Hafiz Jafferi aka Kajol, it is his fourth time 
committing the offence and he worn women clothing without any 
immoral intent except for the sake of performing ‘dikir barat’. The 
more worrying matter is a situation that is similar to the Juzaili 
case30 where the appealer challenges the validity of section 6622 
that seems to breach the constitution principles as it breaches their 
rights as provided in the Clause 5 (1) of the Federal Constitution.

Suggestions
Continuous efforts must be executed in order to prevent 
misconduct being committed among the Muslim community 
before it becomes out of proportions. Various parties must play 
their respective roles such as:
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Enforcement

Increasing the number of Religious Enforcement Officers

Insufficient staffing is inevitable in any enforcement-related 
agencies. The number of staff in the Enforcement Section 
especially at district levels is insufficient in order to carry out 
the task of preventing and controlling vices as well as to reduce 
Syariah crimes committed that involves moral, faith and so 
forth, Moreover, the transferring of staff to other sections after 
they become experts in carrying out operations, investigations 
and understanding the law has become a contributing factor too. 
The PPA consists of those who holds the positions of Islamic 
Affairs Officer (S48/41) Assistant PHEI (S27-32) and Assistant 
HEI (S17). The Islamic Affairs Officer is a degree holder in 
Islamic Studies whereas grade S27 up to S17 staff are diploma 
or other certificate holders9. In Penang, the number of Religious 
Enforcement Officers that amounted to about 70 officers is deemed 
to be sufficient. Besides, the Mosque officers there are given the 
authority to arrest in their own respective congregation24. 

Improving Skills

Not all Religious Enforcement Officers that are appointed have a 
law studies background. This is due to the establishment warrant 
for Religious Enforcement Officers is in the S scheme which is 
social and open to graduates of various courses in Islamic studies. 
Without strong legal skills, it will be difficult for an officer to 
enforce a section related to ethics. Besides, frequent inter-
department transfers will cause the skills acquired by an officer 
to be obsolete and unable to be used again. This is stated by Tuan 
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Khairul Azman Bin Azizan of Penang Enforcement Department 
that transfers of officers from the Enforcement department to 
other departments will weaken the Enforcement department 
since skilled officers in arrest and investigation have changed 
departments.

Legal Provisions

Updating Provisions to Be Clearer

Under the Syariah criminal law, generally, there are 45 offense 
provisions that include offenses related to faith, morality, the 
purity of Islam and many more. If they are more refined, there 
are 20 offenses that are unclear of their offenses’ elements. As 
a result, it makes it difficult to execute enforcement and PPA 
has always faced problems when carrying out operations. For 
example, a behaviour that is described as an offense under indecent 
behaviour, section 5 of the Kelantan State Syariah Criminal Code 
Enactment 1985 does not state clearly the definition of indecent 
behaviour. Although the JKSM Practice 2005 includes definitions 
for clothing and behaviours but the indecent elements that are 
required are very subjective. Therefore, section 5 is seen to target 
women wearing revealing clothes that can cause arousal and made 
the law appears to be an injustice towards women9.

Alternative Punishments

Religious Classes

Existing sentencing are fines, imprisonment and caning. However, 
they are not giving any deep impact to the community in order to 
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stay away from any immoral behaviour. Alternative sentencing 
can be decided by the court via various orders. Among the 
examples of alternative sentencing are orders to attend religious 
and guidance classes for close proximity cases. This sentencing 
is suggested since it is more towards rehabilitation of moral 
values and religion of the accused. The accused is ordered to 
attend guidance and religious classes for a certain period while 
supervised by an officer on duty. 

Moral Rehabilitation Centres

Besides imprisonment, the accused in close proximity cases 
must be placed in rehabilitation centres and attend counselling 
sessions for a set period of time before being released3. The 
suggestions presented here is an example of orders that are 
inclined towards moral and religious rehabilitation process. 
Orders to attend guidance and religious classes is a good measure 
to provide education and learning to the accused with the purpose 
of rehabilitate the morality and religious understanding of the 
accused. In this matter, collaboration between states in Malaysia 
is needed to establish moral rehabilitation centres. 

Conclusion
Moral or behaviour is an important aspect of life and becomes 
the main indicator in evaluating an individual’s personality. The 
importance of moral values can be seen through the focus given 
on politeness and ethics as one of the principles that become 
the foundation of the National principles. Besides, moral’s 
importance has its own position on the Federal Constitution as 
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mentioned. Based on the statistics issued by the Malaysia Islamic 
Development Department (JAKIM) close proximity is still the 
highest compare to other cases reported7. Although every state 
has such provisions but close proximity cases have worsened as 
well as premarital pregnancies and unlawful sexual relations.
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CHAPTER 12
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Introduction
Disastrous flood has becoming an increasing concern in 
Malaysia especially at the end of every calendar year, where it 
has resulted in substantial destruction in every aspect of life to 
the flood victims including financial loss. This research aims to 
propose three models of Takaful based on Waqf principle which is 
constructed to prepare for financial protection for flood victims, 
mainly in Malaysia. Focus group discussion have been conducted 
with industry players (bankers, Takaful operators, government 
agencies, and Islamic state of religious council) to obtain their 
views on the three models proposed in the research. Based on the 
discussion, third model which involves multi-sources multi-usages 
of waqf-based Takaful model is most viable because it provides 
with more stable sources of funding due to diversified sources of 
funds. Results of this research would assist the government and 
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the industry players to come out with new products of Takaful 
based on waqf principle that may enhance the roles of all parties 
in the society to indoctrinate the unity spirit. Ultimately, it may 
help to reduce burden of the government especially in terms of 
expenses during the flood season as well as assisting the victims 
for their financial constraints.

The spirit of cooperation and mutual-assistance has 
evolved in both Western and Islamic histories. With regards to 
the Western legacy, the foundation for the practice of insurance 
can be traced back to the 14th century (Norlida, Rosemaliza, & 
Yusnida, 2004). Accordingly, the origin of insurance is related 
to the action taken by the European government for securing 
their maritime trade (Norlida et al., 2004). The early concept of 
insurance was practiced by the Roman Empire in the arrangement 
of burial clubs in case of death of its citizens (Ismail, 2009) and 
also because of the need to protect their military suppliers from 
uncertainties such as pillaging by the enemy which in the end 
brought about the concept of insurance (Lim, Muhammad Fahmi, 
& Carissa, 2010). It basically pertained to social benefits (Ismail, 
2009). Unfortunately, during the 19th century, after the insurance 
industry successfully established a large number of insurance 
companies including private insurance companies, the objectives 
of insurance changed from being socially oriented to being a 
profit oriented business (Ismail, 2009).

On the other hand, the concept of insurance from the 
Islamic perspective is observed in the system of al-Aqilah 
(Riaz, 2009). The system basically demonstrated that there is an 
agreement among the members that in case of anyone of them was 
inadvertently killed by someone from another tribe; there must be 
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a compensation to be remunerated to the heirs of the victim. In 
achieving this mutual agreement, every member of the tribe has 
to contribute a portion of money which was called ‘diyat’ or blood 
money. This initiative ultimately introduced a culture of mutual 
co-operation, assistance and brotherhood among them. This 
practice had received acquiescence of the Prophet Muhammad 
(peace be upon him) by virtue of the following Hadith:

Abu Hurairah narrates: he said that once two women from 
Huzail clashed when one of them hit the other with a 
stone which killed her and the fetus in the victim’s womb. 
The heirs of the victim brought an action in the court of 
the Holy Prophet (s.a.w), who gave a verdict that the 
compensation for the fetus to be a male or female slave 
while the compensation for the victim woman is a blood 
money (Diyat) to be paid by the ‘Aqila’ of the killer. 

(Sāhih Al-Bukhārī, Vol. 9, Book 83, No. 45, p. 34)

As has been previously discussed, insurance practices 
in Western and Islamic histories were generally geared to the 
social well-being of individuals and communities. However, 
because of the spirit of individualism, materialism and strong 
competitiveness, the greedy capitalists had transformed insurance 
practices from once being in the best interests of society to the 
best interests of individuals (Ismail, 2009). Consequently, the 
insurance practices have been associated with negative elements 
such as gambling, interest and uncertainty which are deemed 
impermissible by the Islamic law.  

In essence, the first Islamic form of insurance has 
successfully emerged in Sudan where the first Islamic insurance 
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company was Sudan Islamic Insurance Company and built in 
1979. It was followed by the Arab Islamic Insurance Company 
which was established in the same year in Saudi Arabia (Abdul 
Wahab, Lewis, & Hassan, 2007; Mohamad & Mohd Sukki, 2009; 
Lim et al., 2010). Meanwhile, the Islamic insurance concept 
was introduced in Malaysia in 1980s following the meeting of 
the Malaysian National Fatwa Committee in 1972. Details on 
the existing Takaful models is discussed in the next section. It is 
followed by example of flood financial relief known as Kemaman 
Template that has been offered in Terengganu currently. The paper 
further present methodology adopted to achieve the research 
objective as well as results of focus group discussion. It ends with 
findings and discussion.

Review of the Existing Takaful Models in 
Malaysia
The Malaysian Takaful products commonly used and adopted 
by the Takaful operators are Mudharabah, Wakala, and the 
hybrid Wakala-Mudharabah models. The ‘Mudharabah’ model 
essentially upholds the concept of partnership. In Takaful, the 
Mudharabah model involves a partnership contract whereby 
the Takaful Company acts as an entrepreneur (mudarib) and the 
participant acts as a capital provider (Rab al-mal). All contributions 
paid by the Takaful participants are invested in Shariah-compliant 
businesses by the Takaful operators. Meanwhile, profit generated 
from these investments will be shared by the two parties based on 
a pre-agreed profit ratio. However, all losses from the investment 
will be borne only by the participants as capital providers (Frenz 
& Soualhi, 2010). This model is not favoured by the majority 
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of the Takaful operators because they are only entitled to the 
profit from the investment (Htay & Hanna, 2012). As a result, the 
majority of them preferred to practice the other Takaful models 
which will be discussed in the next section.

Wakala model is an agency contract in which the Takaful 
operators act as agents and manage the Takaful funds on behalf 
of the participants. However, all rights and liabilities belong to 
the participants as the owner of the funds (Abdul Wahab et al., 
2007). Agents are only entitled to receive a service fee or wakala 
fee (ujrah), and they cannot share the profit from the investment 
(Frenz & Soualhi, 2010). A number of problems have emerged 
from the application of this model such as lack of incentives 
for the Takaful companies as their profits are limited only to the 
Wakala fees. In order to overcome this issue, there is a modified 
Wakala model termed as the hybrid Wakala- Mudharabah model 
which is widely practiced in the industry. 

The hybrid Wakala-Mudharabah model is the most 
preferred model by the Malaysian Takaful operators (Htay & 
Hanna, 2012; Frenz & Soulhi, 2010). The concept of Wakala 
is used in the underwriting activities, while the concept of 
Mudharabah is used in the investment activities. Underwriting 
activities involve the process of selection and classification of 
a covered risk in order to determine the value of the premium 
(International Shari’ah Research Academy for Islamic Finance 
(ISRA), 2011; Islamic Banking & Finance Institute Malaysia 
(IBFIM), 2011). Basically, agents play their role in approaching 
the public and identifying their potential risks and being paid 
a Wakala fee or commission which is a certain percentage of 
the premium paid by the Takaful participants (Abdul Wahab et 
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al., 2007). This percentage varies year by year and will last for 
six years in case the participants still participate in the Takaful 
scheme. 

Generally, the funds are allocated into two, namely 
participants’ risk fund and participants’ investment fund (Frenz 
& Soulhi, 2010). Similar to the other models, there is a Tabarru’ 
concept of the participant fund as the fund will be used to assist 
any of the participants that face losses and if there is a surplus, it 
will be distributed among the participants. Meanwhile, the Takaful 
funds will be invested in Shariah approved investments by using 
the mudharabah principle (Abdul Wahab et al., 2007) with the 
returns to be distributed based on pre-agreed ratio between the 
participants and the Takaful operators. In this context, Takaful 
operators would also receive a performance fee for managing the 
investment on behalf of the participants. Overall, this model is 
widely applied in Malaysia as both the Takaful customers and 
operators tend to benefit from the arrangement. In addition, using 
agents as the distribution channel is among the effective methods 
to approach the public in the current competitive age.

The “Kemaman Template”: Providing 
Financial Relief for Flood Victims using 
Insurance
In December 2014, several states in the east coast of Malaysia were 
hit by a big flood that affected a large section of the population. 
An estimated 45,000 victims sought shelter at flood evacuation 
centres across the states. In particular, in the state of Kelantan, the 
flood had caused RM200 million in losses. In total, the Federal 
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Government has spent nearly RM14 million to manage the relief 
centers. In view of the expensive costs in dealing with the disaster, 
an innovative effort to provide financial assistance to the flood 
victims was launched by the Kemaman District Office named “The 
Kemaman Template”. Flood victims need to pay low premium in 
return of a fixed coverage of RM1,000 for one family. Given that 
the Kemaman Template has been successfully implemented, the 
proposal to implement the same model in other states in Malaysia 
and involving other insurance or Takaful operators was done 
by the National Disaster Management Agency (NADMA). The 
application of the Kemaman Template in the other states, was 
unfortunately being discontinued due to low profitability of this 
model to the industry. 

As reported by NADMA, government has basically 
allocated large amount of money of an estimated RM200 million 
for all areas that affected by flood yearly and usually RM500 
was given for each family. In this case, it is observed that there 
was an issue of identifying flood victims, confirming their names 
because sometimes victims have registered their names with 
more than one flood centres. To ensure the fair distribution of 
flood fund, this process usually took times to process before fund 
was disbursed to the victims.

Research Methodology
In order to achieve the objective of proposing alternative 
models of Takaful based on Waqf principle to assist the flood 
victims in preparing them for financial protection due to flood 
disaster, focus group discussion (FGD) has been conducted with 
various industry practitioners among the government agencies 
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(National Disaster Management Agency (NADMA), Malaysian 
Civil Defence Force, Malaysian Social Welfare Department), 
Takaful operators (Syarikat Takaful Malaysia Berhad, Prudential 
BSN Takaful Berhad), Malaysian Takaful Association, bankers 
(CIMB Islamic Bank Berhad, Maybank Islamic Berhad), Waqf 
institutions and Islamic religious council (Wakaf, Zakat, and Haji 
Department, Majlis Agama Islam dan Adat Melayu Terengganu 
(MAIDAM) as well as legal firms in the Klang Valley. The 
details of the respondents are provided in Table 1. Overall, all 
discussants were divided into three groups; government agencies, 
waqf institutions/lawyers, and bankers/Takaful operators). There 
were three sessions conducted during the one-day FGD where 
first session was a briefing on three models proposed in this 
research to the discussants by head of researcher, second session 
was a parallel discussion in groups and third session was a 
presentation of output or decision by all groups. In this context, 
each group was asked to comment the proposed models, discuss 
the possible issues, and finally to come out with the best model 
that can be offered in the market. The FGD was concluded with 
an agreed alternative model of Takaful based on Waqf by the head 
of researcher.
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Table 1: Background of Respondents

Industry Positions Agencies/Institutions

Government 
agencies

Senior Director, Policy and 
Planning Division

National Disaster 
Management Agency 

(NADMA)
Head of Assistant Director, 

Community and Social 
Development Division

National Disaster 
Management Agency 

(NADMA)
Civil Defense Officer, 
Disaster and Operation 
Management Division

Malaysian Civil Defense 
Force 

Head of Assistant Director, 
Productivity Welfare 

Division
Malaysian Social Welfare 

Department

Takaful and Banks

Assistant Manager, Shariah 
Division

Syarikat Takaful Malaysia 
Berhad

Secretariat Malaysian Takaful 
Association

Assistant Manager, Shariah 
and Governance

CIMB Islamic Bank 
Berhad

Shariah Advisory and 
Shariah Management Maybank Islamic Berhad

Head of Shariah Prudential BSN Takaful 
Berhad

Islamic religious 
council and 

lawyers

Senior Assistant Director, 
Waqf Division

Wakaf, Zakat, and Haji 
Department (JAWHAR)

Head of Assistant Director, 
International Cooperation Unit

Wakaf, Zakat, and Haji 
Department (JAWHAR)

Assistant Officer of Islamic 
Affairs (Waqf)

Majlis Agama Islam dan 
Adat Melayu Terengganu 

(MAIDAM)

Finance Assistant
Majlis Agama Islam dan 
Adat Melayu Terengganu 

(MAIDAM)
Principal Assistant 
Secretary (Property 

Management)

Majlis Agama Islam dan 
Adat Melayu Terengganu 

(MAIDAM)
Managing Partner J. Lee & Associates

Managing Partner Mu’az Aiman Halem 
Auzan & Associates
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Proposed Waqf-based Takaful Models for 
Flood Victims

First Model: Full Relief Waqf-based Takaful Model

The first proposed model to assist the flood victims essentially 
allocates all the available sources (cash and tangible assets) to 
provide relief to the flood victims. The cash waqf collected will be 
channelled to the Takaful operators to subsidizes the contribution 
of the flood victims. Through this way, the perpetual nature of waqf 
is well-preserved. Figure 1 below illustrates the flow of funds from 
potential contributors to its usage via a Waqf system. The first part 
of the model proposes a list of potential givers, namely government 
agencies, non-government organization, private companies, 
financial institutions, waqf institutions (Islamic state of religious 
council, others), and public communities. Waqf contributions can 
be considered both cash and tangible assets like land, buildings, 
clothing, furniture, and other tangible assets that can be used to 
help the flood victims. Cash waqf contribution will be channelled 
to Takaful operators for risk management purposes, where in case 
of flood happened, the operators will be responsible to channel 
the financial assistance to the victims directly. Meanwhile, for 
the tangible waqf assets contribution, it will directly be used to 
establish a flood evacuation centre which will be managed by 
selected government agencies. This flood evacuation centre is 
initiated to provide social and religious benefits where all social 
and religious activities will be conducted to the victims during 
their stay (Marhanum et al., 2017). All in all, Waqf principle that 
underlines this model would provide a lot of advantages to the 
flood victims, community and also to the government as it caters 
for physical and spiritual aspects of human being.
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Figure 1: Full Relief Waqf-Based Takaful Model for Flood Victims

Practitioners’ Views on First Model

As explained previously, model 1 that is proposed in this research 
will directly allocate the cash waqf as a Takaful contribution on 
behalf of the flood victims and will be managed by the Takaful 
operators. Meanwhile, waqf contribution in terms of tangible 
assets will be used to build a flood evacuation centre. Views of 
various practitioners that have involved in the FGD conducted by 
this research is presented in Table 3 below. As from the government 
agencies’ discussion, it is observed that the government have 
previously made efforts to collaborate with Takaful operators 
to allocate some portion of fund to prepare for flood financial 
protection. This effort however has encountered some issues 
which among others related to high demand from the operators 
for the government to inject certain amount of fund that was huge 
yearly that have considered a burden to the government and it did 
not meet the government’s objective where rate of claim was very 
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low (the victims remain unprotected). As pointed out by one of 
the representative:

 Government would not mind spending the money in helping the 
flood victims. However, the amount of spending must ‘SOLELY’ 
received by the flood victims ‘ONLY’. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no objection 
from the government to give financial assistance to the flood 
victims via Takaful products structuring. However, the spending 
made for this purpose must contribute to the society. It can be 
understood that from the discussion, on the Takaful operators’ side, 
they are also need to have a social objective to help the needy (in 
this case, flood victims) and not solely to achieve maximum profit 
from the collaboration. In this regard, it is observed that there 
was no objection from the government agencies to the Model 1 
as long as there is agreement between the government and the 
operators provided that the issues that aroused previously are also 
solved properly and details of the product are clearly given.

The other view on this model is contributed by 
representatives from Takaful operators and bankers. Overall, 
their discussions are basically centred on the flow of Waqf fund, 
how they are being classified, managed, and finally channelled to 
the flood victims. In details, they are in opinion that all the Waqf 
contribution both from an individual and business entities need to 
have a clear objective (known intention) of doing waqf as this is 
specially created and dedicated to help the flood victims in terms 
of building flood evacuation centre as well as also subsidising 
the Takaful contributions. That is why in the very beginning, the 
Waqf contributors will be given options to contribute either in 
terms of cash or tangible assets such as land, furniture, or others. 
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If in case they contribute in terms of cash and have made intention 
to channel the cash to build the evacuation centre, then it is the 
responsibility of the fund manager to convert it into tangible asset. 
In this context, there is a need to think the types of tangible assets 
that are possibly involved and who should manage or have right 
to manage the centre (Islamic religious council or other parties). 
Other discussions related to this model includes the common 
term in insurance or Takaful business which is ‘insurable interest’ 
or legally recognised. According to a representative from the 
Malaysian Takaful Association (MTA):

Those who should subscribe to this product (the 
contributors of waqf) must give consent) to other people (to 
become agent of their behalf) to create a right to participate as 
the benefits from the contract will go to the flood victims (not the 
Waqf contributors).

Takaful industry is heavily regulated industry under per 
view of Bank Negara Malaysia, there is guideline need to be 
followed.

Therefore, in order to ensure the Takaful benefits (financial 
assistance due to flood or flood coverage) can be enjoyed by the 
flood victims legally, the flood victims should become the Takaful 
participants (pay contribution) and there is need to have a specific 
mechanism to transfer the right of Takaful benefits from Waqf 
contributors to the victims even though they only subsidising 
the contributions. In addition, it is advised also to prepare a waqf 
template along with proper documentation (rules on how it should 
be conducted), so that the purpose is stated clearly and who will 
become mutawalli to manage the Waqf (Islamic religious council 
or Takaful operator). 
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Other issue that became the concern during the discussion 
is on how to ensure the Waqf fund is not depleted once it is 
managed by the Takaful operator. Based on the Waqf principle, the 
Waqf fund or asset should give perpetual benefits and the principal 
asset cannot be depleted. As it is commonly practiced, the Takaful 
operator will invest the pooled fund at various Shariah-compliant 
investments and this have been a source of concern among the 
discussants as it may oppose the nature of the Waqf once it is 
channelled into Takaful fund. Hence, one of the discussant 
suggested that the current model to utilise two hybrid contracts; 
Wakala and Waqf like the Takaful models that were practiced by 
Pakistan and South Africa. It is to ease the management of fund 
process where the Takaful operator will become agent on behalf 
of the trustee or become joint-manager (mutawalli) of the waqf 
asset with the Islamic religious council. And only revenue of 
the waqf fund investment will be utilised to subsidise the flood 
victims’ Takaful contribution. As a part of this effort, it is also 
suggested to the authority to provide a policy on the exemption 
of utilising the waqf fund for payment of Takaful benefits in order 
to ensure it remains profitable at all time even involving in the 
investment activities by the operator. 

The first model is further discussed by four representatives 
from Waqf institutions and also two lawyers’ practitioners. As 
based on their points of discussion, there are some important 
matters that have been highlighted which mostly on the legal 
perspective and nature of Waqf principle. In details, as shared 
by one of the discussants, the Waqf has its pillars that should be 
followed which are contributor (waqif), Waqf asset (mawquf), 
objective or intention (sighah), and trustee or Waqf manager 
(mutawalli). In the Malaysian practices, the power to handle all 
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Waqf assets is under the State Islamic Religious Council with 
separate Waqf enactment for each state. As for Terengganu, section 
63 of Administration of Islamic Religious Affairs Enactment No. 
2 of 2001 clearly stated that:

The Council becomes the sole trustee of waqf, vows and 
trusts.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary provision contained 
in any instrument or declaration which creates, controls, or 
affects the matter, the Council shall be the sole trustee-

(a) all waqf, whether general wakaf or waqf;

(b) all general voters; and

(c) any kind of trust that creates any charitable trust to support 
and promote the religion of Islam or for the benefit of the 
Muslims in accordance with Hukum Syarak,

for any property affected by wakaf, nazar am or trust and 
located within the State of Terengganu.

Accordingly, as in relation to the above enactment, next 
discussion is centred upon the right to manage the Waqf asset which 
is proposed in the first model is given to the Takaful operator. In 
view that this is never been practiced by MAIDAM previously, 
they generally disagreed to give direct managing power to any 
third parties as given that it will involve legal jurisdiction where 
there is need to change the existing enactment or changing in 
current fatwa (decision of the Islamic scholars) and this will take 
sometimes until it is decided. In this context, all of the discussants 
are in agreement that there should be a special committee that is 
formed to manage the Waqf assets both in relation to the Takaful 
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as well as the flood evacuation centre. Furthermore, MAIDAM 
or any state Islamic religious councils should sit in this special 
committee together with the management. Overall, it can be 
concluded that the group is reluctant with this model given 
the various issues that may emerge including the investment 
part of the Takaful (how it is going to be shared and on risk), 
management (issue on mutawalli where currently MAIDAM or 
the Islamic state religious councils as the sole trustee for all Waqf 
assets), bureaucracy when involve many parties (many problem), 
and other technical issues. Details on the discussion are in Table 
3 below.

Based on the above analysis, it is found that only one 
group has not much issues with Model 1 which is the government 
agencies. As the main concern of the government is to give social 
and financial protection the society, it is deemed appropriate once 
receives agreement from the industry and also the Islamic religious 
councils. Nonetheless, there are a lot of issues that have been 
pointed out by the two other groups in the FGD related to Model 
1 which indicates that they are uncomfortable with the model 
and suggest for other models. Among the issues that become the 
concern of the Takaful operators and bankers are regarding to the  

Second Model: Relief-Evacuation Waqf-Based 
Takaful Model

The second model of waqaf-based Takaful that proposed in this 
research is presented in Figure 2 below. Similar with model one, 
flow of Waqf contributions (cash and tangible assets) would 
come from many parties including government agencies, non-
government organization, private companies, financial institutions, 
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waqf institutions (Islamic state of religious council, others), and 
public communities. However, all monetary and non-monetary 
Waqf contributions will flow directly to build flood evacuation 
centre(s). The contributions will be utilised not only for relief, 
but also to provide additional functions such as for business, 
education, religious, and training which at the end may become 
avenue for the flood victims (mostly among low income group) 
to generate profit. A portion of the profit generated in the centre 
then will be used to pay contribution amount of Takaful coverage 
for flood. Hence, when flood happened, the victims would receive 
financial assistance from the Takaful scheme.

Figure 2: Relief-Evacuation Waqf-Based Takaful Model for Flood Victims

Practitioners’ Views on Second Model

The second Waqf-based Takaful model for the flood victims 
mainly concerns on collecting sources (financial and physical) 
from Waqf contribution to build flood evacuation centre. The 
opportunity to offer other kind of assistance (financial preparation) 
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to the flood victims comes in second stage of the model once the 
evacuation centre is successfully built and works accordingly as 
planned. In this case, the centre will be commercialised through 
various activities or businesses that may generate income to the 
centre as well as to the flood victims. Revenue generated from 
the centre will be utilised to subsidise the Takaful contribution of 
the victims. This may encourage the victims to join the Takaful 
scheme which is found to be rare due to low awareness among 
the victims. There are few concerns with regards to this model 
mainly on the construction of flood evacuation centre (suitable 
place and building structure), income generation by the centre 
(multifunction), maintenance, and other matters which need to 
have efficient management system controlled by the authority. 
Table 4 below presents main points of discussion among the 
key responsible parties during the FGD that may look into the 
practicality of the proposed model. 

First, from the government stand point, they are in 
opinion that this model can be practiced as long as it receives 
well-support from the Takaful operators. It is informed that series 
of discussion were conducted among the government agencies 
on flood evacuation centre especially in terms of management, 
functions, and long-term maintenance of the centre. Meanwhile, 
among the issues that may arise are to find suitable location for the 
centre and also technical issue regarding the Takaful contribution 
(amount, types of property that may be covered). Overall, this 
group suggests to focus only on one part of benefit to the victims; 
Takaful flood coverage or the flood evacuation centre. Otherwise, 
having different objectives and different medium of management 
would make the model unpractical and unachievable. Thus, they 
prefer to have next model (model three) for some enhancement.
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In addition, this model is viewed as less visible and 
unpractical by the group of bankers and operators. It is because 
of it requires long-term period to generate income from the 
centre in order to subsidies the contribution of the victims. This 
arrangement will make the scheme ineffective until it receives 
contribution from the centre and this is less favourable to the 
operators. In addition, they have suggested to not only relying 
on sources from waqf contribution, other sources of fund such 
as zakat or cleansing fund from banks can also use to assist the 
building of flood evacuation centre. Other points that discussed by 
this group are more on technical matters of the Takaful operation.

As compared to the first model, representatives from the 
Malaysian Islamic Religious Councils and lawyers have more 
favourable opinions towards the second model. Based on the 
overall discussion, this group were basically concern on building 
and managing flood evacuation centre.  The matter that been 
concerned by them were on right to manage and control waqf 
assets which basically in Malaysia is given to the state Islamic 
religious council (mutawalli). To manage a flood evacuation 
centre is not easy and it requires proper group of management to 
handle everything related to flood and also commercial function 
on the centre and this is realised by all discussants. Thus, they 
have suggested few solutions to handle this which are; to look 
at Turkey Waqf model in order to prepare special managing 
guidelines, to divide Waqf contributions: cash waqf and assets 
based on waqif decision, and also important to create one non-
profit entity (company limited by guaranteed known as CLBG) act 
as special purpose vehicle to manage the Waqf assets. In addition, 
as proposed by the lawyers, this CLBG must be registered under 
Company Act 2016 and the council may become part of the board 
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of director to ensure the smoothness of fund management. It was 
further suggested the CLBG is more suitable to handle the cash 
waqf rather than tangible waqf asset like land or building. All 
in all, this group perceive similar opinion with the other groups 
where this model will require longer time to execute when it is 
observed from the Takaful contribution perspective.

Third Model: Multi-Sources Multi-Usages 
Waqf-Based Takaful Model
The third model of Waqf-based Takaful product to assist the flood 
victims is the Multi-Sources Multi-Usages Waqf-Based model. 
As presented in Figure 6, the flow of Waqf contributions may 
come from the same group of people as well as existing Takaful 
participants. These contributions both in terms of monetary (cash) 
and non-monetary (land, building, others) will then flow to the 
building of flood evacuation centre. As the centre will have various 
functions discussed in the second model, instead of channelling 
the profit to subsidise the victims’ contribution to Takaful scheme, 
this model prepares an option to the existing Takaful participants 
to make waqf contribution through their normal scheme which 
is for Waqf purposes (flood assistance). Pool of waqf fund from 
Takaful scheme later will be used to subsidise the contribution 
of the flood victims. Hence, the victims only need to pay small 
amount of Takaful contribution in order to receive financial 
assistance when flood happen.
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Figure 8: Multi-Sources Multi-Usages Waqf-Based Takaful Model for Flood Victims

Practitioners’ Views on Third Model

As mentioned before, the model will utilise multi sources of 
assets with multiple usage as the waqf contribution is not only 
meant to flood waqf evacuation centre but it can be channelled to 
the takaful fund for the benefit of flood victim. This model still 
considers the construction of flood evacuation centre in order to 
help flood victim with the enhancement of the Takaful benefits. 
The takaful benefits includes costs of vehicle, electrical appliances, 
clothes, house and others. The following paragraph will focus on 
the outcome of the discussion among the key responsible parties 
during the FGD. It may look into the practicality of the proposed 
model. 

First, from the government point of view, they are of the 
opinion that this model needs to have governance board among 
the waqf institutions represented by the Islamic religious council 
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(SIRC), representative from government, takaful operator, and 
central bank. The issue pertaining to the sustainability of flood 
evacuation centre arises from the aspect of maintenance cost. 
If the centre is managed by the government, it will increase the 
burden to government when the centre cannot generate the profit 
as expected. Therefore, this group suggests the appointment of 
private company to manage the evacuation centre during non-
flood season, while, JKM will manage it during flood season. 
Another suggestion is to maintain current application where 
schools or tents become evacuation centres due to the temporary 
nature of the evacuation that is normally between 3days to a week. 
This is proven through the observation during flood season that 
the victims were happy to stay at school and do not want to return 
to their home as they would receive a lot of assistance from many 
parties at the centre.

The second opinion is from Takaful and Banks 
representatives; they agreed with the third model with some 
enhancement to it. There are two main issues highlighted by them 
which are on waqf flood evacuation centre and flood takaful: 

(i) The model will only focus on the Takaful product (without 
evacuation centre), because it might become complicated and 
impossible to achieve it short term period. It also needs a huge 
seed capital in order to manage evacuation centre. 

(ii)There are several issues pertaining to flood takaful in this 
model, such as the contract between takaful operator (TO) 
and State Islamic Religious Council (SIRC) should be cleared 
upfront. Other than that, the issue is on marketability and 
pricing, how to deal with participants from different states, is 
it enough to pay losses when flood occurs and when fund is 
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depleted, who should top up (IFSA 2013 shareholder need to 
pump in), or can SIRC be responsible for this, and this may 
attract more operators to join. 

The representatives suggested the solution for the issue in 
waqf flood evacuation centre where waqf asset/fund will become 
takaful contribution, and legal entity is created earlier to pay on 
its behalf. Besides, to identify the beneficiaries at the beginning of 
the contract is crucial. Meanwhile, in terms of the suggestion on 
flood takaful, the representative is of the opinion that the operator 
should basically buid the platform for investment, claiming 
process but unfortunately they cannot promise/ensure that the 
fund will not be depleted. As a solution, it can be solved through 
qard concept as there will be no issue if SIRC agree to give qard in 
case of depletion. Next suggestions are that takaful will guarantee 
the participants for future financial protection and with regards to 
the issue of wakala fee, the suggestion is to waive it. 

The third opinion is from the Islamic religious council of 
Terengganu (MAIDAM) and lawyers who saw that among the 
three models, the third model is most preferable one. From the 
perspective of MAIDAM, the model should focus on who will 
be in charge for the takaful fund. They suggested to have takaful 
operator in managing the fund for flood victims. According to 
them, Yayasan Waqf should be the manager and the fund will be 
under the cooperative trust. The advantages of this suggestion will 
lead to better and fast management and easy reporting for Yayasan 
waqf. The flow of the process becomes clearer and effective due 
to the separation of control between Takaful and Waqf fund. 

Meanwhile, from the lawyers’ perspective, they are 
inclined to be more consent on the issue of sighah (objective of 
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waqf). According to them, the third more is clearer compared to 
the first and second model. It is because, in the third model waqif 
will decide cash waqf as subsidy to the victims’ Takaful policy. 
The significance of this process will solve the issue of sighah 
in order to fulfil the conditions of waqf as sighah is one of the 
pillars of waqf. In order to ensure the practice of this process, 
JAWHAR should assist in terms of drafting. The existing takaful 
model should be maintained with some amendments to cater the 
needs of flood victims. Lawyers are not keen to have evacuation 
centre in the third model due to the issue of getting the huge fund 
to build it. Other than that, the issue on inadequate capital to 
manage the evacuation centre is also crucial as the fund is not 
only meant for building the centre but also for other expenditures 
(utilities, managing cost, maintenance cost). Both representatives 
highlighted the issue of maintaining the evacuation centre 
especially after flood season. 

With regard to the implementation of the third model, the 
issue of inadequate capital to build the evacuation centre can be 
solved by istibdal process. On the issue of different authority/
control of waqf assets among the states, it can be resolved by 
creating one entity that will directly communicate with SIRC. Both 
representatives agreed to suggest Yayasan waqf as representatives 
of SIRC in Malaysia. Another concern about this model with 
various types of waqf funds, is that it must be transparent 
especially on the waqf amount received, disbursement, expenses 
and investment. Another opinion suggested that flood victims also 
need to pay for Takaful contribution based on their preference 
(high contribution, high coverage) and in order to reduce the 
premium payment, subsidy from the waqf fund might help. In 
order to create demand for flood takaful product the representative 
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suggested that the government should educate public to increase 
their awareness. 

Conclusion 
With the objective of providing alternative models of Takaful 
based on Waqf principle to provide for the financial protection for 
flood victims, this study undertakes a FGD with the practitioners to 
obtain their views on the three models being proposed. The results 
of this study suggest various possible ways that are available to 
provide for the financial protection of the flood victims using the 
waqf-based method. Among the three models being considered, 
the third model which involves multi-sources multi-usages waqf-
based Takaful model is the most viable because it provides with 
a more stable sources of funding due to diversified sources of 
funds. In this regard, possible sources of funds are from the 
revenue generated from the evacuation centre as well as from 
the existing policyholders (both victims and non-victims). The 
perpetuity nature of the funds is well-preserved since the funds 
are professionally managed by the takaful operators. On the uses 
of funds, the multiple usages of the funds contribute towards the 
sustainability of the model, especially through the setting up of 
the evacuation centre which enables the flood victim to improve 
their socio-economic standing.  

Based on the findings, there are several areas that beg for 
further refinement of the model. First, it is suggested that the model 
to focus more on providing the takaful protection to the flood 
victims rather than developing the flood evacuation centre. Second, 
it is cumbersome to structure such a complex takaful product, 
thus a longer time is required in designing and implementing the 
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product. Third, due diligence needs to be exercised to ensure the 
marketability and sustainability of the product, and this would 
further prolong the process of designing the product. Regulatory 
constraints pertaining to the administration of waqf-based 
products would also be a challenge in implementing them. Last 
but not least, the product would require substantial seed capital 
to start off, which could be an issue due to the currently tight 
government financial position. 

Findings of this study would assist the government and 
the industry players to come out with new products of Takaful 
based on waqf principle that may enhance the roles of all parties 
in the society to nurture the spirit of unity. Ultimately, it may 
help to reduce the burden of the government especially in terms 
of allocating the funds during the flood season and relieving the 
victims from their financial difficulties.
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CHAPTER 13

Increasing the Effectiveness of Zakat 
Distribution with CIBEST Model

Novitasari, Sherrindra Avedta & Nurul Hidayah

Introduction

Zakat is one of the economic instruments in Indonesia and it has 
been developed in the last recent years. CIBEST model, which 
stands for Center of Islamic Business and Economic Studies, 
was designed and developed by Beik and Arsyianti (2015a). It is 
based on the conception that measuring poverty should be done 
in holistic and comprehensive way. It means that both material 
and spiritual aspects should be taken into consideration. This is 
in accordance with Islamic teaching derived from Qur’an and 
Sunnah.

CIBEST Model is created to classify segments of society 
that is prosperous, poor in wealth, or weak in faith, and people 
who are poor absolute. This classification is then used as a basis 
to distribute Zakat more effectively and efficiently in accordance 
with the needs of the recipient of Zakat (mustahiq). This can be 
useful for preventing the Zakat from being given to those who 
are not deserving it. In addition, many Zakat recipients are found 
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that later they don’t have better life development and become 
dependent on the giving of Zakat. The objective of this paper to 
measure the effectiveness and efficiency of giving Zakat using 
CIBEST model. Through this CIBEST model the effectiveness of 
giving Zakat can be pursued and better impact can be created, the 
welfare of society can be well planned and measured appropriately. 
The research methodology used in this research is quantitative 
method so that it can display more concrete data measurement. 
Indonesia as a country that developed this CIBEST model is used 
as a place of research or the case study.

A number of policies have been introduced in many 
countries in order to alleviate poverty and income inequality. 
However, global target to reduce the number of poverty by half 
in the year 2015 as declared by the UN Summit in 2000 seems 
to have failed. Continuous global financial crises affecting the 
performance of global economy seem to be one of the main causes 
of this failure.  

Islam pays great concern on the issue of poverty. As a 
comprehensive religion covering all aspects of life, Islam has 
clear rules and guidance regarding this matter. There are many 
ayah and Hadith which can be made as source of reference. 
Similarly, there are a large number of literatures discussing the 
concept of poverty from Islamic perspective, which are written by 
classical as well as contemporary Islamic scholars.

Zakat has been characterized as an important fiscal tool 
for achieving socio-economic justice and has the potential of 
eliminating poverty. Chowdhury (1980) and El-Din (1986) have 
described the allocative efficiency of Zakat. The concept has been 
studied in the context of the Keynesian IS-LM model by a number 
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of authors. Khan (1985), Chowdhury (1983) and Metwally (1986) 
have discussed Zakat from the point of Keynesian aggregate 
demand. Their analysis shows that Zakat increases aggregate 
demand functioning as a built-in stabilization fiscal tool, which 
increases employment in Islamic economies.

One of the five pillars of the Islamic faith is Zakat, an 
obligatory form of “charity”, which every Muslim is expected to 
contribute to. Zakat literally means “to purify”, and the act of 
payment is considered as a form of worship and social investment. 
Several conditions must be fulfilled before Zakat is payable, and 
this includes the type of assets (i.e. only assets that are acquired 
for the purpose of creating or generating wealth are subject to 
Zakat), haul (completion of one full Islamic year, i.e. 354.5 days 
based on the lunar year or equivalent to 365.25 days based on the 
solar year for the asset subject to Zakat and nisab (if the amount 
exceeds the minimum threshold equivalent to the market price of 
85 g of gold).

Therefore, through this paper the authors try to attempt 
increase the effectiveness of Zakat distribution with CIBEST 
model.

Literature Review

Zakat 

Zakat is Arabic work which literarily means growth, increase 
or purification. Technically it means obligatory alms on certain 
kinds of property when it reaches a specified minimum quantity to 
distributed to the poor.  It is one of the five pillars of Islam.  Islam 
ranked it in importance immediately next to the prescribed 
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devotional pray.

Zakat is one of the major economic and social welfare 
institutions. It is introduced by Islam to alleviate the suffering of 
the poor and generate peaceful co-existence between people in the 
Society. From ‘Abdul Rahman Abdullah bin ‘Umar al-Khattab 
who said, l heard the Prophet PBUH say: “Islam is built upon five 
things: Testifying that there is no other God Except Allah and 
Muhammad is his messenger, praying  regularly, giving Zakat, 
pilgrimage to Mecca and fasting during Ramadan”. Zakat is also 
mentioned in verses At-Taubah : 103

Take Zakat from some of their property, with that charity 
you cleanse and purify them and pray for them. Verily, 
your prayer is a serenity for them. And Allah is Hearing, 
All Knowing.

Types of Zakat

The Property that is liable for Zakat is of three kinds thus:

Zakat of gold, silver or currency used for transaction

Zakat of livestock or grazing animal such as Cow, Camel, etc.

Zakat of farm produce, like grain, fruit and what is obtained 
from the sea or earth such as treasure, minerals, oil, Phosphate 
etc.

Zakat should be paid on any amount of money that is up 
to Niṣāb, that is that amount of money remaining after meeting 
the expenses for such necessities as food, cloths, house rent etc. A 
complete year of Islamic calendar should pass. It must be paid by 
Muslim who is an adult, sane and free. Niṣāb is the exemption 
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limit for the payment of Zakat. In other words, it is the amount 
which savings or capital or product must exceed in order for 
the Muslim owner to be obliged to give Zakat. Niṣāb amount 
is calculated based on 3 oz of pure Gold which is equivalent to 
$2,580.00 as of 8/24/2009. The Recipients of Zakat fall into 8 
groups. Allah Almighty says:

Alms are for the poor and the needy, and those employed 
to administer the (funds); for those whose hearts have 
been (recently) reconciled (to the truth); for those in 
bondage and in debt; in the cause of Allah; and for the 
wayfarer: (thus is it) ordained by Allah, and Allah is full 
of knowledge and wisdom. (9:60). 

The penalty for one who refuses to pay his/her Zakat from 
what Allah has bestowed his/her with is elucidated in the Qur’an:

O you who believe, Surely, there are many among the 
rabbis and monks who devour the wealth of people by false 
means and those who hoard Gold and Silver and spend 
it not in the way of Allah, announce to them a painful 
punishment.  On the day, when it shall be heated in the fire 
of hell and their foreheads shall be branded therewith as 
well as their flanks and their back it shall be said to them. 
This is what (treasure) you have hoarded for yourself so 
(row) taste what you have hoarded. (9:34-35)

Effectiveness

Effectiveness is the staple element to achieve objectives or targets 
that have been defined within each organization, activity or 
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program. Effectiveness is when the goals or objectives previously 
prescribed are attained. This is in accordance with the opinion of 
the H Emerson cited by Soewarno Handayaningrat s. (1994:16) : 
“Effectiveness is a measurement in the sense of accomplishment 
of predetermined objectives”.

Popular scientific dictionary defines effectiveness as the 
appropriateness of the use of, or results in order to support the 
objectives. Further according to Agung Kurniawan in the book 
Public Service Transformation, effectiveness is defined as: “the 
ability to perform the task, function (operating program or activity 
of the Mission)..”(Kurniawan, 2005:109).

Research Methods and Discussion
 This study uses a quantitative approach, namely to 
determine the effectiveness of the distribution of Zakat with 
CIBEST model. In applying this CIBEST Model, Beik and 
Arsyianti (2015b) have provided several stages of calculation 
that must be followed: (1) Determination of material poverty line 
and spiritual poverty line. (2) Calculation of spiritual score of the 
observed household prior to and after joining the productive-based 
Zakat programs. (3) Calculation of actual income or expenditure 
of the observed households. (4) Grouped into CIBEST quaant. 
(5) Calculation of each quadrant in order to obtain the values of 
welfare index, material poverty index, spiritual poverty index and 
absolute poverty index, respectively.

In the CIBEST Model, Beik and Arsyianti (2015a) use the 
household as a unit of analysis and divide it into four possible 
situations with regard to their ability in fulfilling material and 
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spiritual needs. Firstly, a household is able to fulfill both needs, i.e. 
material and spiritual needs completely. This is called prosperous 
household as mentioned by Allah SWT in the Qur’an (16: 97).

 Secondly, a household has capacity to fulfill 
spiritual needs only, while they are unable to fulfill material 
needs up to the minimum level. This household lives under 
material poverty. This is in line with the statement of Allah in the 
Qur’an (2: 155-156). In these verses Allah provides information 
that some people will be tested with lack of wealth, lack of fruits 
and other material needs. In other words, these people live under 
material deficiency condition. However, they have strong spiritual 
condition, which is indicated by their commitment to always 
surrender themselves to Allah and to maintain their patience and 
fortitude in the way of Allah. They may suffer in this world, but 
they will be rewarded by Allah in the hereafter. 

Thirdly, as the opposite of the second one, is a household 
that is able to fulfill only its material needs. As for spiritual needs, 
this household has no capability to fulfill it. This household 
basically lives under spiritual poverty condition. Regarding this, 
Allah SWT has mentioned this kind of people in the QS 6: 44. 
In this verse, Allah describes the presence of group of people 
who are intentionally turning away from Allah’s commandment. 
However, they are able to earn abundance of wealth and money. 
They may be getting pleasure in this world, but will be suffering 
in the hereafter if they persist on their spiritual condition.

 Fourthly, a household which is not able to fulfill both 
material and spiritual needs. This household lives under the 
category of absolute poverty. This has been described by Allah 
in the QS 20: 124. Those who live under absolute poverty are 
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the most unfortunate people suffering in this world and in the 
hereafter. Therefore, this group of people should be given more 
attention in the development process of the country as they 
represent the weakest group of the society. 

Based on this conception and typology of household, 
Beik and Arsyianti (2015a) construct the formula to compute 
welfare index, material poverty index, spiritual poverty index and 
absolute poverty index which are derived from CIBEST quadrant. 
This quadrant is based on the typology of household discussed 
above (Figure 1)

Based on the Figure 1, CIBEST quadrant is divided 
into four quadrants. A household staying in the first quadrant 
is considered as materially and spiritually rich household. It is 
because the household can positively fulfill both material and 
spiritual needs. By using the same analysis, it is known that in the 
second quadrant, the household is materially poor and spiritually 
rich. Meanwhile the third quadrant indicates that the household 
staying in the quadrant is materially rich and spiritually poor, while 
the fourth quadrant portrays the household that is materially and 
spiritually poor. Sufficiency in fulfilling the needs also means that 
the household live above the poverty line, either material poverty 
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line, spiritual poverty line or both lines (Beik & Arsyianti, 2015a). 

Beik and Arsyianti (2015b) further argue that determination 
of material poverty line may be based on three approaches. 
Firstly, it is based on the periodic survey on the minimum basic 
material needs. Secondly, standard of poverty line created by the 
Central Board of Statistics may be used with modification and 
adjustment, from per capita approach to household approach. 
Thirdly, standard of niṣāb (exemption limit) of Zakat of profession 
or income may be used as the last alternative. It is because the 
niṣāb line is the standard that distinguishes between the alms 
giver and the recipient. 

As for spiritual needs, Beik and Arsyianti (2015b) argue 
that it should be based on three groups of variables comprising 
worship, household environment and government policy. 
Worship group consists of three variables, i.e. prayer, fasting and 
sharing (Zakat and infāq), which are obligatory worships in the 
shariah perspective. Inability to fulfill these worships may reduce 
spiritual condition of the household and hence, may put them in 
the spiritual poverty. 

The inclusion of household environment and government 
policy is because these two variables have strong influence 
towards commitment of household members to perform their 
worship (ibadah) as well as associated with a sense of security and 
freedom in performing the worship (Beik & Arsyianti, 2015b). 
Specifically, Table 1 provides the details and indicators of these 
spiritual needs.
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Conclusion
Zakat is one of the Islamic economic instruments to help the poor. 
However, in practice the distribution often occurs in a portion of 
the Division so that error occurs. Material and spiritual poverty 
have not been identified well, so the exact needs of recipient is not 
yet known. By using the Cibest method then the situation of the 
recipients and their needs can be construed properly. Identification 
of the type of recipients will be very helpful in monitoring the 
development of the recipient in the future, because it is often 
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found that the condition of certain recipient does not improve after 
Zakat, a situation which can be regarded as  futile. Identification 
of the type of the recipients using the CIBEST approach is an 
effort to create an effective and efficiently distribution of Zakat, so 
it can fulfill the need of the recipient and improve his/her situation 
in the future, materially and spiritually. 
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Introduction
Zakat is a foundation for the construction of a strong Muslim 
community, particularly in relation to socio-economic community 
(Abdul Majid, 2002).  The most important role of Zakat is to 
liberate Muslims from the shackles of poverty (Al-Qaradawi, 
2005). Zakat is able to redistribute wealth and to restore social 
balance in society. (Abdul Ghafar, 1997). The effectiveness of the 
charity as a means of eradicating poverty is evident as the methods 
used in distributing Zakat can meet the needs of recipients, either 
in the form of regular assistance or cash grants for their self-
reliance (Al-Qaradawi, 1995). Muhammad (1995) argues that the 
issues of poverty need to be addressed on an ongoing basis and 
not just seasonal.  Therefore, careful planning is necessary so that 
Zakat funds are channeled to finance long-term projects that will 
change the lives of the poor and needy.  Similarly, Shibli, (2002) 
suggested that the distribution of Zakat must include various forms 
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of assistance that could affect the long-term projects according to 
current requirements.

There are various types of assistance provided by the 
Zakat treasury to the poor and needy recipients by category and 
background of the recipients, whether the recipient is productively, 
unproductive or they are old and weak or handicapped. Among the 
types of assistance provided by the center of Zakat in Malaysia 
to recipients are food and subsistence, medical, education, 
entrepreneurship training, fixed assets and financial capital 
(Ibrahim, 2007).  The idea of   developing the ability of the poor to 
start and operate a business through the distribution of capital is 
in accordance with the saying, “it is better to teach a man how to 
fish than to give a fish that last a day.”  If the poor were given the 
fishes, the fishes will eventually run out but when the poor were 
taught how to fish they could eat for a life time.  Furthermore, 
the poor should be given the correct rods and hooks since they 
need to fish for a long time (Wan Husin, 2009). Psychologically, 
the distribution of Zakat in the form of money or food to the 
recipients created lazy Asnaf who prefer to rely on subsidies and 
handouts. On the other hand, the provision of capital to run a 
business will form a strong individual effort, trust, and struggle to 
survive.  Jaafar, (2006) found that the trend of revenue collection 
of Zakat in two states (Selangor and Federal Territory) from 1995-
2001 increased every year.  Studies conducted showed the charity 
fund revenue in these two states were able to finance the poor 
and needy recipients to obtain business capital.  According to a 
study by Wan Husin (2009), the state treasury of Negeri Sembilan 
was the first religious authorities who provided capital to the poor 
entrepreneurs in 2004.  Selangor, Federal Territory and other states 
like Terengganu soon followed this practice.  Selangor and Federal 
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Territory were more aggressive in developing the business capital 
assistance through the Zakat scheme. As a result of aggressive 
marketing both states collected larger amount of Zakat compared 
to other states. In addition, these two religious agencies, Lembaga 
Zakat Selangor (LZS) and Federal Territory Treasury (MAIWP) 
have adequate and highly skilled staff in providing guidance to 
the entrepreneurs who received Zakat business capital aid. 

The Islamic Religious and Malay Customs Council 
(MAIDAM) of Terengganu is the sole institution responsible for 
conducting the business of charity that includes the operation of 
collection and distribution of Zakat. The goal of MAIDAM in the 
distribution of Zakat is to achieve the following objectives: 

I. Create a more integrated economic development and lawful 
by adopting an approach that seeks to free Muslims from 
poverty line, poverty and ignorance

II. Increase the welfare to orphans, children, women and the 
elderly that are at high risk from various calamity, especially 
among the poor, needy and Muslims’ convert

III. The implementation and distribution of Zakat and other 
resources in an efficient, fair and effective manner

In general, Zakat is normally given to the Asnaf who made 
an online application and sometimes based on reports made by 
the public. Occasionally, the disbursement of Zakat is executed 
based on the investigation carried out by the Zakat institution 
itself. Certain criteria are set by the authority so that Zakat is 
channeled to the rightful Asnaf or beneficiaries.  However, there 
are complaints made by the public that Zakat did not reach the 
targeted group due to lack of publicity by the authority or lack of 
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knowledge on the other part of potential recipients. In many cases 
Zakat has been handed over to the rightful persons but at the same 
time there are discrepancies on the amount and type of Zakat, 
hence the objective of distributing the Zakat may not be fully 
materialized. Moreover, bureaucracy plays a role in hampering 
the effectiveness of Zakat distribution.   Funds or assets may 
be given out months after the application was made. All kinds 
of requirements and ‘bad’ experience with the authority would 
discourage people from making an application for Zakat funds 
or asset. The ideal procedure is to disburse any collected Zakat 
as soon as possible. An up-to-date registered of the Asnaf or the 
rightful recipients must be developed and the delivery system is 
put in place and monitored (Abd Rahman, Ahmad Nadzri, and 
Omar, 2012).

In this paper the authors have identified that there is 
a need to enhance the MAIDAM Zakat Management System 
to address the weaknesses especially in the disbursement of 
financial aid or Zakat capital funds to the respective Asnaf.  
Even though MAIDAM is the state religious organization with 
one the highest collections of Zakat, the selection process and 
distribution of Zakat still need to be improved. As a result of the 
interviews conducted with the Zakat capital funds recipients, 
the researchers discovered that some recipients did not continue 
their business once the competition becomes tough. This is 
especially true for recipients who started their business for the 
first time immediately after receiving the financial assistance.   
Furthermore, the lack of monitoring system by MAIDAM’s 
officers created a gap in identifying the progress and productivity 
of the recipient’s business activities.  Hence, in this article, the 
authors aimed to present a proposal on the development of the 
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Asnaf entrepreneurship procedures named PUASMA. These 
procedures are proposed to offer solution to the several issues 
in the selection and monitoring process of the Zakat recipients. 
The PUASMA procedures which are intended to improve the 
effectiveness of capital aid distributed to Asnaf by MAIDAM, are 
based on the research entitled “Effectiveness of Zakat Financial 
Aid in 2014.” The PUASMA procedures take into account 
the limitation of MAIDAM as a Zakat management agency in 
Terengganu and the willingness of the public universities to 
contribute expertise to assist in the socio-economy development 
of the poor and needy Asnaf in Terengganu. This research focuses 
only on the distribution of cash and capital Zakat known as Zakat 
capital funds that are given to recipients who plan to do business 
or have already engaged in the business activities in the state of 
Terengganu. 

Methods and Material
The primary data for this study were collected by interviewing 
respondents using a questionnaire. A pilot study was conducted 
before the questionnaires were distributed to the respondents.  The 
population of the study was 295 small and micro entrepreneurs who 
were Zakat capital beneficiaries of MAIDAM for the year 2014. 
Interviews were held with all respondents using census study. In 
addition to quantitative data obtained from questionnaires, the 
researchers also visited Lembaga Zakat Selangor (LZS) and the 
Federal Territory Islamic Religious Council (MAIWP) to obtain 
information on the selection of recipients and distribution of 
Zakat capital to eligible Asnaf recipients in these two states. 
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The instrument used to interview the respondents was 
questionnaires designed by the researchers themselves. It 
consists of six parts. Part A consists detailed information about 
the funds. Part B consists information on business activities 
carried out by the recipients. Part C was relevant to their business 
performance. Part D questions recipients in respect of their socio-
economy after running the business of the capital received. Part 
E consists questions to assess attitudes towards entrepreneurship 
beneficiaries. Part F contains questions regarding the monitoring 
and guidance received from MAIDAM.

The business performances of recipients were divided into 
several levels of achievement, namely, (1) excellent potential, 
(2) good potential, (3) medium potential and (4) poor potential. 
Business variables used to assess business performance include 
gain, cost management, customer number, and the time taken 
to pay off the debt. The extent to which the business was able 
to accommodate the return of the cost of living and be able to 
help improve the quality of housing, nutrition, health, transport, 
education of children and home appliances is the socio-economic 
variables of recipients after running the business of the capital 
received. The variable used to assess the attitude is of interest 
in entrepreneurship, self-confidence, person who influences their 
opinion and the image of an entrepreneur in their minds. The 
effectiveness of capital distribution of Zakat is assessed through 
a combination of two variables that represent the performance 
of the business and socio-economic position of the recipients. 
Potential recipients are measured through a combination of 
business performance and attitudes of recipients. 
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This methodology contributes useful findings in 
developing PUASMA procedures. Results from the quantitative 
analyses on attitude towards entrepreneurship will show whether 
the attitude of Asnaf should be taken into consideration when 
determining the eligibility of Asnaf for future capital aid. The 
instrument used to gauge the attitude can be used by MAIDAM 
to estimate the attitude of future Asnaf capital aid recipients. The 
variables found in this study to measure business performance 
can be used as a guide to measure Asnaf’ business performances. 
Results from these analyses as well as information obtained during 
the benchmark visit to LZS and MAIWP were used in drafting the 
PUASMA procedures. As a result of the review of the literature 
and the benchmark visits, we proposed a conceptual framework 
for this research as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for Zakat Capital Funds Effectiveness and Potential 
Asnaf

     
  

 

Effectiveness of the Zakat Capital Fund and 
the Performance of the Recipients 
The level of effectiveness of the Zakat Capital Fund was 
determined by taking into account the business performance 
and the quality of life of recipients of the capital (respondents). 
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After conducting the analysis, the researchers found that only 9 
(3.1%) recipients have achieved a very high level of performance. 
A total of 124 recipients (42.0%) showed good performance, 
146 recipients (49.5%) have shown moderate performance and 
16 recipients (5.4%) showed an unfavorably poor performance. 
Table 1 shows the percentage of respondents in each category of 
Zakat Capital Funds Effectiveness.

Table 1. Degree of Effectiveness of Zakat Capital Funds Disbursement

The Degree of Effectiveness Percentage (%)

High level 3.1

Good 42.0

Moderate 49.5

Poor 5.4

Total                              100.0

Zakat Capital Funds Recipients’ Potential to 
Succeed
Furthermore, the recipients’ potential to succeed is determined by 
taking into account the performance of the business and attitudes 
of recipients. After the analysis, the researchers found that the 
majority of recipients or 136 recipients (46.1%) have moderate 
potential, followed by 101 (34.24%) who have very poor 
potential. Only 1 recipient (0.34%) indicates excellent potential 
and 57 recipients (19.32%) showed good potential. Table 2 shows 
the percentage of respondents in accordance to the categories of 
potential.
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 Table 2. Percentage of Recipients of Zakat Capital Funds with Potential to Succeed

The Degree of Potential Percentage (%)
Excellent 0.34
Good 19.32
Moderate 46.11
Poor 34.24
Total 100.0

Relationship between Entrepreneur Attitude 
with Effectiveness of Capital Aid Zakat and 
Business Performance
Researchers also run a Cross Tabulation (Cross Tabulation) 
analysis that shows the relationship between the three variables 
consist of entrepreneur’s attitude, the effectiveness of capital aid 
Zakat and business performance level. In general, the analysis 
showed that the attitude of a good entrepreneur has relationship 
with the effectiveness of capital aid Zakat potential and levels 
of business performance. Out of the 295 total recipients, 15 
entrepreneurs have excellent attitude level, 156 has good attitude, 
77 has moderate attitude and 47 recipients need more attention 
to their attitude level. Furthermore, 105 recipients demonstrated 
good business performance level, 78 moderate, 37 excellent, 45 
weak and 30 very weak business performances.  Out of the 15 
entrepreneurs who have excellent attitude, 12 were highly potential 
and only 3 people has potential to succeed. The 12 people who were 
highly potential, 2 recipients achieved excellent level of business 
performance, 6 good and 4 moderate. It is best to highlight the 
156 recipients with “good attitude level” entrepreneurs, who have 
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exceptionally good business performance level; 86 recipients 
have potential to succeed, 42 recipients were highly potential 
and 27 have moderate potential. 60 of the recipients has good 
business performance, 43 moderate and 25 excellent. 8 recipients 
performed excellently in their business, though they only have 
a moderate level of good business performance. Whilst, the 
47 recipients need more attention not only on attitude but also 
business performance level to capitalize the effectiveness of 
Zakat capital aid. All results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The Relationship between the Effectiveness of Zakat Capital Funds with the 
Attitude and Performance of the Business

Level of 
Attitude

Performance Level of Business

Excellent Good Moderate Weak Very 
Weak 

Total

Excellent Zakat Capital 
Funds 
Level of 
Effectiveness

Has 
Potential

0 0 2 1 3

Highly 
Potential

2 6 4 0 12

Total 2 6 6 1 15

Good Zakat Capital 
Funds 
Level of 
Effectiveness

Has 
potential

8 43 29 6 0 86

Highly 
Potential

17 17 6 1 1 42

Moderately 
Potential

0 0 8 11 8 27

Total 25 60 43 18 9 156

Moderate Zakat Capital 
Funds 
Level of 
Effectiveness

Has 
potential

7 19 3 1 1 31

Highly 
potential

1 1 0 0 9 2

Moderately 
potential

1 9 14 16 4 44

Total 9 29 17 17 5 77
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Need 
more 
Attention

Zakat Capital 
Funds 
Level of 
Effectiveness

Has 
Potential

0 1 0 0 0 1

Less 
Potential

0 0 0 2 14 16

Highly 
Potential

1 9 12 7 2 31

Moderately 
potential 

2 18 34 34 14 102

Total 37 105 78 45 30 295

Discussion and Recommendation
Based on the result of this study, the authors discovered three 
major obstacles that hinder the effectiveness of Zakat capital 
funds given to the Asnaf in Terengganu. First, the ineffective 
selection methods of the Asnaf create obstacles to the potential 
Zakat recipients from being committed to become self-sufficient 
in their business. Second, the lack of monitoring process creates 
obstacles for MAIDAM in ensuring the effective use of fund 
by the recipients. Third, the absence of structured guidance 
and consultation to the Asnaf entrepreneurs deters them from 
improving the operation of their business.  

Consequently, in order to ensure the effectiveness of Zakat 
capital funds distribution process, several improvements should 
be made, including: 

I. Selecting eligible Asnaf entrepreneurs who are committed and 
serious to carry out their business activities/other commercial 
economy, 

II. Setting up a ‘recipients trail’ team to track the potential Asnaf 
entrepreneurs, and reward them with the Zakat capital funds
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III. Aiding those who have a business license, business experience 
for at least 6 months and actively managing their business

IV. Raising the minimum Zakat capital fund limit from RM500 
to RM2,000

V. Guide and improve the knowledge of the potential Asnaf 
entrepreneurs on business related activities such as marketing 
and finance 

VI. Improving the strength and resilient of the potential 
entrepreneurs and motivating the entrepreneurs to acquire the 
right attitude and skills and 

VII. Systematic monitoring process on the activities carried out by 
the potential Asnaf entrepreneurs. 

Puasma Procedures
Taking into account the strength and constraints of MAIDAM 
as well as results from data analyses, the authors propose a set 
of procedures named PUASMA. There are three objectives of 
PUASMA, i) to produce entrepreneurial Asnaf who are over the 
poverty level and in turn become Zakat payers, ii) to maximize 
the number of successful Asnaf entrepreneurs, and iii) to elect 
successful Asnaf as mentors to upcoming Asnaf entrepreneurs. 
PUASMA is a comprehensive plan starting from beginning to 
business expansion. To implement PUASMA, the economic and 
entrepreneurial unit under Zakat distribution section in MAIDAM 
will have to cooperate with external consultant to implement 
items 2, 4, and 5 under PUASMA procedures. The following 
notes described PUASMA procedures in detail.
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1. Application by Asnaf. The first step that should be taken by 
Asnaf who wants to apply for Zakat Capital Funds is to fill in 
the application form. The forms can be filled online either at 
MAIDAM’s office or any other convenient place.

2. Selection of eligible Asnaf. To select eligible Asnaf MAIDAM 
has to determine the basic standards for eligibility based on i) results 
from inspection of business premise, ii) category of financial aid 
applied, and iii) marketability of product. An interview session 
should be held to measure Asnaf attitude towards entrepreneurship, 
determine business experience (including presence of business 
license, health and physical fitness, family and friends’ support). 
Then to facilitate easier filing management, the Asnaf should be 
categorized into codes according to colors: Red for not eligible, 
Yellow for potential under guidance, and Green for Asnaf who are 
ready to do business. 

3. Amount of Financial Aid. The amount of financial aid to be 
given should follow the criteria below:

Phase 1- A business starter will be given initial small scale 
capital aid between RM2000 and RM9000

Phase 2- Financial aid between RM10, 000 and RM30, 000 
for Asnaf who have become Zakat payers but still in need of 
financial aid. 

Phase 3 – Financial aid between RM31, 000 and RM70, 000 in 
the form of vehicle, machinery and others.

Figure 2. illustrates the business development of Asnaf 
according to PUASMA procedures.
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4. Applicant’s Commitment. Successful applicants will have to 
fulfill several requirements to prove their commitment. They have 
to i) open an account with MAIDAM, and ii) attend motivational 
and ethical talks, courses on business management and marketing 
specifically for the business they are involved in. 

5. Monitoring. To ensure MAIDAM has an updated record on 
the Asnaf who receive capital aid, monitoring is an essential 
procedure to follow. For each Asnaf, a monitoring officer should 
make site visit every three (3) months. In order to determine if an 
Asnaf business is performing well, the monitoring officer should 
obtain information on the profit earned monthly, effectiveness 
of cost management, number of customers, and whether debt is 
paid according to schedule.  In this study these variables were 
found to be highly associated with business performance. To cut 
down on the number of monitoring officers, one efficient way to 
detect whether Asnaf business is profitable is to sign an agreement 
where Asnaf has to contribute a specific amount to their account 
depending on their phase: Phase 1 – RM150, Phase 2 – RM250, 
and Phase 3 – RM350. In this way if an Asnaf does not contribute 
for three consecutive months, then MAIDAM can suspect that 
Asnaf is facing business problems.  Then a monitoring officer can 
specifically visit the Asnaf to find the problems faced, give advice 
and help accordingly.  This is for Asnaf in Phase one.  For Asnaf 
in Phase 2 and stricter and more frequent monitoring should 
be conducted. A mentoring program should also be developed 
by MAIDAM. This is a program where successful Asnaf 
entrepreneurs will guide the upcoming Asnaf entrepreneurs.
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Figure 2. Business dvelopment of Asnaf according to PUASMA procedures
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Conclusion
This study has shown that the effectiveness of Zakat capital 
assistant program in Terengganu has not reached the aspired 
level.  Only 45.1% of entrepreneurs has achieved a good level of 
effectiveness. The rest still need improvement through continuous 
and concerted effort by both MAIDAM and Asnaf. The attitude of 
entrepreneurs has a significant relationship with the effectiveness 
of capital assistance. A structured and continuous printed 
guidelines materials, workshop and seminars to educate and 
assimilate the right entrepreneurial attitudes among the recipients 
to a more positive, competitive, resilient and courageous should 
be implemented. Motor skill and knowledge based courses 
related to business ventures that can develop skilled, creative and 
innovative entrepreneurs should also be carried out.

The foundation of PUASMA procedures is based on three 
main aspects, i) selection of Asnaf, ii) guidance, and iii) monitoring. 
PUASMA procedures require the involvement of Asnaf from the 
beginning of Phase 1 to the higher level in Phase 3. A planned 
and consistent assistance by professionals and MAIDAM are 
given continuously. This model also takes into account the level 
of enthusiasm, interest, attitudes and abilities of Asnaf in doing 
business to becoming a successful entrepreneur. Only Asnaf 
who has a high potential to be developed will be selected in the 
program. This model is also believed to have produced successful 
Asnaf entrepreneurs. It gives a comprehensive overview of the 
route that an Asnaf will follow if they are committed to doing 
business. It can also reduce the risk of failure on the part of 
MAIDAM who has allocated a huge budget for this group.
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In implementing PUASMA procedures, it is best that 
MAIDAM creates an agency that specifically focuses on Zakat 
collection as well as Zakat Capital Funds. The current procedure, 
whereby the collection and distribution of Zakat is run entirely 
by MAIDAM causes workload that mismatch the number of 
officers employed. One advantage of developing the agency is 
that MAIDAM can seek expertise in related fields of study from 
universities in Malaysia while at the same time universities can 
practise related theories and knowledge in real situations. This 
method has also been practised by Selangor and the Federal 
Territory- the two states that successfully exhibited the best 
practices in handling the collection and distribution of Zakat 
Capital Funds.
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CHAPTER 15

Exploring Potentials of iREITs as an 
Instrument to Develop Waqf Assets

Roslily Ramlee, Nor Azizan Che Embi, Salina 
Kassim & Syed Alwi Mohamed Sultan

Introduction
The issue of inadequacy of funds that hinders the development of 
waqf assets has been raised by many researchers, suggesting that 
there is a critical need to find alternative financing mechanisms 
to develop the vast number of waqf assets (see, for example, 
Aminah and Tahir Sabit, 2011; Hari and Asmak, 2010). Hari and 
Asmak (2010) emphasize that waqf administrator would be able 
to raise more funding through proper planning and continuously 
innovating various mechanisms of financing. The statement by 
Dato’ Jamil Khir Baharom, the Minister in the Prime Minister 
Department, where only 0.72 percent of the 10,000 hectares of 
waqf land being developed highlights the dire shortage of funding 
to develop the waqf properties in Malaysia. Consequently, efforts 
need to be expedited in searching for the various alternatives with 
the aim of raising ample amount of financing to develop these 
properties. 
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This study focuses on the potentials of the Islamic Real 
Estate Investment Trusts (iREITs) as an alternative waqf financing 
instrument. Developing iREIT as a waqf financing instrument can 
be considered as an innovation in Islamic finance since it is able to 
offer several new features in both the philanthropy and investment 
spheres. Investors will be interested to invest in waqf iREITs 
provided that the instrument could provide good and stable return 
with an acceptable risk. Additionally, the nature of the instrument 
that is easily transformed into cash is anticipated to entice a 
wider pool of investors. As for the Muslim investors, the shariah-
compliant structure is as important as the return on investment. 
Therefore, this study offers an area of novelty by proposing an 
innovative iREITs model as an alternative mechanism to raise 
funding from the capital market for the waqf assets development.

The remaining part of this study is organized as follows. 
Section 2 reviews the development of waqf sector in Malaysia 
and particularly highlighting the financing issues in developing 
waqf assets. Section 3 focuses on the development of the REITs 
industry in Malaysia, including the iREITs. Section 4 presents the 
proposed iREITs model and includes the detailed elaborations on 
its mechanisms. Lastly, section 4 concludes. 

Development and achievements of waqf 
projects in Malaysia
In Malaysia, all matters relating to waqf are vested under the 
State Islamic Religious Council (SIRC) of each state who acts 
as the manager (mutawalli) in accordance to the Ninth Schedule 
(State List) of the Federal Constitution of Malaysia (Ahmad 
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Ibrahim, 1997). In efforts to ensure smooth coordination of 
the  management of waqf under the SIRCs of the 14 states in 
Malaysia, the Department of Awqaf, Zakat, and Hajj (JAWHAR) 
was established in March 2004 as announced by the then Prime 
Minister, Tun Abdullah Haji Ahmad Badawi. JAWHAR essentially 
aims to improve the quality of service delivery and improve the 
socio-economic standing of the society through strengthening the 
roles and functionings of waqf, zakat, and hajj. 

With consistent support from the federal government, waqf 
sector continues to develop and reached several achievements 
over the years. A total of RM265 million was allocated during the 
9th Malaysian Plan period and a bigger amount of RM1.9 billion 
was allocated during the 10th Malaysia Plan, reflecting efforts 
to expedite the development of the sector through JAWHAR 
(Economic Planning Unit, 10th Malaysia Plan 2015). This results 
in several projects comprising of waqf hotels, retail outlets, health 
centres, residential buildings and other religious projects being 
carried out by JAWHAR through the funds injected by the federal 
government. For example, several waqf hotels have been built as 
waqf properties through joint-collaborations between JAWHAR 
and the various SIRCs. This includes Hotel Seri Warisan in 
Taiping which is the result of joint efforts between JAWHAR 
and the state of Perak SIRC; Hotel Pantai Putri in Tanjung Kling, 
Melaka (JAWHAR and Melaka SIRC), and Hotel Grand Putri in 
Kuala Terengganu (JAWHAR and Terengganu SIRC).  

Additionally, there are various achievements of waqf 
projects with high net asset values in prime locations such as Kuala 
Lumpur and Penang. This includes the Imarah waqf building 
project or better known as Menara Bank Islam which adopts an 
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innovative method of joint-venture (JV) in developing the project. 
In particular, the JV method involved three-party collaboration 
among the Islamic Religious Council of Federal Territory Kuala 
Lumpur (MAIWP), Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad and Tabung 
Haji Berhad (through its subsidiary company - Tabung Haji 
Technologies). The collaboration managed to develop a 34-storey 
premium office building costing RM151 million on once vacant 
waqf land donated by the late Ahmad Dawjee Dadabhoy on Perak 
Road in the heart of Kuala Lumpur. The JV involved the lease of 
1.21 acre of land by Lembaga Tabung Haji (LTH) from MAIWP 
for 25 years with a total leased rental of RM56.6 million, while 
Bank Islam leases the building erected on the waqf land from 
LTH. This project is just one of the many examples showing that 
the corporates are actually interested to involve in the waqf-based 
investment and innovative solution can be offered in addressing 
the issue  of lack of funding to the develop waqf land.

Another waqf achievement project that substantially 
improves the value of the waqf asset is the waqf Setee Aishah 
project in Penang. Originally, the five hectares land was designated 
as waqf land in 1901 for agricultural purposes, giving a rental 
return of RM400 annually. The land has now been transformed 
into business development area comprising of 27 units of shoplots 
and 76 units of double-storey linked houses, giving an estimated 
rental income of RM1.2 million a year. The project, which costs 
approximately RM24 million to complete, is the result of a 
strategic collaboration between the SIRC of Penang (MAINPP) 
and UDA Holdings Berhad, through its real estate subsidiary, 
UDA Land North Sdn. Bhd.
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Modes of financing for waqf properties 
development
There are many forms of financing for waqf real estate through 
government grants, donors (or waqif – the one who gave the 
waqf), cash waqf, and  more recent and advance methods such 
as built, operate and transfer (BOT), sukuk, JV, and istibdal. 
Through the various modes of financing, more potential funds 
are available for utilization of the SIRCs (as the manager of waqf 
assets or mutawalli) to enable them to develop the existing waqf 
real estates or even to acquire more real estates for the purpose of 
expanding the waqf assets.  

One of the financing modes that are getting increasingly 
popular is cash waqf. In this regard, the Yayasan Waqaf Malaysia 
(YWM) which was established in July 2008 under the Trust 
Holder Act 1952 by JAWHAR plays the role of collecting cash 
waqf to support and finance the development of the waqf assets. 
The SIRCs are also permitted to issue cash waqf certificates, thus 
widening the channels for cash waqf collections. The practice of 
cash waqf in Malaysia is done through the issuance of shares waqf 
where mutawalli collects all cash in an endowment fund for the 
creation of waqf properties. Even though it is a popular mode of 
waqf financing in Malaysia, in terms of the fund collection, the 
amount collected per year is relatively small and insufficient to 
cover for large scale projects.

Another relatively recent mode of financing waqf real 
estate development is through the issuance of sukuk with two 
projects have often been quoted as the success stories, namely 
sukuk musyarakah in Singapore and sukuk al-intifaa (a timeshare 
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bond) in Saudi Arabia. However, despite the rapid development 
of Islamic finance in Malaysia and the on-going efforts to provide 
innovative solutions to fulfil the financing needs to develop waqf 
assets, the adoption of sukuk instrument has yet to take-off. This is 
also applicable in the context of other capital market instruments 
including the iREITs.

Recently, joint venture has become new initiatives to 
revive and develop waqf through contemporary Islamic financing 
(Shamsiah, 2010). The JV scheme has been quite popular in 
Malaysia, where  it can be employed when the SIRC faces funding 
constraints to develop the waqf real estate that have potentially 
high commercial value. Through the JV scheme, cooperation can 
be established with other institutions that have access to funds 
to develop and finance the development of waqf property. The 
most popular structure of JV is the Built, Operate and Transfer 
(BOT) mechanism. Even though JV is one of the successful 
financing methods for waqf real estate in Malaysia, there remain 
several challenges in using this method. Not many reputable 
Muslim developers for large scale projects waqf are available in 
Malaysia. To secure the ownership right of waqf real estate the 
Mutawalli must follow the policy for JV of waqf asset. Among 
others are, the developer company  has to be owned by Muslim or 
with majority Muslim ownership, the developers should use their 
capital to develop the land and project land cannot be mortgage to 
any financial institution to access loan. 

Another unique mode of financing is through Istibdal 
process. There are strict rules that need to be follow as the 
Mutawalli cannot simply use this mode of financing if the waqf 
asset is under the category of specific waqf.  It depends on types 
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and the purpose of waqf real estate. In general, Istibdal enables the 
waqf institution to gain money to finance the investment project 
of waqf real estate that have high potential through substitution of 
less beneficial waqf land.

Issues in waqf financing
The main issue facing the waqf sector is the lack of financial 
sources to develop the vast waqf assets. Waqf sector has been 
synonymous with the phrase “asset rich, cash poor” due to the 
fact that only a very small proportion of the waqf properties can 
be developed as the mutawalli are facing severe challenges to 
raise financing to cover the high cost of developing the assets. 
The first challenge is in the form of the collection from cash waqf 
which is relatively small compared to other financing mechanisms 
such as sukuk and joint venture projects. Second, every state has 
direct control over their cash waqf collections to be used in more 
visible and short-term projects. Furthermore, the SIRCs do not 
have adequate funds to finance development of its waqf assets 
as its income is restricted in view of the low rental return on its 
properties. Incomes from other sources such as zakat and donation 
collections are not really stable as the collections are influenced 
by the economic situation. On the other hand, the cost of planning 
and developing the project is getting more costly year by year. 
Developing waqf through debt financing does not go along the 
basic principles of governing waqf since there is a collateral risk 
that the waqf assets may be lost if the debt cannot be repaid. In 
this context, raising debt to finance waqf asset development is in 
essence against the objective of the establishment of waqf.
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In view of the disadvantages and difficulties in adopting 
debt financing in developing waqf assets, currently, the JV method 
is a popular approach in developing waqf assets. As highlighted 
earlier, several waqf assets have been successfully developed 
through this method. However, the SIRCs cannot solely rely on 
the JV method in view of the limited number of corporate sector to 
collaborate with the SIRCs to fund the large scale projects. On the 
side of the Islamic banks, they are facing prohibitive constraints 
in providing JV funding for the development of waqf properties 
because they are prohibited from using customers’ deposits when 
entering into joint venture projects as clearly specified under 
the Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) Concept Paper on Shariah 
Requirements, Optional Practices and Operational Requirements 
of Musharakah, Para 23.3(c). According to this guideline, Islamic 
banks resorting to using their shareholders funds will attract a 
very high capital charge as required by BNM under the “Capital 
Adequacy Framework for Islamic Banks and Capital Adequacy 
Framework (Capital Components)”. In present times, when 
liquidity is a major constraint for banks partly contributed by the 
tightened requirements to shore up on capital under the newest 
regulatory reforms of Basel III, Islamic banks cannot afford to 
allocate capital at the expense of shrinking and destabilizing their 
capital base to meet capital adequacy requirements. 

With the Islamic banks shying away from providing JV 
funding to property developers including the waqf property, 
property developers are left in a quandary as their only other 
funding alternative is to resort to traditional financing instruments 
which is not preferred because it will pose greater debt obligations 
and gear up the balance sheet of the obligors. Consequently, this 
becomes a vicious circle which effectively restricts allocation of 
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funding towards property development in general, waqf property 
in particular.

Thus, there is an urgent need to explore alternative 
mechanisms to develop the waqf asset, particularly from the 
Islamic capital market product such as sukuk and iREITs for waqf 
assets development. 

A review on the development of REITs in 
Malaysia
Real Estate Investment Trusts or more commonly known as REITs 
is an investment vehicle structured as a unit trust that invests in 
stable income producing real properties and real property-related 
assets. The Securities Commission (SC) of Malaysia defines 
REIT as ‘an investment vehicle that proposes to invest at least 
50 percent of  its total assets in real estate, whether through 
direct ownership or through a single purpose company whose 
principal asset comprises of real assets (Securities Commission, 
2005). Generally, different countries adopt different approach in 
determining the requirements for REIT, especially with regards 
to the ratio of investing in real estate. For instance, Korea and 
Singapore require at least 70 percent of the company assets in 
real estate. Meanwhile, the United States imposes 75 percent 
minimum ratio of investment in the real assets (Vincent, 1999). 
REIT is an entity that accumulates a pool of funds from investors, 
which is then used to buy, manage and sell assets in real estate 
industry.

REIT is renowned for having the nature of low risk, low 
volatility, moderate returns, and high liquidity for investors. 
It offers investors the opportunity to diversify and invest their 
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portfolios in listed real estate securities that own and operate 
income generating from real estate such as residential, commercial, 
retail properties, plantation land, storage facilities warehouses, 
car parks and other, which otherwise are expensive if they were 
to invest directly. The owner of one REIT unit is actually buying 
a portion of a managed pool of real estate. This pool of real 
estate then generates income through renting, leasing and selling 
of property and distributes it directly to the REIT investor on a 
regular basis. In short, REIT may be deemed as an alternative to 
stock by investors. Nevertheless, the risk borne is lower and has 
less fluctuation in terms of market price of the stock. 

Malaysia is among the earliest countries in Asian to 
involve in publicly listed property trust.  It started in 1986 when 
the Central Bank of Malaysia first approved the regulatory 
framework for listed property trust. It then continued to initiate 
the property market trust better known as Property Trust Funds 
(PTFs). The market was further improved by the SC with specific 
guidelines for listed property trust funds in 1991. In 2005, the 
Guidelines on Islamic Real Estate Investment Trusts was issued, 
followed by the introduction of the Islamic Real Estate Investment 
Trust in 2006. This identifies Malaysia as the first in the world 
to introduce such instrument (Chin & Rubi Ahmad, 2006). The 
introduction of Islamic REITs was facilitated by guidelines issued 
by the SC Malaysia to ensure that the instrument adheres with 
the principles of Shari’ah.  By 2014, Malaysia had established 
four Islamic REITs which are Al-Aqar KPJ REIT listed on August 
2006, Al-Hadharah Boustead REIT listed on February 2007 and 
Axis REIT listed on August 2005 and KLCC REIT. Axis REIT 
was earlier a conventional REIT upon its introduction into the 
market, yet was converted to Islamic REIT in December 2008. 
The most recent I-REITs launched in the Malaysian market is 
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Al-Salam REITs offered by Johor Corp on 4th September 2015 
amounting to RM252.36 million. This REITs focuses on shariah-
compliant diversified portfolio of income producing real estate 
used for commercial retail, office and industrial properties 
(The Star, 2015). REITs have been proven to be a popular and 
successful investment vehicle in the United States and Australia 
(Hamzah and Rozali, 2010). Currently, there are about eighteen 
REITs in Malaysia, out of which four are iREITs.

Performance of Islamic REITs
There have been limited empirical studies on the performance 
analysis of REITs and its predecessor, listed property trust in 
Malaysia. Kok and Khoo (1995) examined the performance of 
three listed property trusts, namely Amanah Harta Tanah PNB, 
First Malaysia Property Trust and Arab Malaysian First Property 
Trust for the period 1991 to 1995 by using Treynor, Sharpe and 
Jensen Index measurements. The results indicated listed property 
trusts generally out-performed the stock market during bear 
markets, but performed poorly during bull markets.

Ong, Teh, & Chong (2011) analysed the development 
and performance of Malaysian REITs by using Net Asset Value 
approach (NAV). They found that Malaysian REITs generally 
traded at a premium to NAV implying that those are generally 
much better companies for transparency, disclosure, share 
liquidity, depth of management and corporate democracy. Alias 
and Tho (2011) compare the performance of REITs in the United 
Kingdom and Malaysia by analysing the performance of six (6) 
selected REITs in both countries. The performance of a REIT is 
driven by numerous factors but the findings showed that the total 
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revenue was the main factor affecting the performance for both 
the largest M-REITs and UK-REITs. This finding is consistent 
with the study done by Ambrose and Linneman (2001) which 
concluded that the larger the size of REITs, the higher the rental 
revenue and profit margin. In addition, it has also demonstrated 
that for every billion increase in market capitalisation, the profit 
margins generated by the REITs will rise by approximately 9%.

Furthermore, Hamzah, Rozali, & Tahir (2010) studied 
the performance of REITs in Malaysia using three standard 
performance measurement methods (Sharpe Index, Treynor Index 
and Jensen Index) from 1995 to 2005. The results indicate that the 
risk-adjusted performance of REITs vary over time with REITs in 
general outperformed the market portfolio during the 1997-1998 
financial crisis but underperformed in the pre-crisis (1995-1997) 
and post-crisis period (1998-2005). This study also found that the 
average systematic risks of REITs were slightly higher than the 
market portfolio during the pre-crisis and crisis period but were 
significantly lower in the post-crisis period.

With regards to the Islamic REITs, very limited research 
has been done in this area, probably due to the relatively recent 
nature of the instrument. Osmadi (2006) specifically studied the 
development of Islamic REITs. Ibrahim and Ong (2008) investigate 
the performance of operational Islamic-compliant REITs for 
both restricted and non-restricted schemes. The non-compliant 
REITs or conventional REITs outperform Shariah compliant 
REITs for equally-weighted portfolio. However, the findings are 
inconsistent with the study of Alhenawi and Hassan (2011) who 
examine the relative performance REITs for both restricted and 
non-restricted scheme. The results show that Shariah compliant 
REITs have out-performed non-compliant REITs and provide less 
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volatile investment vehicle. Moreover, Shariah-compliant REITs 
can gain more return for equally-weighted portfolio and reduce 
loss for value-weighted portfolio during financial crisis period. 
Additionally, Newell and Osmadi (2009) assessed the risk-
adjusted performance, significance, and portfolio diversification 
benefit of Islamic and conventional REITs in Malaysia over the 
period of 2006 to 2008. The findings indicate that Islamic REITs 
provide portfolio diversification benefit and low risk level features 
compared to conventional REITs. 

Typical iREITs structure
A typical REITs structure consists of the Management Company, 
unitholders, trustee, property manager, list of properties and 
Shari’ah advisor.  Dusuki (2007) outlined the detailed nature and 
operations of REITs. Figure 1 illustrates the typical structure of 
iREIT.  

Figure 1: Typical Structure Of Ireits
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The proposed model: iREITs for the 
development of waqf assets
Essentially, the properties which are suitable for the successful 
implementation of REIT will be properties with commercial 
value. With regards to waqf properties, all properties which have 
religious and non-commercial value will be excluded from the 
structuring of REITs. As a result, for valuation purposes these 
properties will need to be excluded from REITs valuation. The 
Securities Commission of Malaysia (SC) guidelines on issuance 
REIT state that the minimum size of REITs is RM100 million 
and must consist of at least 50% real estate, which is tenanted 
(Securities Commission, 2012). In order for the waqf property to 
be a subject matter of REITs, it has to have a revenue generating 
capacity (i.e. tenanted). In the case of Malaysia, SIRCs generally 
do not have sufficient properties of a commercial value to be 
used as underlying assets for iREITs issuance. Assets under 
construction are allowed to be acquired into a REIT but subject 
to a maximum capitalization of up to 10% of total size of REIT 
(Securities Commission, 2012). 

Therefore, because of this constraint, to develop waqf assets 
by using REITs structure, SIRCs as the sponsor or mutawalli has 
to undertake a two-step approach to raise financing, as follows:

Phase 1: Incubation under a Property Fund 

The illustration for phase 1 is shown in Figure 2. In this phase, 
the sponsor/ Mutawalli/SIRCs incubates the properties into a 
property fund to develop the properties to a stage of maturity i.e. 
tenanted and income generating. Firstly, the Mutawalli will create 
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a ‘Waqf Fund’ to fund the construction or development of new 
properties. The Mutawalli as an administrator of the ‘Waqf Fund’ 
can decide either to issue cash waqf whereby the contributors/
waqif simply donate their cash contribution for the development 
of waqf properties or issue share certificate under mudharabah or 
wakalah structure whereby the investors are given an ‘expected 
profit’ for their investment. (Raising funding from banks or other 
investors is also a viable option to be considered but this will 
typically be funding options for the developer). Then, the proceeds 
from the Cash Waqf or share certificate will be handed over to 
the property developer as the funding to develop the property. 
The developer will have to provide performance guarantees to the 
Waqf Fund. This will mitigate the risk of non-completion. Finally, 
when the construction is completed, the Mutawalli will receive 
the handover of the property subject to proper certifications by 
independent certification authorities and valuers. The Mutawalli 
will also be responsible to market the property to get it tenanted. 
This can be outsourced to a property realtor. 
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Phase 2: Monetization of Waqf Assets through 
iREITs

Upon the property reaching a level of maturity in terms of lease 
and tenants, the properties developed using Waqf Fund in phase 
1 can be leased to the REIT. The proceeds from the lease to the 
REIT will be used by Waqf Fund to give returns to the share 
certificate holders. The investors can decide whether to plough 
back their proceeds or just the returns into the Waqf Fund for 
further investments or redeem their investment. The REIT will 
“acquire” the waqf property from the Waqf Fund in two possible 
ways:

I. Under Ijarah Agreement, enter into a Head Lease with the 
Waqf Fund and as consideration the REIT will pay periodic 
lease rentals to the Waqf Fund or pay a one-off advance 
payment. 

II. Under a Wakalah agreement, manage the lease of the tenants 
on behalf of the Waqf Fund and make periodic payments to 
the Waqf Funds after deducting management fees. 

The application of ijarah contract for a long-term or hukr 
(long lease) to acquire the waqf assets is considered as a feasible 
option because selling the waqf properties to REIT would not be 
allowed as its infringes the inalienability element of waqf assets. 
The acquisition of these waqf assets is in accordance to the SC 
of Malaysia (2005) Guidelines of Issuance of REIT section 8.13 
of acquiring leasehold real estates. Under this proposed model, 
the unitholders only enjoy the usufruct or manafaah of the waqf 
assets. The title ownership of the assets remains with the Waqf 
Fund. At the maturity date of the Head Lease or dissolution of the 
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REIT, the REIT will be obliged to return the property to the Waqf 
Fund.

As illustrated in Figure 2 the second phase of Financing, 
to finance the acquisition of waqf property from the Waqf Fund, 
the REIT manager pools money from investors who are actually 
buying units of the REIT. There are three investment options 
available for investors in acquiring the units. As unitholders of 
REIT, they can choose to be pure investors purchasing the units 
of REIT for investment purpose, expecting to receive returns on 
investment from capital gain and dividend yield. There is no waqf 
element for this option but the investors indirectly support the 
development of waqf properties. Alternatively, investors can have 
an option to invest in waqf REIT as genuine investors but donate 
or waqf the portion of their dividend returns to the SIRC while 
maintaining the shareholding in the REITs. The final option is the 
investors can immediately donate or waqf their units to Mutawalli/
SIRC upon acquiring it. 
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Figure 3: Phase 2 – Monetization Of Waqf Assets 

Conclusion
The above proposal is an attempt to offer the waqf administrators 
or SIRCs with an alternative mechanism to raise funding to 
develop waqf properties and eventually to use the REIT as a 
platform to exit the investment with returns to waqf investors. 
Malaysia is at the forefront of Islamic finance development and 
as such, this innovative solution will solidify the active role of 
Malaysia in promoting greater financial inclusion especially in 
Islamic finance and waqf development. 
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While waqf properties can and are being funded by 
Islamic banks through normal financial products, the two-phased 
approach proposed in this paper offers an ability to diversify away 
from over-reliance on bank-based financing products. It allows 
retail or wholesale investors to have direct participation in the 
development of waqf properties and it also allows a viable exit 
through an established capital market investment vehicle such as 
the REITs. 

Admittedly, there are still many areas to consider 
especially in terms of legal framework surrounding transfer of 
assets and tax deductibility to investors and many other areas. 
However, it is important and it is the wish of the authors that 
an active dialogue and disciplined taskforce can be established 
to address the various issues towards making this proposal an 
economically and commercially viable alternative that meets the 
objectives of all stakeholders. 

Additionally, the issuance of the iREITs requires a 
large Net Asset Value (NAV) of asset to underlie the certificate. 
The challenge is on how SIRCs are able to meet the minimum 
requirement of the NAV to support the issuance of iREITs since 
many of their properties do not have high commercial value. It 
is hoped that the findings of this study provides significant input 
for the SIRCs to develop the i-REITs model despite having 
insufficient properties to support the issuance of iREITs.
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CHAPTER 16

Flood Victims’ Preferences Towards Takaful 
Flood Coverage: An Analysis Based on 

Structural Equation Modelling
Marhanum Che Mohd Salleh & Nurdianawati 

Irwani Abdullah

Introduction
The initial idea of Takaful in Malaysia is started as a result of 
the meeting of the Malaysian National Fatwa Committee on 
June 15 1972 regarding conventional insurance practices. The 
committee considered conventional insurance as a void contract 
because it involved elements prohibited in Islam such as gharar 
(uncertainty), riba (interest), and maisir (gambling) (Hendon, 
Zuriah, & Sharifah Sakinah, 2009). As a consequence, there was 
increasing demand by Muslims in Malaysia for Shariáh compliant 
insurance as an alternative product to the conventional insurance. 
This phenomenon has led to the establishment of a special 
task force in 1982 by Malaysian government to investigate the 
religiously unacceptable elements of existing insurance practices 
and also the possibilities of Shariáh compliant alternatives (Lim 
et al., 2010). As a result, the idea of Takaful has been proposed in 
the same year (Hendon et al., 2009). Two years after that (1984), 
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the Takaful act was enacted and in the same year the first Takaful 
company was established under the name of Syarikat Takaful 
Malaysia Berhad and offering Shariáh compliant insurance 
products to the public (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2012; Lim  et 
al., 2010). These basically happened in the first phase of the 
development of the Takaful industry where the main concern was 
to develop the industrial infrastructure.

The second phase was initiated in the early 1990s with 
the commencement of the second Takaful operator known 
as Takaful Nasional Sdn. Bhd. For the first time, the agency 
system was realised and implemented by this Takaful company 
as to enhance the industry marketing channels. Within the same 
phase, there were formations of the ASEAN Takaful Group and 
ASEAN Retakaful International Ltd. The industry has enhanced 
its Takaful branches and agents in this phase whereby there 
were 124 Takaful branches and 4,567 Takaful agents in the 2000 
(Bank Negara Malaysia, 2012). Meanwhile, in the 2001, Bank 
Negara Malaysia has reinforced the Takaful industry through its 
Financial Sector Master Plan which among the objectives was to 
boost the capacity of Takaful operators via the legal, Shariáh, and 
regulatory framework of the industry. 

Accordingly, the number of Takaful operators has 
increased tremendously in the third phase of the development 
of the industry (2001 to 2010). Overall, there were eight Takaful 
operators and four Retakaful operators in the industry in 2010 
(Mohd Tarmidzi, 2010). In addition, the industry has successfully 
achieved 27% growth in net Takaful contributions between 2005 
and 2010 (Mohd Razif, 2011b). It was a good remark that the 
Malaysian Takaful industry had become a major player among 
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Asian countries as well as had started to compete with the 
conventional insurance nationally. A part of its positive growth in 
the Malaysian financial industry, the industry players should also 
concern about the needs of the society especially those among 
the poor income group leaving at rural area. In this context, 
Takaful should also be offered to protect financial losses caused 
by disasters like flood.

There was suggestion by the government to consider flood 
insurance policy for the people to protect their welfare in times of 
natural disasters (Datuk Seri Ahmad Shabery Cheek, Ministry of 
Communications and Multimedia, 2014). It is suggested that the 
government could collaborate with insurance companies to create 
insurance policies which would benefits all parties, especially 
the flood victims. The purpose of insurance is to ensure the 
effectiveness of national preparedness in facing floods, especially 
during the monsoon season. The government is welcoming the 
insurance companies to offer protection policies for flood victims. 
Hence, this research is conducted to get the flood victims’ view 
towards Takaful as well as their awareness towards the Takaful 
scheme. The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. 
Next section discusses the Malaysian Takaful business and its 
performance and followed by literatures review. It is followed 
by discussion on the research methodology, data analysis, and 
results. The last section would further discuss the findings and 
suggestion on future research.

Malaysian Takaful Businesses
As mentioned in Table 1, for the past 9 years (2007), the total 
takaful business performance in term of gross contributions are 
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increased from RM2.26 billion in 2007 to RM6.3 billion in 2016. 
For family takaful business, the gross contribution also increased 
from year to year except for year 2014 where the total gross 
contribution has drop to RM3.437billion from RM3.563billion 
in 2013. As for general takaful business, the gross contribution 
is also increased significantly from RM7.68 million in 2007 to 
RM2.41 billion in 2016. To sum, the growing phenomena of 
takaful business in Malaysia is seem encouraging at the recent 
decade where the industry have received strong support from the 
government to further implement technology as a new medium 
of the business. This hopefully may strengthen the achievement 
of the industry both local and at the international level. Please 
refer to Table 1 below for details on the gross contribution of 
Malaysian Takaful business from 2007 to 2016.

Table 1: Takaful Business Performance (2007-2016)

Year Takaful Business Gross Contribution (billion) Growth (%)
2007 FT 1.487 17.4

GT 768 7.0
Total 2.255 24.4

2008 FT 1.980 33.2
GT 874 13.8
Total 2.854 47

2009 FT 2.178 10.0
GT 1.054 20.6
Total 3.232 30.6

2010 FT 2.587 18.8
GT 1.346 27.7
Total 3.933 46.5

2011 FT 2.695 4.2
GT 1.600 18.9
Total 4.295 23.1
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2012 FT 3.501 29.9
GT 1.746 9.2
Total 5.247 39.1

2013 FT 3.563 1.8
GT 1.918 9.8
Total 5.481 11.6

2014 FT 3.437 -3.5
GT 2.169 13.1
Total 5.606 9.6

2015 FT 3.64 3.9
GT 2.0 6.3
Total 5.64 10.2

2016 FT 3.95 8.6
GT 2.41 4.7
Total 6.36 13.3

Source: www.bn.m.my and www.malaysiantakaful.com.my (MTA)

Literature Review
Past literatures that have discussed relevant factors that influenced 
the public to choose the Takaful are including Abas & Kadir (n.d), 
Adnan (2010), Arifin et al. (2013), Razak, Idris, Yusof, Jaapar, and 
Ali (2013), Mansor, Masduki, Mohamad, Zulkarnain, and Aziz 
(2015), Husin, Ismail, and Rustam (2015), and Che Ngah, Rashid, 
and Mansor (2016). Among the factors that mostly significant to 
influence Takaful preferences are publics’ perception, religious 
factor, service quality, charges, agents, marketing, company’s 
reputation, products, and also level of awareness. However, in 
terms of awareness, the finding from Mansor et al. (2015) was 
contradicted with the finding by Hussin et al. (2015). In this case, 
it is found that both studies have adopted similar method of data 
collection which self-administered questionnaire via survey. 
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Hence, the number of data collected and type of data analysis 
were different among the studies. In this case, Mansor et al. (2015) 
have smaller and limited sample (89 Takaful customers of three 
agencies) compare to Hussin et al. (2015) who have successfully 
gathered 210 respondents among staff of three private universities 
in Malaysia. Therefore, this research considers results found by 
Hussin et al. (2015) which is awareness would have significant 
effect towards Takaful preferences would provide height 
weightage and this signifies the first hypothesis of this research 
which is ‘public awareness would have significant effect towards 
future Takaful preferences’.

In addition, past literatures that have covered on preferences 
or adoption have basically adopted few theories including theory 
of reasoned action by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) which later 
been modified by Ajzen (1991) and known as theory of planned 
behaviour, Rogers (1995) and Taylor and Todd (1995) who have 
promoted the diffusion of innovation and decomposed theory of 
planned behaviour. All these theories are mainly concentrating on 
the factors that influence products and services’ preferences. To 
relate with the context of this research, factors that seems have not 
been explored by the previous researches which are financial and 
health effects that may influence future public preference towards 
the Takaful scheme is proposed and hypothesised in this research. 

Methodology
This study is designed quantitatively where the data is gathered 
through self-administered questionnaires. Upon the successful 
completion of the pilot test, the final survey was conducted to 
flood victims of three mostly flood-affected states in Malaysia 
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which are Kelantan, Terengganu, and Pahang. The respondents 
are 349 flood victims in various locations in the East Coast States 
of Malaysia. Data collected were analysed using two statistical 
analyses software (Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 
version 19 and Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) version 
16). Accordingly, all measures of variables used in this research 
are basically built for the purpose of the research objectives and 
the measurement were tested in terms of reliability. Please refer to 
figure 1 below for results of sampling adequacy.

KMO and Bartlett’s Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .830
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 5647.539

df 465
Sig. .000

Figure 1: Results of Sampling AdequacyObservations farthest from 
the centroid (Mahalanobis distance) (Group number 1)

Models

Default model (Default model)

Notes for Model (Default model)

Computation of degrees of freedom (Default model)

Result (Default model)

Minimum was achieved

Chi-square = 2007.560
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Degrees of freedom = 249

Probability level = .000

Group number 1 (Group number 1 - Default model)

Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model)

Scalar Estimates (Group number 1 - Default model)

Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - 
Default model)

Variances: (Group number 1 - Default model)

Squared Multiple Correlations: (Group number 1 - Default 
model)

Matrices (Group number 1 - Default model)

Total Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Total Effects (Group number 1 - Default 
model)

Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Direct Effects (Group number 1 - Default 
model)
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Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default model)

Standardized Indirect Effects (Group number 1 - Default 
model)

Minimization History (Default model)

Model Fit Summary

CMIN

RMR, GFI

Data Analysis & Findings

Demographic Information of Respondents

A total of 349 flood victims have participated in the survey from 
some parts of Kelantan, Terengganu, and Pahang. It is observed 
that the number of female (58 percent) more than male (42 percent). 
In terms of age group, more than half of the respondents are below 
40 years old (60 percent) and the rest (37 percent) are between 40 
years old to 69 years old. In addition, half of the respondents are 
married (53 percent) followed by single respondents (37 percent). 
Meanwhile, based on the information, it is found that majority of 
the respondents have received education at the STPM level (42 
percent) followed by Diploma holders (30 percent), degree (13 
percent), primary (10 percent) holders and only 6 percent have 
not received any education at all. In addition, about one-third of 
them are student (37 percent), 22 percent are self-employed and 
the rests are government servants (17 percent), private employees 
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(11 percent), unemployment (14 percent), and retirees (6 percent). 
In terms of monthly income, it is found that half of the victims 
have income less than RM2,000 (50 percent) and there are quite 
number of them have not received any income at all (32 percent). 

Total of financial loss suffered due to flood

Table 2 presents total loss suffered by the flood victims due to 
flood. Out of 349 victims, only 280 agree to share their previous 
financial loss. It is observed that half of the victims have suffered 
at least RM10,000 due to flood. Only few reported that they have 
suffered a big loss of RM20,000 and above. In this context, this 
research in view that the reasons why the victims have incurred 
small amount of losses (less than RM10,000) is because of living 
style, types of house, and also quantity of home furniture or 
appliances own by the victims. It is also noticed that the victims 
have learned from the past experiences in terms of damages of 
furniture as well as home appliances that made them to only buy 
necessary appliances to continue their life. 

Table 2: Amount of Financial Loss Due to Flood

Amount of Total Loss Frequency Percent
Less than RM10,000 190 54.4
RM10,000 - RM20,000 56 16.0
RM20,001 - RM30,000 13 3.7
RM30,001 - RM40,000 5 1.4
RM40,001 - RM50,000 4 1.1
RM50,001 - RM60,000 1 .3
More than RM60,000 11 3.2
Total 280 80.2
No answer 74 13.8

Total 537 100.0
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Respondents’ View on Takaful

As presented in figure 2, majority of the flood victims do not 
participate (subscribe) in the Takaful scheme previously as only 
27% of them have subscribed to the scheme. Asking about the 
willingness of the non-subscribers towards future participation 
in the Takaful scheme, most of them stated their willingness to 
join the scheme in the future. In addition, finding about their 
capability to pay monthly contribution and the amount, majority 
of the victims agreed on the monthly contribution which is less 
than RM100 (please refer to figure 3 and 4).

Figure 2: Participation in Takaful

Figure 3: Ability to Pay Monthly Contribution
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Figure 4: Amount of Monthly Contribution

Dependent variable: Preferences towards 
Takaful Scheme
As in Table 3 below, eight statements of measure flood victims’ 
preference towards Takaful developed in this research. The 
statements were basically consisted of type of Takaful scheme, 
it cost/price, period of contribution, application as well as claim 
procedure. Overall, given a scale between 1 (strongly agree) to 5 
(strongly agree), majority of the flood victims were preferred to 
have flexible Takaful scheme with a very minimal cost, simple 
application process, and fast claiming process. In addition, they 
were mostly preferred to pay annual contribution compare to the 
monthly contribution. Other than that, most of them were also like 
to have online application to participate in the Takaful scheme. 
Given the advancement of information technology in Malaysia, 
there is no issue with the internet connection anymore even at the 
rural area.  
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Table 3: Flood victims’ preferences towards Takaful scheme 

No. Statement on Takaful 

Preferences

Level of Agreement (%) Mean Reliability 

Test1 2 3 4 5

1. Flexible takaful plan according 

to my needs.

5.4 2.4 21.6 45.8 24.8 3.82

0.864

2. Takaful plan with minimal cost 

and affordable.

0.9 6.7 25.4 42.9 24.3 3.83

3. Payment of contribution on a 

monthly basis.

4.3 6.2 31.0 40.7 17.9 3.62

4. Payment of contribution on a 

yearly basis.

3.7 5.2 24.8 43.1 23.1 3.77

5. Simple and fast procedure in 

handling claims.

1.5 3.0 21.1 44.0 30.4 4.01

6. Effective payment and claim 

facilities.

0.4 2.8 23.3 42.0 31.5 4.00

7. Simple application process. 1.1 2.0 22.6 44.6 29.7 4.00

8. Online application process. 1.9 6.2 24.4 32.5 35.1 3.93

1: Strongly Disagree     2: Disagree     3: Uncertain     4: Agree     5: Strongly Agree

Independent variables: Financial and Health Impact, Flood 
Victims’ Awareness
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Research Framework: Preferences towards 
Takaful Scheme
Three factors that may affect the flood victims’ preferences 
towards Takaful scheme is presented in research framework in 
Figure 5 below. Based on past literatures, there are very limited 
researches were concern on behavioural factors of customers 
on reason why they choose to participate in the Takaful scheme 
especially in terms of financial loss and heath condition. To adapt 
with the context of this research which is flood victims, in addition 
to the awareness, it is hypothesized that financial loss and health 
condition that have been affected by the flood may influence the 
victims’ preferences towards the Takaful scheme in future.

Figure 5: Research Framework
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 Structural Equation Modelling Analysis
The framework of this research is basically drew using AMOS 
graphic to depict the relationship between the independent 
(awareness, financial, and health effect) towards the dependent 
variable (Takaful preference) as in Figure 6. Results of regression 
weight of each influence factors is presented in Table 6. Overall, 
two variables; flood victims’ awareness and financial impact have 
significantly influenced their preferences towards Takaful scheme 
in future. In terms of awareness, the probability of getting a critical 
ratio as large as 9.827 in absolute value is less than 0.001. In 
other words, the regression weight for awareness in the prediction 
of Takaful preferences is significantly different from zero at the 
0.001 level (two-tailed). Meanwhile, for financial impact, the 
probability of getting a critical ratio as large as 2.639 in absolute 
value is 0.008. In other words, the regression weight for financial 
impact in the prediction of Takaful preferences is significantly 
different from zero at the 0.001 level (two-tailed). Finally, for 
health impact, the probability of getting a critical ratio as large 
as 0.865 in absolute value is 0.387. In other words, the regression 
weight for health impact in the prediction of Takaful preferences is 
not significantly different from zero at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). 
In addition, results of standardised regression weights as in Table 
7 indicates that when awareness goes up by 1 standard deviation, 
Takaful preferences goes up by 0.45 standard deviations and in 
case of financial impact goes up by 1 standard deviation, Takaful 
preferences goes up by 0.221 standard deviations. Finally, in case 
of impact on health goes up by 1 standard deviation, Takaful 
preferences goes down by 0.039 standard deviations.
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Figure 6: Results of SEM

Table 6: Results of Regression Weights

Takaful_Preferences <--- .390 .040 9.827 ***
Takaful_Preferences <--- Financial .979 .371 2.639 .008
Takaful_Preferences <--- Health -.107 .124 -.865 .387

***significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level (two-tailed).

Table 7: Standardized Regression Weights

Awareness Takaful Preferences 0.450
Financial 0.221

Health -0.039
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Conclusion
This research is structured to explore the factors that may 
significantly influence future preferences towards Takaful scheme 
among the villagers who were the flood victims in East Coast area 
of Malaysia that have suffered from flood almost every year. In 
general, survey based on structured questionnaire was performed 
to obtain the victims’ experiences facing the flood as well as 
their preferences towards the Takaful scheme. In total, 537 flood 
victims have involved in the survey and they were basically been 
affected mostly in the aspect of financial matters rather than 
health aspect. In addition, majority of them were not participated 
yet in the Takaful and hence they have shown their willingness to 
participate in the scheme in future. Finally, the main concern of 
this research is to examine the factors that significantly influence 
the victims’ preference towards the Takaful scheme which is done 
by structural equation modelling analysis. Results of regression 
weight indicates that two variables out of three have significantly 
influenced the victims’ preferences towards the scheme which are 
awareness and financial impact. This finding is basically parallel 
with finding of the previous research conducted by Hussin et al. 
(2015). However, impact on health which in the earlier stage 
of analysis was found less to the victims have given similar 
result through the structural equation modelling where it did 
not significantly influence the victims’ preferences towards the 
scheme.

To sum up, results gathered in this research provide some 
input to the Takaful industry that there are needs to structure 
and offer a special coverage or protection to the flood victims 
given frequent occurrences of the flood in the East Coast area 
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of Malaysia. Furthermore, as awareness have become among the 
significant factors that have influenced their preferences, there 
is need to enhance the public awareness towards the importance 
of participating into the Takaful scheme which among the effort 
including campaign, advertising, educational program, and 
other initiatives by service providers. All in all, support from 
government is also important to ensure the sustainable of the 
industry in future.
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CHAPTER 17

Indebtedness among Young Muslims in 
Malaysia: Review of the Extant Literature

Anita Md. Shariff, Muhammad Irwan Ariffin & 

Mustafa Omar Mohammed

Introduction
Evidences show rising trend of household debt especially among 
young Muslims in Malaysia. The literature has cited several 
reasons for this which covers macroeconomic, socioeconomic, 
cultural, psychological and demographic factors. Among all 
determinants, materialism and religiosity deficit seem to be the 
least researched factors. Studies argue that the chase for growth 
and higher living standard has invariably breed materialism in 
the society which in turn leads to indebtedness. At the same time, 
young Muslims are struggling to preserve their Islamic religiosity, 
which discourage indebtedness. Both materialism and Islamic 
religiosity have opposite impacts on debt. The role of Islamic 
banking in extending credit to Muslims is another dimension 
to be considered. On one hand, it claims to pursue a religious 
objective and on the other hand it offers debt-based products that 
encourage indebtedness. While Islam discourages indebtedness, 
more Muslims choose to borrow from Islamic banking for 
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religious reason. There is dearth of literature that has critically 
examined these three issues: materialism, religiosity deficit and 
Islamic banking in relation to indebtedness. The present paper 
adopts a literature survey method to critically review the related 
works on factors that influence household debt behavior, focusing 
on these three issues. The paper expects to provide a new direction 
in the study of indebtedness among young Muslim households in 
Malaysia.  

Household debt (HHD) is generally defined as a state of 
owing money by individuals to licensed financial institutions or 
banks. It is “an obligation or liability arising from borrowing 
money or taking goods or services on credit against an obligation 
to pay later” (Prinsloo, 2002).  HHD comes in the form of loans 
or financing, cash advances and credits. The most common types 
of borrowings by household sector in Malaysia include mortgage 
loans to purchase residential and non-residential properties, motor 
vehicles, personal financing, credit cards, securities and others 
(Bank Negara Malaysia, 2017b). For all types of household debts, 
every principal amount borrowed is charged with interest, being 
the cost of borrowing. 

Rising HHD is one of the most significant global economic 
phenomena being observed in the last few decades (Wallace, 
2016). Malaysia marks the biggest rise of household debt-to-GDP 
ratio in Asia with a total increase of 145 percent from 2007-2014 
(Tran, Gibbs, Tiftik, Nguyen, & Mahmood, 2015). From 2003 to 
2013, total Malaysia’s household debt has grown at the rate of 12.7 
percent annually compared to the growth of household assets of 
10.4 percent annually (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2014). Malaysia’s 
household debt-to-GDP ratio continues to show an upward trend 
in the last few years. As at end of 2016, total Malaysian HHD is 
RM1.09 trillion (Bank Negara Malaysia, 2017a). 
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Problematic debt cases involving insolvencies and 
bankruptcies have essentially increased consistent with the rising 
household debt level. On average, 60 Malaysians are declared 
bankrupt everyday with over 25,000 of Malaysians under the age 
of 35 have been declared bankrupt in the last five years (Lin & 
Su-Lyn, 2015). The largest percentage of insolvency and debt 
counselling cases in Malaysia is due to financial failure related 
to credit cards at 52.8 percent followed by personal loans at 28 
percent (Agensi Kaunseling dan Pengurusan Kredit, 2016). As of 
end 2013, 62,818 individuals with RM4.5 billion debts have been 
registered under the AKPK’s Debt Management Program (DMP).   

The highest cases of debt problems exceeding 54% 
involve young households below 40 years old.  Malays are the 
largest participants of DMP and the most susceptible group to fall 
into credit card debt trap (Loke, Yen, & Tan, 2013). AKPK also 
revealed in a forum that married Malays aged between 25 and 45 
years old whose annual income below certain level are the ones 
who urgently need help to manage their debts (Sipalan, 2015). 
Since all Malays are considered Muslims, it shall be implied 
that there are more Muslims than non-Muslims in Malaysia 
experiencing financial problems associated with debts.   

The Paradox of Muslim Indebtedness
The western development model maintains that the expansion of 
household debt is vital for a nation’s economic growth. Western 
economic model is debt-based charging interest on lending 
activities. In Islam, borrowing is discouraged except for extremely 
necessary cases. Moreover, charging riba or interest on lending is 
totally prohibited in Islam. Studies have shown that debt causes 
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many negative impacts to borrower’s and nation’s wellbeing. In 
Malaysia, as the nation progresses, household debts continue to 
rise while Malaysian Muslims are getting more tolerant towards 
debt. The role of Islamic banking in promoting debt-based 
financial products has further aggravated debt culture in the 
society. Although it claims to uphold Islamic religious values, 
Islamic banking is offering a wide range of debt-based products 
that encourage indebtedness similar to conventional banking. This 
practice contradicts with Islamic principle and instead supports 
the western development model. It raises a question on how, 
two conflicting factors i.e. western values versus Islamic values 
compete in influencing young Muslims’ debt behavior, against 
the backdrop of Islamic banking as the financial intermediary.  
This seems to be a paradox facing the Muslims in the matter of 
debt. There is lack of literatures that have assessed debt issue 
from these perspectives. The current paper seeks to critically 
review the related works on factors that influence household debt 
behavior, focusing on these three factors i.e. western materialism, 
Islamic religiosity and Islamic banking.

Factors Influencing Household Debt
Various influential factors need to be gauged to understand the 
complexity of HHD.  Literatures on household debt cover broad 
areas stretching from the subset of demographic, economic, 
psychological to situational factors (Stone & Maury, 2006). Past 
literatures have shown that many aspects of individual life, society 
and economic circumstances significantly influence household 
indebtedness. Some determinants are interrelated in influencing 
debt behavior (e.g. Webley & Nyhus, 2001; Lea, Webley, & 
Walker, 1995; Wang, Lu, & Malhotra, 2011).  
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1. Institutional and regulatory factors

From the supply side of HHD, institutional and regulatory factors 
are considered one of the most important determinants. The 
motivation to boost consumption in order to expand GDP growth 
has influenced many governments to relax lending requirements. 
A reduction in the interest rates (Debelle, 2004) and the ease of 
liquidity constraints by central banks (Bank for International 
Settlements, 2009) followed by the expansion of borrowing 
opportunities to households by banking and financial sectors 
(Baker, 2015; Karger, 2005; Mian, Rao, & Sufi, 2013; Mian & 
Sufi, 2014) positively affect HHD level and significantly boost 
borrowing trend.  A study on US low income household shows 
that an expansion of borrowing opportunities have caused not 
only increase in credit access but have encouraged low-income 
families to live beyond their means (Lyons, 2003). In Malaysia, 
some households are found frequenting high cost loans to 
meet their liquidity needs despite the excessive cost they have 
to bear (Loke et al., 2013; Salleh, Jaafar, & Ebrahim, 2013). 
Government fiscal policies in promoting household borrowing 
via tax incentives and government-sponsored institutions are 
also significant in the development of household finance in many 
countries (Bank for International Settlements, 2009; Rubaszek 
& Serwa, 2011). For some reasons, in Malaysia, however, fiscal 
incentives are insignificant in influencing household borrowing 
(Amin, Abdul Rahman, Sondoh Jr, & Chooi Hwa, 2011) but the 
Treasury Housing Loan Division (THLD) remains an important 
provider of housing loans to the Malaysian government civil 
servants (Chng, 2013).  
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2. The role of Islamic banking and finance (IBF)

In examining the Muslims’ financial behavior, the role of 
Islamic banking and finance (IBF) takes center stage. IBF plays 
a significant role in penetrating the Muslim market by offering 
a wide range of banking and financial services (Worldbank, 
2016). Islamic financial products are regarded by Muslims as an 
alternative to conventional interest-based loans (Ahmad, 2000; 
Chapra, 1985; Siddiqi, 1985; Haron & Hisham, 2003; Naqvi, 
2016; Rosly & Bakar, 2003; Siddiqui, 2001) .  

Many literatures have shown that religion is the main 
reason for Muslims to choose Islamic Banking (Haron, Ahmad, 
& Planisek, 1994). This is evident in Bahrain (Metawa & 
Almossawi, 1998), in Kuwait (Al-sultan, 1999), in Malaysia 
(Dusuki & Abdullah, 2007; Zainuddin, Jahyd, & Ramayah, 
2004), in Turkey (Okumuş, 2005) and in Jordan (Naser, Jamal, 
Al-Khatib, & Naser, 1999). In Egypt, 98.8 percent of the clients 
of Islamic banks in Egypt are Muslims while Christians made up 
54.3 percent of the clients of conventional banks (Hegazy, 1995).  
According to the Theory of Islamic Consumer Behavior, Muslims 
choose Islamic financing over conventional loans to achieve 
religious satisfactions rather than to perform religious duty 
(Amin, Rahim Abdul Rahman, & Abdul Razak, 2014). Muslims 
are basically aware that borrowing itself is not a form of religious 
duty but borrowing from Islamic banking satisfies their religious 
consciousness. While Muslims are mainly driven by religious 
motive in patronizing Islamic banking, another two studies 
indicate insignificant relationships between people of different 
faith with bank selections. Religious belief plays insignificant 
role in determining the selection of bank by Jordanian (Erol & 
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El‐Bdour, 1989; Erol, Kaynak, & Radi, 1990) and by Malaysian 
in general (Hamid & Nordin, 2001). 

IBF plays a complex role in influencing household debt 
behavior among Muslims. From one side, the existence of IBF 
has made it possible for Muslims to access a banking and financial 
system that complies with their religious requirement. On the 
other hand, this also means that Muslims are now able to increase 
their consumption beyond their income level through various 
financing products offered by IBF. In other words, religious 
Muslims who avoided from borrowing from conventional banks 
due to religious reasons are now able to do so with IBF. Hence, it 
is expected that IBF plays a moderating role in diluting the impact 
of religiosity on household debt behavior, where the presence of 
IBF may increase the willingness of religious households to incur 
debt as to fulfill various demands while observing the religious 
requirement. 

3. Religion and religiosity factors

While many Muslims borrow from Islamic banking for religious 
reason, the religion itself discourages borrowing. Religion is an 
important cultural factor influencing social institutions as well 
as people’s attitudes, values and behaviors (Khraim, 2010). 
Religiosity is a degree to which beliefs in specific religious 
values are held and practiced (Keng, Swinyard, & Yin, 2002). It 
constitutes one of the main factors that affect each subculture’s 
belief system regarding life in general and consumption in 
particular (Rakrachakarn, Moschis, Ong, & Shannon, 2015). 
Most world religions disapprove debt, idleness, and poverty or 
making profit from lending (McCleary, 2007). Islam strongly 
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oppose charging interest on loans. Since Islam has had profound 
impact on cognitive processes and life styles of its followers 
(Shannon, 2015), a large percentage of Muslims around the world 
has distanced themselves from conventional banking (Worldbank, 
2016). Lately, there is a growing number of discussions and 
writings on Islamic economics that seek to analyses, justify 
and implement banking and other financial elements based on 
religious principles (Iannaccone, 1998).

Despite the significant importance of religion in influencing 
human behavior, the studies on the impact of religion on economic 
growth and HHD are still lacking (Moraru, 2012). Only a small 
number of research has been dedicated to understanding the 
influence of Islam on Muslims’ borrowing behavior. A research 
carried out by Sipon, Othman, Ghani, & Radzi (2014) on 180 
Muslim civil servants in Malaysia reveals that individual religious 
norms negatively affect financial debt while financial debt 
positively affects debt stress. Another finding by Ali & Chin-Hong, 
(2015) also supports a negative correlation between religiosity and 
personal financing in Pakistan. Religious obligation and pricing 
of Islamic personal financing have a significantly negative impact 
on the intention to use Islamic personal financing (Ali & Chin-
Hong, 2015). Both studies prove that Islamic religiosity have 
had negative impacts on Muslims debt behavior. A research by 
Yeniaras (2016), however, reveals quite different result. Islamic 
religiosity acts as a mediator that strengthens the relationship 
between status consumption and attitude towards debt for elite 
Muslims in Turkey. The more religious the elite Muslims are, the 
stronger the impact of consumption of goods that reflect status on 
their attitude towards debt (Yeniaras, 2016).  
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Studies on the impact of other religions on debt behavior 
show similar negative correlations between religiosity and 
indebtedness. A research carried out on young Christians and 
Muslims in Norway, reveals that people (who feel themselves 
religious) are more debt averse and have a higher willingness to 
pay off their debts compared to non-religious people (Moraru, 
2012).  This result is consistent with another finding by Hess 
(2012) where religious individuals are more risk averse, hold 
greater personal financial ethics, have higher credit scores, carry 
less credit card debt and have fewer foreclosures and bankruptcies. 
Muslims tend to be more debt averse and more “debt responsible” 
compared to the Christians (Moraru, 2012).  

The slight difference in findings on the impact of religion 
or religiosity on HHD of Turkey Muslims (Yeniaras, 2016) 
compared to that of Malaysian Muslims (Sipon et al., 2014), 
Pakistani Muslims (Ali & Chin-Hong, 2015) and  people of 
other religions (Moraru, 2012) (Hess, 2012) on the matter of 
HHD could be due to some macroeconomic, socio-economic 
factors and the influence of other values. Hence, it is important to 
consider these factors in the analysis, which are discussed in the 
following sections.

4. Macroeconomic factors and urbanization

Macro external factors such as growth rate, population size, 
property value, inflation rate and unemployment rate have different 
effects on HHD. GDP and population size positively impact 
while unemployment rate and inflation rate negatively impact 
HHD (Meng, Hoang, & Siriwardana, 2013; Rinaldi & Sanchis-
Arellano, 2006). In many Asian counties, positive economic 
growth (Gardarsdóttir & Dittmar, 2012) and stable price are the 
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main macro factors that have encouraged the rise of HHD for 
the last few decades (Bank for International Settlements, 2009). 
Rising population followed by increase in property values has led 
to increase in demand for HHD especially mortgage loans (Faria, 
Wang, & Wu, 2012; Jacobsen & Naug, 2004). This situation is 
more evident in the urban area (Meng et al., 2013). In Malaysia, 
households residing in big cities are the main contributors of HHD 
(Bank Negara Malaysia, 2014) Apparently, rising economic status 
measured based on improved living standard and growth rate 
positively supports growing debt culture in many countries. “The 
more developed the countries are the more is the debt burden and 
the more entrenched and widespread is the debt culture” (Farooq, 
2015).  

5. Western materialism and consumption habits

One of the important things brought in by economic development 
and growth is the penchant for materialism. Materialism is 
regarded as the value placed on the acquisition of material objects 
(Burroughs & Rindfleisch, 2002) and reflected by a general 
culture trend towards pursuing more things (Stone, Wier, & 
Bryant, 2008). It is also defined as the values where possessions 
and acquisitions are regarded as the central measure of success 
and happiness in life (Belk, 1985; Richins & Dawson, 1992). In 
most developed nations, growing materialism in the society is 
apparent (Stone et al., 2008). In fact, western culture is synonym 
with materialism and individualism (Eckersley, 2006). 

There are many literatures that have analyzed the direct 
and indirect impacts of materialism on HHD behavior. Almost all 
of the findings suggest positive correlations between materialism 
and HHD. Materialistic individuals have more favorable attitudes 
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toward borrowing (Watson, 2003) and are more likely to be 
highly indebted (Garðarsdóttir & Dittmar, 2012). In contrary,  less 
materialistic individuals - especially those with liquidity constraint 
- have negative attitudes towards debt (Troisi, Christopher, & 
Marek, 2006). In the poor regions of Sao Paulo,   Materialism 
level is also useful in forecasting the probability of low income 
individual getting into consumption debt (Ponchio & Aranha, 
2008). Materialism is also one of the elemental personality 
traits that positively associates with credit card misuse among 
college students (Pirog & Roberts, 2007). Most findings suggest 
significant positive impact of materialism on debt.  Only one study 
by Vinhal & Laroche (2015) suggests mixed result on the impact 
of each three materialism construct of Material Values Scale 
Short Form (MVSSF) on personal debt.  “Happiness” construct 
positively affects personal debt while the “success” construct and 
“centrality” construct each negatively affects and insignificantly 
affects personal debt respectively (Vinhal & Laroche, 2015).  

Previous studies have also linked the compulsive spending 
habit driven by materialism with indebtedness (Cynamon & 
Fazzari, 2008; Gardarsdóttir & Dittmar, 2012). Materialism 
positively correlates with impulse buying, sensation seeking, and 
openness to experience (Troisi, Christopher, & Marek, 2006). The 
escalating consumption habits have motivated people to obtain 
credit as a way to acquire outright cash to spend on immediately 
(Zinman, 2014), to buy more durable goods (Jappelli & Pagano, 
1989) and to finance the desired standard of living (Dubois & 
Anderson, 2010). Highly materialistic people are more likely to 
view themselves as spendthrift (Watson, 2003) and tend to spend 
compulsively (Keng et al., 2002; Yeniaras, 2016). Those with poor 
financial management practices are more prone to compulsive 
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buying problems (Pham, Yap, & Dowling, 2012). Borrowers tend 
to also spend more on luxury commodities that have the potential 
for social display but less money on necessities (Fan, 2000). 
Based on these findings, a stronger influence of materialism leads 
to a higher level of indebtedness among households. 

6. Other Psychological and behavioral factors

Some literatures in the field of psychology and behavioral 
economics have also studied other factors of HHD besides 
materialism and consumption habits. HHD is claimed to be an 
output of complex psychological and behavioral factors (Lea et 
al., 1995). Extending the Theory of Intertemporal Choice, Thaler 
(1997, 2015) has included foresight, self-control, habit, expectation 
of life, and bequest motive to influence individual's impatience 
level and time preference. People with high time preference 
tend to borrow to spend now and pay later while those with low 
time preference tend to save now and spend later. Borrowers are 
basically less patient than savers (Eggertsson & Krugman, 2012). 
Among UK consumers, lack of self-control positively leads to 
non-payment of consumer credit and self-reported excessive debt 
burdens (Gathergood (2012) A series of other personality traits 
namely impulsivity, risk aversion, attitudes towards debt, credit 
card use and money are also found to be significantly related with 
household indebtedness (Kamleitner, Hoelzl, & Kirchler, 2012; 
Kennedy, 2013; Ladas, Garibaldi, Scarpel, & Aickelin, 2014; B. 
Stone & Maury, 2006). Impulsive consumers are rather “impatient, 
short-sighted with no full awareness of the consequences of their 
spending decisions” (Anderloni, Bacchiocchi, & Vandone, 2012) 
and lack self-control especially in the case of unsecured debts such 
as credit cards (Gathergood, 2012). Secured debts like housing 
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and car loans (Ottaviani & Vandone, 2011) is normally taken on 
rational grounds not associated with impulsive behavior (Webley 
& Nyhus, 2001). In short, studies have shown that psychological 
factors such as self-control ability plays a significant role in 
influencing household debt behavior.

7. Materialism vs religiosity

The negative impacts of religion or religiosity on HHD and the 
positive impacts of materialism on HHD have been established 
separately in the past. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, 
there is only one study that assesses how both values affect HHD 
simultaneously. Yeniaras (2016) has empirically tested the effect 
of materialism on status consumption and the mediating effect 
of religiosity on status consumption towards debt attitude of 
Muslim elites in Turkey.  The study does not assess the impact of 
materialism and religiosity on debt attitude directly.  The findings 
reveal that all three dimensions of materialism positively impact 
status consumption while status consumption positively impact 
attitude towards debt (Yeniaras, 2016). Religiosity, on the other 
hand, is negatively affected by status consumption, but positively 
augment the impact of status consumption on debt. Although 
the relationship between religiosity and attitude towards debt is 
insignificant, the finding indicates that more religious Muslim 
elites in Turkey are more willing to purchase products that reflect 
status at the expense of incurring debts (Yeniaras, 2016).  

Many past empirical studies have assessed the 
simultaneous influence of religiosity and materialism on other 
aspects of life such as happiness (Swinyard, Kau, & Phua, 2001), 
life satisfaction (Keng, Swinyard, & Yin, 2002 and Shannon, 
2015), ethical judgement (Bakar, Lee, & Hazarina Hashim, 2013), 
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religious experience and emotional connection (Taheri & Taheri, 
2017). All findings reveal the opposite impacts of materialism and 
religiosity on the subjects.  Some studies have also assessed the 
impact of materialism on religiosity itself and vice versa.  Findings 
show that not only both values inversely impact human behavior, 
they are simply conflicting and negatively related with each other 
(e.g. Belk, 1985; Burroughs & Rindfleisch, 2002; McCleary, 
2007). For Muslims, practicing religious duty such as fasting 
could mean sacrificing productivity and economic performance 
(Campante & Yanagizawa-Drott, 2015).  Religious Muslims also 
seem to be less impulsive in making purchase decisions (Yousaf 
& Malik, 2013).

World scholars have long highlighted the conflicts between 
religion and materialism. Major world religions i.e. Islam, 
Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism and Judaism are consistent in 
condemning materialism (Wright & Larsen, 1992). All religions 
are somewhat similar in their reserved approach towards wealth 
accumulation (McCleary, 2007). In this modern era, since pursuit 
for material beings prevails over the pursuit for something abstract 
such as spiritual beings and as people getting more educated and 
advanced, religious belief tends to erode (Iannaccone, 1998). In 
short, the incompatibility of religion and materialism and their 
inverse impacts on various aspects of human life are real and 
persistent, but to the best knowledge of the authors, the study on 
the direct impact of both values towards HHD is almost none. 

8. Demographic factors

The impact of cultural, psychological, macroeconomics or The 
impact of cultural, psychological, macroeconomics or regulatory 
factors on HHD may be different depending on the household 
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demographic profiles. Many past literatures have shown that 
the HHD levels are significantly associated with income level 
(Aaronson, Agarwal, & French, 2011; Agarwal, Liu, & Souleles, 
2007; Lyons, 2003), average age of households (Białowolski, 
2015) and age of the household head (Yilmazer & Devaney, 2005), 
gender and education (Kamleitner, Hoelzl, &Kirchler, 2012), 
work status, net wealth and number of children (Ottaviani & 
Vandone, 2011), marital status (Lupton & Smith, 2003), ethnicity 
(Duca & Rosenthal, 1993) and family net worth (Friedline & 
Song, 2013). Income, age, gender and education are among the 
dominant factors found to strongly influence HHD (Kamleitner 
et al., 2012).  

Consistent with the Permanent Income Theory and 
Theory of Intertemporal Choice from conventional economics, 
many studies looking at income factor show that borrowing is an 
output of income shocks (Agarwal et al., 2007) where household 
tend to take larger debt as income changes (Aaronson, Agarwal, 
& French (2012) in order to smooth out consumption choices 
over time (Agarwal et al., 2007), transitory income fluctuations 
(Guerrieri & Lorenzoni, 2011) or income uncertainty (Rubaszek 
& Serwa, 2011). Other literatures have also looked at the age and 
life cycle factors consistent with the Life-Cycle Hypothesis. It is 
found that household debt increases until the middle age and later 
decreases towards retirement age (Białowolski, 2015) (Yilmazer 
& DeVaney (2005). Younger households tend to have more debts 
to finance many yet unfulfilled needs (Sherman, Fan, & Chang, 
1995).

In terms of gender, male borrowers are more likely to be 
over-indebted than female borrowers (Schicks, 2014). Marital 
status, number of children and ethnicity are also found to have 
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significant relationship with HHD. Number of children positively 
impact HHD (Ottaviani & Vandone, 2011) while married couples 
utilize consumer debt more than single individuals do (Fan, 2000; 
Hao, 1996; Lupton & Smith, 2003). Debt level and accumulated 
overdue amount differs between single parents and couples 
with children, and between homeowners and renters (Bridges & 
Disney, 2004). Debt level is also different based on ethnicity of 
the borrowers.  White families compared to the minorities possess 
more debt due to greater access to credit (Duca & Rosenthal, 1993). 
In Malaysia, Malays are found to experience more problematic 
debs and are more susceptible to credit card debts compared to 
other races (Loke et al., 2013). 

Work status and net wealth are another two factors 
significantly impact household borrowing behavior (Ottaviani & 
Vandone, 2011). Children from high net worth family accumulate 
less debt and more net worth (Friedline & Song, 2013). In society 
where education is perceived as important, most of individual’s 
first experience with debt occurs when they borrow to finance their 
education (Stone et al., 2008). In markets like Ghana, Kenya and 
Tanzania, education level positively affects household borrowing 
(Boakye & Amankwah, 2012; Ellis, Lemma, & Rud, 2010). 
Students borrow when they perceive student loans as subsidized 
loans with favorable interest rates to invest in so that they can 
realize the investment gains through higher earnings after degree 
completion (Dowd, 2006).

More recent studies have also focused on the impact of 
financial literacy on HHD. In UK, financial literacy is negatively 
associated with self-reported excessive debt burdens and non-
payments (Gathergood, 2012). Over-indebtedness is lower 
for borrowers with good debt-literacy but financial literacy 
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are insufficient to reduce over-indebtedness (Schicks, 2014). 
American households who have low level of financial or debt 
literacy ends up paying higher cost of borrowing (Lusardi & 
Tufiano, 2009) but financial literacy insignificantly influence the 
intention to use credit cards among college students (Kennedy, 
2013).  

Based on the discussion above, certain demographic 
factors seem to have significant effect on household debt behavior. 
Therefore, to construct a model of household debt behavior, 
demographic factors such as household income level, age, 
gender, employment, education level, marital status and number 
of children must be included in the analysis.

Discussion
HHD is a complex matter that the understanding of its influential 
determinants requires careful examinations of various aspects 
from regulatory factors to individual personal traits. Diagram 3.1 
presents a summary of factors influencing HHD at both micro 
and macro levels based on the literatures discussed above. The 
effects of psychological and cultural factors on HHD are more 
observable within individual borrowing decision at micro level. 
Socio-economic and macroeconomic factors, on the other hand, 
are more obvious affecting the collective borrowing trend at macro 
level. The effects of demographic and institutional or regulatory 
factors on HHD are significant at both micro and macro levels.  

Although many studies have proven that religiosity and 
materialism are incompatible with each other and have opposite 
effects on many aspects of human life, to the best of our knowledge, 
only one study by Yeniaras (2016) is found to assess the effects 
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of both religiosity and materialism to HHD simultaneously. The 
lack of research that combines both opposing factors to assess 
household debt could be due to the nature of the country or region 
where the research was carried out. Debt is an acceptable norm 
in the western world where materialism is dominating its society. 
Except the study by Yeniaras (2016), almost all other studies on 
the impact of materialism on debt were carried out in the western 
countries. Turkey may have been influenced by its neighboring 
European countries’ materialism but in the world of Islam, in 
general, materialism is regarded as a threat to the survival of the 
religiocultural values and traditions (Tyler, 2008).  

Religiosity, on the other hand, is viewed as irrelevant and 
therefore, an insignificant factor to HHD behavior in the west. This 
is because in the matter of debt, religious views on the prohibition 
of usury seem to be unyielding and obstinate. Only studies by 
Moraru (2012) and Hess (2012) measure the impact of different 
religions on debt in the western countries, Norway and USA 
respectively. Three other studies were carried out on Muslims in 
Muslim dominated countries, Turkey (Yeniaras, 2016), Malaysia 
(Sipon et al., 2014) and Pakistan (Ali & Chin-Hong, 2015). The 
studies on Muslims’ HHD are relatively new but important due to 
the recent growing trend of Muslims’ indebtedness caused by the 
rise of modernization and development.  

In Malaysia so far, to the best knowledge of the authors, 
no study has been carried out to understand how the conflicting 
western materialism and Islamic religiosity simultaneously affect 
debt behavior of young Muslims. Since the study by Sipon et al. 
(2014) on 180 Muslim civil servants in Malaysia only focuses 
at the impact of Islamic religiosity on HHD, study by Yeniaras 
(2016) on the impact of religiosity and materialism towards 
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consumption habit of Turkey Muslims might be more relevant 
and suitable in the case of Malaysian Muslims as it includes both 
materialism and religiosity in the analysis. 

The statistical evidences have shown that Malaysian 
Muslims are getting more indebted despite their search for a 
stronger Islamic identity. The rise of indebtedness could be due 
to the Muslims’ departure from Islamic ideals and principles 
regarding debt itself (Dikko & Madi, 2015). The instrumental 
role of IBF in extending credit to Muslims should not be ignored.  
While indebtedness is discouraged in Islam, many Muslims have 
chosen to be indebted by borrowing from Islamic banking for 
religious reason. This behavioral inconsistency seems to be a 
puzzle that is worthy to be analyzed. While the studies on Islamic 
banking are growing tremendously, none has focused specifically 
on how IBF affects Muslim indebtedness.

Conclusion
This paper has discussed various factors that influence HHD. 
There are three possibilities that lead to high indebtedness 
phenomenon among Muslim households in Malaysia: (1) the 
religious deficiency of the Muslims, (2) the growing influence of 
western materialism and (3) the role of IBF in driving religious 
Muslims in Malaysia into indebtedness. In assessing the impact of 
these factors, macroeconomic and demographic attributes should 
be controlled for. The current paper thus suggests a new approach 
to understand the indebtedness issue by listing these three factors 
as the potential determinants of household debt behavior among 
young Muslims in Malaysia. 
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CHAPTER 18

Issues, Challenges and Strengths of the 
Halal Logistics in Malaysia

Syuhaida Idha Abd Rahim, Mohd Dasuqkhi Mohd 
Sirajuddin, Siti Khurshiah Mohd Mansor & Nur 

Hidayah Zainal

Introduction 
Logistics processes include activities which integrate information 
involving transportation, warehousing and bulk- and retailing 
(halal Industry Development Cooperation, 2010). The delivery 
process of halal products across the supply chain to the end 
customer shall be the responsibility of the food manufacturer unless 
otherwise stated. The responsibility of manufacturers shall include 
to ensuring logistics activities comply with the requirements 
of halal food effective handling to avoid contamination and 
spoilage. Logistics requirements of halal food shall maintain 
a high standard of hygiene and sanitation to ensure sustenance 
of product shelf life and wholesomeness. In fact, supply chain 
management is an integrated business process from the end user 
through the original suppliers that provide products, services, and 
information as an added value to customers (Cooper, Lambert, 
& Pagh, 1997) and logistics is a subset of and occurs within the 
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broader framework of a supply chain”. (Donald J. Bowersox et 
al., 2013, Supply Chain Logistics Management, Mc Graw Bill 
International Edition,). 

Literature Review

Halal Logistics in Malaysia

Halal logistics is an approach to avoid contamination of 
perishable, raw materials and food products during transportation 
or distribution activities. (Science Direct Publishing Business 
Aug. 4, 2014). In fact, halal logistics covers warehousing, 
transportation and terminal operations. The establishment of 
these principles serves as a guide for the creation of a global halal 
logistics system; minimizing hardship for the halal industry; 
define cross-contamination between halal and haram and how 
to avoid it; create an evolution of a complete halal value chain 
and supply chain; and benchmark with existing standards and 
best practices. (Tieman, 2013). There is six factors of Malaysia 
halal logistics industry which are politics and social factors, and 
only four factors for economic and technology factors. (Syazwan, 
Talib, Bakar, & Hamid, 2014)

The main objective of halal Logistics is to ensure the halal 
Integrity of halal products for the end-consumer. halal Logistics 
can be defined as: “The Command & Control of goods flows in 
a value system in such a way that the halal integrity is secured 
throughout the supply chain. (MITRANS, 2012) 

In addition, logistics is the process of managing the 
procurement, movement, storage, and handling of materials, 
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parts, livestock, semi-finished or finished inventory both food 
and non-food, and related information and documentation flows 
through the organization and the supply chain in compliance with 
the general principles of Shari’ah”. (Tieman, 2013) As part of the 
halal supply chain activities, the separation of halal products with 
non-halal products is a must. Also, the halal products should be 
placed on a different rack.

Furthermore, halal logistics is basically the act of 
distributing hall goods across the halal supply chain. To prevent 
contamination during distribution, core logistics activities, such as 
transportation, warehousing, material handling and procurement, 
must be shariah compliant based. (Zailani, Iranmanesh, Aziz, & 
Kanapathy, 2017). The study found logistics service innovations 
in the area of halal logistics, which have taken into consideration 
several factors such as comprehensive hygiene practices, quality 
and safety and thus, crucial to the non-Muslim customers. (Jaafar, 
Endut, Faisol, & Omar, 2007)

Doubtful things are to be avoided. Indeed, Allah SWT 
has made explicit what is halal and explained what is haram. As 
mentioned in the Qur’an, Allah SWT says: 

...He has explained to you what He has made haram for 
you... (al An’am 6:119)

Accordingly, one may do what is lawful and must avoid 
what is prohibited insofar as he has the choice. 

The picture below showed that the halal logistics 
illustration. 
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Picture 1: halal Logistics Illustration

halal Certification 

The halal certification introduced by Jabatan Kemajuan Islam 
Malaysia (JAKIM) is not compulsory for product and service 
producer, manufacturer, distributor, trader, repackaging, food 
premise, and abattoir but it is encouraged by the willingness. From 
the overall number of 5400 certified halal companies recorded in 
the HDC, less than 30% of them are Bumiputera entrepreneurs. 

In fact, this has shown that non-Bumiputera are more 
willing to invest (financially, effort and time) to acquire the halal 
certification. They have known the true value of Malaysian’s halal 
certification to endearing the billions of Muslim consumers around 
the globe. Unfortunately, many of Bumiputera entrepreneurs that 
mostly coming from SMEs are not willing to make the same effort. 
They are likely to be judgment to invest in acquiring the halal 
certification. As a consequence, they are hindering themselves 
to sell their products locally as well as to export in the halal 
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international markets.(Syazwan, Talib, Rubin, & Khor, 2013) 
Consumer’s demand for halal logistics certification influences 
positively the willingness to pay for the halal logistics. (Fathi, 
Zailani, Iranmanesh, & Kanapathy, 2016) 

Issues and Challenges in halal Logistics

The challenges in the halal logistics are discussed in five 
critical issues namely general issues (BARRIER 1), which are 
integration issues among logistics service providers (BARRIER 
2), integration issues between halal authorities and logistics 
service providers (BARRIER 3), financial issues and perception of 
implementing halal logistics (BARRIER 4) and issues pertaining 
to government’s support and promotion (BARRIER 5). (Syazwan 
et al., 2013)

Table 1. Issues Faced in halal Logistics

Code Issues Encountered

Issue 1 Transition from HDC to JAKIM made certification renewal 
process more difficult and longer time;

Issue 2 There is no standard halal guidelines;

Issue 3 Lack of expertise and knowledge about logistics industry know-
how;

Issue 4 Too many halal certification bodies/authorities;

Issue 5 Limited halal products to be exported;

Issue 6 Lack of Government’s support and intervention;

Issue 7 Lack of promotion/understanding among Malaysian regarding 
halal and halal logistics;

Issue 8 Standards set by JAKIM are difficult to abide and not cost-
effective

Issue 9 Lack communication between JAKIM, HDC and logistics service 
providers;

Issue 10 Lack integration between JAKIM and halal logistics players;
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Issue 11 No model/example of successful implementation of halal 
logistics as a benchmark;

Issue 12 halal logistics is not cost-effective and involve large capital 
expenditure;

Issue 13 Tractability and traceability issues along the supply chain 
(drivers’ attitudes, handling,
wrong approach, etc.);

Issue 14 Lack of collaborative efforts among logistics service providers in 
ensuring unbroken halal chain;

Issue 15 Difficult to expand for private companies as it requires 
substantial capital/investment;

Issue 16 No dedicated halal assets and facilities;

Issue 17 Few halal training especially on halal logistics;

Issue 18 Lack of information on halal business and practices;

Issue 19 Presence of haram or doubtful substance on product 
(ingredients/materials) during logistics activities;

Issue 20 Negative perception that halal service adds in more costs; and

Issue 21 Different procedure practiced by different logistics service 
providers

In a logistics system, distribution cost is typically the 
highest single expense, which is usually greater than warehousing 
cost, inventory cost and order processing cost (Yang, 2013). 
There is a risk of cross-contamination of the halal product with 
Non- halal during transportation operations. Among the issues 
are sharing containers, poor visibility into what inventory is 
in which containers, where the container is transit, history of 
immediate suppliers, history of immediate maintenance and 
segregation allocation space between halal and non-halal goods 
in same containers increased the risk towards halal integrity being 
compromised. (Sham, Rasi, Abdamia, Mohamed, & Thahira Bibi, 
2017)

Lack of demand. The demand for halal logistics is still 
small. All five halal LSPs (Logistics Service Provider) claimed 
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that halal food cannot fill up even 30 percent of the total halal 
warehouse capacity of their companies. Ambiguous halal 
guidelines. The DSM developed guidelines for the production, 
preparation, handling and, storage of halal products. However, 
these guidelines are generally such that a single guideline 
can have various interpretations.  The absence of international 
halal certification. More than 400 halal-certifying bodies exist 
worldwide, but these bodies have diverse criteria. Only a few 
certifications are recognized by JAKIM. (Zailani et al., 2017)

Strengths of halal Logistics
The success of halal logistics does not only lies in a single entity. 
(Syazwan Ab Talib & Bakar Abdul Hamid, 2014) Support and 
collaboration between all parties which include halal logistics 
service providers, halal authorities, governments or government 
agencies, halal institutes and universities, product or service 
manufacturers and consumers are all needed to have a wholesome 
and successful halal logistics. halal industry has a significant 
impact on Malaysian economics growth and on the entire world 
of Muslims in general. As a part and parcel of halal industry, the 
supply chain is one of the major segments of  integrity to rely on. 
(Sirajuddin, Osman, Jaafar, & Yusoff, 2016)

Therefore, the halal warehouse providers, the halal 
Development Corporation and other government agencies 
which are involved in promoting halal services should be more 
aggressive in promoting this service. (Ngah, Zainuddin, & 
Thurasamy, 2015) Logistics or supply chain knowledge followed 
by quality management and finance or cost are the most frequent 
business management elements that have links with logistics 
elements. (Elzarka, 2010) 
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There are two strengths strategies stated by Syazwan et 
al., (2014) which are Strengths-Opportunities Strategy (SO) and 
Strengths-Threats Strategies (ST)

1. Strengths-Opportunities Strategy (SO)

Strengths-Opportunities (SO) strategies are used to capitalize the 
internal strengths and take advantage of external opportunities. 
Therefore, it is recommended that more government efforts are 
needed to capture the rising and highly potential halal market. 
Plus, since the use of IT is rapidly expanding in halal logistics, 
a strategy to promote the IT usage among halal logistics service 
providers is highly encouraged. Besides that, with Malaysia’s 
reputation as the ideal example of a developed Muslim country, 
Malaysia halal logistics service providers need to maintain, 
improve, or generate customers in the ASEAN market and ideally 
to promote halal logistics and eventually take advantage from the 
rising AFTA trades.

2. Strengths-Threats Strategies (ST)

It is recommended that the Malaysian government drive forward 
and push towards realizing the goal to have a worldwide halal 
standard. What’s more, the need to improve and generate 
collaborative efforts among stakeholders such government 
agencies, local halal institutes and halal logistics players are 
encouraged to supply more talents and knowledge in the halal 
logistics industry and ultimately for the betterment of the halal 
business. Therefore, to achieve the desired outcome, the internal 
strengths must be capitalized to avoid any possible external 
threats.
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Conclusion 
Looking at the importance of halal logistics and warehouse 
in Malaysia, government policymakers should highlight the 
importance of halal logistics and be encouraging logistics 
companies to implement halal logistics practices in Malaysia.  
It is necessary to have a standard policy for halal logistics and 
skilled warehousing management system to manage and control 
the warehouse effectively.  

However, the halal certification provided by JAKIM 
should ensure logistics activities comply with the requirements 
of halal food by effective handling to avoid contamination and 
spoilage. The guidelines for transporting halal product should 
have the commitment, dedicated trucks, consolidated delivery, 
and transportation condition. The checklist before loading for 
delivery should be provided at the checkpoints for documentation, 
transportation condition, and cross contamination. 



CHAPTER 19

Marketing Tools at a Fraction of Cost
Baderisang Mohamed

Introduction
While carrying out fundamental competencies is crucial to 
every business set-up, effectively marketing the business is also 
paramount to its success thereof.  Some marketing experts have 
defined marketing, all narrowing it down to the fact that marketing 
is everything in the business. 

A definition adopted from Peter Drucker, a marketing 
expert, describes marketing as a much broader term than just 
selling; it is certainly not a specialized action but incorporates the 
entire business, and it is only seen from the customer’s point of 
view, of the outcomes produced by all the activities of the enterprise 
(Thimmesch, 2010). It is, therefore, important for businesses to 
focus their marketing strategies on each and every stage of value 
addition. From the product or service choice, design, production 
process, packaging and delivery to the final consumer in addition 
to promotional tools, a business should permeate all areas of the 
value addition chain.

In marketing, it is also important to recognize the costs 
involved. Marketing requires some inputs and finance is just one 
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of the critical resources. Other resources critical to the success of 
marketing strategies include time, expertise and energy (Genius 
Marketing, 2015). Sometimes a business is faced with resource 
constraint which may cause considerable hurdles in the pursuit 
for an effective marketing plan. In such a case, for the sake of the 
viability of the business, in the long run, a business may have to 
strategically work with the limited availed resources including 
alternative marketing tools to reap the full benefits of marketing 
and remain competitive (Freeland, 2017). This paper looks into 
the significance of marketing and marketing tools, resource 
requirement for marketing, some of the marketing tools available 
for business, and the alternatives to a business faced with the 
challenges posed by inadequate resources such as capital and 
expertise.

Basic Resources Required For Effective 
Marketing
To understand how a business can effectively use alternative 
marketing tools while faced with the challenge of limited resources, 
it is important to first recognize the weight of the four most basic 
resources of marketing. That is, money, expertise, energy and 
time. Below is the significance of each of these resources as 
critical marketing resources (Genius Marketing, 2015):

• Money- financial cost is a fundamental cost to consider 
in marketing. Marketing tools such as advertisements, public 
relations, posters, fliers and others, all require financing. Most 
organizations are willing to spend quite some considerable 
amount of money on marketing as long as they get the word 
out there.
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• Expertise- A business requires talented personnel to aid 
and implement marketing strategies. However, what most 
businesses do not realize is that marketing should not just be 
confined to a single department, that is, it is not just a marketing 
department task. Everyone in the organization should be a part 
of implementing marketing plans, and therefore a business 
should employ talented personnel who can even cross-sell 
while performing other tasks.

• Time- This is a resource that is often disregarded by 
businesses. However, it is quite crucial and can be used as an 
alternative to finances. Marketing requires some time to be 
set aside in research and developing strategic ways to get the 
product or service out there.

• Energy- It goes without saying that marketing is an 
involving activity and requires energy as an input. This energy 
can be considered as the will. However, if the business does 
not have the energy, it can always outsource if capital factors 
predispose. 

The above resources are the most basic resources used 
by businesses to carry out normal marketing tools. However, 
the economic market is characterized by limited resources thus 
requiring a business to strategically plan and allocate them to reap 
utmost benefits and gain competitive advantage. 

Marketing Tools
Marketing tools are defined as channels or actions taken by a 
business to communicate information to its customers, arouse 
consumers’ interest and motivate them to buy (Silk, 2006). 
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Marketing managers from different companies will select different 
marketing tools even if they intend to relay the same message. 
For example, a marketing manager from one organization may 
choose to use television broadcast while another may just focus 
on social media. This is because the choice of marketing tools to 
implement is determined by a business’ resource availability as 
well as the target market (Etree, 2017). 

Some of the factors to consider while selecting an effective 
marketing tool include (M. Libraries, 2016):

• The marketing budget of the business- Most businesses 
will have a budget for their marketing needs, and this is reliant 
on the resources discussed above. The budget, therefore, will, in 
turn, determine their marketing reach (the number of customers 
they can relay the message to) as well as the frequency (how 
often they can expose their products and services to consumers). 
For example, a billboard may be cheaper but will reach out to a 
relatively low number of target customers, at a specified time, 
than a television commercial.

• The type of product or service being offered- Different 
products and services will require different marketing tools. 
For example, very technical products will require skilled 
professionals who can train the consumers on how to use them, 
compared to standard products.

• The target market- In this age where the customer is 
considered as a king, most businesses focus on customer-
oriented strategies of marketing. The goal is for the business to 
appeal to as many customers as possible. Therefore, consumer 
characteristics and preferences are key factors in selecting an 
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effective marketing tool.

• Availability of the media- Marketing managers also needs 
to put this into consideration. They ought to find out if the 
channel of communication is available and if it can convey the 
message to the target market.

These are just but some of the few factors to consider in 
selecting a marketing tool. Businesses have quite some marketing 
tools at their disposal; which means they have a wide selection 
from which they can choose the most ideal and workable tool 
for the business based on resource availability, product or service 
offered and the target market.  Some marketing tools are used to 
help increase sales and revenues while others are used to gather 
consumer information (Strauss, 2012). Some of the marketing 
tools available include:

• Surveys and questionnaires- this one helps in gathering 
customer data through feedback.

• Radio and TV advertising- this is simply marketing via 
radio and television commercials.

• Print advertisement- Involves marketing via posters, 
flyers, and billboards. 

• Email marketing- this tool involves sending emails to 
customers to keep them updated on the products and services.

• The Internet and social media marketing- involves 
promotion methods through the use of internet and social 
media networking sites.

• Sales- a business may opt to carry out a sales day where 
it offers a discount on its products and services. This aids 
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increased sales while at the same time stimulates customers’ 
interest.

• Referrals- this is the best and most effective marketing 
tool. Referrals by satisfied customers build the company’s 
reputation thus drawing a lot more to the business. 

As seen above, there are several marketing tools available 
for all businesses.

Cost-Effective and High Impact Marketing 
Tools
Marketing tools are an essential part of any business as they 
help a business increase on sales and revenues as well as its 
distinguishability (Brookins, 2016). However, it is important to 
note that marketing comes with a cost. Every business has one 
basic objective, and that is to grow.

Most businesses have a plan to grow, and marketing is 
one of the fundamental elements in aiding the growth thereof. 
Some marketing managers may, however, find themselves in a 
predicament on how to effectively market the business especially 
if they are faced with the challenge of budget constraint. Like 
MB, most companies are either faced with the challenge of 
limited resources or do not want to spend much even if they do 
have adequate resources.  

Limited resources such as capital, talent, energy and 
time can cause limitations to marketing, but a company can still 
accomplish its marketing goals using cost-effective alternative 
marketing tools (Chris, 2015). While limited resources can pose 
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quite a significant challenge for the business in its marketing 
efforts, it is riskier if the business does not have a market at all. 
There are hundreds of marketing tools that can help a business 
increase sales and stimulate customers’ interest that does not 
require a business to spend thousands of dollars and yet highly 
effective. Below is a list of some of them adopted from An 
Entrepreneur’s Life article written by Michael Cage (Cage, 2005):

• Up-sells and cross-sells- when faced with the challenge 
of low capital and expertise, this tool can be very helpful. An 
up-sell is where on selling a particular product or service, a 
better one that is a higher cost version of the one being used 
currently by the customer is recommended. On the other hand, 
a cross-sell is offering an alternative or letting the customer 
know of other products or services being offered that can go 
with the product currently being purchased or rather that could 
be useful to the customer now or in the future when planning 
their next purchase.  This tool can be utilized by anyone in the 
organization who is in contact with the customer. It is cheap 
in terms of time and money and even helps in cases where the 
organization is short on staff or cannot afford to set a marketing 
department. All that is required is that employees have product 
knowledge and they will be able to implement this without 
using so much energy.

• Talk to clients- it is incredible how much companies spend 
in an attempt to gather information from outside while existing 
customers can offer this information (LaPlante-Dube, 2005). 
Information gathered from customers will enable the business to 
gain insight on consumers’ perception. A business can increase 
its sales levels by simply talking to existing customers. Also, 
the company needs not interview every customer and can just 
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sample from a few and still get enough data to work on. It is 
also cheap because it can be done on the phone thus also saving 
on time especially in such a rush and hectic economic time. 

According to LaPlante-Dube, the president of Precision 
Marketing Group, it is prudent to use someone outside the company 
to allow candid feedback from customers. Once information has 
been gathered, the company can, therefore, go ahead and analyze to 
identify trends and areas that need improvement. While engaging 
customers in trying to find out how they feel about the business, 
they also feel valued, and thus this tool is highly effective even in 
customer retention.

• Customer service and referrals- This is one of the 
most cost-effective and highly impactful tools of marketing. 
Different companies may offer the same products and services 
but what will distinguish one from another is how they deliver 
it to the consumer. In fact, it costs zero to the company. When 
a customer is satisfied with the services of a company, they 
give free publicity in the form of praise and referrals. It is, 
therefore, important that the business ensures that however, 
few the staff members are, they can all deliver on excellent 
customer experience. Employees can as well directly ask for 
referrals after satisfactorily delivering on the customers’ needs. 
This too aids customer retention. 

• Using receipts, invoices and business cards- Most 
businesses issue receipts for transactions but these receipts 
often just have encoded messages, business cards also bear 
meaningless information. These items are already accounted 
for in the costs and can be used to pass meaningful information 
to the clients. The business can take advantage of these items 
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by programming some useful information any of the potential 
customers might need to know to arouse their interest in a 
particular product or service. Strategically making promotional 
business cards and issuing them to as many people as possible 
is a tactful move for business (Mueller, 2017).

• E-mail marketing- the business can make use of existing 
clients, get their emails and seek permission to communicate 
with them about any products and including feedback. Once in a 
while, the company can send a mass email to clients addressing 
an issue that was probably prevalent within a particular period 
and in that highlight some of the products and services that 
could be offered. Emails are cost-effective tools; they are very 
flexible and measurable (LaPlante-Dube, 2005). They also 
allow the business to redirect traffic to its website thus creating 
awareness to the customers.

Other cost-effective marketing tools recommended by 
marketing experts include:

• Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) - CSR involves all 
activities or initiatives carried out by a business that will benefit 
the society. According to an article published on European 
CEO, CSR is the ultimate ‘marketing tool’ (Singh, 2015). It 
helps in building an organization’s reputation among the people 
from which the business operates. While some businesses may 
have the capacity to offer donations, others may not. However, 
CSR does not necessarily have to be done through donations as 
companies that cannot afford this can just volunteer their time 
in community activities. CSR gives the business free publicity 
and is significant for the long-run sustainability of the business 
(Mueller, 2017).
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• The Internet and Social Media Marketing- Social media 
has offered a resourceful platform and has become the most 
popular and cost effective asset in marketing (Kern, 2017). In the 
world today, people do not just visit social sites they live there. 
This creates significant opportunities for business. From the 
wide coverage, it offers to low costs and customer interactions 
if strategically used it can help the business achieve its sales 
goals as well as customer satisfaction. In addition to this, the 
business is also able to gather information on competitors and 
use it to its advantage. Social media is cheap and user-friendly 
and can help the business to grow as information is conveyed to 
a massive number of users globally and at the same time. Due 
to its simplicity, it does not require highly skilled personnel or 
many at that as one person can just manage it effectively.

• Find an event to tie the promotion- The locality within 
which the business operates forms, it’s immediate and direct 
customer base. There are so many events hosted by members 
of the community that the business can take advantage of 
to gain publicity. For example, if there is a function (like an 
anniversary of the city of founding) within the community, the 
company can attach a sale to it. This way it will be able to reach 
out to so many customers within a day and market its sales. In 
fact, on that particular day, the sales are exponentially high. 
Free publicity within the community is easy to get, very cheap 
and highly profitable (Cage, 2005). 

Conclusion
Marketing is a critical part of the business and a huge determinant 
of the success or failure of the business. Every single business’ 
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goal is to grow, and marketing drives the growth. Marketing 
tools are the channels used by the business to get information 
about products and services out there and to stimulate customers’ 
interest. 

The choice of marketing tools to implement depends on 
the company’s resources, the product or service being offered 
and the target market. There are four basic resources required 
to carry out normal marketing tools: money, time, expertise and 
energy. However, many companies are faced with the challenge 
of inadequate resources. 

Marketing is quite costly, and lack of these resources can 
result to hopelessness. While marketing is quite a costly affair, 
choosing not to do any marketing at all can turn out to be riskier. 
Businesses faced with the challenge of limited resources and a 
budget constraint ought to know that there are hundreds of cost-
effective marketing tools alternatives at their disposal. 

Based on the examples given above, there should be no 
excuse for a business not to carry out marketing activities. These 
strategies are either free or available at affordable cost. This 
article only gives a few, but there are so many other alternative 
tools that the company can exploit. Learning how to efficiently 
and effectively a business is a great start in establishing target 
market, increasing traffic, improving efficiency across the supply 
chain and in turn increasing sales (Mentis, 2014). 
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CHAPTER 20

The Influence of Food Quality, Service 
Quality, Fair Price and Customer 

Satisfaction on Re-Patronage Intention 
Towards Halal Certified Restaurants

Dahlan Abdullah, Shaira Ismail, Baderisang 
Mohamed & Ainatul Mardhiah Mohamed Rostum

Introduction
A highly competitive business environment in the restaurant 
sector makes it essential for firms to meet customer expectation 
to survive in a long term. Customer satisfaction is essential to 
restaurant business because it can influence customer loyalty 
at relatively low cost to the firm. Be unique among the other 
competitors are the factors that determine the levels of customer 
satisfaction towards food and service quality (Shariff et al., 2015). 
Research scholars have dedicated considerable amount of effort to 
developing and testing models of restaurant revisit or re-patronage 
(e.g., Fen & Lian, 2007; Han, Back, & Barrett, 2009; Kincaid, 
Baloglu, Mao, & Busser, 2010). However, related studies in the 
context of halal restaurants are limited even though the demand 
for halal foods has increased tremendously in Malaysia. Like other 
sectors in hospitality industry, restauranteurs are emphasizing on 
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the delivery of quality products and continuous improvement of 
service quality. Hence, product and service quality are essential 
for the business operation because it is one of the factors that 
keep influence customer to re-patronage the restaurant. Beside 
good food and excellent service, customer satisfaction towards 
the restaurants might also be influenced by fair price charged. 
To fill the research gap, the present study aims to investigate the 
influence of food quality, service quality, customer satisfaction 
and fair price towards restaurant re-patronage intention.

Literature Review

Theoretical underpinning and the research 
framework

Numerous research frameworks were developed to predict 
customer loyalty towards restaurant business (Mason, Jones, 
Benefield, & Walton, 2016; Moorthy et al., 2016), customer 
satisfaction (Andaleeb & Conway, 2006; Caruana et al., 2000; 
K. Ryu & Han, 2011) and customer re-patronage intention 
(Han et al., 2009; Kim, Park, Kim, & Ryu, 2013; Namkung & 
Jang, 2007). In the present study, the theoretical framework is 
supported by Stimulus-Organism-Response (S-O-R) theory 
(Jacoby, 2002). Stimulus indicates factors that can control an 
individual’s internal states. Organism is defined as internal 
processes and structures acting as mediator between stimulus and 
an individual’s final actions, reactions, or responses. Response 
represents an individual’s final outcomes, for instance intention 
and behaviour (Chang, Eckman, & Yan, 2011). Five constructs 
have been determined and the relationship among the construct 
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are discussed in detail in the following section. Based on literature, 
the exogenous variables (food quality, service quality, and fair 
price) are expected to have a positive influence on customer 
satisfaction. In consequence, customer satisfaction is predicted to 
have a positive effect on re-patronage intention (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Theoretical Framework

Food Quality

One of the crucial matters in customer food choice decisions is the 
quality itself (Grunert, 2005; Jang & Namkung, 2009; Sulek & 
Hensley, 2004; Röhr, Lu’ddecke, Drusch, Muller, & Alvensleben, 
2005). Generally, customer prefers to consume high quality 
products including the food choice. Hence, it is important to have 
such recognize on  consumer perceptions of quality since they 
will make a purchase decision based on these beliefs (Rijswijk & 
Frewer, 2008). As per Becker (2000) quality itself has a various 
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meaning, depending on those who interpret the meaning. Plus, 
the term is unclear to each person or same person but different 
situation. Despite that, the most preferred definition of quality is 
stated by International Standardization Organization (ISO). ISO 
defined quality as “the totality of features and characteristics of 
a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or 
implied needs” (ISO 8402).

Clark and Wood (1999) stated that the biggest influence 
customer satisfaction in certain restaurant choice is food quality. 
Susskind and Chan (2000) pointed out that from the perspective 
of customers, the food quality is the key determinant in the 
restaurant; Mattila and Wirtz (2001) also stated that food quality 
is the key determinant customer loyalty in the casual-dining 
restaurants. Based on previous studies, there were a positive 
relationship between food quality and satisfaction. 

Food quality was supported by utilitarian values (Kivela, 
Inbakaran, & Reece, 2000;  Raajpoot, 2002; Sulek & Hensley, 
2004; Namkung & Jang, 2007) including in term of cost of food, 
tastiness, food portion, menu choice and healthiness options 
to supported the idea of food quality. Empirical studies also 
confirmed that the various properties of food are considered a 
real signal. In the context of services, quality of service has two 
dimensions: quality of service functions and technical service 
quality (Grönroos, 1984). In a restaurant setting, the service 
quality is closely related to how employees perform their duties, 
while the technical quality of service associated with the quality 
of food (Bell, Auh, & Smalley, 2005).

H1: Food quality has a positive influence on customer satisfaction.
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Service Quality

Service quality refers to customer’s perception towards the 
service they receive and it is essential for an organization to 
fulfill a customer request (Zeithaml, 1988).  Research shows that 
service quality as a crucial factor in successful of any business 
(Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1996).  In a service context, 
service quality can be defined into two dimensions; functional 
service quality and technical service quality (Grönroos, 1984). 
The function of service quality is closely related to the interaction 
between suppliers and customers and between customers and 
the services delivered. The service quality, technically refers to 
service quality output (Sharma & Patterson, 2006).

In restaurant settings, functional service quality relates to 
the employee’s performance, whereas technical service quality 
is associated with food quality. Previous studies have identified 
that these two dimensions of quality perception (service quality 
and food quality) have a positive relationship with customer 
satisfaction (Caruana et al., 2000; Cronin, Brady, & Hult, 2000; 
Jang & Namkung, 2009). Previous literature stated there is positive 
relationship between service quality, customer satisfaction and 
behavioural intention (Fullerton, 2005; Wong & Sohal, 2003; 
González, Comesaña, & Brea, 2007).

H2: Service quality has a positive influence on customer 
satisfaction.

Fair Price

According to Rajendran (2009), fair price is a price of a goods or 
service that customer found  it is suitable and reasonable. In order 
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to fulfil customer needs, there are many different viewpoints to 
be achieved on customer satisfaction. For instance, Sulek and  
Hensley (2004) found price fairness as the factors that affect 
customer satisfaction. 

Previous studies determine that the value can be produced 
by using a product or service. There are also various ways to 
examine consumer value. Despite, it can rarely be seen the relation 
between experiential value and customer satisfaction. Perception 
of the experiential value is based on the correlation between both 
direct consumption and appreciation of the goods or service. 
These correlations provide the basic of individual preferences 
(Mathwick, Malhotra, & Rigdon, 2002). (Mathwick, Malhotra, & 
Rigdon, 2001) created a value scale experiment (EVS) to measure 
the four sub-dimensions of the customer experiential value. EVS 
measures turnover on investment, high service quality, escapism 
and creative presentation.

H3: Fair price has a positive influence on customer satisfaction.

 Satisfaction 

Oliver (1999) defines satisfaction as "the consumer's fulfilment 
response, the degree to which the level of fulfilment is pleasant or 
unpleasant" (p. 28). Lewin (1928) developed a theory known as 
Expectancy-Disconfirmation explains about customer perception 
based on actual experience versus expectations. This theory 
proposed three situations may occur in customer’s perception. 
First, confirmation occurs when the real achievement matches 
expectations. Second, good disconfirmation occurs when the real 
achievement greater than expectations and then lead towards 
satisfaction. Third, bad disconfirmation occurs when the real 
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performance is worse than expected, bring to dissatisfaction. 
Westbrook (1987) claims that satisfaction includes measuring 
the reactions when consuming products or services. Yi (1990) 
suggested that the decision came from the experience of 
satisfaction. Oliver (1997) indicated customer is satisfied if the 
reaction meets the expectations, the extent to which satisfaction 
is pleasurable or vice versa and satisfaction reflects the overall 
performance provide by service provider or organization. It 
is essential to consider the customers’ reaction in a restaurant 
(Namasivayam & Mattila, 2007). Thus, customer satisfaction is 
seen to have a connection with food and service quality.

H4: Satisfaction has a positive influence on restaurant re-
patronage intention.

Re-patronage Intention

Hellier et al., (2003) determine re-patronage intention as 
individual’s decision about go to the same place repeatedly. 
When a customer satisfied with the service provide from the 
service provider so the potential to have a service again in the 
same place is higher. Bitner (1992) suggests that a good response 
from the customer will lead to positive behaviour. Wakefield and 
Blodgett (1999) observed the positive emotions occurred when 
the customer feel satisfied with the service provided and will 
leads towards positive behavioural intention, such as re-patronage 
intention and willingness to recommend to others also known as 
word of mouth (Namkung & Jang, 2007).

H5: The relationship between food quality, service quality, 
fair price and re-patronage intention is mediated by customer 
satisfaction.
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Research Method

Sampling 

Since the population of restaurant customers who have visited 
halal certified restaurant is not well established, the used of 
probability sampling technique is not possible. Thus, non-
probability sampling technique known as purposive sampling 
technique was used. The main eligible criteria for the potential 
respondents to participate in this study are the person must have 
prior experience visiting any types of halal certified restaurants 
during the past twelve months. Sekaran (2003) claimed that this 
sampling is rational and has minimum bias.

Instrumentation 

The survey was separated into 5 sections. The first section 
consists of filtering question to reconfirm that the respondents 
have experience visiting halal certified restaurants in the past 
twelve months. In the second section, the range of questions was 
developed to identify the respondent’s level of agreement based 
on their experience during having meal at the restaurant they have 
visited and mentioned in section 1. The questions were to capture 
their level of agreement with the statements related to food quality, 
service quality and fair price. Measurement items were adapted 
from previous studies such as fair price (Wu & Liang, 2009), 
service quality (Jang, Ha, & Park, 2012), food quality (Jang et 
al., 2012). In the third section, respondents were asked about 
their satisfaction visiting the restaurant. The items were adapted 
from Ha and  Jang (2010). In the fourth section, the respondents 
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were asked whether they will revisit or re-patronage in the same 
restaurant again in the future. All questions were used to measure 
respondents level of agreement with the statement using Likert 
scale of 5 (section 3) and 7 (section 2 and 4).

Data collection and analysis
Empirical data to support the theoretical framework was collected 
from customers who have visited halal certified restaurant 
through online survey. Online users who were visiting restaurant 
review sites on social media were approached to participate in the 
survey. Before inviting the potential respondents to answer the 
survey questions, they were asked if they have prior experience 
visiting any halal certified restaurant. If they fulfil the respondent 
criteria and agreed to participate in the survey, links to the online 
questionnaire were emailed to them. Some of the respondent prefer 
the link to be sent through WhatsApp application. A total of 110 
usable responses were collected and analysed using SmartPLS 
software, version 3.2.6.

Findings

Respondents’ Profile

110 usable responses were collected using Google Form. 74.5% 
of the respondents were female and 25.5% were male. The 
possible reason for female respondents more than male is because 
female spend more time using Internet than male (Kimbrough, 
Guadagno, Muscanell, & Dill, 2013). Most of the respondents 
were young, aged between 18 to 25 years old (63.1%). This is 
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due to the tendency of teenagers and middle-aged group spend 
their time to dine out instead of having home-cooked meals. The 
respondents are highly educated. Most of the respondents passed 
tertiary education and hold bachelor degree (46.7%) and certificate 
or diploma (34.2%), and postgraduate diploma or masters (8.3%). 
However, most of the respondents (64%) received a gross income 
of less than RM2,500 because most the respondents are young 
and new to employment. Majority of the respondents were Malay 
(93.9%).

Measurement Model Assessment: Internal 
Consistency, Indicator, and Convergent Validity

To achieve satisfied internal consistency, composite reliability 
(CR) for each construct must be greater the threshold value of 
0.708 (Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2017). Table 2 shows that 
the CR of each construct in this study is above 0.885. Therefore, 
the results show that the instruments used for each construct 
demonstrated an internal consistency reliability. Indicator 
reliability is determined by the value of item loadings. Indicator 
reliability is accomplished when each loadings is least 0.708 
(Hair et al., 2017). The results show that all loadings are above 
the threshold value of 0.708. The lowest is 0.726. Thus, the results 
indicated an adequate indicator reliability. Convergent validity 
is established when each construct shows an average variance 
extracted (AVE) value of 0.5 and above (Hair et al., 2017). The 
results show that all AVE values are higher than 0.5. Hence, the 
convergent validity is established.
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Table 2: Convergent validity of measurement model

Construct Item Loading AVEᵃ CRᵇ

C o n v e r g e n t 
Validity

(AVE > 0.5)

Food Quality

FQ1 0.796

0.588 0.895 YES

FQ2 0.737
FQ3 0.822
FQ4 0.726
FQ5 0.751
FQ6 0.763

Service Quality

SQ1 0.757

0.641 0.945 YES
SQ2 0.826
SQ3 0.795
SQ4 0.822

Fair Price
FP1 0.919

0.806 0.885 YES
FP2 0.876

Satisfaction
SAT1 0.872

0.774 0.911 YESSAT2 0.895
SAT3 0.873

R e - p a t r o n a g e 
Intention

RI1 0.845
0.720 0.885 YESRI2 0.895

RI3 0.873
a Average Variance Extracted (AVE) = (sum of squared factor loading)/(sum of squared 

factor loadings) + (sum of error variances). AVE = SIS / (SIS+SEV)

b Composite Reliability (CR) = (sum of the factor loadings)²/[(sum of the factor 
loadings)² + (sum of the error variances)]. CR = (SIS)² / [(SIS)² + SEV]

Discriminant Validity

Discriminant validity is established when the square root of AVE 
is larger than highest correlation (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The 
valuation of discriminant validity extent to which items must be 
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different from other items. Based on the outcome, the figure of 
square roots AVE should be greater than off-diagonal elements in 
the table. Highlighted numbers in Table 3 are the square roots AVE 
and non-highlighted are the correlation between the constructs. In 
the present study, all the off-diagonal figures are less than square 
roots AVE. Therefore, discriminant validity is established.

Table 3: Fornell & Larker criterion analysis

FP FQ RI SAT SQ

Fair Price 0.898

Food Quality 0.470 0.767

Re-patronage Intention 0.618 0.636 0.849

Satisfaction 0.612 0.672 0.793 0.880

Service Quality 0.672 0.694 0.701 0.707 0.800
Diagonals (bolded) represent the square root of the average variance extracted while 
the off-diagonals are correlations among constructs. Diagonal elements should be 

larger than off-diagonal elements to establish discriminant validity.

In general, the validity and reliability of the analysis of the 
measurement model are competent. The results proved that the 
measurement model for the research was relevant to be used to 
interpret the parameters in the model structure. Another method to 
determine discriminant validity by considering the cross loadings 
of the indicators. The item loadings on the construct should be 
more than other construct from the same rows and columns as 
shown in Table 4. The loadings split each latent variable as in 
the conceptual model. Hence, the cross-loading output proved 
that discriminant validity are satisfied. Thus, it can be concluded 
that the measurement model has acknowledged its discriminant 
validity.
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Table 4: Cross Loading

ITEMS FP FQ RI SAT SQ
FP1 0.919 0.439 0.636 0.600 0.631
FP2 0.876 0.402 0.458 0.490 0.571
FQ1 0.373 0.796 0.587 0.591 0.582
FQ2 0.307 0.737 0.478 0.498 0.583
FQ3 0.442 0.822 0.523 0.571 0.568
FQ4 0.365 0.726 0.412 0.447 0.494
FQ5 0.372 0.751 0.428 0.477 0.459
FQ6 0.294 0.763 0.472 0.484 0.494
RI1 0.558 0.556 0.845 0.673 0.614
RI2 0.560 0.580 0.873 0.679 0.648
RI3 0.456 0.482 0.828 0.667 0.521
SAT1 0.537 0.686 0.678 0.872 0.629
SAT2 0.488 0.542 0.684 0.895 0.618
SAT3 0.586 0.542 0.730 0.873 0.619
SQ1 0.606 0.534 0.541 0.545 0.757
SQ2 0.514 0.598 0.574 0.521 0.826
SQ3 0.470 0.536 0.549 0.572 0.795
SQ4 0.559 0.558 0.577 0.617 0.822

Structural Model Assessment

The test on collinearity issue is to make sure there is that can cause 
a problem in the model. An acceptance value of 0.20 or lower 
and a VIF value of 5 or higher indicates a possible collinearity 
problem. Based on Table 5 is shown that this model has no issue 
with collinearity statistics (VIF).
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Table 5: Collinearity Statistics (VIF)

FP FQ RI SAT SQ

FP 1.822

FQ 1.930

RI

SAT 1.000

SQ 2.741

This structural model procedure includes coefficient of 
determination (R²), path coefficient (β), predictive relevance 
(Q2), effect sizes (f²), and t - values. The more R² values give the 
predictive ability of the structural model. Bootstrapping method 
used by developing 5,000 subsamples from 110 surveys. For 
this research, there are five latent variables were tested; Food 
Quality (FQ), Service Quality (SQ), Fair Price (FP), Customer 
Satisfaction (SAT), and Restaurant Re-Patronage Intention (RI). 

With the same bootstrapping method to identify the path 
coefficient (β) value, used to identify the relationship and of each 
latent variable to another, to create a hypothesis and to interpret 
the stability between dependent and independent variables. Table 
4.6 shows the results of structural model analysis. It reveals that 
Food Quality (β = 0.348, p < 0.01), Service Quality (β = 0.300, 
p < 0.01), and Fair Price (β = 0.247, p < 0.01) are positively 
supported to Customer Satisfaction 59.7% explained by the 
variance meanwhile. The result also reveals Customer Satisfaction 
(β = 0.793, p < 0.01) is positively supported to Re-Patronage 
Intention 62.9% explained by the variance. All the hypotheses are 
supported in this research. Both R² values are above 0.50 (0.597 
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for Satisfaction and 0.629 for Re-Patronage Intention), greater 
than the crucial value stated by (Cohen, 1988) to complete a 
substantial model. Table 4.6 also shows the result for effect sizes 
(f²). f² explained, R² values of internal constructs, the transition of 
R² values if any of external constructs are missing from the model 
used to identify if the missing constructs give another effect in 
the internal constructs. According to (Cohen, 1988) guidelines, 
the significance of the effect sizes (f²); 0.02 for small effect, 0.15 
for medium effect and 0.35 for large effect. Based on Table 4.6, 
the result shows all the supported hypotheses have a substantive 
impact which is each relationship showed 2 small, 1 medium and 
1 large effect sizes. 

Table 6 shows the Q² values. For structural model, Q² 
values greater than zero, shows a good predictive relevance model. 
Blindfolding is a technique that reuse sample that exclude every 
dth data point in internal construct’s indicators and measures the 
parameters with other data points (Chin, n.d.; Henseler et al., 
2009; Tenenhaus, Vinzi, Chatelin, & Lauro, 2005). Basically, the 
Q² in the table both are 0.562 and 0.557 shows that this is a good 
predictive relevance. t-value was obtained by using this formula 
(SB/SE).

Table 6: Results of the Structural Model Analysis

S t d . 
Beta

S t d . 
Error t-Value Decision R² f² Q²

H1 FQ → SAT 0.348 0.123 2.823** Supported 0.597 0.155 0.429
H2 SQ → SAT 0.300 0.171 1.758* Supported 0.081
H3 FP → SAT 0.247 0.112 2.208* Supported 0.083
H4 SAT → RI 0.793 0.046 17.307*** Supported 0.629 1.696 0.425

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01
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Mediating Analysis

Hair et al., (2014) suggests to test the indirect effect by applied 
bootstrapping method. Results of mediation analysis (as shown in 
Table 7) show the indirect effect of Food Quality → Satisfaction 
→ Re-patronage Intention (FQ→SAT→RI) was significant (β = 
0.276, p <0.01). Preacher and Hayes (2004) express the indirect 
effect 0.276, 97.5% Boot CI: [LL = 0.110, UL = 0.501] greater 
than zero conclude there is existing mediation. In conclusion, the 
mediation effect is positively significant shows H5 is supported. 

The indirect effect of Service Quality → Satisfaction → 
Re-patronage Intention (SQ → SAT → RI) shows significant 
relationship (β = 0.238, p < 0.01) and followed by (Preacher & 
Hayes, 2004) indirect effect 0.238 , 97.5% Boot CI: [LL = 0.013, 
UL = 0.498] the amount of level that occur in pass zero shows 
there is a existing mediation and it shows that the mediation effect 
is positively significant explaining H6 was supported. For Fair 
Price → Satisfaction → Re-patronage Intention (FP → SAT → 
RI) the result was positive (β = 0.196, p < 0.01). (Preacher & 
Hayes, 2004) demonstrate the indirect effect 0.196, 97.5% Boot 
CI: [LL = 0.029, UL = 0.361] larger than zero shows it is a existing 
mediation and the effect is positively significant indicated H7 also 
supported. 

Table 7: Results of mediation analysis

Relationship
Std.

Beta

S t d . 
Error t-Value Decision

CI

2.5%

CI

97.5%
H5 FQ → SAT→ RI 0.276 0.101 2.738** 0.110 0.501
H6 SQ → SAT→ RI 0.238 0.134 1.780** 0.013 0.498
H7 FP → SAT→ RI 0.196 0.089 2.209** 0.029 0.361

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01
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Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, food quality (FQ) has been identified to have a 
significant relationship with satisfaction (SAT). This is proven 
by (β = 0.348, t=2.823). Basically, it is because most of the 
respondents are satisfied with the food quality and supported by 
the utilitarian value. Based on previous research also have pointed 
out that from the perspective of customers, the food quality is the 
key determinant in the restaurant. Plus, service quality (SQ) is 
proven have positive significant towards satisfaction (SAT) (β = 
0.300, t=1.758). The amount of t-value lower compared to other 
variables is because the service quality is not the biggest factor 
influence customer satisfaction but overall customer is satisfied 
with the service quality that each restaurant provides. The result 
of fair price also found that there is a positively significant 
relationship between fair price (FP) and satisfaction (SAT). 
This result is supported by (β = 0.247, t=2.208). This shows that 
respondents understand the questionnaire and satisfied with the 
price given by restaurants.

The relationship between satisfaction and re-patronage 
intention is also positively significant shows by the supported 
result (β = 0.793, t=17.307). This shows that satisfaction gives 
the biggest impact on re-patronage intention. As result customer 
satisfaction is main factors that keep customer to re-patronage and 
intention. This is also supported from (Oliver, 1997) customer is 
satisfied if the reaction meets the expectations, the extent to which 
satisfaction is pleasurable or vice versa and satisfaction reflects the 
overall performance provide by service provider or organization. 
Based on the mediating relationship analysis, the interaction 
between exogenous variables and restaurant re-patronage 
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intention is positively mediated by customer satisfaction. The 
indirect relationship between food quality, service quality, and 
fair price towards restaurant re-patronage intention mediated by 
customer satisfaction was also found significant.

The indirect relationship between food quality (FQ) and 
re-patronage intention (RI) mediates by satisfaction (SAT) have 
a positive significant relationship (β = 0.276, t =2.738, p < 0.01). 
food quality has positive relationship with satisfaction then it will 
lead to re-patronage intention. Therefore, restaurants or restaurant 
operators can use this result to improve their quality of food to 
make sure the same customer re-patronage the restaurant again 
and again.

This research also identifies the indirect relationship 
between service quality (SQ) and re-patronage intention (RI) 
mediates by satisfaction (SAT) have a positive significant 
relationship (β = 0.238, t =1.780, p < 0.01). For service quality 
also has positive relationship with satisfaction then it will 
influence customer to re-patronage intention. Hence, restaurants 
and restaurant operators that already have a regular customer by 
their own must protect their customers properly and maintain their 
service quality to increase re-patronage intention. The relationship 
between fair price (FP) and re-patronage intention (RI) mediates 
by satisfaction have a positive significant relationship (β = 0.196, t 
=2.209, p < 0.01). This result identified that the fair price influence 
customer satisfaction by the fairer price the more attention that 
the restaurant received because majority the respondents of this 
research are students with less than RM2,500 income per month.

This research analysed the factors influencing customer 
re-patronage intention. This study will also reveal the factors 
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influencing customer satisfaction. Thus, the contributions of the 
study extract from its theoretical contribution to knowledge and 
practical contribution to restaurants’ operators. This research 
involves a research on the factors influencing customer re-
patronage intentions to the restaurant even though there are many 
studies have been done, but it is rarely to find on certain types 
of restaurant. From the knowledge perspective, this study will 
show the most common factor what the customer sees in order 
to re-patronage the same restaurant all over again. The research 
conducted in order to gain more new knowledge together with extra 
information. This study also would contribute to the theoretical 
perspective from what have been learned in marketing subject. 
Moreover, through this study, the vision of customer satisfaction 
towards re-patronage intentions could be identified. Practically, 
this study provides input to practitioners or restaurateurs about 
factors influencing their customers re-patronage intention to their 
restaurants. The result of this study can reveal the actual reason 
why customers will re-patronage the same restaurants all over 
again, because of service quality, food quality and fair price.

The limitation of this research is respondents. Even though, 
this research managed to collect 110 respondents, but the majority 
answered the survey are Malays followed by Chinese, Indian and 
others. Possibility factors influencing are not equally distributed 
to all races in Malaysia. So, it is good for the future research to 
distribute the survey equally to all races. This research focuses 
on how exogenous variable (food quality, service quality, and fair 
price) influences the satisfaction and re-patronage intention with 
3 independent variables, 1 mediating and dependent variables 
each. Instead, there are many other variables existed to test the 
re-patronage intention. Plus, future research can also use service 
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quality as a mediating variable and see the connection between 
food quality and fair price to service quality towards re-patronage 
intention. Moreover, it is advisable for future research to focus 
only on certain group of user.
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CHAPTER 21

An Overview on Female Leadership in 
Islam 

Sajeda Homaira                                                                                

Introduction
Leadership is a term which has a wide spread concept and it is a 
great responsibility. Leadership could be included from the point 
of view of religious, political and social aspects. All the types 
have their own importance. According to Islamic perspective, 
leadership is a position that can guide humanity to the betterment 
of this world and hereafter. In Islam, eligibility for leadership 
is based on qualifications and skills. So, if a man or woman 
occupies the sufficient qualifications for leadership then he or she 
should be the leader. Female group makes up half of society. They 
are responsible for the nurturing and guidance of the following 
generations. Islam is a universal and eternal religion. Islam has 
given women full right and respectable place which they were 
not granted before. Islam has established for women which it 
fits their nature and gives them full security. But unfortunately, 
some people think in Islam women have no freedom and their 
skills and qualifications are blocked. There are two points of 
view about female leadership in Islam which are contrasted in 
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several countries. Some scholars merit women as leaders and 
others don’t. Although there are many historical examples of 
Muslim female leaders, yet there is a question among Muslims 
about women’s ability to occupy the position of leadership. At 
present time, little is known about the impact of Islamic values 
on Muslim female leaders. In Muslim majority countries, women 
operate traditionally under male dominated positions. However, 
the view is changing gradually, and more women are elevated 
into leadership roles, although this is still insufficient. 

Status of women before and after Islam
Before the advent of Islam, women were among the most 
oppressed creatures in the world. The female babies and daughters 
were buried alive. There was no concept that a woman can pass 
the freedom of life. Neither did they have any rights, nor they 
were regarded as a human being in many communities. They 
were considered inferior to men and had no social status. Prior of 
Islam women were treated like slaves or property. In those days, 
they were deprived from basic human and social rights.

 Islam was revealed at the time when women were denied 
basic rights and humane treatment. With the advent of Islam, the 
status of women was improved. The Quran honours woman as 
a human being, as a feminine being and as full member of the 
society. It had exempted women from the gloomy injustice of pre-
Islamic darkness. Islam is the religion of justice. Allah created 
men and women with differences. In Islam, men and women have 
different rights and responsibilities. Their rights are different 
because of their natural differences. Although they do not have 
equal rights in every matter, but their rights are equally balanced. 
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Allah emphasizes the just treatment and reward to both men and 
women in many verses of the Qur’an. Allah says in the Qur’an:

And their Lord responded to them, ‘Never will I allow 
to be lost the work of (any) worker among you, whether 
male or female; you are of one another. So those who 
emigrated or were evicted from their homes or harmed in 
my cause or fought or were killed - I will surely remove 
from them their misdeeds and I will surely admit them to 
gardens beneath which rivers flow as reward from Allah, 
and Allah has with him the best reward. (3:195)

In another verse, Allah declares:

Indeed, the Muslim men and Muslim Women, the believing 
men and believing women, the obedient men and obedient 
women, the truthful men and truthful women, the patient 
men and patient women, the humble men and humble 
women, the charitable men and charitable women, the 
fasting men and fasting women, the men who guard their 
private parts and the women who do so, and the men who 
remember Allah often and the women who do so - for them 
Allah has prepared forgiveness and great reward. (33:35) 

This verse can be understood as an element of the Islamic charter 
for a society. This verse proves that men and women are equal as 
human being. They both have equal opportunities for achieving 
perfection and intimacy to Allah. Believing men and believing 
women are supporters of one another not only socially but also 
politically. Women have also obligation to spread the message of 
Allah and His Prophet PBUH. They have also right to vote.
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Women’s rights in accumulation of 
knowledge
To fulfil the leadership responsibility, leaders must acquire 
knowledge. Knowledge contributes to the rightful disposition of 
leadership authority. Allah says in the holy Qur’an about seeking 
knowledge:

Say, “Are those who know equal to those who do not 
know? Only they will remember (who are) people of 
understanding.” (39:09)

The Prophet PBUH said, “Seeking knoledge is compulsory 
for every Muslim”. Here, every Muslim definitely indicates both 
men and women. This declaration was largely implemented by 
Muslim throughout the Prophetic history. Previously, both men 
and women attended lectures of the Prophet PBUH to seek 
knowledge and by the time of Prophet’s death, there had been 
many women scholars since then. Islam has given women the 
access to education. Some Islamic extremists think female 
education is against the rules and regulations of Islam. But Islam 
has never prevented women from acquiring religious and modern 
education. We have examples of many women 1400 years ago, 
who were highly educated, and among scholars in both religious 
and worldly knowledge. In Islam, women are also encouraged 
to attain higher levels of education in their respective fields of 
interest.
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Female leadership: what Islam says?
Allah says:

Men in charge of women by (right of) what Allah has given 
one over the other and what they spent (for maintenance) 
from their wealth. Qur’an 4:34

Allah says in another verse:

The men have a degree over women (in responsibility 
and authority). And Allah is exalted in Might and Wise.” 
Qur’an 2:228

Some scholars mentioned that men have a higher degree 
in this verse and approve that the men should be prioritized in 
governance issues and judgment. They believe that a governor 
and a judge should be a man. (Hoseini, 2001:178)  

According to these verses, men are the protectors and 
maintainers of women in conjugal life. Man is always the head of 
a family because he is the guardian of the family. Most scholars 
have explained the verses that only men can lead the salah and 
the head of a family. A woman are not permissible to lead the 
salah. Here are the opinions of 4 Madhab; -

1. Hanafī Madhab: “And it is not permissible for men to follow 
a lady in salah.” (Hidāyah, vl.1, pg-241)

2. Shāfi’ī Madhab: “And a man following a woman (in salah) 
is incorrect.” (Minhāj: Allāma Nawawī, vl.1, pg-241)

3. Mālikī Madhab: “Salah will therefore not be correct behind 
a lady Imam.” (Bulghat-us-Sālik: Allāmah Ṣāwi, vl.1, pg-146)
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4. Hambalī Madhab: “It is not correct in the opinion of general 
fuqaha, for a man to follow a lady in salah.” (Al-Mughni:Ibn 
Qudāmah, vl.2, pg-199)

If women leadership in salah is permissible, it would have 
obviously recorded in hadith. But there are no hadith about it or 
no narration from the Sahabah and Tabi’een. 

As per Hanafī, Shafi’ī and Hambalī Madhab a woman 
can be the Imam of only female congregational prayer. It is 
permissible then and salah will be accepted. Ummi Salāmah (RA) 
and ‘Aisha (RA) used to lead the woman in salah (Musannaf Ibn 
Abi Shaybah, vl.2, pg.88-89).

As the matter of being judges, Sheikh Dr. Yusuf al- 
Qardawi, a leading contemporary Islamic thinker said, a woman 
can be appointed as a judge except in Hudud and Qisas cases. 
According to Ibn Qassim from Māliki sect, a woman can be 
appointed as a judge in wealth cases but not in criminal cases.

Ibn Jarīr Al-Tabar, as Ibn Hajar reported in his Fath al-Bāri, 
he does not only support the unrestricted appointment of women 
judgeship, but he permits women to be appointed as head of state. 
A similar view is reported from Imam Mālik Ibn Anas. So, it 
becomes evident that a qualified woman may be appointed in any 
leading position in the Muslim community or state. The specific 
understanding of Islam made difficult for women to participate in 
leadership. Some scholars don’t permit women as leader because 
of the hadith on female leadership which has been used for all it’s 
worth. The hadith related by Abu Bakr (RA), states:
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Allah has benefited me from a word I heard from the 
Prophet PBUH on the day of the camel, after I had been 
about to join the ranks of the people of the camel. Abu 
Bakr said, ‘When the Prophet PBUH was informed that 
the people of Persia had crowned the daughter of Qisra as 
their ruler, He said: No people who appointed a woman as 
their leader will ever prosper. (Sahih Al Bukhari: 4163)

This hadith has caused some Muslims to change their 
attitudes towards the position of female in leadership. Some 
scholars say this statement to be general in meaning and women 
can never be leaders. On the other hand, some scholars understood 
this statement to be specific to commanding the armed forces. 
They consider the hadith to have been misunderstood and 
misinterpreted. They say this hadith signifies that the Prophet 
PBUH foretold his companions that the Persian Empire would 
come to an end. 

Qualified women are allowed to be appointed in leadership 
position. She could be a head of a state, a head of a university, a 
head of an administration or a head of a company. Women play 
a very important role in the development of the early Muslim 
community. Women could be scholars, teachers, executives, 
managers, doctors, engineers, lawyers, representatives, advisors 
etc. There is no shariah prohibition in this regard. Women have 
equal rights to such positions and entitle to command for equal 
respect. 
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Example of female leadership in Islamic 
history
Islam has given women the right to hold leadership position. 
In Islamic history, women took part in political negotiation and 
discussion. It is clear from the Prophet’s PBUH biography that 
women back then were involved in political, social and religious 
activities and they provided various forms of leadership. Women 
expressed their opinions freely and their advice was actively 
accepted. With the arrival of Islam, women were able to practice 
as physicians and treat both men and women particularly on 
battlefields.

Prophet’s wife Khadijah was one of the most successful 
businesswomen of her time and was not stopped from doing her 
business after she became a Muslim. When Prophet PBUH first 
received the revelation, he ran to Khadijah (RA) and asked her 
to cover him. It sounds like that a woman capable of handling 
various situations that most men could not. The first martyr in 
Islam was a woman named Sumayya (RA) who was tortured and 
killed in the early period of Islam because of her belief in the 
message of oneness of Allah. Women also played an important 
role in supporting the Muslim community when they were under 
attack. Anas Ibn Malik reported:

The messenger of Allah PBUH would go into battle with 
Ummu Sulaim and other women with her from the Ansar 
and they would give water and tend to the wounded. 
(Sunan At-Tirmidhi: 1575)
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Women also fought in battles to defend Islam; Umm 
Imara defended the Prophet PBUH during the battle of Uhud after 
the Muslims were defeated. Umar Ibn Al-Khattab said: I heard 
Prophet PBUH saying, ‘On the day of Uhud, I never looked right 
or left without seeing Umm Imara fighting to defend me.’

Prophet’s wife Aisha (RA) was one of the leading scholars 
of Prophetic traditions. She played a major role in political 
activities. She was present on a number of battle fields. She was 
a leader every field in knowledge, in society, in politics and in 
war. She was a pioneer in promoting education and particularly 
in the education of women. Aisha (RA) is an exemplary Muslim 
woman for all believers because of her superior qualities, such 
as extraordinary wisdom, formidable memory, wise speech and 
profound understanding of Qur’an and Sunnah. She was the 
narrator of the second largest number of hadith. Her narration 
includes at least 2,000 hadiths, which provides Muslims valuable 
knowledge about Prophet’s daily life and behaviour. Abu Musa 
al-Ash’arī reported:

If we, companions of the messenger of Allah had any 
difficulty on a matter, we asked ‘Aisha about it. (Sunan 
at-Tirmidhi: 3883)

The life of Aisha (RA) is a proof that a woman can provide 
inspiration and leadership.

The Prophet PBUH would consult his wives on the most 
sensitive matters among the Muslims. On the occasion of Al-
Hudaybiyya (658 AD), the Muslims were denied access to perform 
the Hajj in Macca as a condition for the peace treaty. The Prophet 
PBUH accepted this condition but the Muslims were largely upset 
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and refused to leave. In such a difficult matter The Prophet PBUH 
consulted his wife, Umm Salama about the best course of action. 
Umm Salama was an instrumental of advisor during the crisis 
of Hudaybiyya. Allah has commanded consultation among the 
believers and it is general to both men and women. The Qur’an 
states:

And consult them in the matter. (3:159)

Umar Ibn Al-Khattab (RA) appointed Samarah bint 
Nuhaik as overseer of the market. Abu Balj Yahya reported:

I saw Samarah bint Nuhaik and she had known the Prophet 
PBUH.She had on a thick corset and veil. In her hand was 
a whip which she used to discipline people and she would 
enjoin good and forbid evil. (Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabeer At-
Tabarani: 785)

Hafsa bint Umar (RA) was entrusted by Abu Bakr to 
safeguard the first complete written copy of the Qur’an.

Women even have the right to correct the Muslim 
leadership and the leader has to be humble enough to accept it. In 
an incident, once a woman corrected Umar Ibn Al-Khattab during 
one of his sermons while he was the caliph. Umar (RA) said:

The woman is correct, and the man is mistaken.

In another narration Umar (RA) said:

The woman has disputed Umar and she had defeated him. 
(Fath al-Bari: 4853)
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Shafa bint Adwiya was an intelligent woman. Before her 
convert to Islam, she used to administer the medical treatment 
to patients. After her conversion, she asked Prophet Muhammad 
PBUH if she could continue doing so or not and Prophet PBUH 
encouraged her to do so. Second Caliph Umar Ibn Al-Khattab 
(RA) highly valued Shafa’s opinion and always consulted her for 
various purposes. The title of first nurse was credited to Rufayda 
bint Sa’ad al-Aslamiyya. She took care the wounded people in the 
battlefield during the battle of Badr. ‘Amra binti ‘Abdurrahmān 
was one of the greatest scholars in the time of Umayyad caliph 
Umar Ibn Abdul Aziz. She was a jurist and Mufti. In seventeenth 
century, Umm Darda was a female scholar. She was also a 
prominent jurist. She taught hadith and fiqh at the great Umayyad 
mosque in Damascus and Jerusalem.

Example of current Muslim female 
leadership 
At present, Muslim women are performing many roles in the fields 
of religion, politics, business, education, science, medicine and 
other important functions. They provide important contributions 
to their countries and they are ascending to leadership positions. 
They deserve to be valued for the services they provide. 

Several Muslim majority countries have been led and some 
are even currently being led by women. In the last forty years, we 
have had nine Muslim women state leaders. Benazir Bhutto was 
the first female leader of a Muslim majority country. She was the 
Prime minister of Pakistan from 1988 to 1990 and from 1993 to 
1996. She was a brilliant woman. She graduated from Harvard 
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and Oxford University. Meghawati Sukarnoputri is an Indonesian 
politician who served as the President of Indonesia from 2001 to 
2004. She is the current leader of the Indonesian Democratic Party 
of Struggle, one of Indonesia’s largest political parties. Ameenah 
Gurib-Fakim, first Muslim female president of Mauritius, elected 
in June 2015. She is Mauritius sixth President and the first Muslim 
woman to ever run for presidency in a Muslim majority country. 
Ameenah Fakim is a renowned scientist and biologist. She has a 
PhD in chemistry. Now she is working to advance awareness of 
global warming and to promote new investments in science and 
technology in Mauritius and greater Africa. 

In 1994 The Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt permitted 
women’s political participation allowing woman to participate 
actively in all political activities and positions. Such an incredible 
progress for advancing female leadership has influenced many 
other Muslim countries. Hayat al-Masimi from the Islamic 
action front in Jordan was a member of the Jordan parliament 
for some years in the beginning of the twenty-first century. Her 
experience as a leading politician has made her believe that there 
should be no limitations to female leadership. Another important 
example of women’s political participation is Zaynab al-Ghazāli 
who was a member of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. She 
wrote in her autobiography that she worked very closely with 
the Muslim Brotherhood leadership. She has played a prominent 
role in developing the organization’s ideas and politics. Ghina 
Hammoud is a religious leader who has her own charity and 
teaching centre in Beirut. Dr. Su’ad Saleh is a Professor at Al-
Azhar University in Egypt. She has her own TV show in Cairo 
where she teaches and gives advice on Islamic law. Ilhan ‘Omar 
is the first Somali-American Muslim woman to be elected to 
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Minnesota state legislature in 2016. Besides her political duties, 
she is director of policy at women organizing women network. It 
is a group that aims to empower all women. Currently, Muslim 
women are also winning Nobel prize. Shirin Ebadi is the founder 
of defence of human rights centre in Iran and a lawyer. She won 
the Nobel peace prize in 2003. 

Conclusion 
Women leadership has been generating many controversies 
among the scholars. It was clearly stated in this paper that in 
Islam, leadership is based on qualifications. It was also stated 
that female leadership is permissible in Islam except for some 
specific positions. The position of leader of the male or mixed 
congregational prayer, the position of judges who carry out 
judicial punishment and supreme commander of the armed 
forces should be prioritized only for men. This prohibition does 
not lessen women’s role in the society. Women are supposed to 
do what is appropriate according to her nature and abilities. We 
notice that in Islamic history, women fought in battles and the first 
martyr was a female. If female leadership is not allowed in Islam, 
then women did not go to war alongside men 1400 years before. 
Muslim women contributed to the history of Islam as scholars, 
jurists, warriors, advisors, teachers, businesswomen and many 
other important roles. So, it is clear that a woman can provide 
leadership and should continue to uphold the historical tradition 
Muslim women should be encouraged to actively participate 
in leadership. It is necessary for current Muslim women to get 
proper education in various sectors and improve their qualities to 
build themselves for leadership positions. Muslim women need to 
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know that what rights and responsibilities Islam has provided for 
them. Contemporary Muslim societies should create awareness 
about the importance of female education and also should bring a 
reform in female leadership.
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CHAPTER 22

Digital Presence of Academic Scholars: A 
Case of Universiti Teknologi MARA, Perlis 

Branch, Malaysia
Azrul Abdullah, Mohamad Fadhili Yahaya & 

Mazlee Mohd Noor

Introduction
In today digital technology environment, Internet has triggered 
different role demands of academic scholar in their research 
activity. The evolution of digital and networking technologies has 
enabled researchers to communicate and disseminate new and 
old ideas and knowledge to a larger audience. Many studies (For 
example, see Ale Ebrahim 2015; Ortega 2015a; Ortega 2015b; 
Priem, 2013) have shown that internet could broaden publication 
opportunities where academic visibility and impact of academic 
scholars can be increased. Nevertheless, many of them especially 
in Malaysia remain conservative and ignorant of the real potential 
of this new gadget. Statistic shows that many Malaysian scholars 
still lingered behind and struggled in creating impact of their 
research, especially in increasing the number of citations, h-index 
and other performance indicator for (Kavit Yagnik, 2017). 
Consequently, we inspired to examine the online academic 
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reputations of UiTM, Perlis Branch researchers based on the 
discoverability of their scholarly profiles using five common 
profiling sites (i.e., ResearchGate, Academia, Google Scholar, 
ResearcherID and ORCID). In this regard, this study will answer 
the following questions; 1) which services are the most popular 
among researchers at the UiTM, Perlis Branch? 2) How many 
profiles are UiTM, Perlis Branch researchers willing to maintain? 
3) What are the demographic profiles of the users of these 
services? 4) How representatives are the UiTM, Perlis Branch 
academic scholars in term of publication and h-index? This study 
will provide valuable references for academic research scholars 
and UiTM, Perlis Branch management on the extent of online 
visibility among their academic scholars. Indirectly, this study 
can provide insights on how to strategize future performances of 
research publications to realize the agenda of UiTM to become 
one of the top ranked universities in the world. The remainder 
of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights brief 
review on online platforms and its impact. Section 3 discusses the 
methods employed in this study. Section 4 reports and discusses 
the results. Lastly, Section 5 concludes the paper.

Online profile platforms and its impact
The scholarly publication landscapes have dramatically changed 
the way of scholars disseminates their research works and activity. 
Several recent survey (Ortega, 2015a; Ale Ebrahim, 2015: Mikki 
et al, 2015) has shown that many academic scholars started to 
present themselves and their works through several online social 
platforms including by having their own personal sites. They 
perceived that the level of discoverability of their scholarly works 
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can be easily communicated and discovered beyond the traditional 
searching method leading to the new arena of communication 
within a defined or beyond scholarly community. Moreover, these 
online network platforms provide researchers the possibility to 
control and shape their research activities because they can use 
many embedded features that are useful for others to outreach 
their scholarly works. Basically, what they need to do is to make 
their profile active and confirm the dormant information by adding 
personal details as well as editing and uploading their publications. 
Although there are a lot of social network sites that have become 
prominent for scholars to use and develop with enhanced features 
to connect users and view activities, several studies have claimed 
that there are still lack of awareness among academic scholars 
to notice the importance of online scholarly communication in 
improving their research activity cycle (Bar-Ilan et al., 2012; 
Ale Ebrahim, 2015). However, several international studies have 
provided different point of views regarding this matter whereby 
many of the studies have reported the significant increase in the 
level of awareness. A recent study by Mikki et al., (2015) revealed 
there is a growth of Google Scholar profiles in the course of one 
year at the University of Bergen. The study highlighted that the 
number of unique profiles was increased six times during that 
period, from about 27,000 profiles in December 2011 to about 
190,000 in December 2012. Mathematical and Natural Sciences 
(including engineering) members were found to be the highest 
online presence at about 50% of the total observation, Meanwhile 
Medicine and Social Science members had a lower share of 6% 
and 5% respectively. Besides, Ortega (2015) also reported that 
half of the profile holders also add their position with the position 
of professors to be the top users of online profiling sites.
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In another study, Haustein et al. (2014) who surveyed 
the presence of 57 academic scholars in the year 2013 reported 
that 23% of them had a profile on Google Scholar, 58% on 
ResearchGate website, 30% on Academia website and 35% of them 
have registered with the ORCID. Besides, they also observed that 
the number of profiles listed at the Web page of the University of 
Utrecht point toward a growing popularity of scholarly profiling 
sites. The study reported that within one year (i.e., 2013 to 2014) 
the number of Google Scholar profiles has increased by 43% and 
the number of ResearcherID was at 27%. On the other hand, a 
study by Mas-Bleda et al., (2014) who assessed the extent of 
highly cited European scientists have reported that a social web 
presence that they found were rarely attendant. Google Scholar 
was only found to be at 15%, and only 4% at Academia website. 
LinkedIn website was found to be the most popular service used 
by them despite the non-academic classification of the profile. 
The authors also reported that scientists that had one type of Web 
presence were more likely to have another.

Although the number of online profiles users in other 
countries has shown significant growth, the level of its usability 
and the reluctance of scholars in other countries (including 
Malaysia) are worrying. One of the reasons that was highlighted 
is the profiling site complexity and their adaptability to the 
researchers’ needs and level of technological knowledge (Van 
Noorden, 2014; Ortega 2015). Additionally, the reluctance of 
academic scholar to establish their profiling sites is also due to 
the level of awareness on the impact of online visibility. A study 
by Rotich & Musakali, (2013) can be a basis to support this 
argument whereby this study has claimed that lack of visibility 
among senior scholars in some African universities have reflected 
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the significance of citation impacts although many of them 
had a number of research publications. In this regard, one can 
perceive that having an article through publication in a journal 
is not adequate to develop the research impacts, instead it need 
to be outreached via profiling sites and other visibility strategies 
(Norman 2012; Ale Ebrahim, 2015). Therefore, by depositing the 
papers in the open repository such as ResearchGate and Academia 
and register with the ORCID, Google Scholar and ResearcherID 
are the common basic approach to increase the paper’s and author’s 
visibility. According to Pfirman et al., (2007) by registering with 
the online profiles and making a few adjustments on how and 
where to publish and present the research findings, researchers 
can become more productive, better known for their research, and 
better connected with members of the professional communities. 
Therefore, since there is little evidence to highlight the landscape 
of online scholarly communication at UiTM, Perlis Branch, we 
perceive this study to be necessary.  

Methodology
A list of researchers at the UiTM, Perlis Branch was retrieved 
from the UiTM database called PRISMA. PRISMA stands for 
Publication Repository Information System Management, which 
covers all bibliographical data of scholarly publications including 
articles, books, edited book chapters and conference proceedings 
produced by the population of UiTM. Based on this data set, we 
scrutinize all the existing UiTM, Perlis Branch academic scholars 
and examine their online profiling sites (i.e. ResearchGate, 
Academia, Google Scholar, ResearcherID and ORCID). The 
data included researchers who were affiliated to UiTM, Perlis 
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Branch only who have published at least one publication during 
2011–2017. The author attributes (i.e. number of publications, 
faculty, position, and gender) between 2011 and 2017 were 
identified. A database of UiTM, Perlis Branch academic scholars 
was then created and matched to the names in the investigated 
profiling services. This study applied a method for collecting data 
by analyzing the existence of profiling sites of every selected 
academic scholar at UiTM, Perlis Branch and then stored these 
data to an excel spreadsheet for further analysis. Since this study 
is limited to UiTM, Perlis Branch, the affiliations were used to 
select potential matches in each profiling site. We assumed that 
this dataset as unique and universal sources to serve the purpose 
and the objectives of this study. We applied several approaches to 
identify the profiles including selecting parts of the page, filling 
out the search forms, clicking the buttons and following any links 
via the search engines. Besides, we also used a set of selectors and 
expressions to navigate the page and extract potential indicators.

In relation to ResearchGate and Academia profiling 
sites, the process began at the organizational starting page where 
affiliations of the samples were traced. Similar approaches were 
applied with ResearcherID and ORCID as the affiliations were 
traced using the keywords of “Universiti Teknologi MARA, 
Perlis” and “UiTM, Perlis Branch”. In relation to Google Scholar, 
the use of email domains suffixes containing “@perlis.uitm” was 
also included as the criteria for the search.  

In the collection of the data, two major issues were 
encountered leading to the disruption of the flow of the data 
extraction process. This includes the fluctuating values in the 
number of publications due to the duplicating publications and 
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author variation names. Another issue involves the changes of the 
Academia webpage structure. 

Results and Discussions

Online profiling sites among UiTM, Perlis Branch 
academic scholars

Table 1 shows total number of the existing profiling that are 
popular among researchers at UiTM, Perlis Branch. Based on the 
five common profiling sites (i.e. ORCID, ResearcherID, Google 
Scholar, Academia and ResearchGate), Google Scholar was the 
most popular profiling site among researcher. About 31.4% (111 
of 353) of academic scholars at UiTM, Perlis Branch have a 
profile at this profiling service (See Table 1, Panel A, last row). 
We also found that the second largest online profiles among 
UiTM, Perlis Branch scholars was ResearchGate profiling sites 
with 19.0% (70 of 350) and only 9.1% of the researchers held 
a profile of  other services that were viable to be retrieved and 
related to UiTM, Perlis Branch academic scholars. Furthermore, 
it also can be observed in Table 1 (Panel B) that out of the 353 
researchers that were identified in PRISMA, only 31.4% had at 
least one profile at one of the analyzed profiling sites. Out of 
these 353 academic scholars, we found that 42 (11.9%) academic 
scholars had two profiles, 22 (6.2%) academic scholars had three 
profiles and 5 (1.4 %) academic scholars had four profiles. Only 5 
academic scholars had all the five profiling services. It can also be 
observed that many of them were reluctant to adapt and maintain 
multiples profiles. Consistent with Mas-Bleda, et al. (2014), it 
can be perceived online profiles among UiTM, Perlis Branch still 
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was regarded as less important than the university-based profile 
which can affect the outreach of their research work to a wider 
population. This contradicts to what researchers like Pfirman, et 
al., (2007), Rowland (2011) and Norman, (2012) who believe that 
having more than one type of web presence linking to one another 
will trigger more research impacts.

Table 1: Total number of profiling sites at UiTM, Perlis Branch.

PANEL A

*PRI *ORC *RG *GSC *RID *ACA

Existing profiles 404 19 70 120 28 10
Retrieved profiles* 353 18 67 111 27 9
Total number retrieved 
profiles 87.3% 5.1% 19% 31.4% 7.6% 2.5%

PANEL B

1P* 2Ps* 3Ps* 4Ps* 5Ps*

Number of Scholars 111 42 22 5 5
(%) 31.4% 11.9% 6.2% 1.4% 1.4%

*Excluding the duplicates profiles, staff retired, transfer to other campuses and part-time

*1P = One profiles. 2Ps = Two Profiles, 3Ps = Three Profiles, 4Ps = Four profiles, 5Ps 
= Five Profiles

*PRI = PRISMA, ORC = ORCID, RG = ResearchGate, GSC = Google Scholar, RID 
= ResearcherID, ACA =Academia

Furthermore, it was also found that, there were some 
overlapping profiles among scholars who had five profiling 
sites. Figure 1 below exhibits that the largest profiling sites was 
found in Google Scholar (111 profiles), which overlapped with 
67 researchers’ ResearchGate profiles. Besides, it also discovered 
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that only 27 and 9 of them had profiles in Academia and 
ResearcherID respectively. This overlap also accounted for only 
18 researchers that had ORCID profiles. This proved that minimal 
efforts were taken by many academic scholars at UiTM, Perlis 
Branch to create and maintain multiple online profiles. For that 
reason, it can be argued that the online visibility among UiTM, 
Perlis Branch scholar need to be established and strategized 
immediately. Scholars need to be informed on the importance of 
profiling sites in assisting them to develop greater research impact 
through the sharing of their publication. In addition, the findings 
also showed that ResearchGate and Google Scholar were the most 
preferred profiling site among UiTM academic scholars. This can 
be attributed to the large and rapid growth of ResearchGate and 
Google Scholar databases which enable scholars to find peers, 
get connected and shape their online community easily (see Van 
Noorden, 2014). 

Figure 1: Overlap profiling sites of UiTM, Perlis Branch Academic Scholar.

N=353

RG = ResearchGate, ORC = ORCID, ACA = Academia, RID = ResearcherID, GSC =Google Scholar
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Category of UiTM, Perlis Branch Profiling Site 
Services Users

In order to identify the users this services, further analyses were 
administered to obtain several bibliometric information related to 
academic scholars at UiTM, Perlis Branch. This includes positions, 
faculties and gender.  Figure 2 below shows the tabulation of each 
category of users at UiTM, Perlis Branch based on positions, 
faculties and gender. In general, the percentage of female 
researchers on the investigated platforms dominated the presence 
of UiTM, Perlis Branch academic scholar on the profiling sites. 
Out of 111 with at least one online profile, 68 profiles belonged to 
females. It can also be observed members in Faculty of Applied 
science were the top users of online profiles. Senior Lecturers 
at UiTM, Perlis Branch appeared online the most compared to 
Associate Professors and Lecturers.

ACIS :Academy of Contemporary Islamic Studies, FSG :Faculty of Applied Sciences, 
APB :Academy of Language Studies, FSKM :Faculty of Mathematics and Computer 
Sciences FP :Faculty of Accountancy, FSSR :Faculty of Sports Science and Recreation, 
FPA : Faculty of Plantation and Agro technology,  LAW :Faculty of Law, FPP :Faculty 

of  Business Management  FSPU :Faculty of Architecture, Planning and Surveying 

Figure 2: Type of UiTM, Perlis Branch profiling sites services users.
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Number of Publications Citations, and h-index

Table 2 below shows the correlation among the number of 
citations, the number of publication and the h-index score. The 
study found there were strong correlations between the number 
of publications, citations and h-index. This is consistent to Ale 
Ebrahim (2015) study who claimed that the more publication a 
person makes, the stronger the likelihood for the publication to 
be cited. Consequently, this will also lead to the increase of the 
h-index. 

Table 2 : The correlation among the number of citations, the number of publications 
and the h-index score. 

Variables No. of Citations (R2) No. of Publications(R2) h-index(R2)

No. of 
citations(R2) 1 .770** .867**

No. of 
publications(R2) .770** 1 .754**

h-index(R2) .867** .754** 1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Based on Table 3, despite the existence of associations 
among the variables, the associations were relatively weak. 
Nevertheless, of the three nominal data, the position of the 
academicians appeared to have a stronger association especially 
in relation to the number of citations with eta = .317. This showed 
that the position of the academicians can be attributed to number 
of citation. This finding triangulates with the earlier result that 
shows the dominance of the Senior Lecturers over the Associate 
Professors and Lecturers. This is beyond the expectation of the 
study as the Associate Professors should be the leading pack 
instead of the Senior Lecturers.
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Table 3 : Degree of association between nominal data (gender, faculty and position) and 
the interval data (number of publication, citation and the h-index).

Variables
No. of publication 

(Eta)

No. of citation

(Eta)

h-index

(Eta)
Gender (Eta) .053 .094 .064
Faculty (Eta) .197 .160 .224
Post (Eta) .233 .317 .273

Conclusions
The study was conducted to investigate the extent of appearance 
of UiTM, Perlis Branch academic scholars towards the online 
academic platforms by examining the discoverability of their 
scholarly profiles based on five common profiling sites (i.e. 
ResearchGate, Academia, Google Scholar, ResearcherID and 
ORCID). The proportion of researchers who had at least one 
profile was very low compared to the population of scholars at 
UiTM, Perlis Branch. The top two faculties who kept online 
profiling sites were the Faculty of Applied Science and the Faculty 
of Computer and Mathematical Science. The study did not find 
out why the two faculties appeared to have greater awareness of 
the profiling sites than other faculties. Google Scholar was the 
most widely used platform. This study also did not make any 
effort to discover the reason behind such finding. Nevertheless, 
it can be seen that many UiTM, Perlis Branch researchers did 
not take measures to service and maintain their different profiling 
sites. The study did not try to find answer. Nevertheless, this can 
probably be attributed to the misapprehension of the scholars in 
relation to online visibility. The lack of updated profiles and the 
reluctance of academic scholars at UiTM, Perlis Branch to have 
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profiling sites as new approaches for scholarly communication 
can reflect their research impact in the near future. The findings 
of this study will be useful for individual academic scholars and 
as well as UiTM, Perlis Branch to improve researchers’ outreach 
efforts as well as publication impacts. Besides, these findings can 
also encourage researchers to have insights on how to use media 
more strategically in boosting the readership of their work. In the 
future, it would be interesting if further study can be conducted 
to gain more understanding about UiTM scholarly community 
strategies in promoting their research via online academic 
profiling sites. 



CHAPTER 23

Full Reserve System As An Alternative Of 
Current System: Views And Concept

Zuriyati Ahmad & Abdul Ghafar Ismail

Introduction
Reserve requirement has been introduced since 19th century. This 
is a common feature in banking system that is universally accepted. 
Minimum fraction of deposit will be kept as reserve by the banks 
and this common practice leads to the ability of commercial 
banks to create multiplication of money. The required reserve as 
stated by Miller and Van Hoose (1993) will create instability of 
money multiplier. If required reserve is instable then the money 
multiplier is also instable.

 Many scholars such as Smith (1776), Fischer (1936), 
Friedman (1948, 1959), Litan (1987), Pierce (1991), Hillinger 
(2010) and Musgrave (2014) have criticized fractional reserve 
banking. The fractional reserve banking has been criticized as 
a fraud mechanism of making loans and creating deposits, 
banks manufacture new money, effectively ‘out of nothing’. 
Thus, they propose an alternative to the fractional reserve system 
which is the full reserve system. The supports mainly are based on 
economic and ethical reasons. On the other hand, Islamic scholars 
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also propose for the full reserve as the process in fractional reserve 
creates problems that are contradicted to the Islamic law. For 
example, the extra purchasing power obtained from the money 
without assuming risk has the element of riba which is against 
the Islamic teaching. Iqbal and Khan (1981), Choudhury (1997, 
2004); Siddique (2008), Ascharya and Sakti (2008) and Yaser 
(2013) are among the Islamic scholars who support the use of full 
reserve system in replacement of common banking system.

Based on the arguments of the conventional and Islamic 
scholars, the objective of the study is to highlight on the views 
of supporting full reserve system and relate to the suggestion for 
imposing full reserve system as an alternative of fractional reserve 
banking. This study will be organized as follows: section 2 will 
discuss the views supporting for full reserve system. Section 3 
would follow with the concept of full reserve and finally, section 
4 would provide the conclusion.

Views for the Full Reserve Requirement 
System
The argument for full reserve to be the monetary system has been 
debated since the1930s. Many notable conventional economists 
for example Smith (1776), Fischer (1936), Friedman (1948, 1959), 
Litan (1987), Pierce (1991), and Hillinger (2010), Musgrave 
(2014) and Askari and Krechene (2016) have highlighted on the 
issue to replace the current system of fractional reserve banking. 
The arguments are not only been debated by conventional 
economists but by a number of Islamic economists. Islamic 
economic scholars such as Iqbal and Khan (1981), Choudhury 
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(1997, 2004, 2016), Siddique (2008), Ascharya and Sakti (2008) 
and Syamlan (2013) argue that the fractional reserve system create 
other problems to the economy such as monetary instability, 
the inflation effect and high risks in the banking system. Abdul 
Ghafar and Zuriyati (2016) on the other hand, highlighted that the 
common monetary tools used would only lead to other problems 
in eight of the central banks chosen. Besides that, many scholars 
also argue on the fractional reserve system as it is against the 
Maqasid Shari’ah. Among the views highlighted by the Islamic 
scholars in supporting the full reserve systems are;

The Stability of Monetary System

In Islamic views the study of full reserve requirement is always 
been associated as a provider of monetary stability (Iqbal and Khan, 
1981; Siddique, 2008; Ascharya and Sakti, 2008). In this case, the 
full reserve is the solution to the instability of a capitalist banking 
system. In contrast with fractional reserve system in which a bank 
is required to hold reserve in only a certain percentage of deposit 
mobilized, the system bank has the ability to create another kind 
of fiat money. Therefore, without been backed by the real asset 
fractional reserve it creates instability.

In addition to that, the banking system would give unfair 
seigniorage profit to the bank which is authorized to create new 
bank money. In Islam money cannot generate money as it can be 
termed illegal or haram from the Islamic perspective. The Islamic 
economy does not give the opportunity for bank to create new 
bank money, since full reserve has to be deposited back to the 
central bank. Therefore, it will lead to few positive consequences 
which are i) there will be no new purchasing power created ii) no 
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seigniorage as a result of that riba can be eliminated and iii)  no 
inflationary effect that will result and no party will suffer any loss.

Iqbal and Khan (1981) are among the Muslim economists 
who support the 100% reserve requirement stated that the need for 
full reserve is based on three grounds. Firstly, fractional reserves 
cause the monetary system to suffer from an “inherent instability” 
because any switch from ‘high powered money’ to ‘deposit 
money’ and vice versa, change the supply of money. With full 
reserve system, such a switch will change only the composition 
of money, leaving its total supply constant. Secondly, changes in 
the money supply arising from deposit creation or resulting from 
substituting deposits and cash make it more costly to maintain 
the existing stock of real balances or to add to it. Finally, there is 
an equity aspect to credit creation. From an equity point of view, 
the benefits of the process of money creation should accrue to 
the whole society which can be best achieved through 100 per 
cent reserve system (Iqbal and Khan, 1981). It is argued that full 
reserve requirement system contributes to the stability of the 
economy as a whole. Money multiplier in the system will become 
unity when there is no difference between the monetary base and 
the money supply. Therefore, the suggested full reserve system 
forces the banking system to be fully liquid.

Backup Asset

The Islamic economics scholar, Choudhury (1997) supports the 
gold standard. He believes that that a monetary system should 
be a riba free economy. A suggestion of Choudhury (2004) is 
to return to gold standard and 100 percent reserve requirement 
system. Nonetheless, this suggested system must have linkages 
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of the real economy and quantity theory and money and prices. In 
this case, money is emphasized to be fully utilized and not kept 
as a reserve and loan out to the other party. Choudhury (2004) 
argues that if there is excess of deposit in the commercial banks, 
the money should be kept by the central bank and back it up by 
the asset. It can be taken back by the commercial bank for the 
purpose of investment and productivity in the real economy. As a 
result of this policy, there will be no accumulated of excess fund 
which can be loan out. Multiple credit creation can be reduced 
and the bearing of interest rate practices by commercial banks 
can be avoided. 

Legal and Unethical Issue

Mydin Meera and Larbani (2007) pointed out the unethical issue 
from the Islamic point of view. It shows that the fractional reserve 
banking violates the Islamic principles of Maqāsid al-Shari’ah. 
They discussed from the angle of ownership structure of assets 
in economy. According to Mydin Meera and Larbani (2007) the 
transfer of a debt to a third party is regulated by Shari’ah and it 
can be lawful or forbidden depending on the circumstances. In 
general, debt cannot be transferred to the third party.  If debts 
are transferred, it should be done by the cancellation of the old 
contract and the rewriting of a new one.

On the other hand, Khan and Mirakhor (1993) argued in 
terms of the contract amanah. The funds invested are placed with 
the banks and are considered as amanah thus it cannot be used by 
the banks for further lending practices to earn profit. Amanah is 
where one party is entrusted with the custody or safekeeping of 
someone else property. In the context of intermediation amanah 
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refers to a contract where a party deposits its assets with another for 
the sole of safekeeping. Thus, to violate the amanah is illegal from 
the Islamic view. Khan and Mirakhor (1993) therefore promote 
full reserve requirement for demand deposit. Nonetheless, if 
other contractual agreement is such as Mudhārabah, the demand 
deposits can be used by banks for investments. Thus, the full 
reserve requirement fulfils the saving or investment functions and 
the funds must be consciously mobilized.

The Maqāsid al-Shari’ah

Many studies have highlighted the Maqāsid al-Shari’ah in the 
banking system. Maqāsid al-Shari’ah or the goals and objectives 
of Islamic law are designed so as to protect these benefits and 
facilitate improvement and perfection of the conditions of human 
life on earth (Kamali, 2008).

The Shari’ah does not prohibit banking activities and 
financial transactions in order to generate economic activities in a 
system or country. Nevertheless, these activities and transactions 
must be parallel to Islamic teaching and attaining the Maqasid 
Shari’ah. The fractional reserve banking system that has been 
discussed in Mydin Meera and Larbani (2009) and Sani et al (2012) 
shows that fractional reserve system is negating the Maqasid 
Shari’ah. The fractional reserve system brings more harms than 
benefits. While, Zuriyati and Abdul Ghafar (2017) highlight the 
attainment of Maqasid Shari’ah can be done using full reserve 
system. They concludes that the full reserve system is justified 
to be more just and fair, as it has the ability to protect wealth and 
more importantly, the Maqasid Shari’ah can be attained through 
this system.  
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As supported by Iqbal and Khan (1981), Choudhury 
(1997, 2004), Siddique (2008) and Ascharya and Sakti (2008), 
the study of the full reserve system has always been associated 
with the disadvantages of a fractional reserve system which can 
bring more harm than benefits to the economy and society. For 
example, extra purchasing power obtained from money without 
assuming risk has the element of riba that goes against Islamic 
teaching. Hence, the solution to avoid the implications which in 
parallel with spirit of Islamic teaching may lies in the alternative 
system of full reserve system.

The Concept of Full Reserve System
Before discussing the views of full reserve system, the concept 
of money should be highlighted. Money in general plays a role 
as medium of exchange that will be accepted by the society to 
replace long time a barter system. The role money is expanded 
to other functions such as store of value or asset. Figure 1 shows 
the difference functions of according to different systems. The 
creation of new functions has led to other problems. This has been 
stated Blaug in Tanjung and Siregar (2012):

When you start considering money as an asset or store of 
value, this is the key to almost all disputes in the macro 
economy.
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Figure 1. The Theory of Money
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Source: Yaser (2013)

The concept of store of value in money has led to credit 
creation process of fractional reserve system which Garcia, Cibils 
and Maino (2004) claimed this situation is inverted pyramid in 
which a small reserve base supports a large quantity of deposit 
and credit.

While, the full reserve system defined under Choudhury 
(1997, 2004) is based on the unity concept (tawhid) with knowledge 
induced factors related to the money and real sectors. Basically, 
the full reserve system highlights the 100 percent mobilization 
of bank deposits in commercial banks into productive asset, 
goods and services in exchange. While the immobilized funds 
of depositors will be 100% held by central bank.  This system 
stresses that money must be fully utilized and not be kept by 
commercial banks as reserve and must therefore be returned 
to the central bank if it is not being used in the real economy 
(Choudhury, 1997). 

The emphasize on 100% money which should be utilized 
or held by central bank will lead to disability of commercial banks 
to create money out of money. This can also avoid the interest 
bearing saving. In this case, no elements of riba will be involved. 
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After the resources are mobilized from the commercial banks to 
real economy, the accumulated excess of funds will be held by 
the central bank. Theses excess funds will be backed by stock of 
gold in central bank. The implication of this policy will reduce the 
multiple credit creation and the process goes back to the central 
bank as there is zero excess reserve with the commercial banks. 
Inherent instability will cause inflation and volatility in business 
cycle also can be reduced

In order to explain further the concept of full reserve system, 
the three most important relationships in the system should be 
highlighted. These relationships consist of the Central Bank (A), 
Commercial Banks (B) and the real economy (C). Commercial 
banks (B) hold the funds from investment account and invested 
for the specific projects that are based on the Shari’ah. All the 
generated funds will remain with the commercial banks (B). 
Then, commercial banks (B) will make investment (spending) 
in the real economy (C). In this case, commercial banks (B) 
will use financial instruments that are promoting real economy 
participation (C). These financial instruments are based on the 
Shari’ah and thereby replace interest rate transaction. 

Commercial banks (B) will try to avoid immobilized 
funds. Nevertheless, it will take some times for the commercial 
bank to find a suitable project to invest. Thus, this will lead to 
the occurrence of immobilized funds. The immobilized resources 
of funds however cannot be idle. This is where Central Bank 
(A) plays a role as a safe keeper for the excess of fund. Hence, 
this shows the concept of full reserve where the central bank (A) 
keeps a 100 percent reserve. Since the full reserve system is a 
defined reserve that is been backed up with the gold standard, the 
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central bank (A) will hold units of gold or similar stable items to 
back up the immobilized funds handed over to them. This is the 
difference of the full reserve system in the conventional literature 
(Choudhury, 2010). The reserves (immobilized funds) which are 
kept with central banks can be claimed by commercial banks in 
order to finance diversified projects at a later date. 

Figure 2. The Link Between Central Bank, Commercial Banks And Real Economy In 
Full Reserve System

In general, the commercial banks would still act as 
saving and investing institutions. In other words, commercial 
banks in the full reserve system can still become depository 
and investing institutions. According to this system, money can 
be opted to saved or can be invested in the commercial banks. 
Nonetheless, the full reserve system based on Choudhury (1997, 
2004) promotes the investment rather than saving. The bank will 
use financial instruments to carry the transaction of the money. 
Therefore, a specific percentage of the business’s net profit will 
be given as a share. This share of profit is used to pay back the 
principal and to provide a profit to pass on to its depositor. The 
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return from the transactions which is Shari’ah approved will be 
replacing the interest rate gained in the fractional reserve system. 
Besides that, the full reserve system has led the central bank to 
have less need to control of the economy via interest rates. As it 
relies on the real sector, the volume of money will be the main 
factor to the economy. Thus, central bank also can directly control 
the money supply in the economy.

Conclusion
The common practice in the fractional banking system is not 
without criticisms as fractional reserve banking is criticized on 
the fraud of making loans and creating deposits out of nothing. 
Due to the negative consequences of fractional reserve banking 
the full reserve requirement system is proposed as a solution to 
the economic and ethical issues. Full reserve system is found to 
be able to avoid instability in the economy, reduce inflation thus 
volatility in business cycle can be reduced and productivity can 
be increased. Therefore, the full reserve requirement seems to be 
a viable alternative for the Islamic monetary system. 
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CHAPTER 24

Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar and Their 
Experience of Long-Term Unending Pains:

Aspects of Human Rights Problems*

Osman Chuah Abdullah, Raudlotul Firdaus 
Fatah Yasin, Abdul Salam Muhamad Shukri & 

Fakhrullah Zulkipli

Introduction
Rohingya is an ethnic minority group that used to live in the Arakan 
belt of South East Burma bordering in the east with Thailand and 
in the North West with Bangladesh. Rohingya is the Muslim of 
Sunni followers and have been migrated from India for about a 
thousand years after the collapsed of Muslim empire from India.  
There are about 750,000 Muslims living in the Rakhine state and 
another one million living in the various parts of the world in United 
Kingdom, United States of America, Europe, Australia, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, etc. The location of the Rohingya concentration is of 
Arakan belt in South East Burma. This Rohingya is a minority 
group most persecuted violently and most unwanted people by the 
Burmese Buddhists in their country. According to some historical 
facts, Rohingyan is the native people of Rakhine state. Others 
said that they are immigrants from Bangladesh. There are some 
mentioned that when the Muslim India collapsed, they migrated 
to the Arakan belt (Simpson 2007: 267).
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Historical Background of Rohingya in 
Rakhine State 
The Rohingya is settled in the Rakhine state as early as 16th century 
or probably earlier. It is not clear about the number of Rohingya 
under the British after 1824-1826 (Tokin 2014). According to Aye 
Chan (2011), it was reported Burma western border the Arakan 
(Rakhine State) that shares an international boundary of 45 miles 
with Bangladesh today was the first Burmese province annexed to 
British India after the Anglo-Burmese War (1924-26). The Naaf 
River serves as the emblematic border between the two countries. 

The Rohingya could have stayed in the state of Rakhine 
earlier than 16th century. However, because of the closeness 
to Bangladesh separated by the river and have a border with 
Bangladesh of 45 miles and there have been immigrants from 
Bangladesh into this region after the British won the war with 
Burma in 1826. Most of the writers speak of Bangladesh generally 
refer to Rohingya as Bangladesh immigrants. The earliest reference 
of Rohingya was by the British Sir Francis Hamilton-Buchanan 
(Hamilton 1799, 1825a, 1825b, 1825c as cited by Leider 2014). 

The British Doctor refers the Muslim people as “Rooiyah.” 
Most of the modern writers however did not used the term 
Rohingya but “Bangladesh immigrants” because there has been 
massive immigration from Bangladesh after the Anglo-Burmese 
war of 1824-1826. Besides, Bangladesh and Rohingya shares a 
same Islamic religion. The Burmese government also makes this 
a point to withdraw the citizen rights of the Rohingya propagating 
the Rohingya as Bangladesh immigrants. The modern writers like 
Chris Lewa (2002) is good and did many highly appreciated things 
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when advocating the human rights of Rohingya but it is wrong for 
her to associate the Rohingya with the Bangladesh. As these are 
two different groups of people, speaking different languages. If the 
military junta of Myanmar perceives the Rohingya as Bangladesh, 
this is a challenge to them, show and prove any Bangladesh who 
can speak the Rohingya language. Besides, Rohingya kingdom 
exists in the past before British defeated Burma before 1826 with 
its own currency, coins and flag as proofs.

In 2013, the Rohingya’s population is 73,5000 and the 
total population of the state of Rakhine in Burma is 3,188,163 
(Lewa 2016). In the census in 1941, the population of Rohingya is 
255,469 and the total people in Rakhine state are 1,008,535. The 
Rohingya includes non-Rohingya Muslim in the Rakhine states.

Cruelty Inflicted on Rohingya in 2015
There is a fact, Rohingya lived in the Arakan belt and frequently 
conflicts with the Buddhist followers and violent persecution 
occurred done by the Buddhist military with weapons against the 
armless Rohingya. Violent persecutions like killing, raping and 
injuring the Rohingya have been a frequently event. According 
to the chief Buddhist Monk of Malaysia, all these are against the 
merciful teaching of Buddhism. Buddhism founder Siddhartha 
Gautama, even he was poisoned by his cousin he forgave him and 
let him stay together with him. According to the Buddhism, some 
sort of harm upon other living beings will be paid by the coming 
life by in all means. Thus, anyone who inflicts harms to Rohingya 
will be paid in the concepts of karma for the evils, which have 
been done according to Buddhist teaching. 
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The cruelty inflicted on Rohingya had forced them to flee 
away from Arakan belt to go by ships to Thailand, Malaysia and 
other places (Interviews with the Rohingya refugees in Acheh, 
Indonesia on June 2015). In the past, there are huge numbers of 
Rohingya fleeing from the Arakan belt, there was why, there were 
Rohingya in Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, America, Britain, 
Saudi Arabia and other places amounting about one million 
Rohingya.

In 2015, the junta of Myanmar, in co-operations of the 
political and military leaders of Thailand of the three countries, 
made a great human trafficking plan to make big money. The 
police in Bangkok alleged a high military official Major General, 
Manas Khongpan was involved with trafficking Rohingya and 
other immigrants and issued of the warrant of arrest for him. 
Manas, 58 were serving as an army adviser in a very prominent 
position. Thailand had been denying there was human trafficking 
in the past, however, now they charged the Major General in the 
court for trafficking (The Star, 2nd June 2015). Finally, the Major 
General surrendered to the police to face justice (The Star, 3 June 
2015).

Depriving of the Rights of Citizenship, 
Violent Persecutions and Trafficking Victims 
among Rohingya
First, the Myanmar Government deprived of the rights of 
citizenship and makes the Rohingya hard to live or difficult to 
survive in Arakan belts. There are frequently quarrels and fights as 
the Buddhists are armies and police with arms whereas Rohingyas 
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are with no gun or even other simple weapon. So frequently the 
Rohingya were injured and killed and this make the Rohingya 
frequently think of fleeing from their homeland. Recently the 
military junta of Burma orders a few very big wooden ships 
with three or four stores, which can hold 3000 or more on board. 
They then invite the Rohingyas to flee from the country. The 
Rohingya or poor Muslims which had been subject to all type 
of violent persecutions and all types of human rights deprivation 
immediately responded to join the voyage after having corrected 
money from their relatives and made a payment of $2500 to 
rush to join the journey. Little, they know they are subject to the 
cruelty of these human traffickers. Little do they know as soon 
as they are on board, their families are extorted with some more 
money, if they do not pay, the victims on board the big ship will be 
beaten, with no food, starved to death and if they die, the corpse 
are thrown into the sea. 

When the ships reach Thailand and Malaysia border, or 
in Thailand Malaysia border, another extortion took place. The 
trafficking victims’ relatives are requested to pay some more 
money, or the Rohingya will be sold as slaves to some illegal 
factory owners in Thailand. If there is no money paid or no 
takers, for the victim as slaves then they will be placed in some 
temporary rough shelters, women are constantly raped here. 
Men are killed. These are the reasons why Malaysia discovered 
several mass burials of human corpses in its territory near the 
Thailand Malaysia Border. Dr Abdul Hamid, a Rohingya lecturer 
in Malaysian university said the discovery of many mass graves 
in Malaysia territory was a great surprise, as he believes the mass 
graves should be in Thailand not in Malaysia (The Star, 1 June 
2015). 
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Nobel winner of South Africa’s Desmond Tutu, Iranian 
Human Rights activists, Shirin Ebadi and former East Timor 
President Jose Ramos-Horta spoke in the two conferences in Oslo 
May 2015, they called the situation Rakhine state, of Myanmar 
as “nothing less than genocide” against the Rohingya by the so 
called “Buddhists”. George Solos, the Philanthropist, said, the 
situation in Myanmar Rohingya is parallel to the Jews in the Nazi 
genocide (New Straits Times, June 1, 2015).

The Human Rights Problem forced the 
Rohingya to Flee from Arakan Belt of 
Rakhine States
The Rohingya since the birth of Myanmar nation from 1948 have 
been subjected to systematic governmental policy of exclusion, 
restriction and arbitration of the various ruling governments of 
Myanmar for a few decades. The governmental policies have 
been and were responsible for several exoduses of migration to 
Bangladesh and other places.  In Bangladesh, there were two 
registered refugee camps with 29,000 and 220,000 refugees. 
There are thousands of them are staying in Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Saudi Arabia, Australia, U.K. and USA. In Malaysia, they live 
throughout of Peninsular in poor wooden house with no legal 
rights for their children to schools with only a card showing that 
there are refugees from United Nation. Some aspects of long-
term experience of unending pains revolve around human rights 
problems include the followings: 
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1. The Unrecognized Status of Rohingya in 
Myanmar

First, Rohingya had not been recognized as a race or ethnic groups 
staying in Myanmar by the Myanmar governments although 
Rohingya is a nation with its own currency, coin and flag before 
the arrival of British defeating the Burma army in 1826. The 
Myanmar series of governments from 1948 only recognized the 
Rohingya as the immigrants from Bangladesh. This is because 
immigrations from Bangladesh to Burma had increased greatly 
since 1826 but it does not mean Rohingya have not existed at 
all. The Burma State Party makes no reference of Rohingya at 
all. Thus, this automatically deprived the Rohingya to the rights 
of birth and citizenship from 2008 and subjects them to all 
discriminatory measures.

On September 2011, the new members of Parliament were 
sworn in, a question was posed of the citizenship of Rohingya 
in Parliament of Myanmar. The British in 1823 guaranteed 
full citizenship for all tribes in Burma but in 2008 the military 
ignored the Rohingya as citizen dismissing them as Bangladesh 
immigrants. In 7th November 2010, the Rohingya was allowed 
to vote and stand as a candidate in the election, in the election, 
the Union Solidarity Development Party pledged citizenship for 
the Rohingya and won resoundingly but they not only did not 
support the grant of citizenship to Rohingya as they had promised 
in an election, instead they officially confirm that the Rohingya 
are not residents of Myanmar and cannot be granted citizens but 
Bangladesh immigrants and imposing many restrictions to the 
Rohingya.
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2. Status of Birth Rights of Rohingya Children

The Rohingya children at birth are required to register at the state 
of Rakhine family list. But both parents are allowed to register 
only two children, as they are not allowed to have third children. 
Even registration of the two children, if either of the parents is 
absent, it is not allowed. There are many other reasons to reject 
the registration. Children without registration are not allowed to 
stay in the village in the state of Rakhine. Even if there is the 
legitimate one with only two children, frequently it requires 
corruption and a fee to the government to register the child. The 
third one is considered as illegal, not only cannot be registered, 
the parent can be charged and jailed (Lewa, 2016).

3. Temporary Identity Cards for Rohingya with no 
Rights to Claim Citizenship

The temporary identity card for Rohingya and family is without 
place of birth and family list. Thus, it is a government document 
but have no rights to claim citizenship in Myanmar. It is written 
in the card that it has no right to claim and apply for citizenship 
despite of the birth right of Rohingya in Myanmar. This card is 
for Rohingya to apply to go to certain places. Rohingya is not 
allowed to leave his village. Travelling from one place to another 
requires application with definite dates and within the dates, he 
did not return to the village will forbid him or her to return to the 
villages.
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4. Marriage Rights and Marriage Authority 
Registration in the State of Rakhine

There are many difficult procedures for marriage registration 
applicable to the Muslims especially for Rohingya in Rakhine 
state only, no other places in Myanmar follow this procedure, this 
is according to the local order of 1994. Rohingya desiring to get 
marry must apply to NaSaKa, the authority of Border affair.  The 
applicants must pay bribe in order to do so before the marriage 
approval. It must take at least 7 years for marriage approval 
besides applicants must sign a pledge that they can only have 
two children. No way in Burma and no other ethnic groups in 
Myanmar have this kind of procedure for marriage.

None compliance or co-habit without marriage or sexual 
encounter is a crime of which the persons can be charged for 
Section 9 of the penal code and if convicted can be jailed for 
10 years. In practice, local court usually gives a sentence of 4-5 
years. In addition to this, both partners can also be charged for 
disobeying the public servants under Section 188/2 for penal code 
and jailed 6 months. Even female can be charged also.

Many Rohingya women could not get marriage and get 
pregnant is forced to have illegal abortion with no proper medical 
facilities. Many mothers die because of this abortion. Many 
couples cannot get marry in Rakhine state resorted to flee to 
Bangladesh to get marriage. Some paid to go by sea and thus 
become victim of trafficking to Thailand or Malaysia. 

The numbers of unregistered children are very high, 
40,000 in 2008 probably higher. Even with ways of registration 
and is legal for two children for each married couple, some 
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parents are too poor to travel and offer bribe to register. There 
is also a deadline for registration. The father may have to go for 
work and if the child is a third one, then it cannot be registered. 
Unregistered children could not stay in the village they are born. 
The parents have to pay monthly bribes to keep the unregistered 
children.

Baby born without marriage is a proof of illegal act and 
can be persecuted. Unregistered children are not admitted for 
administrative purpose. That is, he is not allowed to be given 
a temporary registration card when 10 years old and could not 
apply for travel to any place. He could not attend school, apply 
for marriage and have to bribe to stay in the village. His parent 
can be charged or keeping an unregistered child, even though it 
is his own son.

The village head, however, keep a list of unregistered 
children. From the black list, they kept on extorting their parents 
or relatives for money. In 2008, the government has a list of 
black list children of registered married parents of 7289. Some 
are the third child of registered marriage couples. The number of 
unregistered marriage could be higher and not known.

5. Not Allowed of Travelling except with Permission 
from Local Authority

Muslims in the state of Rakhine are not allowed to travel except 
with permission from local authority even for medical reasons. 
Our interviews with the Muslims in the North of Myanmar also 
confirmed the Muslims in the North of Myanmar are not allowed 
to meet Muslims in the state of Rakhine in the South East and 
South of Burma. The traveling permit if granted also indicates 
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the date of traveling from one place to another, if failure to return 
in time, he or she will not be allowed to reside in the place of his 
own village of which he was born, even if he overstays at a place 
for medical reason.

6. Forced to Do Work even among Children 
of Rohingya for Myanmar Army and Public 
Infrastructure

Rohingya is subject to unpaid forced labour only applying to this 
ethnic community. Building the fence dividing Bangladesh and 
Myanmar, repair road. Maintaining army and NaSaKa camps, 
established new village are part and partial of their jobs. The 
forced workers including school children of Rohingya have to 
bring their own food to work with no pay. Because of these, 
children cannot concentrate into their studies. They have to work 
at the farms or cultivate the land owned by the military, whereas 
their own arable lands have long been confiscated. They also have 
to collect wood and bamboo for the military. Even they have done 
this for the army if the army does not feel satisfied with the work, 
they could still beat the Rohingya at random.

All Rohingya men need to do manual work in the military 
one-day a week and another as sentry. While doing the work, not 
only they do not have any pay but also, they must bring their own 
food too. This is unfair as this is only applicable to the Rohingya 
society. No other group of people in Myanmar is subjected to this 
kind of forced labour. 
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7. Events of Forcing Rohingya to Flee and the 
Infringement of Human Rights and Words about 
them from Influential Men

President Barrack Obama of USA asked Myanmar to end 
discrimination against the Rohingya minority if it wants to 
succeed in its democratic transition from decades of junta rule. 
3500 refugees from South Eastern Part of Myanmar had reached 
the lands in Thailand, Malaysia and Aceh in Indonesia in 2015, 
while thousands are trapped adrift more at sea. The Rohingya 
lived in Rakhine state at the Arakan belt separated by a river 
from Bangladesh more or less in a large detention camps with 
the human rights deprived off. While they also have no rights of 
citizenship, no freedom of movement or the rights to marriage 
took 8 years to apply and other restriction mentioned above. The 
President of USA said this sort of discrimination must be ended 
(The Star, 3 June 2015). 

In June 1, 2015, the chief Buddhist Monk of Malaysia 
and Singapore, Rev. Datuk Dr. Sumana Siri said that it was 
disappointing for Buddhists in Myanmar and Sri Lanka for 
practicing not mercy and tolerance according the Buddhist 
religion and way. There should not be any need to justify violence 
(The Star, June 1 and 3, 2015). Dalai Lama, the Tibetan spiritual 
leader was quoted to have request the Nobel winner Aung Sun Suu 
Kyi in Burma and the Buddhist monks and Buddhist followers 
not to persecute Rohingya or do any inhumane acts as reflected 
in the deprivation of human beings and create violence against 
the Rohingya or other Muslims. (Reported in the television by 
Jazeera News and The Star, 3 June 2015). Dzulkifli Abdul Razak, 
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a honorary Professor of University of Nottingham and chair of 
leadership in one Malaysian university said, “Rohingya is the 
exodus of boat people driven to the Andaman sea, it is human 
trafficking but similar to 40 years ago, Pol Pot of Cambodia 
killing millions of Cambodians. The similar thing is that this 
human trafficking is also killing the Muslims, the difference is 
the trafficking of Rohingya extorts money and then kills them.” 
(New Straits Times, 6 June 2015) Salleh Buang, an ex-Solicitor 
of the Attorney General’s chamber and ex-fellow of International 
Islamic University Malaysia suggests, Malaysia as Chairman 
of Security Council should take the case by Chapter VII of the 
United Nation, to refer to International Criminal Court of Hague 
(New Straits Times, 24 June 2015). 

In addition to this, the conference held in Norwegian 
Nobel Institute & Voksenaasen Conference Center in Oslo really 
gives a deep insight about the pains of Rohingyai. Below are a few 
world known figures. (See more at: http://www.rohingyablogger.
com/2015/05/press-release-oslo-conference-on.html#).

George Soros, the iconic billionaire and philanthropist, 
is among the international figures who will offer solidarity 
and compassion for the Rohingyas. He will join the call for an 
immediate end to Myanmar’s official policy of discrimination, 
persecution and destruction of over one million Rohingyas an 
ethnic group in Western Myanmar. In his pre-recorded address 
prepared for the conference, Soros states that he too was a 
Rohingya. Soros says, “In January, when I visited Burma for the 
4th time, I made a short visit to Sittwe, the capital of Rakhine 
State in order to see for myself the situation on the ground … 
a section of Sittwe called Aung Mingalar, a part of the city that 
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can only be called a ghetto. (There) I heard the echoes of my 
childhood. You see, in 1944, as a Jew in Budapest, I too was a 
Rohingya. Much like the Jewish ghettos set up by Nazis around 
Eastern Europe during World War II, Aung Mingalar has become 
the involuntary home to thousands of families who once had 
access to health care, education, and employment. Now, they are 
forced to remain segregated in a state of abject deprivation. The 
parallels to the Nazi genocide are alarming,” 

(See more at http://www.rohingyablogger.com/2015/05/press-
release-oslo-conference-on.html#sthash.w6xQSqq6.dpuf).

Nobel Peace Laureate, the Archbishop Emeritus Desmond 
M. Tutu of South Africa, also addressed the Oslo conference. He 
places the responsibility for the Rohingyas’ plight squarely on the 
Myanmar government. While the government has characterized 
this as sectarian or communal violence and sought to absolve itself 
of responsibility, Tutu says there is evidence that the government 
itself has carefully cultivated anti-Rohingya sentiment. Tutu 
says, “I would be more inclined to heed the warnings of eminent 
scholars and researchers including Amartya Sen, the Nobel 
laureate in economics, who say this is a deliberately false narrative 
to camouflage the slow genocide being committed against the 
Rohingya people, …”. Tutu also made an impassioned call in 
Oslo: “As lovers of peace … we have a responsibility to persuade 
our international and regional aid and grant-making institutions, 
including the European Union, to adopt a common position 
making funding the development of Myanmar conditional on the 
restoration of citizenship, nationality, and basic human rights to 
the Rohingya.”

(See more at: http://www.rohingyablogger.com/2015/05/press-
release-oslo-conference-on.html#sthash.w6xQSqq6.dpuf).
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At the conference, a team of researchers from the 
International State Crime Initiative, Queen Mary University of 
London will be presenting their latest findings. In a recent article 
in The Independent (20 May), the lead researcher Penny Green 
writes: “The Rohingya have now faced what genocide scholar 
Daniel Feirestein describes as ‘systematic weakening’, the 
genocidal stage prior to annihilation. Those who do not flee suffer 
destitution, malnutrition and starvation, severe physical and 
mental illness, restrictions on movement, education, marriage, 
childbirth, livelihood and the ever-present threat of violence and 
corruption.” Such acts compelled former UN Special Rapporteur 
on Myanmar (2008-14), the Argentine legal expert Tomas Ojea 
Quintana, to observe at the London School of Economics a year 
ago that in the case of the Rohingyas, “genocidal acts” have been 
committed by Myanmar. Quintana will be sharing his perspectives 
in Oslo. 

(See more at: http://www.rohingyablogger.com/2015/05/press-
release-oslo-conference-on.html#sthash.w6xQSqq6.dpuf).

In the United States of America, Resolution 841 recognizes 
the initial steps Burma has taken in transitioning from a military 
dictatorship to a quasi-civilian government, including the 
conditional release of some political prisoners, and calls for more 
progress to be made in critical areas of democracy, constitutional 
reform, and national reconciliation.

It calls on the government of Burma to: (1) end 
persecution and discrimination of the Rohingya people, recognize 
the Rohingya as an indigenous ethnic group, and resolve their 
citizenship status; and (2) ensure respect for human rights for all 
ethnic and religious minority groups within Burma.
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It calls on the United States and the international 
community to put pressure on Burma to end the persecution and 
discrimination of the Rohingya population and to protect the 
fundamental rights of all ethnic and religious minority groups in 
Burma. (This is a resolution passed in the US Congress, but it has 
no legal enforced power).

Conclusion
From the information gathered from several Rohingya informants 
from Rakhine States, library research, and the conferences in 
Oslo by Norwegian Nobel Institute in May 2015, and the research 
projects of Lewa Chris, especially the Arakan Project, this article 
has been written.  Here we confirm all the deprivation of humam 
rights of Rohingya by Lewa Chris is true and confirmed by 
my informants in Rakhine States. In reality, all the Rohingyas 
are suffering from stresses like could not get marriage, no jobs 
available and earning not enough to live. Their children are 
suffering malnutrition. If they want to get marry, they have to 
bribe and wait for 7 to 8 years.  Many children of Rohingya are 
not recognized administratively. They do not have the rights to 
stay together with their parent as they have to bribe continually if 
not the parent can be jailed for living together with an unknown 
one officially. This is the apartheid policy of Myanmar as this 
applied only to the Rohingya people but not all the other minority 
group or any race in Myanmar. 

Solution and Recommendation

In the long-term solution, all the deprivations of human rights 
of Rohingya must be abolished. The United States of America, 
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Europe, South East Asia, Japan and others must pressure Myanmar 
to give citizenships to the Rohingyas. Most of the political leaders 
in fact did not know in details how the Rohingya was treated such 
as taking 8 years to apply for marriage and even after 8 years, the 
application for marriage can be not necessary successful and third 
child of a registered marriage cannot register their children and so 
no rights to stay in the birth village, no rights to go to school, no 
rights for temporary identity card, no medical benefit and others. 
They also have no rights to work in public works and the same is 
to their parents.

If these official deprivations of human rights of Rohingya 
were not addressed and solved, they will be in future some more 
exoduses of immigrants to Bangladesh, Thailand, Malaysia, 
Indonesia and other places. Myanmar seems are exporting their 
ethnic problems to other South East Asian Countries and other 
part of the words.

The second solution is giving temporary accommodation 
to the Rohingya refugees in Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and 
other places. This too must be done cautiously as it may invite 
more Rohingya to rush to these countries. One of the examples 
is the flee of Rohingya to Bangladesh. The number of Rohingya 
is about 200,000 and lived in two concentration camps, with five 
non-government bodies provides food and some necessary daily 
needs for them. With an announcement of the existent of the two 
camps, the number of Rohingya in the refugee camps increased 
from 200,000 to 400,000 people. It prompted the Prime Minister 
of Bangladesh to stop the five NGOs the aid to the refugee 
camps.  
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Malaysia should co-operate with the west and USA and 
also ASEAN countries of Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, to 
set up refugee camps only for short-term stay. In the short-term 
stay, non-governmental bodies should train the Rohingya English 
language so that the Rohingya can migrate to Western nations. 
If governments officially trained it, more Rohingya may flee to 
country and there will be more social problems for boat people 
and refugees.

Finally, United States of American, European leaders, 
Japanese leaders, Australia, South East Asian, and the various 
religion follow including Christians, Buddhists, Muslims of these 
religions and all to work in humanitarian ground to come to solve 
one of great crisis in this world, the gradual and slow genocide 
of Rohingya. On the humane ground, let us work together to 
solve the problems. This is not the Malaysian problem. This is 
a global humanitarian problem. We should not let one armless 
ethnic race to be killed and eliminated from the world. We praise 
President Barrack Obama saying the solution is stop persecution 
on Rohingya. Unless Myanmar government is willing to change 
the policy towards the Rohingya small ethnic group, there will be 
more Rohingya fleeing out of the Rakhine state of Myanmar in 
the future to various part of the world especially South East Asia.

Since the chief Buddhist Monk of Malaysia and Singapore, 
Rev. Datuk Dr. Sumana and Dalai Lama, the Tibetan spiritual 
leader, both well-known respected Buddhists had mentioned 
against the inhumane way of treatment received by Rohingya 
and the Christian Nobel Peace Laureate, the Archbishop 
Emeritus Desmond M. Tutu, an iconic Christian from South 
Africa too spoke against the inhumanely way of the Myanmar 
way. Malaysian of all ethnic groups, Muslims, Buddhists and 
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Christians and other religion followers should united in helping 
the Rohingya especially while they are adrift on the boats with no 
help. The Thai armies too helped by using helicopter to drop food 
on the boats. Even George Soros, the philanthropist spoke against 
the way the Rohingya were forced to live with no human rights. 

As for the boat people of Rohingya, let them lands in our 
land. But in low profile, let the NGO, teaches them English and 
make them adjustable to the western way and help them to apply 
to migrate to Australia, USA, Europe and other places. They must 
also be taught about Islam and moderate way so that they would 
not be lured to join any extreme groups. An individual nation or 
single religion followers cannot solve the problem. The Taliban of 
Afghanistan is already sending message to the Myanmar Rohingya 
to join them. If the west and USA do not help these Rohingya, it is 
likely they will join the extremist group in Afghanistan or Middle 
East. It will be a great loss to the West and USA if this happens.  

Since many nations has already promised to help the 
Rohingya, Malaysia should inquire from nations how they can 
train the stranded Rohingya and apply for settlement in their 
countries. Definitely two things are necessary for short-term and 
long-term solutions. For long-term, the human rights of Rohingya 
must be restored in Rakhine state of Myanmar. Second, the strand 
Rohingya must be trained especially like speaking English so that 
they can settle in the third country. 



CHAPTER 25

Studying Maqasid Surah Al- Hajj and Its 
Influence in Solving The Moral Decay 

Ruqaia Alalwani

Introduction
This study is an attempt to highlight the decline in universal 
ethical values and moral standards and determine the root causes 
behind this deterioration. It also gives an overview about the 
divine message of Allah the almighty regarding these issues in 
Surah al-Hajj. It is found that decline in ethical standards; poor 
parenting and dishonesty are due to moving away from religion or 
God. Without proper values and morals, life is turning into little 
more than a crude struggle for survival. Values give meaning to 
life and set priorities. They set moral boundaries and define rules 
of behavior. Even so, many traditional morals are shifting rapidly. 
A lack of a moral compass, along with an increasing emphasis on 
materialistic goals and narcissistic individualism, has promoted 
a culture of voracity and indifference to the feelings of others. 
The atheist approach in the western world; an increasingly 
critical approach toward colonialism and its assumption of moral 
dominance over the colonized societies; and growing uncertainty 
toward moral objectivism are exacerbating the situation. It is 
suggested that setting standards’ of humanity and equality in Islam 
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are the last resolution to save mankind from a moral disaster. It 
is the need of the hour to understand the message of Qur’anic 
principles described in Sura al-Hajj to revive our society from 
moral catastrophe.  

Universal Values and Morals

Value

A “value” is a quality that nurtures people, things, events, or 
situations. The term expresses the ethical characteristics that 
are inborn in a subject (piety, responsibility, secularism, honor, 
etc.). Universal, however, is an adjective that is referred to 
“what belongs” or “which relates” to the universe. The concept 
refers to the set of all things created and what is mutual to all 
its kinds. These definitions enable us to approach the whim of 
universal value. Universal values are established by incorporating 
behavioral standards that are prerequisite for a harmonious and 
passive society. It is a notion which is not conspicuous to define, 
since a value is linked with morals and ethics, which is hard to 
commute, or refer to the level of the group. In other words, all 
people have certain values that descend from their interior and 
guide their actions. Since humans do not think alike, values can 
vary from person to person. Universal values, nevertheless, have 
the particularity to be socially shared.

Universal Values

Besides cultural differences, we can say that the goodness, 
solidarity, volunteerism, and honesty are virtues you desire 
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in any state or neighborhood. Therefore, these are universal 
values. Universal values are evolved with family education and 
school, because the process of acculturation demands that new 
generations internalize timeless concepts. The claim for universal 
values can be interpreted in two different ways. First, it could 
be that something has a universal value when everyone realizes 
it is valuable (Jahanbegloo, Ramin). This was the Isaiah Berlin 
apprehension of the term. Second, something could have universal 
value when all people have reason to believe it has value. Amartya 
Sen interprets the term in this way, pointing out that when Gandhi 
indicated that non-violence is a universal value, he was debating 
that all people have reason to value non-violence, not that all 
people present value non-violence (S. Amartya)

Type of Universal Values

Schwartz’s deduce from a series of studies, after surveying 
more than 25,000 people across 40+ countries with diverse 
culture, that there are 56 specific universal values and 10 types 
of universal value.  Schwartz’s 10 types of universal value are: 
“power, achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, 
Universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, and security.” 
(S.H. Schwartz)

Moral Values

Moral values refer to a set of precepts that lead an individual on 
how to judge good versus evil (F. Antony). People, in general, 
enforce moral values to justify decisions, aims and actions, and 
it also specifies the personal character of an individual. A person 
with high moral values generally exhibits characteristics of 
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integrity, audacity, honor, veracity, honesty, and benevolence. 
Individual’s morals may originate from culture and government, 
religion, or self. When moral values deduce from society and 
government, they, inevitably, may modify as the laws and morals 
of the society change. For instance, marriage vs living together, is 
a true example of this kind of phenomenon. (M.S. Harold)

During earlier generations, it was uncommon to see couples 
living together without the formal matrimonial ceremony. Later 
on, especially in recent times, this phenomenon is as common 
as traditional married couples. In earlier society, the laws and 
ethics simply hailed from the Roman system of law, which was 
primarily based on the Decalogue. As we moved into the modern 
era, that earlier system of laws became more and more scared. 

 Moral values also extract from within one’s own self. 
This is clearly presented in the behavior of older infants and 
young toddlers. If a youngster has been forbidden to contact 
or take anything early on, they know enough to gradually look 
over their shoulder to figure out if they’re being watched before 
touching said object. There is no need for this behavior to be 
tutored; it is inherent. Once, however, any form of authority is 
forced to transform the child’s behavior, the child instantaneously 
gains the capacity within himself to categorize his right behavior 
from his wrong behavior. Now, the child can make right choices 
based on his own comprehension. The choices that are made by 
an individual from infancy to adulthood are between illegal and 
legal, kind or harsh, altruistic or selfish. A person may, under any 
given set of circumstances, decide to do what is proscribed. If 
this person possesses moral values, breaching or violating them 
typically produces guilt. 
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Religious Framework
Religions offer different ways of contending with moral 
quandaries. For instance, there is no absolute forbiddance 
on killing in Hinduism, which acknowledges that it “may be 
inevitable and indeed requisite” in certain circumstances (M. 
Werner, 2007). In Christian customs, certain acts are considered 
in more absolute terms, for instance abortion or divorce. In the 
latter case, a 2008 study by the Barna Group discovered that some 
denominations have a significantly higher divorce rate than those 
in non-religious demographic groups (atheists and agnostics). 
Nonetheless Catholics and evangelistic Christians had the lowest 
divorce rates and the agnostic/atheist group had by far the lowest 
number of marriages in the first place (G. Barna, 2008).

According to Thomas Dixon, “Many today argue that 
religions are essential to allow moral guidance and standards 
of virtuous conduct in an otherwise debauch, mercenary, and 
degraded world.” (T. Dixon, 2008). In the same vein, Christian 
theologian Ron Rhodes has pointed out that “it is impossible to 
differentiate evil from good unless one has a myriad references 
which is absolutely good.” (R. Ron, 2010). Thomas Dixon states, 
“Religions certainly do provide a framework within which people 
can learn the difference between right and wrong.” (T. Dixon, 
2008).

Universal and Moral Values in Islam

The word “morality” is of Latin Origin morals, meaning 
“manner, character, and right behavior.” Morality in general, 
refers to a code of behavior, that an individual, group or society 
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holds as authoritative, in differentiating good from evil. Islam 
as a comprehensive way of life comprehends a complete ethical 
system that is an important panorama of its world-view. We often 
consider good and evil as relative concepts, however, Islam holds 
that moral acts and behavior isn’t relative, and as an alternative, 
specifies a general standard by which actions may be viewed as 
moral or immoral.

Islam’s ethical system is striking in that it not only specifies 
morality, yet also directs the mankind in how to attain it, at both 
an individual as well as a collective level.

Morality and the individual

The guiding principle for the behavior of a Muslim is what the 
Qur’an mentions to as al-ámal al-salih or upright deeds. This 
term wraps up all deeds, not just the outward acts of worship. A 
few of the most primary character traits expected of a Muslim are;  
piety, humbleness, and a profound sense of accountability to God. 
A Muslim should be humble, not only in front of God, but also to 
their fellow human beings. 

Islam warns against conceit and undue adherence to the 
fugacious delights of this world. Although it’s easy to allow the 
material world to fill our hearts, Islam calls upon mankind to keep 
God in their hearts and to use the material world in moderation 
and in conformity with God’s guidance. The Glorious Qur’an 
says:

The Day whereon neither wealth nor sons will avail, but 
only he (will prosper) that brings to Allah a sound heart 
[Al- Qur’an: 26:88-89]
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Charity is among the most praiseworthy acts in Islam. As 
a matter of fact, Zakah, the annual charity that is obligatory on 
every Muslim who has accumulated wealth above a certain level, 
is one of the pillars of Islam. Gratitude in prosperity, forbearance 
in hardship, and the courage to uphold the truth, even when 
inconvenient to oneself, are just a few of the qualities that every 
Muslim is encouraged to nurture.

Being a Muslim that believes that God, the Creator and 
Sustainer of the world, has set the standards and we are being his 
humble creatures should follow. Muslims have firm belief in God, 
and in its standards and in the Prophets sent to them. Whatever 
God has ordered or commanded in his Holy Books or through its 
Prophets are the last words for Muslims beyond any reasoning 
and logics. 

According to Muslims belief, it’s God, who unequivocally 
outlined our values. God didn’t create humans and desolate him 
to the chicaneries and the vagaries of his own nature. He didn’t 
leave us inferring what is right and what is wrong, and what is 
the best action to take in a given circumstance. He created us and 
knows us better than we know ourselves. He distinctly specified 
what good values are and gave us all the guidance we require in 
the form of Holy scriptures or through its chosen one. Adam was 
the first one, and Muhammad was the last Prophet, may the mercy 
and blessings of God be upon him. Islam was the last message 
upon which further process of Prophet Hood was abandoned. So 
it’s clear that whatever God wanted to give us, the bestow us with 
the Holy Qur’an and Prophet Muhammad. 

 Values are the things that we believe, they determine our 
precedence’s in life, and they’re the benchmark by which we 
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evaluate our success or failure. Islam lays out clearly what is right 
and what is wrong, what is acceptable and what is unacceptable. 
When our activities and words are ordinated with our values life 
is typically respectable and we’ll feel content. When they do not 
matchup we feel restless. Our values serve as parameters through 
which we make choices, therefore, if we’re distressed or restless 
we can look at our alternative to see if they match-up with our 
values and if not, we should either take guidance from the Qur’an 
or make the necessary modifications. To be truly content and 
gratified we must abide by the values defined for us by God. 

The Universality of Surah al Hajj / General 
message of Surah al Hajj
Surah Al- Hajj is considered to be among the unique Surah of 
Qur’an by many interpreters. There are some interesting facts of 
how, when and where this Surah was revealed. For instance, a few 
of its Ayat were revealed when the Prophet was traveling while 
other swore, when he was at rest. Some were revealed when the 
Prophet was in Mecca while the rest was in Madina. Also, some 
were revealed during day time while others at night, and during 
times of war and rest in peace. Name of the Surah, is also very 
unique, as it depicts one of the five pillars of Islam, no Surah has 
the name; Prayer, Fasting or Zakat. 

This Surah, stressed heavily on “Taqwa in the heart.” The 
Ayat develop Taqwa in our souls gradually throughout the entire 
Surah which begins with Ayat that don’t seem at a first glance to 
be directly related to its title (the Hajj).
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Period of Revelation

Deep study of Surah Al Hajj shows two different patterns with 
two different concepts. Verse 1-24 is addressed to all humanity, 
not only believers. Allah (SWT) asks us all to establish Taqwa. 
The ‘convulsion of the [final] Hour’ refers to the Day of Judgment 
forgotten by many, who are completely absorbed in their worldly 
life, though they are heading towards this Day every hour and 
minute. Everyone will witness this Day, no matter how much 
one tries to escape or deny its existence. It is coming with all its 
horrors that will make a nursing mother turn her attention away 
from her own baby (22:2). People will be in a state of shock and 
distress which will make them appear as if they were intoxicated.

The sudden switch of the style from v. 25 exhibits that 
probably v. 25-78 were sent down in the month of Zul-Hijjah in 
the very first year after Hijrah. This is pointed out in vv. 25-41 and 
affirmed by the occasion of the revelation of vv. 39-40. It seems 
that the Zul-Hijjah must have brought to the immigrants homesick 
memories of their homes in Makkah and of course they must have 
thought of their Sacred City and of their Hajj congregation there, 
and aggrieved to think that the Quraish had debarred them from 
going to the Sacred Mosque. Consequently, they might even have 
been praying for and awaiting Divine permission to wage war 
against those despots who had ousted them from their homes and 
deprived them of visiting the House of Allah and made it hard 
for them to follow the way of Islam. It was at this psychological 
juncture that these Ayat were sent down. 
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Universal Values and Morals in Surah Al Hajj

When a man lacks belief that there is a Watcher Who observes 
him or a Recompense for whatever was earned of good or evil 
in this life; when man feels far away from all these forms of 
supervision, his soul may entice him to commit offenses against 
others, to violate the rights of others, to spread corruption and 
injustice in the earth. Belief in the Day of Judgment deters man 
from committing such evils.

The link between the Resurrection and the Hajj is that the 
latter is a preview of the Day of Resurrection, on a small scale. 
The rites of the Hajj are one of the most powerful things that 
instill in us the belief in the Day of Resurrection. If you want to 
get the feel of this, you should perform the Hajj. What one sees 
in the Hajj summons the Day of Resurrection to the mind: big 
crowds standing, waiting, looking sleepless, weary, and fragile; 
the submissiveness of people to Allah; their simple clothing 
that does not distinguish between rich and poor, or black and 
white. Those pilgrims left behind them their worldly life – their 
businesses, their children, and everything that distracts them from 
their Creator. All supplicate constantly, humbly asking Allah 
SWT, the One God, the King. They all seek one common thing: 
mercy and forgiveness from the Generous Lord.

Our great care not to violate Ihram rules, by cutting one’s 
hair or using perfume, should not stop there. Our dread of uttering 
an unkind word, hurting another fellow Muslim or throwing a 
piece of paper or food remains on the ground should match our 
dread of violating the Hajj rules.
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Hajj is an example of universal values and morality

Hajj is an example of universal values and moral, where there 
is no differentiation between the rich and the poor, the strong 
and the weak, the distinguished and the humble, the old and the 
young, the black and the white, the Arab and the non-Arab – all 
feel need of the Creator (SWT). This revives in the soul the feeling 
that there is no helper but Allah, no giver except Him, no defender 
other than Him. And this is also the feeling that the verses of 
Surat Al-Hajj develops in the soul.

Hajj is a great school; an intensive course. We take great 
care not to violate any of the rules of Ihram. We perform Tawaf, 
walking around the Ka’bah seven times, taking great care to 
do it as instructed by our Lord. Imagine if we extend this great 
desire to obey Allah to our lives after we come back, holding the 
commands of Allah in reverence in every aspect of our lives. How 
would our lives be if we do not transgress the bounds set by Allah 
(Υ) without arguing? How would our businesses be? How would 
the world be?

The Hajj is a school that graduates humble and obedient 
servants who seek perfection in matters of faith and who honor 
the sacred ordinances of Allah (Υ). Hence the words: and whoever 
honors the sacred ordinances of Allah - it is best for him in the 
sight of his Lord (22:30).

Reinforcing Islamic brotherhood and solidarity

Hajj is rather like an international annual public and formal 
conference. Unlike other acts of worship, it provides a live, 
direct and bright reality in terms of useful moral values on the 
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human level. This is achieved through the meeting of the masses 
of pilgrims in a harmonious way that symbolizes and represents 
Muslims in the different regions of the world. They get to know 
each other, unite, exchange opinions and organize their affairs 
in spite of the differences in their colors, homelands, languages, 
levels and lifestyles, realizing the verse in which Allah The 
Almighty Says (what means): “And indeed this, your religion, 
is one religion, and I am your Lord, so fear Me”. [Qur’an 23:52]

Moreover, this scene reminds the soul of past memories 
and urges one to study it and deduce lessons there from in order 
to head towards a promising future when Muslims achieve for 
themselves, their countries and their coming generations more 
security, dignity, pride, growth and prosperity. The season 
of Hajj is considered an excellent opportunity for the Muslim 
masses to achieve greater cooperation and solidarity in order 
to unify their ranks in the face of contemporary challenges, 
regardless of their different appearances and manners.

Getting used to self-restraint and discipline:

Pilgrims practice self-restraint and discipline when they abandon 
the adornment of the life of this world and assume Ihraam. They 
abstain from shaving hair, cutting nails, using perfumes and such 
other acts that are known to be forbidden during Ihram. All this 
is performed for the sake of Allah The Almighty, in compliance 
with His orders and hoping to attain His pleasure and reward and 
to draw closer to Him. At-Tabaraani narrated in Al-Kabeer that 
the Prophet, said: “Allah boasts about the people of ‘Arafaat to 
the Angels, and Says: “Look at My slaves, they have come to 
Me, shaggy and dusty, they have come from every deep valley. 
So, bear witness that I have answered their supplication, accepted 
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their intercession and granted mercy to the negligent among them 
for the sake of the benevolent ones.”

Hajj is a real mirror of human equality and a preview 
of the gathering of people on the Day of Judgment:

In Hajj, the meanings and manifestations of human equality 
among the masses of people appear clearly. They are all in a state 
of Ihram and in one place; they gather at the same time and wait 
to perform the same rituals in sequence. All of them are equal, 
like the teeth of a comb. There is no difference between the rich 
and the poor, the old and the young. They are all wearing similar 
simple white pieces of cloth, which symbolize the oneness of 
human creation, and that Islam holds all races and peoples as 
equal, for they are the same in the sight of Allah The Almighty. In 
addition, through these scenes, images that stand for the Last Day 
are evoked in the human soul – the day when people are gathered 
to the Lord of the Worlds barefoot and naked, and no person is 
favored over others except by their piety and good deeds.

Kind treatment to all other pilgrims, gentleness in dealing 
with them, favoring them over oneself, hastening to offer them 
assistance and advising them, being tolerant of them, having 
patience with them and avoiding showing anger at their errors 
and pointing out their mistakes in a rude manner.

Kindness and Obedience

Investing all one’s time in goodness, righteousness, kindness and 
obedience and not wasting it in that which does not benefit so that 
the pilgrim does not waste his effort, make mistakes and lose his 
rewards.
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Avoiding actions that abuse the sanctity of Hajj, its place 
and time and violate its status. This entails keeping away from 
practices that hurt Muslims or cause harm to them, maintain 
public and private utilities, observing cleanliness, avoiding 
throwing dirt and garbage in the streets and places where pilgrims 
gather, avoiding crowds, keeping away from exhausting and 
tiring oneself as well as avoiding sitting on roads and yards and 
exposing others to harm.

Hajj literally means, “to continuously strive to reach one’s 
goal.” It is the last of the five pillars of Islam (the others include a 
declaration of faith in one God, five daily prayers, offering regular 
charity, and fasting during the month of Ramadan). Pilgrimage is 
a once-in-a-lifetime obligation for those who have the physical 
and financial ability to undertake the journey. 

Yet, the Hajj is more than these elaborate rituals. The 
faithful hope that it will bring about a deep spiritual transformation, 
one that will make him or her a better person. If such a change 
within does not occur, then the Hajj was merely a physical and 
material exercise devoid of any spiritual significance.

Reminding the Rights and Dignity of 
Women
As Islamic scholar Ebrahim Moosa asks rhetorically: “after 
paying homage to the two women Eve and Hagar in the rites of 
pilgrimage, how can some Muslims still violate the rights and 
dignity of women in the name of Islam? Is this not a contradiction?” 
Indeed, the Qur’an teaches: “I shall not lose sight of the labor of 
any of you who labors in my way, be it man or woman; each of 
you is equal to the other.” (Qur’an 3:195)
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Lesson of Common Humanity

Millions of Muslims transcending geographical, linguistic, level 
of practice, cultural, ethnic, color, economic and social barriers 
converge in unison on Mecca, attests to the universality of the 
Hajj. It plants the seed to celebrate the diversity of our common 
humanity. Pilgrims return home enriched by this more pluralistic 
and holistic outlook and with a new appreciation for their own 
origins. In order to truly learn from the Hajj, its inherent spiritual 
lessons must extend beyond the fraternal ties of Muslims to 
forging a common humanity with others.

Message of Peace

The verses about the Hajj start by discussing the sanctity of this 
great place which Allah also calls in other verses the ‘Sacred 
House’. Allah (SWT) has forbidden all forms of evil in this place, 
including terrorizing those who come to it. He has made it a 
House of peace and safety; a sanctuary where people feel secure 
about their lives, their money, their honor and their dignity. Allah 
(SWT) made it safe even in the Jahiliyyah, to the extent that the 
ancient Arabs would not attack anyone in this sanctuary, not even 
the murderer of one’s own father, out of reverence to this great 
House – the Sacred House.

Allah called it a House and made it sacred, so that one 
would find their serenity and purity. It is a place where a believer 
recovers his spiritual self. In this place, all worries and tribulations 
fall off the believer’s shoulders and there is nothing but peace, 
security, serenity, and tranquility. This is a promise from the Lord 
of the world.
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Behavior of Muslim in General – A lesson from Hajj

A Muslim should not transgress against a fellow Muslim in these 
sacred places under the pretext of overcrowding, the heat, fatigue, 
etc. Transgressing against Muslims is forbidden at all times, but 
more so in these sacred places and on these special days. Allah 
(SWT) said the following words in Surat Al- Baqarah:

Not one unkind word against a Muslim is allowed nor any 
attempt to hurt others in any way.

Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah (ρ) 
said, “He who came to this House and therein abstains from 
obscene acts and words, wickedness and sins, returns so purified 
from sins as he was at birth.”

This veneration for Allah’s sacred ordinances and 
commandments can only come from a pious, humble heart that 
submits to Allah (SWT). As the pilgrims move from one place 
to another, they must never forget how they should behave. 
Unfortunately, due to overcrowding, one might lose one’s 
temper and utter a word that does not befit the sanctity of the 
situation. One must repent immediately, forgive others, and pray 
for forgiveness, not just for oneself, but also for those Muslims 
who pushed or transgressed against him. We forgive and expect a  
reward from our Generous Creator.

Striving against one’s own self

Both Hajj and jihad aim at spreading the Truth and what is good. 
The Hajj is the greatest conference through which the values of 
Islam can spread: the universality, the peace, the tolerance, the 
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equality, etc. Similarly, jihad aims at protecting the Truth and its 
values. Some previous verses of Surat Al-Hajj mentioned those 
who try to divert people from the path of Allah – those whose 
most important goal is to mislead others. Believers possessing 
the right values and principles, who have been disciplined and 
shaped by Surat Al-Hajj, are the best ones to stand up to these 
aggressors. But before striving against others, one needs first to 
carry out jihad (i.e., to strive) against one’s own self and this is 
what the Hajj teaches. The Hajj produces powerful pious hearts 
that can stand firm defending the Truth against falsehood and its 
advocates.

Ibn Al-Qayyim says that Allah (SWT) has made guidance 
dependent upon jihad (i.e., striving), so the most perfect guidance 
comes to people whose jihad is the greatest. The most obligatory 
forms of jihad are those carried out against one’s own self (i.e., 
against the unlawful inclinations of the soul) and against 
the Shaytan. Whoever strives in these areas for the sake of Allah 
will be guided to Allah’s ways that lead to Paradise, and whoever 
leaves jihad will miss some guidance in proportion to what he 
or she leaves. One cannot be successful in one’s struggle against 
outside enemies unless if one carries out jihad against those inner 
enemies. Internal victory is the prerequisite for external victory.

Believers should understand that the conflict between the 
Truth and falsehood is a fact of life, but Allah’s universal laws 
always prevail. There will always be arrogant disbelievers, so 
disregard them, “worship your Lord and do good – that you may 
succeed”.
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Ultimate message of Hajj

The result of a successful Hajj is a rich inner peace, which is 
manifested outwardly in the values of justice, honesty, respect, 
generosity, kindness, forgiveness, mercy, and empathy. And 
it is these values – all attributes of God almighty — that are 
indispensable to us all if we are just to get along in this world.

Another essential spiritual message of the Hajj is one 
of humility to God and His supremacy and control over all that 
we know. The multitude of people and their inner beliefs and 
practices are all to be judged by God and God alone in His infinite 
wisdom and full knowledge. Indeed, as the Qur’an insists, “Let 
there be no compulsion in matters of faith, truth stands out clear 
from error.” (Qur’an 2:256)

Conclusion
Morality in Islam covers every aspect of a Muslim’s life, from 
salutations to international relations. It is universal in its scope 
and in its pertinence.

A Muslim is expected to not only be upright, but to also 
enjoin moral excellence. He/She must not only refrain from 
immorality and vice, but must also actively engage in asking 
people to shun them. In other words, they must not only be 
virtuously healthy, but must also impart to the moral health of 
society in general.

The Hajj produces improved souls: selfless, generous, 
patient, tolerant, and humble souls. Through the Hajj, one learns 
the meaning of sacrifice and tastes the sweetness of parting with 
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things for the sake of Allah (SWT). One who feels angry or upset 
because someone in the crowd has pushed or stepped on one’s 
foot, but restrains oneself from uttering an unkind word for the 
sake of Allah (SWT), and even prays for those who have hurt him 
or her, is one who possesses a great soul. This is the soul that has 
graduated from the school of Hajj with a grade of Ihsan. 

A heart that was shaped by Surat Al-Hajj and then 
graduated from the school of the Hajj with grades of Ihsan, 
repentance and humbleness to Allah (SWT), is definitely a new 
heart. Congratulations to the believing graduates who achieved 
these results! Hence the verses about the Hajj end with giving 
good tidings to the doers of Ihsan. Congratulations to the pilgrims 
who have learned the meaning of sacrifice and whose hearts and 
tongues did not cease to remember and mention Allah. Blessed 
are the hands that were extended, not to harm other Muslims, but 
to shake their hands. Blessed are the hands that were refrained 
from throwing a piece of paper or a grain of rice out of respect for 
the sacred sites. Blessed are the hearts that forgave and sacrificed 
in obedience to Allah. Blessed is everyone who held the rites set 
by Allah in reverence. 
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CHAPTER 26

The Awareness of Reading Culture in 
Kuching, Sarawak: Roles of Mosque 

Libraries
Suhaida Halamy & Nurfaizah Kamarudin

Introduction
Since the early days, mosque library plays a pivotal role by serving 
a comprehensive function to the community in the development 
of Islamic and human civilization including educational, culture 
and political matters. The history of mosque libraries begin 
shortly after Prophet Muhammad PBUH founded the first mosque 
in Medina (622 CE). Since that time mosques and their libraries 
are a centre of knowledge attracting a large number of students, 
researchers and pilgrims who want to enhance their knowledge 
on various Islamic topics.

The Grand Mosque of Cordoba and the Al-Azhar Mosque 
in Cairo are two examples that testifies the rise and glory of mosque 
libraries in Islamic history. Mosques and libraries are actually a 
harmonious blend of embracing the Muslim community. All the 
activities of the Muslim community is centralized in the mosque 
or under the control of the mosque where everything is emanating 
from the spirit of obedience to God. Therefore, the role of the 
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mosque library is one of the main factors to move the mission 
of the mosque, especially in the development of knowledge and 
enhancement of the pure mind of the Muslim community.

Roles
The role of a library as a source of information to the society in 
improving education standards and promoting functional literacy 
programmes in rural areas with a view of improving the livelihood 
of an individual. In order to be superior, a mosque must be able to 
offer its visitors a sophisticated and complete resource centre. The 
visitors can be exposed to the roles of a knowledge-filled resource 
centre, in the form of books or materials accessible to ICT.

Mosque library is normally located in the mosque 
and supported by people associated with it. The function of 
a mosque library is similar with a public library that serves 
all levels of society and be part of life as well as to meet the 
information needs of communities. According to Nawazali Jiwa 
(2012), mosque libraries can assist by proactively educating and 
creating awareness among members of their own communities 
as stereotypes tend to become self-fulfilling prophecies. Mosque 
library also can educates and create awareness through outreach 
services. It is probable that these efforts can help to prevent the 
perpetuation of misconceptions and stereotypes. 

Mosque in Sarawak also active in carrying out their 
functions as a centre of education, community centre and library. 
Sarawak State Mosque for example plays a big role in the 
development of knowledge and information among communities 
across Sarawak. As an Islamic landmark in Sarawak it carries out 
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its role as a centre where Muslims perform obligatory worship. 
Succeeding to the mosque is Dewan Hikmah makes the Sarawak 
State Mosque become active in playing its social function as one 
of the supporting facilities to the mosque library. 

To further promote the reading culture among society in 
Kuching Sarawak, SACOFA Sdn Bhd has taken the initiative to 
launch free WiFi at the Darul Hana Mosque Library in 2016 as 
part of the community outreach program under the SACOFA4U. 
The main goal of the SACOFA4U community program is to 
bridge the digital divide and develop an e-knowledge community, 
promote human capital development, stimulate innovation and 
creativity in the telecommunications technology industry and to 
strengthen government, community and industry efforts towards 
ICT literacy among public.

E-Mosque has been developed by the Jabatan Agama 
Islam Sarawak (JAIS) is to ensure mosque institutions in the 
State of Sarawak are not left behind in the application of the 
latest technology. There are various types of information that 
can be easily found about mosque institutions in the e-Mosque 
Sarawak. List of information disseminated are like Mosque 
Profiles, Sermons, Articles, General Procedures, Takmir Teachers, 
Speakers, Religious Class Courses / Schedules, and there are also 
online enquiry.

Collections in the mosque library not only restricted to 
religious knowledge but other collections of knowledge should 
be adopted such as social, political, art and others. Hence to 
encourage the education process among Muslim communities, 
mosque library has to subscribe to the latest collections of the 
resources in order to update the information for the society. 
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Mosque library welcome donations and endowments to enhance 
their collections.

The roles of mosque library is beneficial to society such 
as to guide the society in using library materials, collections 
expand, develop reading interest and the most important thing is 
to increase the awareness of love and religion. 

Reading Culture
Islam is a religion of knowledge and certainly makes the adherents 
of knowledgeable people and has a high level of reading culture 
as it has been demonstrated in the golden age of Islam. In 
Malaysia, several of studies have proved that the reading habits 
of the nation is still in low level and this includes the interest 
of reading among Muslims. Dr. Zainal Abidin Hajib, Lecturer’s 
Faculty of Languages Studies says, the process of developing a 
reading culture as earlier stated should start at an early stage of 
childhood and nurtured into adulthood.

One major means to promote reading culture among 
Muslims in Malaysia is mosque libraries. Great importance is 
attached to information. Mosque libraries are institutions that 
provide information resources to the users. However, there has 
not been effective utilization of the information especially in 
the developing nations. According to Daniel O. Akparobore 
(2011), the causes of failures to seek information even when 
available are; 1). Illiteracy due to lack of appreciation of the 
value of information. 2). Ignorance of the citizenry of the existing 
information. 3). Failure to approach librarians for an information. 
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The activities of reading culture through the role of the 
mosque library has not been widely and evenly distributed.  In 
fact mosque library has the potential to continue the noble task of 
strengthening the reading culture among the Muslim community 
or at least among Mosque pilgrims. 

Mosque library is a library which is located in the 
mosque’s environment, managed by a body under the supervision 
of the mosque and is one of the means and efforts to improve the 
knowledge and the passion of reading. Thus, the management of 
the mosque library is to seek all resources related to the mosque 
library in its management effectively in accordance with the 
function and purpose of the mosque library and the needs of the 
librarian.  

According to Dr. Chris Anthony (2006), many of public 
libraries are magnificently built, well-furnished and fully 
equipped with a large collection of books and journals but they 
lack the dedicated workforce that is committed to the cultivation 
of a national reading culture among the citizens. These days we 
have more qualified staff but they lack interest and enthusiasm in 
their work unlike their predecessors. 

Additionally, Dato Sri Michael Manyin (2017), Minister 
of Education, Science and Technological Research said that 
obviously the statistic showed that the Malaysians are more into 
reading light materials as compared to citizens in developed 
countries which read books. Thus the literacy statistics in 2016 
showed that out of 85 per cent of Malaysians who read regularly, 
77 per cent of them preferred newspapers, 3 per cent read 
magazines, 3 per cent read books and 1.6 per cent read comics as 
stated in Borneopost.com.
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Recommendations
The culture of acquiring lifelong learning is a tool to develop a 
reading society. Therefore, the utilization of technology and the 
roles of mosque libraries need to move abreast in order to ensure 
the dissemination of information is delivered to the community in 
an effective and efficient way. There are some recommendations 
to be considered in creating the awareness of reading culture 
among citizen. There are;

Knowledgeable and skillful librarian

Librarian is a profession who is managing the library as a whole 
in terms of services, facilities, and collections. In creating the 
awareness of reading culture, it is required to have a librarian 
with essential expertise to engage with the community and plays 
the crucial roles as librarian who is running the mosque library. 
The librarian needs to be knowledgeable in terms of acquiring, 
classifying and developing the appropriate and suitable literature 
materials in order to fulfill the demands and requirements by the 
community. Therefore the skillful librarian needs to equipped 
themselves with the latest technology used by the community, 
such as the use of social media applications, systems and 
equipment. Furthermore, the engagement with the community by 
using the social media such as Twitter, Facebook, etc will bring 
the awareness of updated information to the community in a 
timely manner. 
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Current Awareness Services (CAS)

Current awareness services is services that is provided by the 
library in updating the users with the latest information. The 
purpose to have this current awareness services is to inform 
and let the communities notice regarding the latest information 
and materials added in library collections. Furthermore, some 
of libraries will display new arrivals of collection on the shelf 
and get the attention from the users in lending and borrowing the 
materials. Thus the librarian needs to alert the community with all 
the new and latest collections in order to strengthen the reading 
activity among them. Besides, the reading materials are not only 
focusing on Islamic literature, but other kinds of literature.

Improvisation of facilities and reading environment

As stated by UNESCO (1980), lacking of reading environment 
will demotivate the reading culture in societies. Thus the librarian 
needs to play an important role to ensure the reading environment is 
conducive and attractive with the suitable and appropriate reading 
materials, as well as updating with the use of latest technology 
for the facilities. The good ambiance and atmosphere will lead to 
a comfortable reading environment for the communities. Along 
with the advancement of technology, participation from library 
will improvise the reading environment and atmosphere among 
communities with latest technology as well as services and 
facilities.
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Outreach Programme, Reading Campaign, 
Exhibitions, Events

In nurturing the reading culture among communities, library 
develops the interest in reading. Sangkaeo (1999) emphasized that 
in order to attract the public or community to use the library, the 
librarians need to establish the outreach programme in educating 
the community, enhancing the knowledge by introducing them 
with the new services, facilities and collections and as well 
fulfilling the needs and requirements from the community. 
Outreach programmes encourages the disadvantaged people 
to know and familiarise with the library, especially the mosque 
library. Besides, the mosque library may establish a reading 
campaign, exhibitions which related to current issues or inviting 
the book vendors to have a bookfest event, as well as the activities 
organized by the mosque library with the collaboration by other 
interested agencies.

Conclusion
In a conclusion, as in Surah Al-’Alaq, it is mentioned for 
Muslims to read, which is the first surah that was bestowed upon 
our Prophet Muhammad PBUH. Therefore, it is essential and 
crucial for Muslims to play an important role to establish of the 
mosque libraries. Besides, the mosque libraries have a significant 
role in improving the reading culture through the effectiveness 
of dissemination of knowledge and information in creating a 
knowledgeable community among Muslims in Malaysia. Hence, 
in creating awareness of reading culture among communities in 
the perspective of mosque libraries, the effective strategies and 
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methods should be implemented in order to inculcate reading 
behaviour among citizens especially in Kuching, Sarawak. Hence 
that the mosque libraries will become the centre of dissemination 
of knowledge for the next generation. 



CHAPTER 27

An Online Survey on Gaming Addiction
Ahmad Izzat Ahmad Tajjudin, Shahrul Nizam 
Ahmad Zamzali &  Hajar Mohd Salleh Sahimi

Introduction
We all have indulged ourselves in some form of gaming throughout 
our lives. Not only it helps to relieve stress, it also offers some 
sort of respite from everyday lives. Video games usage have risen 
exponentially since Pac-Man made it’s arcade debut in the 1980’s. 
To date, it is one of the highest grossing video games of all time, 
making 2.5 billion dollars in quarters by the end of 1990’s.

The first recognized form of a gaming machine was 
actually recorded in 1940 when Dr. Edward Uhler Condon, at 
the 1940 New York World’s Fair, unveiled a game based on an 
ancient mathematical game of Nim. In this game, The computer 
wins 90% of the time. Gaming machine was not commercialized 
until 30 years later when Ralph Baer developed a prototype 
gaming machine dubbed the ‘Brown Box’. This gaming machine 
was licensed to Magnovox and released under the Magnovox 
Odyssey system. People often mistaken the Atari gaming system 
as the first gaming machine but Magnovox Odyssey preceeded 
this by a few months. Unfortunately due to mismanagement, it’s 
huge potential was buried, with only 300,00 units sold.
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Fast forward a few decades or so, the rise of Personal 
Computer (PC) and console gaming resulted in an online gaming 
community that have exponentially fluorished beyond the wildest 
dream of Dr Condon. Online games such as DOTA, League 
of Legends, The Battlefield and the Call of Duty Series have a 
massive following with players clocking hundreds to thousand of 
hours immersing themselves in it.

No one is denying that video games can be a healthy 
outlet to destress oneself and the social aspect of video games is 
immense. However, what happens when the hobby itself is beyond 
your normal few hours a week and becomes pathological? Have 
you met players (they could be your own family member) that 
have an unhealthy gaming obsession? The author is talking about 
players that would do nothing else but play video games all the 
time and would neglect other aspects of their family, social and 
occupational lives. They most often isolate themselves socially 
and hold no stable jobs. Their waking hours are solely dedicated 
to their obsession and they would even exhibit significant 
impairment in functioning. Most often their extended families 
or friends would not have met them for months or years. This 
impairment in functioning is akin to someone who falls into the 
realm of mental and behaviour disturbance secondary to substance 
misuse.

How do we recognize and help these individuals before 
it is too late? That is if they actually want any help at all. As it is 
a lifestyle choice, they would often retain insight on their illness, 
thus having capacity. This would preclude them from being 
treated unless they request for treatment, even though they would 
not see the effect of the illness themselves.
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The fifth revision of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM-5) includes Internet Gaming Disorders 
(IGD) in its research appendix IGD is included in the “Conditions 
for Further Study” chapter in the DSM5. The manual outlined the 
diagnostic criteria in assessing  Internet Gaming Disorder. This is 
a result from the numerous debates on non substance addictions 
and their impact on patients.

DSM 5 Criteria
The criteria for IGD are drawn from gambling and substance use 
disorders. 5 out of 9 criterions must be fullfilled within the last 12 
months. The 7 criteria are;

• Preoccupation with playing- which relates to being all-
absorbed by gaming thoughts and should be present not 
only while playing but throughout the day when engaged 
in other activities as well.

• Withdrawal symptoms when not playing- refers to 
symptoms that arise in situations in which the person does 
not have the opportunity to play or attempts to stop.

• Tolerance- represents an increase in time spent playing due 
to a growing desire to play or need for more exciting games.

• Unsuccessful attempts to reduce or stop playing-  describes 
unsuccessful attempts to control or stop playing, thereby 
acknowledging a desire to reduce playing; this criterion 
also reflects a tendency to relapse.

• Gives up other activities to play- refers to a constriction 
of behaviors in favor of game playing, as one ceases or 
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reduces other activities that were previously enjoyable.

• Continues playing despite problems caused by it- relates to 
continued excessive play despite knowledge of problems 
caused by the excessive gaming; these problems should be 
clinically significant, not simply mild or transient issues 
such as getting less sleep but not so little that it does not 
interfere with functioning.  

• Deceives or covers up playing- Individuals may also 
conceal or overtly lie about the extent of playing.  

• Plays to escape adverse moods- refers to playing to forget 
about real-life problems or to relieve negative mood states.  

• Risks or loses relationships or career opportunities 
because of excessive playing- refers to risking or losing 
a relationship oropportunity at school or work because of 
excessive gameplaying.

Internet Gaming Disorder
A study done in Korea among school children showed that 5.9% 
of the 2024 students would fit the DSM 5 criteria for Internet 
Gaming Disorder. This disorder was associated with psychological 
symptoms such as anxiety, depression and tendency to become 
impulsive.

A study that was done among 12,938 adolescents in 7 
European countries showed that 1.6% met the full criteria for 
Internet Gaming Disorder with 5.1% at risk of developing IGD. 
The author concluded that because IGD is closely associated with 
psychopathological symptom, more are needed to be done in 
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detection, prevention and formulating a treatment plan for these 
individuals.

Study Methodology
An online survey was devised based on the the DSM V Internet 
Gaming Disorder criteria previously mentioned. A positive 
response in at least 5 out of 9 questions would indicate that the 
person fulfilled the Internet Gaming disorder diagnosis. It was 
disseminated via the Playstation 4 Online Gaming Whatsapp 
groups (across 3 groups). These groups were primarily used as 
a social platform, often for discussing online games that were 
played at the time and also as a way to communicate with each 
other. Battlefield 1 and FIFA 2018 were the online games that 
were playing  at the time of the survey.  

Survey Monkey was used as a tool for the questionnaire. 
Samples voluntarily participated in the survey. Overall 70 people 
received the link to the online surve. No incentives were offered 
and verbal consents were given upon doing the survey. All 
respondents were anonymous to the author. 

The online survey consisted of 9 questions pertaining  
to the DSM V Internet gaming disorder criteria. There were 5 
answers to choose from. The designations were (1=not really, 
2=very seldom, 3=seldom, 4=often and 5=extremely often). 
Each answer holds weightage corresponding to the numbers for 
analytical purposes. 4(Often) and 5(extremely often) answers 
were classed as positives.

No statistical package was used in the analysis of the datas. 
Simple descriptive analysis was used. Funding was not sought for 
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this survey and the author of the paper had no conflict of interest.

The questions were:

1 Do you often think of video games even when you are away from your 
games console/PC/ mobile phone?

2 Do you often get withdrawal symptoms when you are not able to play? 
(irritability, craving etc)

3 Do you find that you have to increase your playing time to get the desired 
enjoyment?

4 Have you attempted to cut down your playing time or even stopping 
because you feel it is getting out of hand?

5 Have you neglected other activities(work/social/study) because of video 
games?

6 Do you continue playing even though it’s causing harm to you? (failing in 
studies, Insomnia,being late to work, relationship problems etc)

7 Have you ever had to conceal or lie about the extent of your playing time?

8 Have you used video games as a way to cope with everyday stress or to 
help with your negative mood states?

9 Have your relationship, studies or work been affected because of you are 
playing too much?

Results
The age of the overall samples in the groups ranges from 16 to 54 
year old. Most are in full time employment. 3 respondents were 
still in secondary school and another 3 are in tertiary education. 
Out of the 70 involved, only 1 is female. 53 online surveys were 
filled, with only one form being incomplete. 

Out of the 52 gamers, 5 (9.6%) fulfilled the Internet 
Gaming Disorder diagnosis. This is higher than 1.6% and 5% 
prevalence respectively in Europe and South Korea. 4 people had 
5 positive answers and 1 had 6 positive answers. The average 
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weightage for the 9 answers were 2.24 for the whole group.

For question 1 regarding preoccupation with playing, 
15(29%) answered yes [average weightage for the response is 
2.62]. For question 2, 5(9.6%) suffers from withdrawal symptoms 
when away from their games console [giving average weightage 
of 2].

For question 3, 9(17.3%) has to increase their playing time 
in order to get the same enjoyment (hence indicating tolerance). 
The average weightage for the response is 2.12. For question 4, 
6(11.4%) gamers had felt that perhaps they were playing a bit 
too much and had tried to cut down the hours or even stopping  
to play altogether [average weightage of 2.19]. For question 5, 
10(19.1%) samples have neglected other aspects of their lives 
such as work, relationship and studies [average weightage 2.27].

Despite gaming obviously causing harm to their social 
life, 10(19.2%) still persist with the habit [average weightage 
2.12]. For question 7, 9(17.2%) felt the need to lie about the extent 
of their gaming habit to others [average weightage 1.79]. They 
either deny or drastically cuting the actual numbers of playing 
hours when asked. The stigma on gaming is perhaps a factor in 
them concealing it. Feeling guilty about the extent of the problem 
is also another possible factor. 

For question 8, not surprisingly almost half, 25(48%) use 
gaming as a way to destress themselves [average weightage 3.08] 
. This is possibly by activating the Dopamine reward system when 
engaging in gaming hence giving it the most significant response 
out of the 9 questions. For question 9, 7(13.4%) of the samples 
had difficulties with their relationships attributed to excessive 
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gaming [average weightage 1.87].

The most common pattern was the usage of gaming as 
an escapism. This is followed by persistent preoccupation with 
playing and neglecting other aspects of their lives.

As a whole, 19 out of the 52 respondents (36%) did not 
have any IGD criteria at all. And none of the participants have 7 
or more criteria (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Number of Respondents compared to the Number of IGD Criteria 
fulfilled.

In general from this survey, approximately 9.6% or 5 out 
of 52 respondents fulfills the definition of having IGD (Figure 
2). This means that they admitted to having 5 or more criteria 
of IGD.  Approximately 54% of the respondents do have some 
criteria even if it does not fullfill the definition of having IGD.
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Figure 2: Breakdown of Respondents according to the Numbers of  IGD Criteria 
fulfilled

Discussion

Limitation:

The limitations of the study is that the sample of 52 is still a small 
number in the scheme of things. The author would suggest to 
collect samples from schools and cyber cafes as it is the most 
convenient place to attain a larger sample size. A comprehensive 
study should also be devised involving multiple services 
(psychiatry, psychology, addiction, education etc). Perhaps using 
screening questions to detect any co morbid psychiatric illness 
would be highly beneficial. This would give us more insight on 
the psyche of patients who suffers from Internet Gaming disorder. 

The primary language of the survey is English. Even 
though it is the second language among the study population and 
English is the primary medium in Video Games, not all would be 
proficient in it. This could influenced how the survey was being 
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perceived by the respondents. Would they have understood fully 
the technical English wording upon responding to the questions? 
Perhaps it would have been more prudent if an optional Malay 
questionnaire was disseminated as well. 

As this study depended on convenience sampling, it is open 
to the usual bias that exist with such sampling method. The main 
bias would be the author’s bias on selecting the study population. 
As the author might have personally known the target sample 
beforehand, this could lead to the over representation of Internet 
gaming Disorder in the sample. The sample is not randomised 
hence potentially could even lead to under representation of 
Internet gaming Disorder in the sample.

The beauty of convenience sampling is the cheap resource 
that it needs and the data could be sought in a very efficient way. 
However with proper funding in place perhaps a more thorough 
study (with a proper randomised and large sample) could 
potentially unlocked a better understanding of Internet Gaming 
Disorder.  

IGD is perhaps underdetected in any mental health 
service. This is not due to the weakness of the health system but 
partly due to lack of knowledge and public awareness on the 
condition. Patient factor is also crucial, they must be willing to 
get help before being seen by health professionals. Most often 
their behaviour does not cause distress to themselves and they can 
be oblivious to the negative effect on their everyday lives. The 
addition of IGD in DSM 5 is expected to drive the recognition of  
this disorder forward among clinicians and researchers.
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Raising public awareness on this issue is an important 
step in addressing IGD. Mental health practitioners must play an 
active role in promoting awareness on this topic. The mainstream 
media could play a role as it has a greater reach to the public.

Prevention is always better than cure. Parents must 
supervise their childrens online habit. Maybe it is not appropriate 
for younger children to participate in online gaming. Research 
needs to be done on the early childhood exposure of online 
gaming and subsequent IGD. Perhaps the relevant authorities 
could provide school children and even parents on game hygiene 
ie the healthy and appropriate way to gaming. And the authorities 
can provide information on the dangers of being addicted to 
online games

The prevalence of IGD varies, 1.6% in European countries 
and 5% in South Korea. This is higher than the 1% prevalence 
for Schizophrenia. This figure could be higher because of under 
reporting by patients and families. Would it be prudent to conduct 
a similar research in Malaysia? It is expected that the prevalence 
of the disorder in Malaysia is inline with the South Korean data 
because of similar cultural values. Just how many Malaysian that 
are actually affected by this disorder is uncertain. Anyone of our 
family members or friendscouldbe affected.  

As our understanding on IGD grows, perhaps better 
recognition and treatment plans will be developed further in the 
future. To date, treatment is limited to psychosocial intervention 
where it is difficult to evaluate the evidence because of limitation 
in design studies.
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Management

A full and thorough history must be taken in order to diagnose IGD 
as per the DSM-5 criteria and to look for other relevant factors 
in the history. The history of presenting complaints must focus 
on the DSM-5 criteria for IGD. Collateral history from family, 
friends or colleagues are paramount in addition to the patient’s 
own interpretation on things.

Social, family and occupational histories would give 
ideas on how the disorder are impacting their daily lives. Some 
would not be able to function properly at work because the lack 
of sleep thus causing problems with work performance. Tardiness 
in coming to work on time could also prove detrimental to the 
sufferer. Poor social functioning would be revealed in social 
and family histories. They most often would socially isolate 
themselves. Substance abuse history could also be beneficial in 
assessing other comorbid addiction history. Some addictions tend 
to have a genetic predisposition, with 4 times more likely to have 
a risk of addiction if a family member is affected.

Comorbid psyciatric illness is common among patients 
with IGD with anxiety, depression, ObsessiveCompulsive 
Disorder (OCD) and Attention Deificit Hyperactity Disorder 
(ADHD) being implicated. 

To date there are no medications indicated in treating 
IGD, unless they have other comorbid psychiatric illness. There 
are a few psychosocials intervention in IGD. A Self Discovery 
Camp in South Korea for treating IGD showed lower gaming 
times 3 months post treatment. 10 Participants spent 8-9 days 
in these centres and received psychotherapies, psychoeducation 
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and cognitive behaviour therapy. The author concluded that the 
efficacy of this treatment is unknown outside of South Korea and 
a larger sample size is needed for future studies.

A Mindfulness Orientated Recovery Enhancement 
(MORE) programme for IGD was studied in a randomized control 
study. 30 patients were recruited and randomized to 8 weeks of 
MORE programme or 8 weeks of support group (control) arm. 
Outcomes were measured at pre and post treatment and 3 months 
post treatment. The result was promising. Participants in the 
MORE arm showed a greater reduction in the DSM 5 criterias, 
craving for gaming and maladaptive conditions related to gaming.

A systematic review of treatments in IGD concluded that 
although cognitive based therapy have a greater evidence based 
compared to other treatments, it is difficult to make a definitive 
statement because of the weakness on their study designs.
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CHAPTER 28

        The Islamic Concept of Globalization 
Guarantees Justice and Universal 

Brotherhood 
M.A.M.H Barry

Introduction
‘Globalization’ is a familiar concept, which forcefully carries 
political, economic, social and cultural dimensions into the global 
mainstream decision making process. When this concept emerged 
in our times, people across the globe were made to understand that 
globalization was a friendly concept which will accommodate the 
participation of everyone in the global decision-making process. 
However, the expectation did not materialize as the majority of 
the global community succumbed to underdevelopment, poverty 
and economic deprivation. 

Islam provides a far reaching and vibrant definition to the 
concept of globalization, as its fundamental sources, Qur’an and 
Hadith, offer resolutions to the problems of the whole mankind 
and thereby transcend all parochial ideologies. Despite the 
diversity, Islam regards all human beings as one entity. Islam 
perceives major problems in the universal perspective and 
affords the answer for the global economic problems through its 
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universal approach, which embraces the concept of sharing, and 
the establishment of universal brotherhood. Under Islam, the real 
or true globalization is an indispensable requirement to establish 
universal distributive justice in all aspects of life.  

 Globalization whether one likes it or not is a 
buzzing and vivacious word as even the worst critics believe that 
the problem is not with the word, but with its narrow appeal and 
discriminatory application. Conspicuously, globalization does 
not have a unanimous or an undisputed definition to make people 
understand its exact meaning, though every state was compelled 
to link with its process, whether willingly or unwillingly, as it was 
communicated that rejecting it, was like rejecting the sunrise.”

  The question of globalization is mostly related to 
its real meaning and effect as this question strikes very hearts of 
many people across the globe due to the distortion and vagueness. 
When the word globalization was surfaced in our time, the 
promoters developed multiple theories and discourses to indicate 
that the globalization is the panacea at least for economic ills 
particularly for underdeveloped and so called developing states. 
Globalization was connected with another catchphrase ‘new 
world order.’ Thus, specified that globalization is creating a new 
world order by changing the old-world order without stipulating 
the difference between the old and new. 

Globalization, as a process of opening relationships 
among the global community, facilitating the smooth flow of 
goods and services and disseminating of information and flow 
of technological know-how between states, is a significant and 
necessary move. Nevertheless, the cardinal question is whether 
this process will assure global economic equity by accommodating 
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everyone into the process (opportunity to participate) and by 
providing equitable shares to all participants. The record till now 
is negative and bleak. This does not suggest that globalization per 
se should be denounced. 

Generally, perception makes the average person identify 
globalization as the new process and system that will provide 
opportunity to everyone according to the one’s capability to 
participate in the global economic activities through one’s state 
or through any other state as the globalization is also supposed to 
accommodate free movement of workers and experts to a great 
extent. However, globalization does not address the issues of 
global suffering, poverty, hunger, and deprivation. The experience 
indicates that it is only aimed at making world trade dynamic 
and feasible through the integration of world trade on the lines 
of classical or neo classical comparative/relative advantages 
theories. Even this original aim has been not achieved so far due 
to double talk and depressing acts that are being practiced by 
the main actors who promote globalization as the answer for all 
economic ills. 

This market-based globalization depends heavily on the 
capability of individuals and states to compete with competitors. 
The strongest competitors are already well established and hold 
their position firmly on the ground, which makes weak and new 
competitors face mounting and numerous impossible tasks of 
competing and winning against their giant competitors. This is 
due to the failure of the promoters to take the most important and 
essential factors into consideration.

 These factors are uneven and asymmetric factor 
endowments among states and uneven exchange between 
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developing states (especially the least developed or low-income 
states) and developed states. The states which possess poor factor 
endowments accompanied with the problem of unavailability of 
sufficient finance and expertise to utilize their available factor 
endowments efficiently, are definite losers in this competition. 
Certainly, globalization will naturally have winners and losers, 
and if the losers are uncompensated they will be eliminated from 
future competition. 

The painful and unbearable part of the globalization 
phenomenon is exploiting and abusing of the process which was 
introduced and marketed to the world as the rescuer/saviour and 
is being now used as a shield for the enforcement of new market 
theory globally, and to enrich world powers and Multinational 
Corporations (MNCs). Consequently, globalization did not 
ensure an equitable sharing of opportunity and income, either at 
the national or global level, rather it created clusters of achievers 
and failures and definite sufferers. 

The tally of the global economic consequence is very 
higher than expected as the latest OXFAM International report 
indicates shocking and indigestible figures. Accordingly, eight 
men own the same wealth as the 3.6 billion people who make 
up the poorest half of humanity. So much wealth to be held in 
the hands of so few when 1 in 10 people survive on less than 
$2 a day.  Inequality is trapping hundreds of millions in poverty. 
Across the world, people are being left behind, their wages are 
stagnating yet corporate bosses take home million-dollar bonuses; 
their health and education services are cut while corporations 
and the super-rich dodge their taxes; their voices are ignored as 
governments sing to the tune of big business and a wealthy elite.
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The Cynics among Promoters
The present cynical approach to globalization is being advanced 
not only by the traditional anti-globalization groups, but also 
explicitly by the leading promoters of modern capitalism whose 
skepticism is not based on their anti-globalization or favour in 
shifting towards a new global ideology to ensure the fairness 
to all people. They (leading promoters) merely want to avoid 
any disadvantage or loss that they may have to incur under the 
multinational trade and economic advancing deals. However, they 
want to remain in the system as long it provides advantages to 
them. The attitude of the present US government led by president 
Trump and the Britain referendum on Brexit are negatively 
representing an incredulous approach towards globalization by 
the promoters themselves. 

Nevertheless, the current opposition by big powers or by 
the leading actors in the powerful states against globalization is 
an only parochial exercise to avoid sharing some gain with other 
states, which they (these powers) believe as outsourcing their 
jobs and dumping the foreign goods in their respective states. 
The outsourcing and free movement of goods and services are the 
essential components of globalization, which several exponents 
of globalization acclaimed their virtues. 

The Islamic Concept
Islam regards all human beings as the one entity, though they 
are created into nations and tribes for the purpose of mutually 
recognizing each other. Under Islam, the universalization or 
globalization is an essential requirement to provide every human 
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being with the opportunity to participate in the global economic/
political decision making and to establish universal brotherhood 
and distributive justice. Since Islam regards mankind as one entity, 
it provides effective formula to establish universal brotherhood 
and global distributive justice and thereby safeguarding the 
dignity of every person. 

Ideological Base
In our time, any ideal concept of globalization, which could 
facilitate unity among the global community under the common 
destiny to achieve peace through establishing universal 
brotherhood and sharing of global resources and income for 
everyone’s benefit, is not possible because of the parochial 
ideologies that many states conceive or the main global actors’ 
promote. The ideologies of racism, ultra-nationalism and political 
realism could not bring the global community together, as these 
ideologies only create animosities, hatred, disunion and division 
among the global community. Further, it generates a climate of 
hostility where the enemy perception between people or states 
becomes a vital constituent of international relation and even 
spread within the state. 

The recognition of preponderance of national sovereignty 
concept in many affairs of global life makes even the human right 
groups surrender the human right-debate to sovereign authority 
argument. For instance, under the international humanitarian law, 
the warring parties are allowed even to attack civilian targets 
provided that they have the military advantage. This permissibility 
provides the green light to powerful states to kill or maim civilians 
under the pretext of causing only collateral damage. However, 
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there is no significant voice by the human right groups against 
the license to kill unarmed civilians during the war as there is a 
tacit recognition of warring parties’ rights to adopt a war strategy 
even though it ends in civilian killings. The universal human 
rights concept is fading away under the shadow of the rights of 
warring parties, which is especially providing an advantage for 
the militarily powerful states. 

The exponents of modern state system do not have a 
universal and fraternal ideology which could unite the global 
community based on the brotherhood and justice. Since the 
creation of the modern state system, the world has been witnessing 
several destructive wars and gross human rights violations. They 
are evident even in our times, where the massacres, bloodbaths 
and human sufferings are tolerated as the regular news or part of 
the general routine. The problem is not with the nation state system 
itself, but with the failure of the exponents and promoters of the 
system to introduce or expound a universal ideology which could 
recognize mankind as the one entity in terms of strengthening 
a strong brotherhood, providing equitable opportunities, sharing 
global resources and wealth equitably and thereby, respecting the 
human dignity. 

The ideologies which attempt to promote global unity 
by recognizing the power dominance or by embracing existing 
political, economic and social system without making any 
adjustment to accommodate the needs of the suffering and cornered 
people or without removing the capability of the powerful global 
actors to harm the weak and voiceless in the various forms of 
exploitation, oppression and bullying, will not achieve any result 
in this direction. Mankind has witnessed several ideologies and 
self-centered policies which were promoted and branded as the 
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finest ideologies, were gradually fading and collapsing due to 
their inherent weakness and parochialism.

 Islam as the religion of Almighty Allah who is the Creator, 
Owner, and Sustainer of the whole universe has provided a 
universal ideology which not only recognizes that mankind as the 
best of the creation, but also importantly branding mankind as one 
single entity for the purposes of establishing universal brotherhood 
and distributive justice.  The Qur’an in several places describes 
mankind was one Nation, but later they differed. The Qur’an also 
explicates the nature of the human diversity and declares the man 
was created diversely like race or colour differences, only for the 
purpose of mutually identifying but not for division, disunion 
or to create hatred and animosity. The Qur’an in its Chapter 49 
verse 13, affirms and enlightens the noble concept of oneness of 
mankind in the divine language “O mankind! We created you 
from a single (pair) of a male and female, and made you into 
nations and tribes, that you may know each other (not that you 
may despise each other). Verily the most honoured of you in the 
sight of Allah is (he who is) the most righteous of you. And Allah 
has full knowledge and is well acquainted (with all things).” 

 The above Qur’an verse provides the following 
information: (1) the diversity in terms of race, language, nation 
or colour, is the part of Almighty Allah’s creation (2) However, 
these differences should be regarded as Allah’s blessing because 
they facilitate the human beings to identify, respect and honour 
each other mutually. (3) These differences should not be taken 
as a tool to divide people and create hatred, animosity, enmity or 
antipathy based on racial, ultra national and other egotistical and 
parochial ideologies. (4) Nonetheless, since the nature of these 
differences is not divisive and contentious, they should be taken as 
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the instrument to establish universal brotherhood based on mutual 
recognition, respect and understanding, and (5) No person or race 
is superior or greater by birth, as all are born equal. The greatness 
is measured not in terms of race, tribe or nation, but only in terms 
of good character, God fearing or God consciousness. 

The decree enunciated in the above Qur’an verse is very 
explicit of the position that human beings should not be divided on 
the grounds of race, nation, colour or language differences, though 
the diversity is natural, inherent and necessity to identify and 
respect each other. While Islam recognizes the natural diversity 
of people with all respects and honour, it strictly prohibits any 
discrimination based on the differences. It commands people to 
establish brotherhood based on the unity and oneness of mankind, 
as the human beings have many things in common, particularly 
they want to maintain their respect, honour, and dignity. The 
human beings will not be able to maintain their honour and 
dignity if they are being exploited and their fundamental rights 
are denied. The human dignity could be preserved and sustained 
only by guaranteeing and safeguarding rights, especially the 
economic rights. 

Today we are witnessing that the diversity is regarded as 
divisions and tools for creating turmoil and chaos, as the diversity 
is seen as the cause of enmity and hostility. On the other hand, the 
Qur’an informs us the diversity is the source of unity as it should 
be used only for the purpose of identification and recognition. 
Hence, the diversity does not have vertical relationship, but they 
are horizontally connected and related. Within many states there 
are diverse communities of different races or languages and the 
identity of these different communities should be recognized. 
There are also national identities as the people are identified 
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as the people belongs to respective nations or states. There are 
also regional identities, like European community or the Asian 
community.

However, as noted, these diversities or different identities 
should not be used as a tool to deter the building of one human 
identity globally or regard the whole mankind as the one entity. 
This is the message the Qur’an and Hadith convey us. There 
are two reasons why the unity among the mankind becomes a 
difficult and distant goal (1) Belief by certain people that their 
races, languages or cultures are superior to others; and (2) Failure 
to recognize or respect the diversity of other people. 

The most affairs of the world are determined under the 
shadow of these two reasons. The international political, economic 
and social theories and practice are typically based on these 
reasons. It is a given fact and reality that this globe is divided into 
nations which have their own respective geographical borders, 
and within many states, there are diverse identities and distinct 
communities. However, when it comes to sharing of global 
resources, selfishness and egotism dominate the decision-making 
role. 

The nationalism and racist ideologies are being used 
and promoted to justify for advancing the thoughts based on 
selfishness and egotism. Hence, in the context of international 
relations and international trade, the ethical consideration has 
less or no significance. The states which are endowed with fertile 
or productive resources are not prepared to share their resources 
or even do not exchange them with the others in an equitable 
exchanging manner, though the states are interdependent, 
especially for their economic needs and sustainability. 
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The national interest argument based on these ultra-
national or egotistic ideologies are being presented to deny an 
equitable exchange with other states, particularly with the less 
resourceful states. The direct consequence of these parochial 
ideologies is the denial of equality and equity in the international 
economic exchange, particularly to the developing and less 
developed/poor states. This also pushes the developing and less 
developed/poor states to adopt more or less similar ideological 
or conceptual attitude like their affluent counterparts. The final 
outcome is pushing the globe into serious divisions and conflicts, 
where the equitable sharing of global resources or even/equitable 
exchange between states becomes impractical, unfeasible and 
unachievable. 

This also indicates that real integration of mankind for the 
noble purpose of sharing, caring and establishing the universal 
brotherhood is artificially prevented due to the justification 
gained by exponents and promoters of ideologies based on ultra-
nationalism or other parochial philosophies. Consequently, the 
distributive justice which is the key tool to honour and unite 
human beings is denied to the majority of the global community. 
The denial of justice is the fundamental reason for conflicts 
and no peace in the world. The word ‘justice’ is being narrowly 
used while the massive denial of justice becomes normal act in 
everyday life. 

In contrary to this attitude and practice, Islam plainly 
declares there could be no peace without justice. The 
Qur’an declares “…Then make peace between them with 
Justice, and be fair: For Allah loves those who are fair 
(equitable)” 
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In the above Qur’an verse, Almighty Allah commands 
us to make peace with Justice, in any dispute between people. 
This imposes a duty on those who act as the peacemakers or 
mediators to act in a non- bias and impartial manner with the view 
of providing equitable resolutions based on justice. This verse 
also indicates that no peace could be achieved without providing 
justice to the parties to the dispute. Since word justice becomes 
a generic word as it is being used sincerely and insincerely, it is 
important to know the nature of Justice in Islam. Islam commands 
people to establish justice with benevolence (Al-‘adl wa al-ihsan) 
which implies that justice should be distributed among all without 
humiliating and degrading the victims or seekers of justice and it 
is also implies that any punishment to the wrong doers should be 
enforced proportionately to the wrong they have committed, and 
nothing more than they are deserved under the law. 

Justice with Benevolence is the key concept in Islam 
which should be applied at all levels and in all cases. There is 
no exception to this concept, as it is applicable from individual 
problem to the global problem. The significance of Justice in Islam 
is found in its origin, the command of the Creator. “Verily, Allah 
commands Justice…”. This Qur’an verse not only demands the 
people to act justly and fairly in all transactions and dealings, but 
also, more importantly, it commands people to establish Justice 
and fairness in every aspect of life to achieve a just and peaceful 
world. The Qur’anic injunctions and Hadiths of the Prophet 
Muhammad PBUH contain many commands which direct people 
to eliminate injustice and establish justice. 

Furthermore, the Qur’an informs that injustice is antithesis 
to the preaching of Islam as it declares,
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…And Allah means no injustice to any of His creatures.

“Allah is never unjust in the least degree…” These Qur’an 
verses declare that Allah Almighty does not cause injustice to any 
of His creatures. He has methodical and systematically set out 
the laws of physics for existence and meticulous function of the 
Universe, and He also created biological/botanical laws for the 
existence and functioning of living things. Justice is one of the 
attributes of Allah (‘Adl), and He also has names ‘Al-Hakam (The 
Judge), Al-Muhsi (The Appraiser) and Al-Muqsit (The Equitable 
one) or He who gives to each thing its due. Hence, justice is a 
fundamental principle of Islam as it has its origin and source in 
Allah Himself.

Under Islam, justice cannot be subordinated to other 
values or philosophies as it is the means and the goal. It cannot 
be sacrificed for achieving some other goals or realizations. 
Further, under Islam, justice is the fundamental tool to rescue 
everyone from all kinds of injustice. Moreover, the main function 
of justice is to protect everyone without discrimination. Under 
the injunctions of the Qur’an and Hadith, Justice has to liberate 
people from the clutches of all forms of injustice and unfairness. 
Further, it means all kinds of injustices which deny the rights of 
people or victimizing them must be eliminated. No modern jurists 
or thinkers have expounded a theory which demands the total or 
maximum justice in every sphere of human life. Although several 
scholars are promoting justice as the fundamental requirement 
to make societies better, very few have acknowledged that the 
establishment of justice should be essential and prerequisite for 
the peaceful and effective functioning of any society.
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He has set up the Balance (of Justice), in order that you 
may not transgress (due) balance. So establish weight 
with justice and fall not short in balance . 

This Qur’an verse elucidates the following information 
and commands (1) Allah has set up the Balance (of Justice) (2) 
Hence, no one has the right to transgress or deny due balance 
or rights of others (3) So establish just laws and regulations to 
provide justice to people, and (4) Establish justice and do not 
suffocate or stifle down peoples’ rights or peoples’ rights to claim 
justice.

Justice in Islam is absolute as it aims to provide justice 
to all in all aspects. It also does not permit habitual obedience to 
unjust laws which intend to deny the rights of people or to provide 
undue advantages to one group at the cost of others. It rejects the 
claims of special privileges by those who claim superiority by 
birth or race. 

The Purpose of Risālat (Sending 
Messengers)
Apart from the fundamental purpose of preaching the concept of 
Oneness of Allah (TawhÊd), the other essential purpose for which 
the messengers of Allah were sent to this world or selected is to 
establish justice on the earth. “We sent aforetime our messengers 
with Clear Signs and sent down with them the Book and the 
Balance (of Right and Wrong), that men may stand forth in 
justice” .This Qur’an verse informs us that one of the purposes 
for sending messengers of Allah is to establish justice and ensure 
that the people get their shares of justice. The Qur’an also warns 
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people not to transgress the borders of justice or the prescribed 
and cherished rights of the people. Islam not only regards Justice 
is universal and immutable, but it also equally prohibits deviating 
or distorting justice on any ground. Mostly, the justice is denied, 
deviated or distorted due to two main reasons(1) At least one 
party involved in the dispute is a blood relative or kinsfolk, and 
(2) A party to the conflict or dispute is rich or strong. 

The Qur’an strictly warns everyone, especially to the 
believers not to deviate, distort or deny justice for these reasons. 
“O ye who believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as witnesses to 
Allah, even as against yourselves, or your parents, or your kin, 
and whether it be (against) rich or poor: for Allah can best protect 
both. Follow not the lusts (of your hearts), lest ye swerve, and if 
ye distort (justice) or decline to do justice, verily Allah is well-
acquainted with all that ye do. 

The following implications could be drawn from the 
above Qur’an verse: (1) if a person is a true believer, he has to 
stand out firmly for justice (2) Standing firmly for justice is a 
noble task as it amounts to witnessing to Allah (3) While standing 
for justice, the ruling could go against  the persons who stand for 
it, but he/she must still stand by justice (4) the ruling could go 
against one’s parents or kin (as they would have done wrong to 
others) but still he/she must stand by justice (5) the ruling could 
go against either rich or poor, but still he/she must stand by justice 
( no preferential treatment for rich and wealthy) (6) Distorting 
justice amounts to following his/her lusts (a great sin), and (7) 
If one distorts or declines to do justice, Allah knows what he/she 
does (means- the distorter of justice could earn the displeasure of 
Allah as he commits a major sin).
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The animosity, enmity, and hatred are other contributory 
factors which could make one deviate, distort and deny justice. 
The Qur’an admonishes people from denying justice due to 
hatred or enmity of others.  “O you who believe! Stand out firmly 
for Allah, as witnesses to fair dealing, and let not hatred of others 
to you make you swerve to wrong and depart from justice. Be just 
that is next to piety and fear Allah. For Allah is well acquainted 
with all that you do”. This verse informs us that justice should not 
be denied or distorted under any circumstance and further edifies 
that the act of dealing justly in all affairs is an act which is closer 
to piety (Taqwā).

Justice with Benevolence 
Islamic law in general and Islamic law of criminal procedure 
in particular, is knitted with justice (Adl), which is an attribute 
of Allah. In Islam, there is no dichotomy between justice and 
law. The law is synonymous with justice and it is only Islamic 
jurisprudence which does not separate or distinguish law and 
justice. It implies that any law which is not just, is not a law. 
Islam stresses the concept of “Justice with Benevolence” (Al-‘adl 
wa al-ihsan). 

The concept of ‘Justice with Benevolence” in a legal 
sense that implies that no one should be unjustly affected by 
the enforcement of law or in the process of operation of justice. 
Justice cannot cause injustice and further, it cannot not permit 
punishment of an innocent or sanction any punishment unduly 
and disproportionately. It does not permit collective punishment 
or summary punishment without free and fair trial. 
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Justice with Benevolence is also applicable to all aspects 
of law with the view of providing justice to whomever it is needed 
and whenever and wherever it is necessary. It also signifies a 
system of dispensing Justice without humiliating the pleaders for 
justice

Furthermore, the concept of Justice with Benevolence is 
an underlying philosophy of Distributive Justice in Islam. The 
protection of honour and dignity of human beings, particularly of 
the affected persons, or victims of injustice is the vital constituent 
of Justice. In the socio-economic context, this principle is 
indispensable as Islam stresses on duty to protect and help the 
weak and oppressed without degrading or tarnishing their honour 
and dignity. In the area of economic justice, Islam provides clear 
guidance on how to distribute equitably without humiliating the 
beneficiaries. 

Under Islam, establishing economic distributive justice is 
a condition precedent for creating a fair and equitable society. 
This is the basic norm, not only for the creating of a just society 
within a state or region but also in the global sphere. The 
Qur’an commands people to save human lives from all forms of 
elimination, notably from unjust killing and deaths resulted from 
poverty and economic suffering. 

…that whosoever kills a human being for other than 
manslaughter or corruption in the earth, it shall be as if he 
had killed all mankind, and whoso saves the life of one, it 
shall be as if he had saved the life of all mankind… 

The above verse not only commands to prevent killing, but 
also equally commands to save lives from other forms of killing 
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caused by economic sufferings and poverty. Life is threatened not 
only by private vendettas or individual/s’ covetousness/jealously, 
political/social aggressions, war, terrorism, and exploitation but 
also by economic deprivation and social dispossession. 

Poverty in the global context, whether they are relative 
or absolute, and related economic sufferings, are caused by the 
following factors (1) Extreme Wealth possessed by a small group 
of wealthiest billionaires, while a greater percentage of mankind 
struggling to survive, even without enough food for their day to day 
consumption (2) Economic Deprivation. No proper opportunity 
is available for the majority of the people within the state and 
in the global context, denial of opportunity for meaningfully 
participation in the global economic activities, and (3) Uneven or 
inequitable distribution of wealth and income in the national and 
global level.

Although states are regarded as equal in the international 
system, political, economic, technological, and militarily powers 
are asymmetrically distributed. The states which have economic 
advantages are incessantly dominating global economics and 
drawing a large global income at the cost of less developed or 
developing economies. This was the fact and practice, even before 
the word globalization was introduced in the dictionary. 

The various economic development policies/strategies 
for domestic and international economics have been adopted 
and tested, but they failed to ensure equitable distribution or 
to alleviate the inequality gap or poverty. Although a fair trade 
between the states is a good opportunity for the states to get their 
fair shares in exchange among them, the history has revealed that 
the powerful states at the different period in history had used their 
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political, economic and military leverage to subdue other states 
unfairly to obtain greater shares in exchange from politically, 
economically and militarily weak states.

Failure to Accept Human Beings as One 
Entity 
The world does not have international economic policies which 
are aimed at equitable factor payments or equitable distribution at 
the global level or to ensure global economic distributive justice. 
The existing economic theories or development policies do not 
recognize that human beings are collectively entitled to earthly 
resources or have the right to share in the world endowments by 
participating in the global economic process. The lacking aspect 
is the failure of the global community to consider human beings 
as being one entity for the sake of sharing world resources and 
participating in the production process, though they are diverse 
in several ways. This deficiency contributes for the global 
decision makers to design the whole globalization process based 
only on comparative advantage or relative advantage theories 
without dealing with the main global issues like (1) Uneven 
factor endowments among the states (2) Uneven exchange 
between states (3) Non availability of resources to convert the 
factor endowments into a productive process and (4) Inequitable 
factor payments, especially to the working people in the South 
(discriminatory method of valuing factors).

The Qur’anic and Hadith based principles for addressing 
economic wants of human beings and for establishing global 
economic distributive justice are fundamentally founded on the 
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following elements (a) Universality of Resources- The whole 
earth and its resources (within the human domain) should 
be regarded as single resources for the benefit of mankind (b) 
Universality of Sharing- All nations should be able to share and 
exchange opportunity, knowledge/technology and goods/services 
in equitable terms (c) Universality of Caring- mankind should 
regard themselves as one brotherhood and creation of Almighty 
Allah and with this spirit, plans and efforts should be made to 
eliminate the economic difficulties and sufferings of people 
wherever they live. For this purpose, their nationalities, their 
places of birth and residences are not relevant. (d) Universality 
of Economic Growth/Development and Distribution- All the 
economic models should be adjusted to establish national, regional 
and global economic systems which could provide opportunities 
for everyone to participate in economic activities and to equitably 
share the rewards of such activities (e) Special and Equitable 
Treatment for Weak Economies to reach the required mark- in 
the international context, any competitive model may have the 
victors and losers. There are states and people within the states 
who are unable to face the competition because they are already 
in a weaker position. The global economy should be able to take 
this factor into the serious consideration and provide necessary 
support to make these states or people to obtain necessary economic 
strength or to reach the required mark. In other words, the fair and 
equal opportunity should be created to face the global economic 
competition (f) Establishment of Global Distributive Justice- The 
global economic growth and development are worthless if they 
are not addressing the peoples’ economic hardships and sufferings 
like unemployment, low income, poverty, malnutrition, homeless 
or absence of decent life. New or reformed economic models 
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should be discovered to create the means and method to provide 
opportunities and support to the national states to achieve the 
target of establishing economic distributive justice and also to 
create a global mechanism within the global economic system 
for mandatory assistance for the economically struggling states, 
to ensure that no one is deprived or denied a decent life. For this 
purpose, the necessary knowledge and formula could be derived 
from the Islamic preaching. 

Globalization with a Humane face and a 
Benevolent Philosophy
Even if we agree that economic globalization can achieve its 
desired objectives, the elimination of poverty and providing a 
decent life to every human being are impossible and unattainable 
because they are not part of its programme.  Globalization needs 
a humane and benevolent philosophy to address the true problems 
of mankind, especially of the deprived, weak, oppressed and 
destitute. It should practically address the burning problems of 
suffering people. Globalization should also include the following 
programmes (a)Comprehensive and all-inclusive economic 
plans and programmes to give an equitable opportunity to all 
states, especially to the economically weak states (poor factor 
endowments),(b)Decentralized mechanisms which provide 
opportunity to all people to participate in the global production 
and distribution process, and(C)Introducing a new law of 
specialization which could guarantee both fair exchange between 
states and equitable income to them.
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Equitable income in terms of global trade could be 
guaranteed only if economically weak states or states with 
poor endowments accompanied with the problems of utilizing 
them efficiently, are given a reasonable and sufficient value for 
their products/exports. In the seventies and eighties of the last 
centuary, the economies of many primary products exporting 
states collapsed because these states did not get a fair exchange 
for their exports. Even today global trade does not assure a fair 
exchange for the exports of many developing and less developing 
states.  The states or multinational corporations (MNCS) which 
are capable of exporting finished or semi-finished products are 
usual winners in the international trade.

The global trade development also brought a new division 
of international labour. Accordingly, the production processes are 
organized across national boundaries and the states, or MNCS 
which control the whole process are final owners or manufacturers. 
Some big companies in developed states and MNCS are the main 
organizations which control the production process based on a 
new division of labour. In the words of Manuel Castells ‘this gives 
multinational firms a tremendous advantage, for they already 
have the knowledge required to produce and market goods and 
services internationally…”.

The wages or purchasing capacities of workers in different 
states who toil for eight hours in the same category are not the 
same. A worker in an advanced state who works the same hours 
and same category of work has more purchasing power because of 
higher wages or/and less inflation than a worker in a developing 
state belonging to the same category. The export incomes of a 
developed and a developing state are not equal, even though both 
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states have contributed the equal amount of labourers and hours. 
This uneven distribution of factor incomes among states causes 
a big inequality or income gap between the global communities. 
This also contributes for global poverty and economic deprivation 
of income and opportunity.  David Ricardo’s ‘concept of value’ 
does not provide justice to the millions and millions of global 
workers, low and middle-income groups, people belong to 
teaching, mining, fishing and agricultural sectors, small business 
communities and other suffering masses. 

Global Economic Distributive Justice
Islam demands mankind to establish economic justice with 
benevolence for their fellow beings. To realize the task of 
establishing global economic justice, Islam commands human 
beings to embrace the concept of universal brotherhood by 
removing all ideological and self -centered obstacles which prevent 
them from accepting the principle of equitable economic justice. 
Islam also shows how economic justice could be established and 
it also stresses mankind to establish global economic distributive 
justice based on human equality, impartiality and universal 
fraternity and brotherhood.   

The Islamic concept of Justice with benevolence has a 
special meaning and message, especially in the area of economic 
rights. It conveys that no human being should be humiliated or 
dishonoured because he does not have sufficient means for his 
living and also for demanding his economic shares/opportunities. 
He should not be offended because of claiming or demanding his 
economic right as it is an exceptionally important fundamental 
right which cannot be derogated under any circumstance. This 
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concept also assures the poor, needy, orphaned, underprivileged 
and oppressed people that they do not need to depend on others’ 
voluntary support or begging which degrade their honour, but 
they could legitimately demand their fundamental economic 
rights from their respective states. In the global economic 
context, it means that every state and its people are entitled as 
part of economic rights to share in the global resources, wealth 
and income, irrespective of its size and strength. The state as 
a member of the global community should be able to claim its 
share and opportunities in the global production and distribution 
process without sacrificing its principles like justice and fairness.

The Qur’anic injunctions and the preaching of Prophet 
Muhammad PBUH on saving human lives and rescuing the 
oppressed, provide very simple and straightforward guidance 
on how to accomplish the noble mission of establishing a just, 
equitable and free human society where everyone could feel 
that he or she is not burdened with political, economic or social 
bondage or oppression and also could enjoy the good things in 
life while helping others enjoy the same. 

The Qur’an and Preaching of Prophet Muhammad 
PBUH also demand people to establish global brotherhood in 
a true manner through equitably sharing global resources in an 
equitable way, respecting everyone’s rights and by ensuring that 
human dignity is not degraded or tarnished. We are witnessing 
corruptions, violence and tainted practices which are debasing 
the moral integrity of human being and furthermore selfishness 
and conceitedness which naturally lead into exploitation and 
deprivation of others’ rights are degrading and disparaging the 
human dignity. The preaching of Islam not only commands people 
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to uphold and preserve human rights and dignity, but also reveals 
clearly and comprehensibly the ways to uphold and preserve 
them. 

If mankind can recognize the concept of universal 
brotherhood or one human entity, with the spirit of respecting and 
protecting others’ rights, then the world could witness a peaceful 
existence of human beings as they will truly feel that others are 
also equitably entitled to decent lives as they are entitled. This will 
create a situation where mankind realizes that our happiness will 
not be at the cost of others but depends on sharing and contending 
with others’ happiness. 

The true spirit of universal brotherhood and fraternity 
demands a non-parochial and non-divisional approach to human 
problems and issues. While recognizing the diversity of the 
human community, to protect human dignity all human beings 
should be regarded as one entity. The history and records clearly 
and unambiguously reveal that divisive and insular approaches 
and actions brought desolation and miseries to this globe. For 
centuries we have been witnessing despite all pious promises the 
main global actors with their systems gloomily failing to deliver 
not only prosperity and peace, but more importantly economic 
distributive justice. Islam provides the necessary political, social 
and legal mechanisms to establish an equitable distributive system 
which could not only ensure the economic rights, but also could 
preserve human lives and safeguard the dignity of every man and 
woman.
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Conclusion 
Hence, the Islamic concept of Globalization is based on three 
fundamental messages of the Qur’an and Hadith (1) Allah 
Almighty as the Creator and Owner of all resources of this Globe, 
has guided mankind to share the global resources equitably 
among them (2) mankind is one entity, and (3) establish justice at 
all levels, from an individual to global level.  Consequently, these 
messages bring forth the concept of universal brotherhood based 
on distributive justice and equitable sharing. The non-acceptance 
of these noble messages which Islam conveys means no real 
solution for global economic problems, especially faced by the 
economically deprived large segment of the global population. 
In this situation, the eventual result is chaos, confusion and 
confrontation, and the absence of global peace and tranquility. 
Consequent to failures of the existing political and economic 
systems, we have been witnessing that the global or even national 
crisis are resolved through a zero-sum game by which the victory 
of one group is achieved at the elimination of others. In other 
words, we have been witnessing the operation of the ‘survival 
of the fittest’ theory where the strong are bent on eliminating the 
weak. The problems of human beings need humane solutions 
and not a solution through a zero-sum game. Hence, the divine 
message of Islam demands people to avoid committing injustice 
and establish justice to ensure universal brotherhood and respect 
human dignity by recognizing mankind as one entity. 
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